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Preface
This manual is "Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP Landscape Virtualization Management User
Guide" for Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Storage Array, Hitachi Unified Storage VM
Storage Array, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 Storage Array, and Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform Gx00 Storage Array. This manual describes functions provided by Hitachi
Storage Adapter for SAP Landscape Virtualization Management, prerequisites for the
related systems, how to setup the environment, how to use the product, and
troubleshooting.

 Intended Audience
 Prerequisite Knowledge
 Reference Documents
 About figures listed in the manual
 Revision Level
 List of terms and abbreviations
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Intended Audience
The audiences of this manual may include:


SAP System Managers



System Engineers

Prerequisite Knowledge
This manual is intended for the audiences with the following knowledge:


Basic operations of Windows Server 2008, Windows Server 2012, AIX, Linux and
HP-UX.



Basic operations of SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.



Basic operations of Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Storage Array.



Basic operations of Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 Storage Array.



Basic operations of Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00 Storage Array.



Basic operations of Hitachi Unified Storage VM Storage Array.



Basic operations of Hitachi Storage Navigator.



Basic operations of VMware vSphere

Reference Documents
This manual refers to the following documents:

vi



Copy-on-write Snapshot User Guide (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform)



ShadowImage User Guide (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform / Hitachi Unified Storage
VM / Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00)



Thin Image User Guide (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform / Hitachi Unified Storage VM /
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000, Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00)



TrueCopy User Guide (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform / Hitachi Unified Storage VM /
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 / Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00)



Hitachi Storage Navigator User Guide



Hitachi Command Suite Software User Guide



Provisioning Guide for Open Systems (Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform / Hitachi Virtual
Storage Platform G1000)



Provisioning Guide (Hitachi Unified Storage VM / Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00)



Command Control Interface User Guide



Command Control Interface Reference Guide



SAP Landscape Virtualization Management Operation Guide (Online manual)
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About figures listed in the manual
This manual contains screenshots on a Windows computer and SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management, which may differ in coloring from the actual windows shown on your computer
screen.
The figure of SAP shows operation procedure for SAP Landscape Virtualization Management
2.0. However, some of the figures show the operation procedure for SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management 2.1.

© 2013-2014 SAP AG. All rights reserved.

Revision Level
Revision

Date

Version 11

June, 2015

Description

List of terms and abbreviations
#

Term in full

Abbreviation

Definition/Explanation

1.

AIX 6.1 Enterprise x64 /
AIX 7.1 Enterprise x 64

AIX/AIX6.1/AIX7.1

2.

Apache Tomcat

Tomcat

3.

consistency group

CTG

4.

Copy-on-Write Snapshot
(VSP)

Snapshot

An operating system provided by IBM. If
it is not necessary to specify the version,
it is just denoted as "AIX". If it needs to
be distinguished from other operating
systems, it is denoted as "AIX
<version>".
Apache Tomcat is a servlet container
(servlet engine) used for executing a
Java Servlet or JavaServer Pages (JSP).
It is the function of a storage making a
group operating the plural pairs
concurrently which made with a
program product for copying.
An optional function of the Hitachi
Storage Array.
This function creates a logical copy of a
copy source (P-VOL) at the specified
timing in a virtual volume (V-VOL) in a
storage array. This function is denoted
simply as "Snapshot" if this optional
function name does not have to be
distinguished between
AMS2000/HUS100 and VSP. A data pool
for this function is denoted as "CoW
pool".
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#

Term in full

Abbreviation

Definition/Explanation

5.

Dynamic Provisioning

DP

6.

Fibre Channel

FC

7.

Fibre Channel Switch

FC-SW

8.

global-active-device

GAD

9.

Hicapi

-

An optional function of a Hitachi storage
array.
DP is a thin provisioning software
product that provides "virtual storage
capacity" in order to manage and add
storage arrays and simplify cost
reduction.
One of the data transfer standards used
for connecting a computer and a
peripheral. Fibre Channel is mainly used
for storage networks.
This is a switch used for connecting a
server and a storage array with a Fibre
Channel interface.
An optional function of the Hitachi
Storage Array VSP G1000.
This is the program product that creates
a volume pair on two storage systems
and retains the identical data.
A set of functions that standardize the
procedures necessary for controlling a
storage array. An appropriate storage
control library is called according to the
type of a storage array to be controlled.
GUI to remote control Hitachi Storage
Arrays, VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00.
GUI to remote control Hitachi Storage
Arrays, VSP G1000 / VSP Gx00.
Hitachi Storage Adapter is one of the
modules of this product and is installed
in a SAP management server.
Hitachi Storage Controller is one of the
modules of this product and is installed
in a storage management server.
Hitachi Storage Library is one of the
modules of this product and is installed
on each SAP managed node. This library
is called by SAP Host Agent.
Hitachi Unified Storage VM is an
enterprise storage array for medium
and small-sized businesses.
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform is an
enterprise storage array with high
processing power, expandability, and
reliability that can be used for a variety
of systems including enterprise
backbone systems and data centers.
It is a succeeding storage array of
Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform.

10. Hitachi Command Suite

Storage Navigator

11. Hitachi Device Manage

Storage Navigator

12. Hitachi Storage Adapter

Adapter

13. Hitachi Storage Controller

Controller

14. Hitachi Storage Library

Library

15. Hitachi Unified Storage VM

HUS VM

16. Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform

VSP

17. Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform G1000

VSP G1000
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Abbreviation

Definition/Explanation

18. Hitachi Virtual Storage
Platform Gx00

VSP Gx00

19. Host Bus Adapter

HBA

20. HP-UX 11i v3

HP-UX

21. HP-UX Hypervisor

-

22. Hyper Text Transfer
Protocol

HTTP

23. Hypertext Transfer
Protocol over Secure
Socket Layer

HTTPS

24. Microsoft Hyper-V

-

25. Local Area Network

LAN

26. Log4j

-

27. Logical Device

LDEV

28. Logical Unit Number

LUN

29. LUN Manager

-

30. Microsoft Internet
Information Server

IIS

31. Microsoft Multipath I/O

MPIO

Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform Gx00 is
a succeeding model of an enterprise
storage array for small and medium
-sized businesses.
Host Bus Adapter is a hardware device
that connects a host system (computer)
to another network device or storage
array.
HP-UX 11i v3 is the operating system
provided by HP. If the version does not
have to be distinguished particularly, it
is noted as HP-UX.
It is a server on which HP-UX vPars and
Integrity VM is operated.
HTTP is a communication protocol in use
for transferring contents such as in
HTML between a Web browser and Web
server.
HTTPS is widely used for increasing the
security of HTTP communication. HTTP
over SSL/TLS is used as a
communication protocol for the https
scheme.
Hyper-V is a hypervisor-based
virtualization system for x64 and
enables multiple virtual machines on a
single computer (server).
LAN is a network used on the scale of a
single facility. This is a type of network
that combines Ethernet and TCP/IP, a
protocol over Ethernet.
Log4j is a Java API provided by Apache
that offers a logging service.
This term is used when a VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 is used.
Logical Unit Number is a number
assigned to an LDEV.
An optional function of a Hitachi storage
array.
LUN Manager defines a data I/O path
between an LU and server, configures
address settings, and offers other
functions.
Microsoft Internet Information Server is
Web server software (Web server
service) from Microsoft and runs in
Microsoft Windows.
Multipath software from Microsoft.

#

Term in full
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Abbreviation

Definition/Explanation

32. Microsoft Windows Server
2008 R2

Windows /
Windows 2008/
Windows 2008 R2

33. Microsoft Windows Server
2012

Windows /
Windows 2012

34. Microsoft Windows Server
2012 R2

Windows /
Windows 2012

35. N_Port ID

-

36. N_Port ID Virtualization

NPIV

37. Oracle Enterprise Linux 5
x64

OEL5
OEL
Linux

An operating system provided by
Microsoft.
- Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2
Standard Edition x64 SP1
- Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2
Enterprise Edition x64 SP1
- Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2
Datacenter Edition x64 SP1
If it is not necessary to specify the
edition and version, it is just denoted as
"Windows". If it needs to be
distinguished from other operating
systems, it is denoted as "Windows
2008 R2".
An operating system provided by
Microsoft.
- Microsoft Windows Server 2012
Standard Edition
- Microsoft Windows Server 2012
Datacenter Edition
If it is not necessary to specify the
edition and version, it is just denoted as
"Windows". If it needs to be
distinguished from other operating
systems, it is denoted as "Windows
2012".
An operating system provided by
Microsoft.
- Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2
Standard Edition
- Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2
Datacenter Edition
If it is not necessary to specify the
edition and version, it is just denoted as
"Windows". If it needs to be
distinguished from other operating
systems, it is denoted as "Windows
2012".
This is an ID assigned for a host
computer port connected to a storage
area network.
NPIV is an acronym for N_Port ID
Virtualization. By using NPIV, you can
assign a unique WWN to a virtual HBA in
a storage area network.
A Linux based operating system
provided by Oracle. If it is not necessary
to specify the edition and version, it is
just denoted as "OEL". If it is not needed
to be distinguished from other Linux
based operating systems, it is denoted
as "Linux".

#

x

Term in full
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Abbreviation

Definition/Explanation

38. Oracle Enterprise Linux 6
x64

OEL6
OEL
Linux

39. Physical to Physical

P2P

40. Physical to Virtual

P2V

41. POWER Hypervisor

-

42. Command Control
Interface

-

43. Raw Device Mapping

RDM

44. Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5
x64

RHEL 5
RHEL
Linux

45. Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6
x64

RHEL 6
RHEL
Linux

46. Relocate Systems

-

47. SAP
48. SAP Host Agent

-

A Linux based operating system
provided by Oracle. If it is not necessary
to specify the edition and version, it is
just denoted as "OEL". If it is not needed
to be distinguished from other Linux
based operating systems, it is denoted
as "Linux".
SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management operations from one
physical server to another physical
server.
SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management operations from one
physical server to another virtual
server.
Firmware provided by IBM used for
constructing a virtual environment.
Software used for controlling the
operation of copy-related Program
Products for Hitachi Storage Arrays.
One method to map a disk device onto a
virtual OS with VMware vSphere.
Operating system of Linux-based that
the Red Hat company provides. It is
described with RHEL if a version does
not need to identify in particular. In
addition, it is described with Linux when
it is handled without identifying it from
the other operating system of
Linux-based.
Operating system of Linux-based that
the Red Hat company provides. It is
described with RHEL if a version does
not need to identify in particular. In
addition, it is described with Linux when
it is handled without identifying it from
the other operating system of
Linux-based
A scenario that involves instance switch
and volume reassignment.
An abbreviation of SAP SE in Germany.
SAP Host Agent provides user with the
following features:
- SAP instance discovery and inventory
- SAP instance control
- Database monitoring and
management
- System or instance provisioning
- Operating system monitoring

49. SAP NetWeaver®

-

#

Term in full

A general term for SAP technology
platforms (middleware).
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Abbreviation

Definition/Explanation

50. SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management

-

51. SAP system ID

SAP SID

52. SAP managed node

-

53. SAP management server

-

54. ShadowImage (VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000)

ShadowImage

55. Storage Area Network

-

56. Storage Navigator

Storage Navigator

57. SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server 10 SP4 x64

SLES10 SP4
SLES
Linux

58. SUSE Linux Enterprise
Server 11 SP2 x64

SLES11 SP2
SLES
Linux

This software is used for virtualizing a
set of operating environments as a
"landscape" in order to simplify
complicated operating steps.
An ID for an SAP system. It consists of
three alphanumeric characters. A new
ID is assigned for each installation. In
principle, no duplicate IDs should be
used within a landscape.
This is a server on which an SAP system
or service runs. You need to install
Hitachi Storage Library on SAP managed
nodes to assign and mount volumes.
This is a server on which SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management runs. You
need to install Hitachi Storage Adapter
on this server to get the information and
to control the operation of storage
arrays.
This function creates a logical copy of a
copy source (P-VOL) at the specific point
in time in a physical volume (S-VOL) on
a storage array. This function is denoted
simply as "ShadowImage" if this
optional function name does not have to
be distinguished between
AMS2000/HUS100 and VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00.
A storage area network is a dedicated
network that provides access to
consolidated, block level data storage.
GUI to remote control Hitachi Storage
Arrays, VSP/HUS VM.
Operating system of Linux-based that
the NOVELL company provides. It is
described with SLES if a version does
not need to identify in particular. In
addition, it is described with Linux when
it is handled without identifying it from
the other operating system of
Linux-based.
Operating system of Linux-based that
the NOVELL company provides. It is
described with SLES if a version does
not need to identify in particular. In
addition, it is described with Linux when
it is handled without identifying it from
the other operating system of
Linux-based

#

xii

Term in full
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Abbreviation

Definition/Explanation

59. Thin Image

Snapshot

60. True Copy

True Copy

61. Virtual to Physical

V2P

62. Virtual to Virtual

V2V

63. VMware vCenter Server

vCenter Server

64. VMware ESXi

ESXi

65. VMware vSphere

vSphere

66. Web UI

-

67. World Wide Name

WWN

68. Storage management
server

-

69. Use case

-

An optional function of the Hitachi
Storage Arrays, VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00.
This function creates a logical copy of a
copy source (P-VOL) at the specified
timing in a virtual volume (V-VOL) in a
storage array. This function is denoted
simply as ”Snapshot“ if this optional
function name does not have to be
distinguished between
An optional function of the Hitachi
Storage Arrays, VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00. This function can
create and retain a copy of a volume at
remote location.
SAP System Copy / SAP System Cloning
operation from a virtual server to a
physical server.
SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management operations from one
virtual server to another virtual server.
A server managing the following
VMware ESXi virtual host.
It can manage plural VMware ESXi
virtual host.
A virtual host of the hypervisor type
providing the virtual environment.
A virtualization platform providing by
VMware company.
2 products mentioned above are
included as a product.
A Web interface to a Hitachi Storage
Controller used for managing
connection information of storage
arrays and vCenter Server/HP-UX
Hypervisor.
A unique identifier in a storage area
network over Fibre Channel or Serial
Attached SCSI. Each WWN is an 8-byte
number and consists of the IEEE OUI
(first 3 bytes) and the information
provided by the vendor (remaining 5
bytes).
A server used for controlling storage
arrays. You need to install Hitachi
Storage Controller on this server.
The term, use case, is used to denote
one of the following scenarios supported
by this product.
(1) Relocate Systems scenario
(2) SAP System Cloning scenario
(3) SAP System Copy scenario
(4) SAP System Refresh scenario

#

Term in full
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Abbreviation

Definition/Explanation

70. Virtual Storage machine

Virtual storage

71. Physical Storage machine

Physical storage

This is the group of each virtualized
resource array that is created by the
VSP G1000 function. Each group has a
virtual storage array serial number.
This indicates the storage array that
exists physically and has an individual
storage array serial number.

#

xiv

Term in full
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1.1. Overview of SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management
SAP Landscape Virtualization Management software is a management tool that
enables the SAP basis administrator to automate SAP system operations including
end-to-end SAP system copy/refresh operations.
SAP Landscape Virtualization Management supports the scenarios shown in Table 1.1-1.

Table 1.1-1 Scenarios Provided by SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management
#

Scenario

Overview

1.

SAP System Cloning

2.

SAP System Copy/Refresh

3.

Automated Capacity
Management
Start, stop & relocate systems,
mass operations

Scenario for automate creation of test or training systems
from production systems in short time frame.
Scenario for providing new SAP development or verification
environment.
Scenario for automate load balancing of SAP application
resources.
- Start services on a suitable resource in the landscape.
- Stop the running services on resources.
- Relocate services on resources to optimize their
utilization.
- The mass operation groups multiple single operations for
processing.
Scenario for centralized management of the environments
mixed with third-party products.
Scenario for giving perfect insight into each virtual layer of
IT infrastructure stack.

4.

5.
6.

Third-Party Support &
Extensibility
End-to-End Visibility and
Monitoring

Note:
For details about SAP products, visit the following websites:

http://help.sap.com/nwlvm/
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1.2. Overview of Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management
The purpose of Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP Landscape Virtualization Management is to
control an SAP managed node that operates storage arrays through SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management, a virtualization component from SAP. By installing this product,
you can relocate a volume of a Hitachi Storage Array to another server or copy a volume to
another server based on your needs. This product supports the scenarios shown in Table
1.2-1 among all the scenarios supported by SAP Landscape Virtualization Management
shown in Section 1.1. Table 1.2-2 shows examples of applying those scenarios.

Table 1.2-1 Supported Scenarios
#

Scenario supported
by this product

Overview

1.

Relocate Systems

Migrates an SAP instance running on the source server to a
target server.

2.

SAP System Cloning

3.

SAP System Copy

4.

SAP System Refresh

Create a duplicate of an existing system with an
identical system ID.
Create a duplicate of an existing SAP system with a
different host name and a unique system ID.
Refresh a system, to overwrite an existing target
system with the latest data from a source system while
maintaining the configuration.

#

Example

Table 1.2-2 Example of Applying Scenarios
1.

Applying an OS patch

2.

Reproducing a failure
and taking a
countermeasure

3.

Create new
test/development
systems

4.

Update
test/development
systems with latest
business data

Used scenario (Reason)

Applies Relocate Systems scenario. (You can
relocate the instance and data on a server to another
server to which the OS patch has already been applied,
and start the commercial service.)
Applies SAP System Cloning scenario. (You can
create totally the same system configuration as the
failed system and conduct a reproduction test under
the same conditions as when the failure occurs.)
Applies SAP System Copy scenario. (You can create
totally the same system configuration as a production
system environment (except SAP system ID) in a
shorter period of time than using the copy function for
an SAP production. Because the purpose is not to
identify the root cause of a failure, the SAP system ID
is replaced with new one.)
Applies SAP System Refresh scenario. (You can
update only the currently used system data on a
development or quality assurance system in a shorter
period of time than using the copy function for an SAP
production.)
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1.2.1. Relocate Systems Scenario
This scenario involves stopping an instance of SAP application running on one server and
starting the instance on another server OS. Figure 1.2.1-1 shows the procedure of this
scenario, and Figure 1.2.1-2 shows the processing flow of this scenario.

Figure 1.2.1-1 Operation Image of the Relocate Systems Scenario
On the source server, stop SAP (AP and DB) instance, preprocess disk removal, and then
perform disk removal. On the target server, perform disk attachment, and then start SAP
(AP and DB) instance. During disk detachment and attachment, Hitachi Storage Controller
is involved. You can configure and control each step of Figure 1.2.1-2 using the GUI
provided by SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.

1-4
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Source Server

Target Server

Stop SAP (AP and DB) instance.
Detach the disks.

Attach the disks.
Start SAP (AP and DB) instance.

Figure 1.2.1-2 Processing Flow of Relocate Systems Scenario

1.2.2. SAP System Cloning Scenario
This scenario involves copying an instance of SAP application running on one server to
another and starting its copy with the same SAP system ID as before copying. Figure
1.2.2-1 shows the operation image of this scenario, and Figure 1.2.2-2 shows the
processing flow of this scenario.

Figure 1.2.2-1 Operation Image of the SAP System Cloning
Scenario
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Source Server

Storage

Target Server

Suspend the IO.

Resume the IO.

Data copy
Attach the disks.

Update firewall settings and DNS.

Start SAP (AP and DB) instance.

Figure 1.2.2-2 Processing Flow of SAP System Cloning Scenario
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1.2.3. SAP System Copy Scenario
An SAP system copy is a copy of an SAP system with changing the SID and/or system
number on the target server. Figure 1.2.3-1 shows the procedure of this scenario, and
Figure 1.2.3-2 shows the processing flow of this scenario.

Figure 1.2.3-1 Operation Image of the SAP System Copy Scenario
Source Server

Storage

Target Server

Suspend the IO.

Resume the IO.

Data copy
Attach the disks.

Update firewall settings and DNS.

Change the SAP instance name.

Start SAP (AP and DB) instance.

Update firewall and network
settings manually.

Figure 1.2.3-2 Processing Flow of SAP System Copy Scenario
Overview
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1.2.4. SAP System Refresh Scenario
Refresh a system, to overwrite an existing target system with the latest data from a source
system while maintaining the configuration. Figure 1.2.4-1 shows the operation image of
this scenario, and Figure 1.2.4-2 shows the processing flow of this scenario.

Figure 1.2.4-1 Operation Image of the SAP System Refresh
Scenario
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Source Server

Storage

Target Server
Export SAP system configuration
information.

Stop SAP (AP and DB) instance.

Detach the disks.

Suspend the IO

Resume the IO.
Data copy

Attach the disks.
Update firewall settings and DNS.
Change the SAP instance name.
Start SAP (AP and DB) instance.
Import the exported configuration
information.
Update firewall and network
settings manually.

Figure 1.2.4-2 Processing Flow of SAP System Refresh Scenario
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2.1. Restrictions and Considerations for Setting Up the
Environment
Table 2.1-1 shows the restrictions and considerations for constructing the environment.

Table 2.1-1 Restrictions and Considerations for Setting Up the
Environment
#

Item
1. Server account
privileges
2. Check items for
installation

3. Installation drive

4. Creating
setting/configuratio
n files

5. Changing the
settings
6. HTTP proxy
7. 64-bit Java
8. iSCSI
9. Automatic mount
function

10. Scenarios and
system
configurations

2-2

Description
You must give Administrator privileges of the domain to the server
account.
(1) If services that monitor processes or viruses are running,
installation may fail. You must disable those services during
installation and uninstallation.
(2) If you use third-party firewall software other than Windows
Firewall, disable it during installation and uninstallation.
Only local drives are supported as installation drives for Hitachi
Storage Controller.
You can install this product to a network drive or removable disk, but
normal operation is not guaranteed. Note
Configuration files are automatically created by the installer during
installation. If the file already exists, the existing file is renamed and
then a new file is created. When the file is renamed, a number (starting
with 1) is added to the end of the file name and the number is counted
up whenever the file is renamed. There is no restriction on the number
of files that can be created by renaming.
If app.properties exists, app.properties is renamed to
app.properties.old1
If app.properties and app.properties.old1 exist, app.properties is
renamed to app.properties.old2.
If the configuration files are updated while Hitachi Controller Tomcat is
running, you need to restart Hitachi Controller Tomcat.
Communication to the Hitachi Storage Controller through an HTTP
proxy is not supported.
Only the 32-bit version of Java, not the 64-bit version, is supported.
The iSCSI connection is not supported.
Disable automatic mount function on the target server.
When you check or configure this setting, use the following command.
[How to check the setting]
diskpart
DISKPART>automount
In this case, automatic mount for a new volume is enabled.
[How to configure the setting]
diskpart
DISKPART> automount disable
Automatic mount for a new volume is disabled.
To exit diskpart, enter the exit command.
For each scenario, only the following configurations are supported.
When the SAP managed node uses Windows or Linux(RHEL,SUSE).
(1) Relocate Systems
P2P / P2V / V2V
scenario
Restrictions and Considerations
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#

Item

Description
(2) SAP System Cloning
scenario
(3) SAP System Copy
scenario
(4) SAP System Refresh
Scenario

P2P / P2V / V2V
P2P / P2V / V2V
P2P / P2V / V2V

When the SAP managed node uses Linux(OEL)
(1) Relocate Systems
P2P
scenario
(2) SAP System Cloning
scenario
(3) SAP System Copy
scenario
(4) SAP System Refresh
Scenario

P2P
P2P
P2P

When the SAP managed node uses AIX
(1) Relocate Systems
V2V (Only NPIV is supported)
scenario
(2) SAP System Cloning
V2V (Only NPIV is supported)
scenario
(3) SAP System Copy
V2V (Only NPIV is supported)
scenario
(4) SAP System Refresh
V2V (Only NPIV is supported)
Scenario
When the SAP managed node uses HP-UX
(1) Relocate Systems
P2P / P2V / V2V / V2P
scenario
(2) SAP System Cloning
P2P / P2V / V2V / V2P
scenario
(3) SAP System Copy
P2P / P2V / V2V / V2P
scenario
(4) SAP System Refresh
P2P / P2V / V2V /V2P
Scenario
11. Scenarios and
operating systems
12. Configuration of
storage arrays
13. Port numbers used
by this product

The SAP operations to clone, copy or relocate SAP systems are only
supported on the same OS family.
For details, see Table 3.3.1-2.
Create a volume to use by each scenario on the storage array that has
an identical serial number.
The following port numbers are used for this product. These ports must
not be used for other purposes.
SAP management server
Hitachi
5<Sys
Used for telnet during deploy.
Storage
Num>0 * <SysNum> indicates system number
Adapter
8
of SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management. If this system number is
00, port number is 50008.

SAP managed node
Hitachi
8080
Storage
Library

Used for communication between Hitachi
Storage Library and Hitachi Storage
Controller. HTTPS is not supported.
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#

Item

Description
Storage management server
Hitachi
8080
Storage
Controller
2000

14. Mounting a volume

15. Internet protocol
version
16. Relocating Hitachi
Storage Controller
17. Uninstalling SAP
Host Agent
18. Secure port for
storage arrays
19. CCI (Command
Control Interface)
20. Creating a user
authentication
account for storage
arrays

21. Restriction of
VMware vCenter
Server
22. Restriction when
the logical volume
manager is not
used
23. SCSI Adapter
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Used for communication between Hitachi
Storage Adapter and Hitachi Storage
Controller. HTTPS is not supported.
 Hitachi Storage Controller uses TCP
port number 2000 by default for
communication with storage arrays.
 If TCP port 2000 is already in use by a
different application, please adapt
the another port number on the
storage
array
using
Storage
Navigator as well as the port of the
Hitachi Storage Controller.
The correspondence between a volume and a mount point (folder,
drive letter, or directory) is 1 to 1. (This is valid for Windows, but not
for AIX), because the logical volume manager is supported on AIX.
Only IPv4 is supported.
When you relocate Hitachi Storage Controller to another server, you
need to restart Hitachi Storage Adapter. For information about how to
restart it, see Subsection 6.5.2.
When you uninstall SAP Host Agent, uninstall Hitachi Storage Library
first. (This is because the directory that stores Hitachi Storage Library
is deleted when SAP Host Agent is uninstalled.)
Secure ports for storage arrays are not supported.
When SAP business application server is AIX, Linux or HP-UX, start
Command Control Interface prior to registering storage arrays using
WebUI. (For information about how to start, see Subsection 4.2.3)
The storage array must have the same user name and password when
listing command devices for multiple storage arrays of the VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000 in Command Control Interface’s configuration
definition files. (For information about configuration definition file, see
Subsection 4.2.3)
The same user name and password must be used when registering
storage in Hitachi Storage Controller.
(For information about registering storage in Hitachi Storage
Controller, see Subsection 4.3.1)
When it is installed on a server same as Hitachi Storage Controller,
Hitachi Storage Controller conflicted to 8080 port.
We recommend that it is not installed in on the same server.
The scenario execution in the environment where the logical volume
manager is not used for is possible under the Linux environment, but
only the configuration of 1 partition per 1LU is supported.
When the virtual environment on VMware is used as the copy
destination operation application server, ensure to keep free space on
Virtual Device Node of SCSI controller. If no free space is available,
SCSI controller of LSI Logic SAS is allocated automatically.
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#

Item
24. Prerequisite
package of AIX

25. Downgrade

26. Environmental
restriction when
setting up HP-UX
environment
27. Restriction when
executing the
scenario in HP-UX
Hypervisor
environment

Description
When AIX is used as SAP operation application server, install the
following package under the /usr/lib directory from installation media
of the operating system beforehand
- libHBAAPI package ( including libHBAAPI.a))
- OpenSSL package (including libssl.a, libcrypto.a)
SAP scenario execution fails when libHBAAPI.a , libssl.a, libcrypto. as
above mentioned are not installed under the /usr/lib directory.
In addition, when the update installation , libHBAAPI.a , libssl.a,
libcrypto.a is deleted. Therefore please install a package by manual
operation again.
Update installation (downgrade) to the lower version of Hitachi Storage
Controller and Hitachi Storage Library is not supported. To install the
lower version, first uninstall the currently installed version and perform
a new installation.
When HP-UX is used as SAP operation application server, the scenario
execution including Legacy DSF is not supported.

If the setting of the hardware automatic scanning is enabled, the
scenario may not operate normally. Execute the following command to
disable the setting of the hardware automatic scanning.
scsimgr set_attr -a auto_scan_enable=false

Note:
You cannot specify an installation folder for Library, Proxy, and Adapter.
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2.2. Restrictions and Considerations for Operations
Table 2.2-1 shows the restrictions and considerations for operations.

Table 2.2-1 Restrictions and Considerations for Operations
#

Item

Description

1.

Corrupted configuration file

2.

Collecting logs when a failure
occurs

3.

Threshold for replication
depletion alert

4.

Updating a program

5.

Hitachi Storage Controller
Web UI
Installation directory for
Adapter

If you delete or corrupt files created during installation,
perform a repair installation by mistake. (Corrupted files
must be deleted before repair installation. For information
about repair installation, see Section 4.6.)
You must collect and save logs when a failure occurs because
each log can be wrapped around to the beginning or can be
deleted while the next processing is executed. For
information about which logs must be collected, see "6.6
Collecting Information When a Failure Occurs".
When the DP pool is exhausted, LDEVs cannot be created and
the operation stops. Check the usage rate of the DP pool
periodically using Storage Navigator.
You should not update the SAP HostAgent while SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management operations are
running.
Do not use "Back" and "Next" button of web browser using
Hitachi Storage Controller Web UI.
If you store your files or folders under the installation
directory, after a repair installation, those files and folders are
deleted due to the specification of the SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management deploy command.
The update installation of Library from unsupported
configuration is not supported.
URLs of vCenter Server which is used for SAP scenario are
required to register to the Controller in this module.
In this case, URL to use for the registration is described the
same description of vCenter Server in SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management. This module does not work with
the other description such as specifying of IP address for one
and host name for another one.

6.

7.

Update Installation

8.

Restriction about the
registration of vCenter Server
to Controller

The same registration is required for both if the identical
vCenter server is registered as different format.
[Example]
[SAP Landscape Virtualization Management]
https://111.1.4.201/sdk
https://111.1.4.201:443/sdk
https://vcenter/sdk
[Controller]
https://111.1.4.201/sdk
https://111.1.4.201:443/sdk
https://vcenter/sdk
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#

Item

Description

9.

Restriction on the execution
of the Destroy operation in
Linux environment

In Linux environment, do not execute rescan operation of the
disk on the target server at the execution of the Destroy
operation.
The status that a disk device is remaining may be generated.
In this case, execute the following command to delete an
unnecessary disk device.

10.

Restriction about the LUSE

11.

Restriction about the Virtual
Partition Manager

12.

Restriction about the CTG

echo 1 > /sys/block/<device_name>/device/delete
The LUSE volume is not supported for a volume to use by a
scenario.
If a resource is managed by every user group by using the
Virtual Partition Manager function, set the user group who is
accessible to all resource groups.
If you use VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000, the following are
restricted at the time of scenario execution due to the
specification of the CTG function.
(1)It is impossible to use ShadowImage, Copy-on-write
Snapshot, Thin Image, and True Copy together on the
same scenario.(Configurations such as ShadowImage for
SAP instance, Copy-on-write Snapshot for DB instance
are impossible.)
(2)When 256 CTGs are created on a storage array, a
scenario execution is impossible.(In the case of
ShadowImage, when CTG#0-127 are all used, a scenario
execution is impossible.)
(3)The scenario execution for the volume more than 8193
on the same scenario is impossible.
(4) When a scenario is executed by True Copy, CTG function
is not used.
If you want to cancel restrictions, modify the configuration of
the application property file. (For information about how to
modify, see Table 4.2.1-2 "How to Modify the Application
Property File")

13.

Registering a user of HP-UX
Hypervisor

When registering HP-UX Hypervisor from GUI of Hitachi
Storage Controller, a user should register the root user.
For the registration method of HP-UX Hypervisor, see
Subsection 4.3.4.
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2.3. Restrictions and Considerations for Operating
H-UVM (Virtual Storage Configuration)
Table 2.3-1 shows the restrictions and considerations for using the virtual storage
configuration. For the construction method and prerequisites of the storage configuration,
see the Storage User’s Guide.

Table 2.3-1 Restrictions and Considerations for H-UVM
Operations (virtual storage configuration)
#

Item

Description

1.

User Privileges

2.

Resource group on the
virtual storage
Allocating resources to
the virtual storage

Give users the operation privileges (Views and Modify) to the virtual
storage array to be operated.
Also, create the account of the same user information in all physical
storages that configure the virtual storage.
Do not create two or more resource groups in a virtual storage on a
physical storage.
Allocate an LDEV ID to the virtual storage which is used in the copy
destination.
Allocate an LDEV ID other than FF:FF and FF:FE.
Also, allocate other required resources to the virtual storage.
Do not create a volume whose virtual LDEV ID is duplicated in all
physical storages that configure the virtual storage (Except GAD
pair configuration).
Keep command devices of all physical storages that configure the
virtual storage in a recognizable state.

3.

4.

LDEV ID on the virtual
storage

5.

Configuration file for
CCI
LDEV ID on
meta_resouce

6.
7.
8.

2-8

Configuration file for
CCI
Restriction on GAD
configuration

For an LDEV on meta resource, physical and virtual LDEV ID must be
identical (If the virtual LDEV ID is FF:FF or FF:FE, they do not have
to be identical).
A notation of HORCM_VCMD cannot be used.
When running the scenario of SAP System Cloning, SAP System
Copy, and SAP System Refresh , a volume in which the GAD pair is
created can be used as the copy source volume. When selecting
pools, all storage pools that configure GAD are displayed and a copy
is created in the physical storage that the selected pool belongs to.
For the details of the window display and scenario execution
methods, see 5.2 User Operations for the SAP System Cloning
Scenario.
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3.1. System Configuration
The following shows the system configuration required for using Hitachi Storage Adapter for
SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.

3.1.1. Server
Table 3.1.1-1 shows the list of servers on which Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management is installed.

Table 3.1.1-1 Servers Where This Product Is Installed
#

Server

Description

1.

SAP management
server
SAP managed node

SAP Landscape Virtualization Management is installed on
this server.
SAP business applications such as SAP ERP run on SAP
managed nodes.
This server controls storage arrays.

2.
3.

Storage
management
server

This product is made of three modules. Table 3.1.1-2 shows a list of modules installed in
each server.

Table 3.1.1-2 Modules of This Product Installed in Each Server
#
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Module

Description of the module.

Installation
location (server)

1.

Hitachi Storage
Adapter

SAP management
server

2.

Hitachi Storage
Library

3.

Hitachi Storage
Controller

The Storage Adapter is the SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management
interface, provides storage related
information, and triggers storage
related operations.
Hitachi Storage Library attaches and
detached disks, performs disk
inventory and reports operating
system properties back to SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management.
The Storage Controller manages
different storage arrays and takes care
about storage provisioning and
replication. User need to register
storage arrays in the Storage
Controller to make it available for SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management
operation.

SAP managed
node

Storage
management
server
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3.1.2. Other Devices
Figure 3.1.2-1 shows other devices necessary for using Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management.

Table 3.1.2-1 Other Devices
#

Server

Condition

1.

FC-SW

2.

VMware vCenter Server

3

HP-UX Hypervisor

This switch is used for connecting a server with multiple storage
arrays with a fibre channel interface when constructing a SAN
environment. In the environment for this product, a SAP managed
node and storage arrays are connected using this switch.
A server to manage the VMware ESXi virtual host. It is used for
allocation/release the volume of the storage devise corresponding
to virtual guest OS in this product.
(Necessary only to use a virtual environment by VMware vSphere)
A server on which the HP-UX virtual host runs. This product uses
the server to assign/release a volume of the storage system which
is corresponding to the virtual guest OS.

3.1.3. Connection between Devices
Table 3.1.3-1 shows the type of connections between devices.

Table 3.1.3-1 Connections between Devices (Network)
#

Item

Connec
tion
type

Condition

1.

Between SAP managed
node and storage array

FC

2.

Between SAP
management server
and
storage management
server
Between SAP managed
node and
storage management
server
Between storage
management server
and storage array

LAN

Connect to a SAN environment using an FC
cable between a server and storage array.
The iSCSI interface is not supported.
Connect to a LAN environment using a LAN
cable between the two servers. HTTPS is not
supported.

3.

4.

Connect to a LAN environment using a LAN
cable between the two servers. HTTPS is not
supported.
LAN
and FC

Connect to a SAN environment using an FC
cable between a server and storage array.
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3.1.4. Configuration of the environment
The following figures show the configuration for using the scenario provided by Hitachi
Storage Adapter for SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.
(1) Configuration for using Relocate Systems scenario
Figure 3.1.4-1 shows the configuration when Relocate Systems scenario is used.

LDEV(DB)
LDEV(CI)

Figure 3.1.4-1 Configuration when Relocate Systems Scenario is
Used
Configuration overview:
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Module 1 of this product, Hitachi Storage Adapter, is installed on the SAP management
server.



Module 2 of this product, Hitachi Storage Library, is installed on SAP managed nodes.



Module 3 of this product, Hitachi Storage Controller, is installed on the Storage
management server.



The Relocate Systems scenario does not use copy functionality, and the replication
related licenses (for ShadowImage and CoW Snapshot) are not required.
Prerequisites
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(2) Configuration for using SAP System Cloning, SAP System Copy, or SAP System Refresh
scenario
Figure 3.1.4-2 shows the configuration when SAP System Cloning, SAP System Copy,
or SAP System Refresh scenario is used.

LDEV(DB)

LDEV(DB)

LDEV(exe)

LDEV(exe)

Figure 3.1.4-2 Configuration when SAP System Cloning, SAP
System Copy, or SAP System Refresh Scenario Is Used
Configuration overview:


Module 1 of this product, Hitachi Storage Adapter, is installed on the SAP management
server.



Module 2 of this product, Hitachi Storage Library, is installed on SAP managed nodes.



Module 3 of this product, Hitachi Storage Controller, is installed on the Storage
management server.

Prerequisites
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(3) Minimum configuration when SAP applications are running on virtual servers
Figure 3.1.4-2 shows the system configuration when SAP product servers operate on
servers on a virtualization platform (virtual servers).

LDEV(DB)

LDEV(DB)

LDEV(exe)

LDEV(exe)

Figure 3.1.4-3 Configuration when This Product Is Installed on SAP
managed nodes Running on Virtual Servers
Configuration overview:
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Module 1 of this product, Hitachi Storage Adapter, is installed on the SAP management
server.



Module 2 of this product, Hitachi Storage Library, is installed on SAP managed nodes.



Module 3 of this product, Hitachi Storage Controller, is installed on the Storage
management server.
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3.2. Prerequisites for the Servers
The prerequisites for the servers are as follows.

3.2.1. Prerequisites for the SAP management server
The prerequisites for the SAP management server are as follows.

Table 3.2.1-1 Hardware Prerequisites for the SAP management
server
#

Item

Condition

Note

1.
2.

Hard disk capacity
Ethernet

At least 5 GB
1 Gbps or higher are
recommended.

Applying the latest drivers provided by
the vendors is recommended.

3.2.2. Prerequisites for the SAP managed node
The prerequisites for the SAP managed node are as follows.

Table 3.2.2-1 Hardware Prerequisites for the SAP managed node
(Windows)
#

Item

Condition

1.
2.

Hard disk capacity
Supported HBA

3.

Ethernet

At least 5 GB
The ones supported by the Applying the latest drivers provided by
OS.
the vendors is recommended.
1 Gbps or higher are
recommended.

Remarks

Table 3.2.2-2 Hardware Prerequisites for the SAP managed node
(AIX)
#

Item

Condition

Remarks

1.
2.

Hard disk capacity
Supported HBA

3.

Ethernet

At least 5 GB
The ones supported by
the OS.
1 Gbps or higher are
recommended.

Applying the latest drivers provided by
the vendors is recommended.
-

Table 3.2.2-3 Hardware prerequisites for the SAP managed node (Linux)
#
1.

Item
Hard disk capacity

Condition
At least 5GB

-

Remarks

2.

Supported HBA

The ones supported by the
OS.

Applying the latest drivers provided by
the venders is recommended.

3.

Ethernet

1Gbps or higher are
recommended.

-
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Table 3.2.2-4 Hardware prerequisites for the SAP managed node
(HP-UX)
#
1.

Item
Hard disk capacity

Condition
At least 5GB

-

Remarks

2.

Supported HBA

The ones supported by the
OS.

Applying the latest drivers provided by
the venders is recommended.

3.

Ethernet

1Gbps or higher are
recommended.

-

3.2.3. Prerequisites for the Storage Management Server
The prerequisites for the storage management server are as follows.

Table 3.2.3-1 Hardware Prerequisites for the Storage Management
Server
#

Item

Condition

Remarks

1.

CPU

At least 2 GHz

2.

Main memory

3.

Hard disk capacity

Must meet at least the
recommended
requirements for the OS.
Must meet at least the
recommended
requirements for the OS.
Free space at least 10 GB.

4.

Display
Resolution
Color depth
Ethernet

5.

3-8

At least 2 GB

-

At least 1024 x 768
At least 24-bit
1 Gbps or higher are
recommended.

-
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3.3. Software Prerequisites
3.3.1. Operating System
(1) Supported operating system each server
The following shows possible combinations of an operating system and an operated
storage array.

Table 3.3.1-1 Supported OSes
#

Server

Operating System

1.

SAP management server

2.

SAP managed node Note

any OS supported by SAP
Yes
Landscape Virtualization
Management
Microsoft Windows Server 2008
Yes
R2 Standard Edition x64 SP1
Microsoft Windows Server 2008
Yes
R2 Enterprise Edition x64 SP1
Microsoft Windows Server 2008
Yes
R2 Datacenter Edition x64 SP1
Microsoft Windows Server 2012
Yes
Standard Edition
Microsoft Windows Server 2012
Yes
Datacenter Edition
Microsoft Windows Server 2012
Yes
R2 Standard Edition
Microsoft Windows Server 2012
Yes
R2 Datacenter Edition
AIX 6.1 Enterprise x64
Yes
AIX 7.1 Enterprise x64
Yes
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 5 Yes
x64
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server 6 Yes
x64
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10
Yes
x64
SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11
Yes
x64
Oracle Enterprise Linux 5 x64
Yes
Oracle Enterprise Linux 6 x64
Yes
HP-UX 11i v3
Yes
Microsoft Windows Server 2008
Yes
R2 Standard Edition x64 SP1
Microsoft Windows Server 2008
Yes
R2 Enterprise Edition x64 SP1
Microsoft Windows Server 2008
Yes
R2 Datacenter Edition x64 SP1
Yes: Supported, No: Not supported

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Storage management
server Note

19.
20.

VSP/HUS VM/
VSP 1000/VSP Gx00

Note:
Prerequisites
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For Windows, you can specify the Server Core option.
(2) Combination of operating systems among servers
The following shows a supported combination of an operated storage array and an
operating system. All SAP managed nodes (Source and Target) must use the same OS.

Table 3.3.1-2 Supported Combination of an Operated Storage Array
and an Operating System
#

1.

Controlled
storage array

VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
2. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
3. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
4. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
5. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
6. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
7. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
8. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
9. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
10. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
11. VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00

Storage
manageme
nt server

SAP managed node
Source

Target

Windows 2008
R2
Windows 2008
R2
Windows 2008
R2
Windows 2008
R2
Windows2008
R2
Windows2008
R2
Windows2008
R2
Windows2008
R2
Windows2008
R2
Windows2008
R2
Windows2008
R2

Windows 2008
R2
Windows 2012

Windows 2008
R2
Windows 2012

AIX 6.1

AIX 6.1

AIX 7.1

AIX 7.1

RHEL5

RHEL5

RHEL6

RHEL6

SLES10

SLES10

SLES11

SLES11

OEL5

OEL5

OEL6

OEL6

HP-UX 11i v3

HP-UX 11i v3

SAP
manageme
nt server
Any OS
supported by
SAP
Landscape
Virtualization
Management

3.3.2. Virtual Environment
Table 3.3.2-1 shows the environments supported by this product.

Table 3.3.2-1 List of Virtual Environments
#
1.
2.
3.
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Virtual Environment

Remarks

AIX 6.1 / 7.1 POWER Hypervisor
VMware vSphere(ESXi) 5.0 Update 2 / 5.1 Update
1/5.5 Update 2
HP-UX vPars and Integrity VM

-
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3.3.3. Software
The following software is required to use this product.
(1) Software requirement for Hitachi Storage Adapter (SAP management server)
The following table shows a list of software necessary for running Hitachi Storage
Adapter.

Table 3.3.3-1 Software Required for Hitachi Storage Adapter
#

Software name

Remarks

1.

any database supported by SAP
NetWeaver 7.3x
SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management 2.0 Enterprise Edition
SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management 2.1 Enterprise Edition

For details, see
http://service.sap.com/pam .
-

2.

(2) Software requirement for Hitachi Storage Library (SAP managed node)
The following table shows a list of software necessary for running Hitachi Storage
Library.

Table 3.3.3-2 Software Required for Hitachi Storage Library
(Windows)
#

Software name

Remarks

1.

any SAP supported database

2.

Microsoft MPIO

3.

VMware vSphere

For details, see
http://service.sap.com/pam .
This is required when a multipath
configuration is used.
This is required when a virtual environment
is configured.

Prerequisites
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Table 3.3.3-3 Software Required for Hitachi Storage Library (AIX)
#

Software name

Remarks

1.

any SAP supported database (for
respective AIX version)
Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager
EX
POWER Hypervisor

For details, see http://service.sap.com/pam .

2.
3.

This is required when a multipath
configuration is used.
This is required when a virtual environment is
constructed.

Table 3.3.3-4 Software Required for Hitachi Storage Library (Linux)
#
1.

Software name
any SAP supported database
(for respective Linux version)

Remarks
For details, see http://service.sap.com/pam .

2.

Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager

This is required when a multipath configuration
is used.

3.

VMware vSphere

This is required when a virtual environment is
constructed.

Table 3.3.3-5 Software Required for Hitachi Storage Library (HP-UX)
#
1.

Software name
any SAP supported database
(for respective HP-UX version)
SAP NetWeaver® 7.0

Remarks
For details, see http://service.sap.com/pam .

For details, see http://service.sap.com/pam .

4.

any SAP application supported
by SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management
SAP Host Agent 7.2

5.

Native Multi-Pathing

6.

HP-UX vPars and Integrity VM

This is required when a multipath configuration
is used.
This is required when a virtual environment is
constructed.

2.
3.

-

Apply the latest patch.

(3) Software requirement for Hitachi Storage Controller (Storage management server)
The following table shows a list of software necessary for running Hitachi Storage
Controller. (Only when operating VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00)

Table 3.3.3-6 Software Required for Hitachi Storage Controller
(Windows 2008 R2)
#

Software name

Storage

revision

Remarks

1.

CCI (Command
Control Interface)

VSP/HUS VM
VSP
G1000/VSP
Gx00

Interface
01-32-03/03 or later

-
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3.3.4. Service
The following services are necessary to run this product.

Table 3.3.4-1 Service Necessary for Hitachi Storage
Library(Windows)
#

Service name

How to start

Remarks

1.

VDS (Virtual Disk Service)

Manual

-
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3.4. Prerequisites for Storage Arrays
Table 3.4-1 shows the requirements for storage arrays when this product is used.

Table 3.4-1 Prerequisites for Storage Arrays
#

Item

Description

1.

Supported systems

2.

Firmware
revision

- VSP
- HUS VM
- VSP G1000
- VSP Gx00
70-05-02-00/00 or later (for ShadowImage,
Copy-on-Write Snapshot and Thin Image function)
73-01-31-00/00 or later (for ShadowImage and
Thin Image function)

VSP
HUS VM

3.
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Host port

VSP G1000

80-01-01-00/00 or later (for ShadowImage and
Thin Image function)

VSP Gx00

83-01-01-00/00 or later (for ShadowImage and
Thin Image function)

VSP
HUS VM
VSP G1000
VSP Gx00

Only Fibre Channel
(iSCSI is not supported)
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3.5. Preparation for Storage Arrays
Table 3.5-1 shows the procedure for preparation of storage arrays.

Table 3.5-1 Prerequisites for Storage Arrays
#

Item

Description

Storage array
VSP

HUS
VM
Chargeable options (VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/ VSP Gx00)
LUN Manager
Enable this option.
1.
Yes
Yes
ShadowImage If you use the
2.
Yes
Yes
ShadowImage function,
Note
enable this option.
1
Copy-on-Write If you use the Snapshot
3.
Yes
Snapshot
function, enable this
Note
option.
1
Thin Image
If you use the Thin Image Yes
4.
Yes
function, enable this
Note
option.
2
Dynamic
If you use the Dynamic
5.
Yes
Yes
Provisioning
Provisioning function,
Note
enable this option.
2
Dynamic
If you use the Dynamic
6.
Yes
Yes
Tiering
Tiering function, enable
this option.
True Copy
If you use the TrueCopy
7.
Yes
Yes
function, enable this
option.
Host port
Host group
Create one or more ports
Yes
Yes
8.
security
with host group security
ON.
Host group
[All storage arrays]
Yes
Yes
9.
(1) Create a host group
for the Port used by the
source server and set the
WWN of the server HBA to
be connected. When you
replace the server HBA,
you need to update the
WWN of the target host
group.
(2) When NPIV is used,
create a host group for the
target SAP managed node
and set up the WWN for
the host group. You can
select any name for the
host group. After creating
host group, restart OS of
the target server. (for a
virtual environment,
restart the physical
server.)

VSP
G1000

VSP
Gx00

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

-

-

Yes
Note 2

Yes
Note 2

Yes
Note 2

Yes
Note 2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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#

Item

Description

Storage array

[VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00 ]
(1) Create a host group
for the target SAP
managed node and set
up the WWN for the
host group. You can
select any name for the
host group. After
creating host group,
restart OS of the target
server. (for a virtual
environment, restart
the physical server.)
(2) Create a host group
with a name
"HITACHI_HG". You
may want to retain this
host group for later
execution of another
scenario.
(3) Create a host group on
the Storage
management server so
that a command device
can be mapped to the
host group. And set up
the WWN for the host
group. You can select
any name for the host
group.
(4) For the host mode
setting, set it to OS on
the SAP managed node.
10.

User account
setup

11.

HITACHI HG
setup

12.

Parity
group/HDP
pool

Create a user account.
Give the Storage
Privileges (View and
Modify) role to the user
account.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00]
Create a host group with a
name "HITACHI_HG" in
the copy source and the
copy destination storage
arrays. WWN setting is
not required. Likewise,
when you use the virtual
storage, create a host
group with a name
"HITACHI_HG".
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00]

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

In case of using
3-16
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#

Item

Description

Storage array

ShadowImage, ensure
sufficient free space for
parity group to create
LDEV. (For information,
see storage system
provisioning guide.)

13.

CoW pool/Thin
Image pool

14.

Creating a
command
device

If you use the TrueCopy
function, you need to
create one or more parity
groups or an HDP pool in
the target storage. Ensure
sufficient free space for a
parity group to create an
LDEV. For details, see
TrueCopy User’s Guide for
each storage system.
[VSP]
If you use the
Copy-on-write Snapshot
function, you need to
create one or more CoW
pools. If you use the
Thin Image function, you
need to create one or
more Thin Image pools.
For information about the
size of the CoW pools, see
Copy-on-write
Snapshot/Thin Image
User Guide. If you use the
ShadowImage function, it
does not matter whether
data pools are set.
[HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
If you use the Thin Image
function, you need to
create one or more Thin
Image pool. For
information about the
setup size, see Thin
Image User Guide.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00]
Create a command device
with User Authentication
enable and map it to a
host group of the storage
management server.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes: Supported, -: Not applicable
Note 1:
When you use the Copy-on-Write Snapshot function for VSP, you need to unlock
ShadowImage beforehand.
Note 2:
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When you use the Thin Image function for HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, you need to
unlock Dynamic Provisioning beforehand.
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3.6. Web UIs (Browsers)
Table 3.6-1 shows a list of browsers that can be used as a Web UI for Hitachi Storage
Controller.

Table 3.6-1 Browsers Used as a Web UI
#

Browser name

Version

Remarks

1.
2.
3.

Internet Explorer
Mozilla Firefox
Google Chrome

8.0 or later
9.0 or later
17.0 or later

-

Note:
Display in each window may differ depending on the browser in use.
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4
4. Setting up an Environment for
Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP
Landscape Virtualization Manage
ment
 4.1

Procedure for New Installation

 4.2

Configuration and registration Files

 4.3

Operation on the Web UI

 4.4

Configuring Operational Environment (SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management)

 4.5

Updating Hitachi Storage Adapter Components

 4.6

Repair Installation Procedure

 4.7

Uninstallation Procedure

Setting up an Environment for Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management
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Figure 4-1 shows the flow of constructing an environment for using this product. Figure 4-2
shows the directory structure, and Table 4-1 shows the description for the files.
SAP Landscape Virtualization Management needs to be up and running as well as the SAP
HostAgent needs to be on all the managed nodes.
For the procedure to start up SAP Host Agent, refer to the SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management procedure manual, help (online manual) and the URL below.
http://help.sap.com/nwlvm
When you use VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, Command Control Interface must be
installed on the Storage management server.
Install Hitachi Storage Controller (Subsection 4.1.1).
(1)

Installation (Section
4.1)

Install Hitachi Storage Library (Subsection 4.1.2).
Install Hitachi Storage Adapter (Subsection 4.1.3).

Update the configuration files for Hitachi Storage Controller and
save a license file (Subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.4).
(2)

Edit configuration files
(Section 4.2).

Update the configuration file for Hitachi Storage Library
(Subsection 4.2.2).
When you use VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, update the
configuration files for Command Control Interface (Subsection
4.2.3).

(3)

Register Storage
array, vCenter Server and
HP-UX Hypervisor

Register a storage array in Hitachi Storage Controller. In addition,
vCenter Server is registered when the virtual environment of
VMware vSphere is used.
HP-UX Hypervisor is registered when the HP-UX virtual
environment is used (Section 4.3).

(4)

Set up the
SAP Landscape
Virtualization
Management

Register a storage array in SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management. In addition VMware is registered when the virtual
environment of VMware vSphere is used.(Section 4.4).

Figure 4-1 Setup Procedure for the Environment for This Product
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Volume lavel:SA028-<version>
\---SA028-<version>
+---program
|
|
|
+---Controller
|
| \---Windows
|
|
hitachi-storage-controller-windows-setup(<version>)-(x86).exe
|
|
|
+---ear
|
|
hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear
|
|
|
\---Library
|
|
|
+---Windows
|
|
hitachi-storage-library-windows-setup(<version>)-(x64).exe
|
|
|
+---Linux
|
| |
HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_install.sh
|
| |
HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_uninstall.sh
|
| |
|
| \---HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
|
|
hitachi-storage-library-linux-<version>.x86_64.rpm
|
|
|
+---AIX
|
| |
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh
|
| |
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.sh
|
| |
|
| \---HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
|
|
hitachi-storage-library-aix-<version>.aix.ppc.rpm
|
|
|
\---HP-UX
|
|
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh
|
|
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh
|
|
|
\---HitachiStorageLibrary_depot
|
hitachiStorage-library-hpux-<version>.ia64.depot
+---manual
|
MK-93SAP000-<revision>.pdf
|
\---releasenote
RN-93SAP000-<revision>.pdf

Figure 4-2 Directory Configuration for VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00
Setting up an Environment for Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management
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Table 4-1 Description of Files
#

File

Description

1.
2.
3.
4.

This is user guide.
This is release note.
Used for deploying Hitachi Storage Adapter.
Installer for Hitachi Storage Controller.

10.
11.

MK-93SAP000-<revision>.pdf
RN-93SAP000-<revision>.pdf
hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear
hitachi-storage-controller-windows-setup(
<version>)-(x86).exe
hitachi-storage-library-windows-setup(<v
ersion>)-(x64).exe
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.sh
hitachi-storage-library-aix-<version>.aix.
ppc.rpm
HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_install.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_uninstall.sh

12.

HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh

13.

hitachi-storage-library-linux-<version>.x8
6_64.ppc.rpm
hitachiStorage-library-hpux-<version>.ia6
4.depot

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

14.
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Installer for Hitachi Storage Library for
Windows.
Installer for Hitachi Storage Library for AIX.
Installer for Hitachi Storage Library for HP-UX.
Uninstaller for Hitachi Storage Library for AIX.
Package file for AIX.
Installer for Hitachi Storage Library for Linux.
Uninstaller for Hitachi Storage Library for
Linux.
Uninstaller for Hitachi Storage Library for
HP-UX.
Package file for Linux.
Package file for HP-UX.
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4.1. Procedure for New Installation
The following shows the installation procedure for this product. Regarding the <version> of
the installer’s file name, translate them with the version used.
If a file created by the installer with one of the following extensions already exists in the
installation folder, the file is renamed. (".old[number]" is added to the end.)
(1) properties
(2) xml
(3) conf
(4) dat
(5) dump
Example: app.properties.old1

4.1.1. Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage
Controller
The following shows the installation procedure. This installation procedure must be
performed on the Storage management server.

Table 4.1.1-1 Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage
Controller
#

Window

Description
Start the installer and start installation.

1.
hitachi-storage-controller-windows-setup(<vers
ion>)-(x86).exe
2.

Installation wizard start window
Click Next.

If you click Cancel, the installation is
aborted.
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#
3.

Window

Description
EULA (End User License Agreement)

display screen
Select “I accept the terms of the
license agreement” and Click
“Next” button.
When you select “I do not accept
the terms of the license
agreement”, the status is
returned before starting the
installation because you shall not
agree with the license agreement.
When you click “Print”, the license
agreement is printed.
When you click “Cancel”, the
installation is aborted and the
status is returned before starting
the installation.

4.

Selecting Destination Location
To change the installation folder
from the default setting:
(1) Click Change.
(2) Go to the #5 screen.
(3) When you return from the #5
screen, click Next.
To select the default installation
folder,
click Next.
If you click Back, you go back to
the previous screen.
If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
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#
5.

Window

Description
Selecting the installation folder.
Select the installation folder.
Click OK.
If you click Cancel, you go back to the
previous screen.
Note: By default, the following folder is
used.
C:\Program Files (x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi
Storage Controller
For the path of the folder to specify in
the installation, specify the path which
does not contain : #%^&;'.
If you specify it, installation of the
Hitachi Storage Contoller fails.

6.

TOMCAT Port Number setup window
(1) Port Number: This port number is
used by other modules to communicate
with Hitachi Storage Controller. Specify
an unused port number.
(2) Click Next.
Note: The default value is 8080.
Note: This port number is used in the
following procedures.
 4.1.2 Procedure for New Installation
of Hitachi Storage Library
 4.3.1 Setup
 4.4.1 Selecting Storage Manager
and Hitachi Storage Controller
If you click Back, you go back to the
previous screen.
If you click Cancel, the installation is
aborted.
If you click Check Port Availability,
the Port Number value is checked.(The
port number is checked if the port
number is other than 80 or 8080 or
between 10000 and 20000 and if the
port number is already taken.)
If the port number is valid, that is
indicated as a message box.
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#

Window

Description

Confirmation window

7.

Click Install to start the
installation.

If you click Back, you go back to
the previous screen.
If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
Installation completion window

8.

(1) Start Hitachi Storage Controller
service:
Start the Controller when the
installation is completed.
(2) Click Finish to exit.

Note: By default, "Start Hitachi
Controller service" is selected.

4.1.2. Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage
Library
The following shows the installation procedure. This new installation must be performed on
a SAP managed node. Regarding the <version> of the installer’s file name, translate them
with the version used.
(1) When the SAP managed node uses Windows
Table 4.1.2-1 shows the procedure for new installation of Hitachi Storage Library.

Table 4.1.2-1 Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage
Library
#

Window

1.
hitachi-storage-library-windows-setup(<versio
n>)-(x64).exe
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Description

Start the installer and start
installation.
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#
2.

Window

Description

Installation wizard start window
Click Next.
If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.

3.

Confirmation window
Click Install to start the
installation.

If you click Back, you go back to
the previous screen.
If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
4.

Installation Completion Window
Click Finish to exit.

(2) When the SAP managed node uses AIX
The following shows the procedure for new installation of Hitachi Storage Library.

The files and execution directory necessary for installation
Table 4.1.2-2 shows the files necessary for executing the installation shell. Follow the
procedure below to create an execution directory and save files necessary for executing the
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installation shell. The directory is shown in table 4.1.2-1. (In this chapter, suppose the
directory is "/tmp/Library".)
(1) cp -R "Library on the CD" /tmp
/tmp/Library
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.sh
|
|-- HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
hitachi-storage-library-aix-<version>.aix.ppc.rpm

Figure 4.1.2-1 Execution Directory for Installation Shell
Table 4.1.2-2 Files Necessary for Installation
#

Files and directory

Description

1.

HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install
.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_unins
tall.sh

Installation shell

2.

3.
4.

HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
hitachi-storage-library-aix-<versi
on>.aix.ppc.rpm

Uninstallation shell (Files are saved in the
installation directory during the
installation)
Directory for storing the package file
Package file

Executing the installation shell
The following shows an example of executing the installation shell. Execute the script as a
root user.
cd /tmp/Library
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh arguments

Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.1.2-3 shows the description for each
argument:
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh [-h] [-y]

Table 4.1.2-3 Arguments
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#

Argument

Description

1.

-h

Displays the usage of the program.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the
arguments is not displayed.
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#

Argument

Description

2.

-y

3.

All arguments
are omitted

4.

Characters
other than
the above

This indicates that installation starts without displaying an
installation start confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an installation start
confirmation message is displayed, and you need to click OK to
continue installation.
Installation is executed as specified below:
(1) An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2) An installation start confirmation message is displayed
(3) Hitachi Storage Library is installed in
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe.
An error message is displayed, an explanation for the
arguments is displayed, and then the installation shell exits.

Installation procedure
Table 4.1.2-4 shows the installation procedure. In this explanation, the installation directory
of SAP Host Agent is "/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe".
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Table 4.1.2-4 Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage
Library
#

Screen and explanation

1.

(1)
(2)
(3)

[Screen]
# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh
Welcome to the installation of Hitachi Storage Library.
Do you want to install Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to install or n/N
to exit:y
hitachi-storage-library-aix

##################################################

Installation completed successfully.
#
[Explanation]
(1) Run the installation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that installation will start. Type y or Y. If
you type n or N, the installation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the installation is complete.

Configuration files
When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already exists in the installation directory, the file is renamed in the
following rules.
HitachiStorageLibrary.conf.old[number]

(3)When the SAP managed node used Linux
The procedure for new installation of Hitachi Storage Library is shown.
The files and execution directory necessary for executing the installation.
Table 4.1.2-5 shows the files necessary for executing the installation.
Follow the procedure below to create an execution directory and save files necessary for executing
the installation. The directory is shown in table 4.1.2-2 (In this chapter, suppose the directory
is ”/tmp/Library”.)
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(1) cp –R “Library on the CD” /tmp
/tmp/Library
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_install.sh
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_uninstall.sh
|
└─HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
| hitachi-storage-library-linux-<version>.x86_64.rpm
Figure 4.1.2-2 Execution Directory for install shell

Table 4.1.2-5 Files required for the installation
#
1.
2.

Files and Directory
HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_install.
sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_uninsta
ll.sh

3.

HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm

4.

hitachi-storage-library-linux-<versio
n>.x86_64.rpm

Description
Installation shell.
Uninstallation shell (Files are saved in the installation
directory during the installation.
)
Directory for storing the package file.
Package file.

Executing the installation shell
The following shows an example of executing the installation shell. Execute the script as a root user.
cd /tmp/Library
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh <arguments>
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Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.1.2-3 shows the description for each argument.
HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh [-h] [-y]

Table 4.1.2-6 Arguments
#
1.

-h

2.

-y

This indicates that installation starts without displaying an installation start
confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an installation start confirmation
message is displayed, and you need to click OK to continue installation.

3.

When all
arguments are
omitted

Installation is executed as specified below:
An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
An installatio start confirmation message is displayed.
HitachiStoregaLibrary is installed in /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe.

4.

Characters other
than the above

An error message is displayed, an explanation for the arguments is displayed,
and then the installation shell exits.
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Argument

Description
An explanation for the arguments is displayed.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the arguments is not
displayed.
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Installation procedure
Table 4.1.2-4 shows the installation procedure. In this explanation, the following items are assumed.
The installation directory of SAP Host Agent is “/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe”.

Table 4.1.2-7 Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage Library
#
1.

Screen and explanation
[Screen]
(1)
(2)

(3)

# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh
Welcome to the installation of Hitachi Storage Library.
Do you want to install Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to install or n/N to exit:y
In preparation.
########################################### [100%]
1:hitachi-storage-library##########################################
# [100%]
Installation completed successfully.
#

[Explanation]
(1) Run the installation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that the installation will start. Type y or Y. If you type n or N,
the installation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the installation is complete.

Configuration files
When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already exists in the installation directory, the file is renamed in the
following rules.
HitachiStorageLibrary.conf.old[number]
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(4) When the SAP managed node uses HP-UX
The following shows the procedure for new installation of Hitachi Storage Library.

The files and execution directory necessary for installation
Table 4.1.2-8 shows the files necessary for executing the installation shell. Follow the
procedure below to create an execution directory and save files necessary for executing the
installation shell. The directory is shown in Figure 4.1.2-3. (In this chapter, suppose the
directory is "/tmp/Library".)
(1) cp -R "Library on the CD" /tmp
/tmp/Library
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh
|
|-- HitachiStorageLibrary_depot
| hitachiStorage-library-hpux-<version>.ia64.depot

Figure 4.1.2-3 Execution Directory for Installation Shell
Table 4.1.2-8 Files Necessary for Installation
#

Files and directory

Description

1.
2.

HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh

3.
4.

HitachiStorageLibrary_depot
hitachiStorage-library-hpux-<version>.ia
64.depot

Installation shell
Uninstallation shell (Files are saved in the
installation directory during the installation)
Directory for storing the package file
Package file

* <version>: It indicates the release management version.

Executing the installation shell
The following shows an example of executing the installation shell. Execute the script as a
root user.
cd /tmp/Library
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh arguments
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Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.1.2-9 shows the description for each
argument:
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh [-h] [-y]

Table 4.1.2-9 Arguments
#

Argument

Description

1.

-h

2.

-y

3.

All arguments
are omitted

4.

Characters
other than the
above

Displays the explanation for each argument.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the
arguments is not displayed.
This indicates that installation starts without displaying an installation
start confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an installation start
confirmation message is displayed, and you need to click OK to continue
installation.
Installation is executed as specified below:
(1) An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2) An installation start confirmation message is displayed
(3) Hitachi Storage Library is installed in /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe.
An error message is displayed, an explanation for the arguments is
displayed, and then the installation shell exits.
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Installation procedure
Table 4.1.2-10 shows the installation procedure. In this explanation, the installation
directory of SAP Host Agent is "/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe".

Table 4.1.2-10 Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage
Library
#

Screen and explanation

1.
(1)
(2)

[Screen]
# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh
Welcome to the installation of Hitachi Storage Library.
Do you want to install Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to install or n/N to exit:y
======= Thu, Jul 17, 2014 02:46:39 PM JST BEGIN swinstall SESSION
(non-interactive) (jobid=hostxxx-0012)
* Session started for user "root@hostxxx".
* Beginning Selection
* Target connection succeeded for "hostxxx:/".
* Source:
./ hitachiStorage-library-hpux-<version>.ia64.depot

(3)

* Targets:
hostxxx:/
* Software selections:
HitachiStorageLibrary.HitachiStorageLibrary,r=<version>
* Selection succeeded.
* Beginning Analysis and Execution
* Session selections have been saved in the file
"/.sw/sessions/swinstall.last".
* The analysis phase succeeded for "hostxxx:/".
* The execution phase succeeded for "hostxxx:/".
* Analysis and Execution succeeded.
NOTE:

More information may be found in the agent logfile using the
command "swjob -a log hostxxx-0012 @ hostxxx:/".

======= Thu, Jul 17, 2014 02:47:05 PM JST END swinstall SESSION
(non-interactive) (jobid=hostxxx-0012)
NOTE: In case of HP-UX Integrity VM/vPar environment, please disable auto scan
setting of hardware device when you run SAP operation using Hitachi Storage
Adapter.
# scsimgr set_attr -a auto_scan_enable=false
# Installation completed successfully.
[Explanation]
(1) Run the installation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that installation will start. Type y or Y. If you type n or
N, the installation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the installation is complete.
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4.1.3. Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage
Adapter
The following shows the installation procedure. This new installation must be performed on
the SAP management server. Firstly, copy hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear file to
install to SAP management server. Regarding the <version> of the installer’s file name,
translate them with the version used.
Note:
The new installation is processed according to the specification of the deploy command
from SAP NetWeaver®.
If any problems occur, follow the output message.

Table 4.1.3-1 Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage
Adapter
#
1.

Screen and explanation
C:\>telnet localhost 50008 (1)
***********************************************
**********************************************
****###*******####*****#######**************
**##***##****##**##****##****##************
***##*******##****##***##****##**********
*****##*****########***######***********
******##****##****##***##*************
**##***##**##******##**##************
****###****##******##**##**********
**********************************
********************************
Telnet Administration
SAP Java EE Application Server v7.30
User name: j2ee_admin
(2)
Password:
Welcome to server node 2656450.

Enable telnet function before installation.
(1) Start Telnet Client and execute “telnet localhost 50008” command.
* “50008” indicates the port which used by SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.
** Execute this command on SAP management server without remote connection.
(2) Log in with User name and Password which is used on SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management.
* User name: j2ee_admin (ABAP+JAVA-Stack), Administrator (JAVA-Stack)
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#

Screen and explanation

2.
>deploy "c:\\hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear" (3)
Converting c:\hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear to sda
c:\hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear has been successfully converted to sda
Deploy settings:
life_cycle=bulk
on_deploy_error=stop
on_prerequisite_error=stop
version_rule=lower
workflow=normal
If there is an offline deployment, Telnet connection to host may be lost, but the result can be seen using
[get_result] command
Processing deployment operation, wait...
===== PROGRESS START =====
Deploying [Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>) (sda)] ...
Deployment of [Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>) (sda)] finished.
===== PROGRESS END =====
===== DEPLOY RESULT =====
sdu id: [Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>)]
sdu file path: [C:\usr\sap\L11\DVEBMGS00\j2ee\cluster\server0\temp\tc~bl~deploy_controller\
archives\154\848584827081400\SDA\hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear]
version status: [NEW]
deployment status: [Success]
description: []
===== END DEPLOY RESULT =====
===== Summary - Deploy Result - Start =====
-----------------------Type | Status : Count
-----------------------> SCA(s)
> SDA(s)
- [Success] : [1]
----------------------------------------------Type | Status : Id
-----------------------> SCA(s)
> SDA(s)
- [Success] : Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>),
-----------------------===== Summary - Deploy Result - End =====

(3) Deploy Adapter using a command line, "deploy 'full path of the ear file'".
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#
3.

Screen and explanation
>list_app | grep Hitachi
(4)
Hitachi/hitachi-storage-adapter-windows(<version>)-(x64)

STARTED

always 2656450

(4) Check the result (“STARTED”) of deployment using a command line, "list_app |
grep Hitachi".
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4.2. Configuration and registration Files
Default settings are preset in the configuration files. You may change the configuration files
after you start the operation.
The contents of registration file have been saved after the data which a user registered was
encrypted. The registration file only exists in the Hitachi Storage Controller and cannot be
changed.

4.2.1. Configuration Files for Hitachi Storage Controller
Table 4.2.1-1 shows a list of configuration files you can modify after installation or after you
start the operation Tables 4.2.1-2 to 4.2.1-3 show an explanation for each of the
configuration files. After you change configuration files, you need to restart Hitachi
Controller Tomcat. For information about how to restart it, see Section 4.3. Figures 4.2.1-1
and 4.2.1-2 show the contents of configuration files (example). Use a text editor and save
the contents using a character code set (such as SJIS) where alphanumeric characters are
represented as one-byte character.

Table 4.2.1-1 Modifiable Configuration Files
#

Modifiable configuration file

1.

Application property file
Note

C:\Program Files (x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi Storage
Controller\conf\app.properties
Table 4.2.1-2 shows how to modify this file.

2.

Log configuration file Note

C:\Program Files (x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi Storage
Controller\conf\log.xml
Table 4.2.1-3 shows how to modify this file.

Note:
The file path shown is a default path when you select a default installation directory at
installation.
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Table 4.2.1-2 How to Modify the Application Property File
#

Parameter

Description

1.

Storage
request
timeout value

You can set the timeout value for use case execution.

2.

CTG Create
specified
parameter

Value
The timeout value for storage request (unit: minute)
minimum: 1
maximum: 3600
If user set 0 as value of this parameter, the timeout is not
happened.
Initial setting
storage.request.timeout.minutes = 300
CTG Create specified parameter
You can select whether you use CTG for the created Pair when
one of the following use case is executed.
In the case of configuration creating one file system from plural
volume, set true.
(1) SAP System Cloning
(2) SAP System Copy
(3) SAP System Refresh
Value
true :CTG is used for the created Pair when one of the use
cases above is executed.
false:CTG is not used for the created Pair when one of the use
cases above is executed.
Initial setting
use.ctg.for.pair=true
This parameter is not used when a True Copy scenario is
running. A scenario is executed without creating CTG
regardless of setting values
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Table 4.2.1-3 How to Modify the Log Configuration File
#

Log
type

Description

1.

web.log

You can specify settings about the log for WEB interface.
Specify web.log using the following tags.
(1) <appender name="webFile"
class="com.hitachi.controller.common.LogRollingAdapter">
(2) <param name="File" value="full path of web.log"/>
(1) Fixed
(2) Specify the full path of the file name.

2.

transact
ion.log

Initial setting
<param name="File" value="C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage
Controller/logs/web.log"/>
You can specify settings about the transaction log.
Specify transaction.log using the following tags.
(1) <appender name="transactionFile"
class="com.hitachi.controller.common.LogRollingAdapter">
(2) <param name="File" value="full path of transaction.log"/>
(1) Fixed
(2) Specify the full path of the file name.

3.

general.
log

Initial setting
<param name="File" value="C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage
Controller/logs/transaction.log"/>
You can specify settings about the general log.
Specify general.log using the following tags.
(1) <appender name="genFile"
class="com.hitachi.controller.common.LogRollingAdapter">
(2) <param name="File" value="full path of general.log"/>
(1) Fixed
(2) Specify the full path of the file name.
Initial setting
<param name="File" value="C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage
Controller/logs/general.log"/>
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#

Log
type

Description

4.

Commo
n
settings

You can specify settings common to all #1 to #3 above.
Maximum backup index: <param name="MaxBackupIndex"
value="maximum index"/>Maximum index (Initial value:30, Max:255)
Encoding: <param name="encoding" value="UTF-8" />
Fixed
Conversion pattern:
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="%m%n"/>
%m="the log message itself" %n="the line separator"
</layout>
Date pattern: <param name="DatePattern" value="'.' YYYYMMDD"/>
Date: Date is attached to the file name in the specified format.
Initial settings (Same values are used for all log files)
<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="30"/>
<param name="encoding" value="UTF-8" />
<param name="DatePattern" value="'. ' YYYYMMDD"/>
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="%m%n"/>
</layout>
For information about setting values for those tags, refer to the log4j documentation at
http://logging.apache.org/log4j/.
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#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Hitachi Confidential.
The information contained herein is Confidential Property of Hitachi, Ltd.
Reproduction, use, modification or disclosure otherwise than permitted
in the Agreement is strictly prohibited.
All Rights Reserved, Copyright(c) 2012, Hitachi, Ltd.

Do not edit parameters except
modifiable parameters.

# log4j config file location
log4j.config.file=C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/conf/log.xml
# User account data file
user.data.file=C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/conf/user.dat

# Storage array data file location
storage.array.data.file=C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/data/StorageArrayList.xml
# Transaction and rollback logs locations
transaction.log.folder=C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/data/transactions
rollback.log.folder=C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/data/rollbacks
rollback.failure.log.folder=C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/data/rollbackFailures
# Timeout for the storage request in minutes
# 0 for no timeout (default)
# any positive integer for timeout enforcement
# max allowed is 3600
storage.request.timeout.minutes=300
# Timeout for the clone request in minutes
# 0 for no timeout (default)
# any positive integer for timeout enforcement
# max allowed is 14400 (10 days max)
storage.clone.request.timeout.minutes=0
# Max number of Storage Arrays that can be
# registered. Any positive number.
# Allowed values are: 1 - 100
storage.array.limit=50

Modifiable parameter

# capi related properties
capi.log.folder=C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/logs/capi
capi.lib.path=C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/lib/libhicapiWrapper.dll
#version
app.version= 001.0.0
#version file
app.version.file=C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/Version.txt
#Storage lock wait time
#This is for VSP Storage Array
storage.lock.wait.time.minutes=120
#CTG Enable/Disable option for the storage pairs.
#Allowed values true/false
use.ctg.for.pair=true

Figure 4.2.1-1 Contents of the Application Property File (Example)
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
<!DOCTYPE log4j:configuration SYSTEM "log4j.dtd">

Do not edit parameters except
modifiable parameters.

<log4j:configuration>
<appender name="webFile" class="com.hitachi.controller.common.LogRollingAdapter">
<param name="File"
value="C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage Controller/logs/web.log"/>
<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="30"/>
Modifiable parameter
<param name="encoding" value="UTF-8" />
<param name="DatePattern" value="'.'YYYYMMDD"/>
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="%m%n"/>
</layout>
</appender>
<appender name="transactionFile"
class="com.hitachi.controller.common.LogRollingAdapter">
<param name="File"
value="C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage
Controller/logs/transaction.log"/>
<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="30"/>
<param name="encoding" value="UTF-8" />
<param name="DatePattern" value="'.'YYYYMMDD"/>
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="%m%n"/>
</layout>
</appender>

Modifiable parameter

<appender name="genFile" class="com.hitachi.controller.common.LogRollingAdapter">
<param name="File"
Modifiable parameter
value="C:/Program Files (x86)/Hitachi/Hitachi Storage
Controller/logs/general.log"/>
<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="30"/>
<param name="encoding" value="UTF-8" />
<param name="DatePattern" value="'.'YYYYMMDD"/>
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">
<param name="ConversionPattern" value="%m%n"/>
</layout>
</appender>

Figure 4.2.1-2 Contents of the Log Configuration File (Example)
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<logger name="web" additivity="false">
<level value="DEBUG"/>
<appender-ref ref="webFile"/>
</logger>
<logger name="transaction" additivity="false">
<level value="DEBUG"/>
<appender-ref ref="transactionFile"/>
</logger>
<logger name="util" additivity="false">
<level value="DEBUG"/>
<appender-ref ref="utilFile"/>
</logger>
<logger name="general" additivity="false">
<level value="DEBUG"/>
<appender-ref ref="genFile"/>
</logger>
</log4j:configuration>

Figure 4.2.1-2 Contents of the Log Configuration File (Example)

4.2.2. Configuration File for Hitachi Storage Library
You can modify only the following values after installation. You do not need to restart Hitachi
Storage Library after the modification.
Modifiable configuration files are shown below. Use a text editor and save the contents using
a character code set (such as SJIS)where alphanumeric characters are represented as
one-byte character.
(1) When the SAP managed node uses Windows
If the SAP managed node is Windows, the configuration file is not used.
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(2) When the SAP managed node uses AIX
Table 4.2.2-1 shows the explanation of the configuration file. Figures 4.2.2-1 shows the
contents of configuration file (example).

Table 4.2.2-1 Modifiable Configuration File
#

Modifiable configuration file

1.

Configuration file

#

Paramet
er

Description

Format

1.

FsckComm
andOption

When mounting a file, set whether to check
and repair a file system using fsck
command.

FsckCommandOption= <Value>

/user/sap/hostctrl/exe/HitachiStorageLibr
ary.conf

Table 4.2.2-2 How to Modify the Configuration File

[Initial value]
FsckCommandOption=none

[none or NONE]
Check or repair of the file system
is not performed.
[y or Y]
Check or repair of the file system
is performed using "fsck –y”
command.
*When a blank or an invalid
value is set, check or repair of
the file system is not performed.
[Example]
FsckCommandOption =y

# fsck command option. The fsck command can be run before mounting a file system to check
and repair any inconsistency.
# To execute fsck with -y flag, set y or Y. To do not execute fsck, set none or NONE.
FsckCommandOption=none
Modifiable parameter

Figure 4.2.2-1 Contents of the Configuration File (Example)
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(3) When the SAP managed node uses Linux
For the modifiable configuration file, see Table 4.2.2-1 For the explanation of the configuration file,
see Table 4.2.2-2. For the contents of the configuration file, see Figure 4.2.2-1(example).
(4) When the SAP managed node uses HP-UX
If the SAP managed node is HP-UX, the setting file is not used.
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4.2.3. Configuration Files for Command Control Interface
If you use VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00, create the files shown in Table 4.2.3-1 on
the Storage management server, and install and then start Command Control Interface.
Use a text editor and save the contents using a character code set (such as SJIS) where
alphanumeric characters are represented as single-byte character. You need a line break at
the end of each line.
(1) Types of configuration definition files you need to prepare
Table 4.2.3-1 shows the types of configuration definition files you need to prepare.

Table 4.2.3-1 Configuration Definition Files You Need to Create
#

Configuration definition file Note 1

1.

hiRaidcomX
configuration definition
file
Command Control
Interface configuration
definition file

2.

C:\Program Files (x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi Storage
Controller\lib\hiRaidcomX.config
C:\HORCM\etc\horcm<instance-number>.conf Note
2

Note 1:
The file path shown is a default path when you select a default installation directory
during the installation.
Note 2:
You need to select an instance number beforehand. In the hiRaidcomX configuration
definition file, the default value for the instance number is 700. If you use a value other
than 700, modify the hiRaidcomX configuration definition file accordingly.
(2) hiRaidcomX configuration definition file
The hiRaidcomX configuration definition file is created by using default values when
Hitachi Storage Controller is installed. (The contents are shown in Table 4.2.3-2. If you
have changed the instance number and the installation directory of Command Control
Interface, edit the corresponding values in the file.

Table 4.2.3-2 Contents of the hiRaidcomX Configuration Definition
File
#

Parameter

Description

Format

1.

Instance
number

The instance number of the
Command Control Interface is
recorded.

Instance=<Value>

The format is as follows.
"Instance=n"

[Value] Instance number
[Example] Instance=700

700 is used as the default value.
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#

Parameter

Description

Format

2.

Command
Control
Interface
installation
folder

The installation folder of the
Command Control Interface is
recorded.

CCIInstall =<Value>

The format is as follows.
"CCIInstall=s"

[Value] Installation path of
Command Control Interface
[Example]
CCIInstall=C:\HORCM

The default value is "C:\HORCM".

Figure 4.2.3-1 Example of the Contents of the hiRaidcomX
Configuration Definition File
Note:
You need a line break at the end of each line.
(3) Command Control Interface configuration definition file
Table 4.2.3-3 shows the format of the Command Control Interface configuration
definition file. (Table 4.2.3-3 shows all the parameters you need to specify.) For
information about the Command Control Interface configuration definition file, refer to
Command Control Interface User Guide.
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Table 4.2.3-3 Format of the Command Control Interface
Configuration Definition File
#

Parameter

Description

Format

1.

HORCM_CM
D

The Physical Drive No. of the
command device is recorded.

\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE<value>

The format is as follows.
"\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE<n>"

[Value]
Specify the Physical Drive
No. of the command device.
(You can check the Physical
Drive No. by using a
command line "echo hd0-30
| inqraid -CLI -fx". (See
Figure 4.2.3-3))
In addition, multiple
command devices must be
listed in the line according to
each to recognize multiple
command devices by a
different storage.
[Example]
Suppose the command
device is "Harddisk".
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE1

Suppose the command
devices
are ”Harddisk1” ”Harddisk2”.
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE1
\\.\PHYSICALDRIVE2

*Do not list command
devices not to connect
storage. The storage array for
the connection must have the
same user name and
password because it needs to
login to all command devices.
You need to use this user
name to register storage in
Hitachi Storage Controller.
When the GAD volume is used
the description of
the command device for both
storages is required.
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Figure 4.2.3-2 Example of the Contents of the Command Control
Interface Configuration Definition File
Note:You need a line break at the end of each line.
Change this value in accordance
with the number of recognized
disks.
C:\HORCM\etc>echo hd0-30 | inqraid -CLI -fx
DEVICE_FILE
PORT
SERIAL LDEV CTG H/M/12 SSID R:Group PRODUCT_ID
Harddisk0
- - HD
Harddisk1
CL1-C
54321 15FF - 000D 5:01-05 OPEN-V-CM
Harddisk2
- - Harddisk3
- - Harddisk4
- - - This line shows the
Harddisk5
- - - command device. The
This is the "Physical Drive No."
...
command device is
Harddisk30
- - - indicated as
"OPEN-V-CM".

Figure 4.2.3-3 Searching for the Physical Drive No.
(4) Starting Command Control Interface
Start Command Control Interface after you complete creating the hiRaidcomX
configuration definition file and the Command Control Interface configuration definition
file. The procedure for starting Command Control Interface is as follows. (You do not
have to start hiRaidcomX.)
The following procedure must be performed on the Storage management server. After
you restart the Storage management server, you need to go through the following
procedure.
(i) Move to the following folder.
c:\>cd c:\horcm\etc
(ii) Specify the location of the Command Control Interface configuration
definition file.
c:\HORCM\etc>set HORCM_CONF=c:\HORCM\etc\horcm700.conf
(iii) Specify the instance number.
c:\HORCM\etc>set HORCMINST=700
(iv) Start Command Control Interface
c:\HORCM\etc>horcmstart.exe
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4.2.4. Registration files of Hitachi Storage Controller
Table 4.2.4-1 shows registration files of Hitachi Storage Controller. In the
registration files, the registration information which registered the storage
system, vCenter Server and HP-UX Hypervisor in the Hitachi Storage
Controller are encrypted and stored. (For the method of registration, see “4.3
Operation on the Web UI”.
The contents of the registration files cannot be changed.

Table 4.2.4-1 Registration files of Hitachi Storage Controller
#

Registration files Note 1

1.

Storage system registration
file Note 1

C:\Program Files (x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi Storage
Controller\data\StorageArrayList.xml

2.

vCenter Server registration file
Note 1

C:\Program Files (x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi Storage
Controller\data\vCenterServerDataList.xml

3.

HP-UX Hypervisor registration C:\Program Files (x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi Storage
file Note 1
Controller\data\HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml
Note 1:
The file path shown is a default path when you select a default installation directory
during the installation.
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4.3. Operation on the Web UI
You need to go through "Setup work" and "Updating work for registered storage array
information" on the Web UI for Hitachi Storage Controller. Storage arrays are registered in
"Setup work".
In addition, Linux is used in the virtual environment with VMware vSphere, "the
registration/change operation of vCenter Server " is required.
Moreover, HP-UX used in the virtual environment with vPars and Integrity VM, "the
registration/change operation of HP-UX Hypervisor" is required.
To use the Web UI for Hitachi Storage Controller, you need to start Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. The following shows how to start Hitachi Controller Tomcat (See Figure 4.3-1). If
the status of the service is "Started" or ”Running”, you do not go through this procedure.
If the configuration files of Hitachi Storage Controller are used by other applications or there
are any errors in the settings of those files, the service cannot be started.
[Startup procedure]
(1) Select Control Panel > Administrative Tools > Services to start the Services
window.
(2) Check the Status on the Hitachi Controller Tomcat row.


If nothing is shown, right-click it and select Start to start Hitachi Controller Tomcat.



If the Status is ”Started” or ”Running”, Hitachi Controller Tomcat has been
already started.
Check the status.

Select Start to start Hitachi
Controller Tomcat.

Figure 4.3-1 Checking the Status and Starting the Services
Note:
When you restart Hitachi Controller Tomcat, select Restart on the right-click menu.
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4.3.1. Operating the Hitachi Storage Controller
Table 4.3.1-1 shows necessary work for using Hitachi Storage Controller.

Table 4.3.1-1 Functions Necessary for Setup
#

Function of Hitachi
Storage Controller

Description

1.
2.
3.

Login
List of storage arrays
Register storage array

Hitachi Storage Controller Authorization
Display a list registered storage arrays.
Configure a storage array to be managed by
Hitachi Storage Controller.

(1) Login
Enter the URL of Hitachi Storage Controller "http://localhost:8080/"Note on a Web
browser to open the Web UI window (See Figure 4.3.1-1).
Note:
This URL is used because Web UI is operated from a browser on the server where
Hitachi Storage Controller is installed. Use the port number specified when Hitachi
Storage Controller is installed. (In this example, 8080).

Initial setting
User Name: admin
Password: admin

Figure 4.3.1-1 Login Window
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Table 4.3.1-2 shows the items in the window.

Table 4.3.1-2 Login Window
#

Setup item

Initial
status
(value)

Description

1.

User Name

2.

Password

Active
(Empty)
Active
(Empty)

3.

Login

Enter the user name. The initial setting is
"admin". You have to specify this item.
Type the password. The initial setting is
"admin". (For information about how to
change the password, see "Subsection 4.3.2
(3) Changing the password".)
By clicking this button, you can start the
authentication of the user name and the
password. If authentication is successful, the
window is transitioned to the Storage Arrays
window.
If authentication fails, an error message is
displayed in this window.

Active

[Procedure]
(1) In the User Name box, enter the user name.
(2) In the Password box, enter the password.
(3) Click Login to log in. If 30 minutes have elapsed without any input after login, the
session timeouts and you need to log in again.
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(2) List of storage arrays
A list of storage arrays registered to Hitachi Storage Controller is displayed (See Figure
4.3.1-2). Table 4.3.1-3 shows the items on the window. Figure 4.3.1-2 shows the case
when no storage arrays are registered.

Figure 4.3.1-2 Storage Arrays Window (No Storage Arrays Are
Registered)
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Table 4.3.1-3 Items on the Storage Arrays Window
#

Setup item

Initial
status
(value)

Description

1.

Change Password

-

2.

Logout

-

3.

Storage Arrays

-

4.

vCenter Servers

-

5.

HP-UX Hypervisors

-

6.

Register Storage Array

-

7.

Storage Model

8.

Serial Number

9.

Action

By clicking this link, you can go to the
Change Password window. (See "4.3.2 (3)
Changing the password".)
Logout by clicking this link, and you can go
to the Login window. (See "4.3.1 (1)
Login".)
By clicking this link, you can go to the
Storage Arrays Window. (See this table.)
By clicking this link, you can go to the
vCenter Servers Window. (See “4.3.3 (1)
vCenter Servers”.)
By clicking this link, you can go to the list of
HP-UX Hypervisor window (See “4.3.4 List
of HP-UX Hypervisor”).
By clicking this link, you can go to the
Register Storage Array window. (See "4.3.1
(3) Registering a storage array".)
The model of each registered storage array
is displayed.
Serial number of each registered storage
array is displayed.
The Edit link and the Unregister link are
displayed.

If storage arrays are registered, items #5 to #9 in Table 4.3.1-2 are displayed.
[Procedure]
(1) Click the Register Storage Arrays link to go to the Register Storage Arrays window.
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(3) Register storage array
You can register a storage array to Hitachi Storage Controller. By clicking the Register
Storage Arrays link, the Register Storage Arrays window is displayed.
[Registering VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
You can register a storage array (VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00) in Hitachi Storage Controller
(See Figure 4.3.1-4). Table 4.3.1-5 shows the items on the window.

Figure 4.3.1-4 Register Storage Arrays Window (VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00)
Table 4.3.1-5 Register Storage Arrays Window (VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00)
#

Setup item

Initial status
(value)

Description

1.

Storage Arrays

-

2.

vCenter Servers

-

3.

HP-UX Hypervisors

-

4.

Change
Password
Logout

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
Storage Arrays window.
By this clicking this link, you can go to the
vCenter Server window.
By clicking this link, you can go to the list of
HP-UX Hypervisor window.
By clicking this link, you can go to the
Change Password window.
Logout by clicking this link and you can go
to the Login window.

5.

-
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#

Setup item

Initial status
(value)

Description

6.

Storage Model

Active
(VSP/HUS
VM/VSP
G1000/VSP
Gx00)

You can select the model of the storage
array to be registered.

7.

Serial Number

Active
(Empty)

8.

User Name

Active
(Empty)

9.

Password

Active
(Empty)

Enter the serial number of the storage
array (VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00). You have to specify this item.
In case of VSP G1000 registration, enter
the six digits which has "3" to the head of
serial number.
Enter the user name registered in the
storage array (VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00). You have to specify this
item. For information about the valid
characters and length, refer to Command
Control Interface Reference Guide.
Enter the password registered in the
storage array (VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00). You have to specify this
item. For information about the valid
characters and length, refer to Command
Control Interface Reference Guide.
To actually register the storage array to
Hitachi Storage Controller, click this
button.
By clicking this button, you can go to the
Storage Arrays window.

10. Register

Active

11. Cancel

Active

[Procedure]
(1) In the Serial Number box, enter the serial number of the storage array.
(2) In the User Name box, enter the user name.
(3) In the Password box, enter the password.
(4) Click Register to register the storage array.
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4.3.2. Modify/Update Registered Storage Arrays
Table 4.3.2-1 shows a list of functions used for updating information about the storage
arrays already registered to Hitachi Storage Controller.

Table 4.3.2-1 Functions for Updating Registered Storage Array
Information
#

Function of Hitachi
Storage Controller

Description

1.

Unregistering a storage
array
Editing storage array
registration data
Change Password

Deletes the registration of the storage array from
Hitachi Storage Controller.
Edits the information of the storage arrays registered
to Hitachi Storage Controller.
Changes the password used for logging on to Hitachi
Storage Controller.

2.
3.

(1) Unregistering a storage array
You can unregister a storage array registered in Hitachi Storage Controller (See Figure
4.3.2-1). Table 4.3.2-2 shows the items in the window. Use the Unregister link on the
Storage Arrays window when you delete the registration.

Click the Unregister link
on the row that shows the
storage array you want to
unregister.

Figure 4.3.2-1 Storage Array Unregister Window
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Table 4.3.2-2 Items on the Storage Array Unregister Window
#

Setup item

Initial
status
(value)

Description

1.

-

This is a confirmation message.

2.

Do you want to unregister
the array?
OK

Active

3.

Cancel

Active

By clicking this link, you can go to
the Status window.
By clicking this button, you can go to
the Storage Arrays window.

[Procedure]
(1) Click the Unregister link in the Storage Arrays window.
(2) Click OK to unregister the storage array registered to Hitachi Storage Controller
(2) Editing storage array registration data
You can edit the information of the storage arrays registered to Hitachi Storage
Controller. Use the Edit link in the Storage Arrays window when you edit the
information (See Figure 4.3.2-2).

Click the Edit link on the row that
shows the storage array you want
to edit.

Go to the Edit window. (Figure 4.3.2-3)

Figure 4.3.2-2 Edit Storage Array Window
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[Edit registration data for VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
You can edit the information of the storage arrays (VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00) registered to Hitachi Storage Controller (See Figure 4.3.2-3). Table 4.3.2-3
shows the items in the window.

Figure 4.3.2-3 Edit Storage Array Window (VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00)

Table 4.3.2-3 Items in the Edit Storage Array Window (VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00)
#

Setup item

Initial status
(value)

Description

1.

Storage Arrays

-

2.

vCenter Servers

-

3.

HP-UX Hypervisors

-

4.

Change Password

-

5.

Logout

-

By clicking this link, you can go to
the Storage Arrays window.
By clicking this link, you can go to
the vCenter Server window.
By clicking this link, you can go to
the list of HP-UX Hypervisor
window.
By clicking this link, you can go to
the Change Password window.
Logout by clicking this link and you
can go to the Login window.
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#

Setup item

Initial status
(value)

Description

6.

User Name

Active (The value
of the user name
for the selected
storage array)

7.

Password

Active(The value
of the password
for the selected
storage array)

8.

Submit

Active

9.

Cancel

Active

Enter the user name registered in
the storage array (VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00). You
have to specify this item. For
information about the valid
characters and length, refer to
Command Control Interface
Reference Guide.
Enter the password registered in
the storage array (VSP/HUS
VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00). You
have to specify this item. For
information about the valid
characters and length, refer to
Command Control Interface
Reference Guide.
By clicking this button, you can
operate the registration process of
the storage array to Hitachi
Storage Controller.
By clicking this button, you can go
to the Storage Arrays window.
Shows the entry of the Storage
Model column for the storage array
selected on the Storage Arrays
window.
Shows the entry of the Serial
Number column for the storage
array selected on the Storage
Arrays window.

10. Storage Model

11. Serial Number
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(3) Changing the password
You can change the password used for logging in to Hitachi Storage Controller (See Figure
4.3.2-4). Table 4.3.2-4 shows the items on the window.

Figure 4.3.2-4 Change Password Window
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Table 4.3.2-4 Items on the Change Password Window
#

Setup item

Initial status
(value)

Description

1.

Storage Arrays

-

2.

vCenter Servers

-

3.

HP-UX Hypervisors

-

4.

Change Password

-

5.

Logout

-

6.

Current Password

Active (Empty)

7.

New Password

Active (Empty)

8.
9.

Retype Password
Change Password

Active(Empty)
Active

By clicking this link, you can go
to the Storage Arrays window.
By clicking this link, you can go
to the vCenter Server list
window.
By clicking this link, you can go
to the list of HP-UX Hypervisor
window.
By clicking this link, you can go
to the Change Password window.
Logout by clicking this link and
you can go to the Login window.
Enter the password used for the
current login.
Enter a new password. The
length is 0 to 32 characters.
Valid characters are as follows.
0 to 9, A to Z, a to
z, !#$%&'*+-./=?@^_`{|}~
Enter the same value as #5.
By clicking this button, you can
update the password registered
in Hitachi Storage Controller.
After you update the password,
you can continue to use the Web
UI. After you log out, use the
new password to log on.
By clicking this button, you can
go to the Storage Arrays
window.

10. Cancel

Active

[Procedure]
(1) In the Current Password box, enter the password used for the current login.
(2) In the New Password box, enter a new password.
(3) In the Retype Password box, enter the same value as (2).
(4) Click Change Password to change the password. Note
Note:
The new password is enabled when you log in next time.
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4.3.3. Registration / Change operation of vCenter Server
Refer to this chapter when the virtual platform of VMware is used in Linux environment.
A function for the registration and change of vCenter Server is shown in Table 4.3.3-1

#

Table 4.3.3-1 Function for the Registration
Function of Hitachi
Storage Controller
Description

/Change of vCenter Server

1.

vCenter Server registration
list

A list of vCenter Sever registered with Hitachi Storage Controller is
displayed.

2.

vCenter Server registration

vCenter Server is registered in Hitachi Storage Controller.

3.

vCenter Server deregistration

vCenter Server registered with Hitachi Storage Controller is deleted

4.

vCenter Server registration
data edit

Information of vCenter Server registered with Hitachi Storage
Controller is edited.

(1)vCenter Server list
A list of vCenter Server registered with Hitachi Storage Controller is shown. (See Figure 4.3.3-1). Table
4.3.3-2 shows the items. Figure 4.3.3-1 shows the case that vCenter Server is not registered.
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Figure 4.3.3-1 vCenter Server Window (The status that vCenter
Server is not registered with)
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Table 4.3.3-2 vCenter Server display item
Initial status
Description
(value)
Link
By clicking this link, you can go to the
Change Password window.

#

Setup item

1.

Change Password

2.

Logout

Link

-

By clicking this link, log out and then
you can go to the Login window.

3.

Storage Arrays

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
Storage Arrays window.

4.

vCenter Servers

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
vCenter Server list window.

5.

HP-UX Hypervisors

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
list of HP-UX Hypervisor window.

6.

Register vCenter Server

Link

-

7.

vCenter Server URL

By clicking this link, you can go to the
Storage Arrays window. (See 4.3.2(2)
vCenter Server registration).
The classification of registered storage
array is displayed.

8.

Action

“Edit” link and “Unregister” link are
displayed.

When vCenter Server is registered, from #6 to 8 of the table 4.3.1-3 are displayed..
[Procedure]
(1) Click “Register vCenter Server” link, go to the vCenter Server registration window.
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(2)vCenter Server registration
vCenter Server is registered in Hitachi Storage Controller. By clicking ” Register vCenter Server”, vCenter
Server registration window is displayed. (See Figure 4.3.3-2) Table 4.3.3-2 shows the items in the window.

Figure 4.3.3-2 vCenter Server registration window
Table 4.3.3-3 vCenter Server registration window
Initial status
Description
(value)
Link
By clicking this link, you can go to the
Change Password window.

#

Setup item

1.

Change Password

2.

Logout

Link

-

By clicking this link, log out and then you
can go to the Login window.

3.

Storage Arrays

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
Storage Arrays window.

4.

vCenter Servers

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
vCenter Server Window.

5.

HP-UX Hypervisors

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the list
of HP-UX Hypervisor window.
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#

Setup item

6.

vCenter Server URL

Table 4.3.3-3 vCenter Server registration window
Initial status
Description
(value)
Text box
Active (Empty)
Enter URL of the registration
vCenterServer.
You have to enter this item.
Enter form:
https://< IP address of vCenter
Server>/sdk
The example is shown as below;
https://111.111.11.11/sdk

7.

User Name

Text box

Active (Empty)

8.

Password

Text box

Active (Empty)

9.

Register

Button

Active

[Supplementary note](1) You can use a
host name instead of IP address.
Reference example is mentioned below.
https://vcenterserver01/sdk
Applicable host name is as follows,
1) Available character and character
length
Available character :alphanumeric
character 0 to 9, a to z
Symbol - .
The maximum character length: 255
characters (However, the character
length per 1 label separated by "." is
less than 63 characters)
2) When a port number of vCenter
Server is changed from a default, add
a port number to URL as follows, (for
example it is 8085)
https://111.111.11.11:8085/sdk
The range of the port number that can
be specified is 65535 from 1.
Enter a registered user name into vCenter
Server.
You have to enter this item.
Minimum length : 1 character
Maximum length: 20 characters
Available character :alphanumeric
character 0 to 9, A to Z , a to z
Symbol , !#$%&-.@^_`{}~()/
Enter the registered a user password into
vCenter Server. You have to enter this
item.
Minimum length : 1 character
Maximum length: 127 characters
Available character :alphanumeric
character 0 to 9, A to Z , a to z
Symbol
"!#$%^&()*+-_.:;,\<>'/=?@[]`{|}
~
By clicking this button, vCenterServer is
registered with Hitachi Storage Controller.
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#

Setup item

10.

Cancel

Table 4.3.3-3 vCenter Server registration window
Initial status
Description
(value)
Button
Active
By clicking this button, you can go
vCenterServer window.

[Procedure]
(1)Enter URL of vCenter Server into the ” vCenter Server URL”.
(2)Enter a user name in the “User Name”.
(3)Enter a password in the ” Password”.
(4)Register vCenter Server by clicking the “Register” button.
(3)Unregister vCenter Server
Unregister the registered vCenter Server in Hitachi Storage Controller. (See Figure 4.3.3-3) . Table 4.3.3-4
shows a setup item. The deletion is executed on “Unregister” link on the vCenterServer window.

Figure 4.3.3-3 vCenter Server unregistration window
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Table 4.3.3-4 Unregistration setup item of vCenter Server
Initial
status
(value)
-

#

Setup item

1.

Do you want to unregister the vCenter
Server[URL:https://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/sdk]?

2.

OK

Button

Active

3.

Cancel

Button

Active

Description
A request message whether the operation
executes is displayed.
In xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx of
URL:https://xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx/sdk, the
URL or the host name of vCenter Server
which is going to be deleted is entered.
By clicking this button, delete
vCenterServer and you can go the Status
window.
By clicking this button, you can go to the
vCenter Server window.

[Procedure]
(1)Click “Unregister” link of vCenter Server window.
(2)Delete the registered vCenter Server in Hitachi Storage Controller by Clicking “OK” button.

(4) vCenter Server registration data edit
Edit the information of vCenter Server which is registered in Hitachi Storage Controller. (See Figure 4.3.3-4)
Table 4.3.3-5 shows the setup item. The edit is executed on the “Edit” link on vCenter Server window. (See
Figure 4.3.3-3)

Figure 4.3.3-4 the vCenter Server edit window
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Table 4.3.3-5 vCenter Server edit window
Initial status
Description
(value)
By clicking this link, you can go to the
Change Password window.

#

Setup item

1.

Change Password

Link

2.

Logout

Link

-

By clicking this link, log out and then you
can go to the Login window.

3.

Storage Arrays

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
Storage Arrays window.

4.

vCenter Servers

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
vCenter Server window..

5.

HP-UX Hypervisors

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the list
of HP-UX Hypervisor window.

6.

vCenter Server URL

Text box

Active (Selected
URL of vCenter
Server)

Enter URL of vCenter Server.
You have to specify the item.
Input format:
https://<IP address of vCenter
Server>/sdk
The example is shown as below;
https://111.111.11.11/sdk
[Supplementary note](1) You can use a
host name instead of IP address.
Reference example is mentioned below.
https://vcenterserver01/sdk
Applicable host name is as follows,
1)Available character and character
length
Available character :alphanumeric
character 0 to 9, a to z
Symbol - .
The maximum character length: 255
characters (However, the character
length per 1 label separated by "." is
less than 63 characters)
2) Be done the name solution on the
server that Hitachi Storage Controller
operates
(2)When a port number of vCenter Server
is changed from a default, add a port
number to URL as follows, (for example it
is 8085)
https://111.111.11.11:8085/sdk
The range of the port number that can
be specified is 65535 from 1.
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Table 4.3.3-5 vCenter Server edit window
Initial status
Description
(value)
Text box
Active(Selected
Enter a registered user name into vCenter
URL of vCenter
Server.
Server)
You have to specify this item.
Minimum length : 1 character
Maximum length: 20 characters
Available character :alphanumeric
character 0 to 9, A to Z , a to z

#

Setup item

7.

User Name

8.

Password

Text box

Active (Empty or
(Selected
password of
vCenter Server)

9.

Submit

Button

Active

10.

Cancel

Button

Active

Symbol , !#$%&-.@^_`{}~()/
Enter the registered a user password into
vCenter Server. You have to specify this
item.
Minimum length : 1 character
Maximum length: 127 characters
Available character :alphanumeric
character 0 to 9, A to Z , a to z
Symbol
"!#$%^&()*+-_.:;,\<>'/=?@[]`{|}
~
By clicking this button, vCenter Server is
registered with Hitachi Storage Controller.
By clicking this button, you can go to the
vCenter Server window.
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4.3.4. Registration / Change operation of HP-UX
Hypervisor
Refer to this chapter when the virtual platform on HP-UX vPars and Integrity VM is used in HP-UX
environment. A function for the registration and change of vCenter Server is shown in Table 4.3.4-1

Table 4.3.4-1 Function for the Registration /Change of HP-UX Hypervisor
Function of Hitachi
Storage Controller

Description

1.

HP-UX Hypervisor registration
list

A list of HP-UX Hypervisor registered with Hitachi Storage Controller
is displayed.

2.

HP-UX Hypervisor registration

HP-UX Hypervisor is registered in Hitachi Storage Controller.

3.

HP-UX Hypervisor
deregistration

HP-UX Hypervisor registered with Hitachi Storage Controller is
deleted

4.

HP-UX Hypervisor registration
data edit

Information of HP-UX Hypervisor registered with Hitachi Storage
Controller is edited.

#

(1)HP-UX Hypervisor list
A list of HP-UX Hypervisor registered with Hitachi Storage Controller is shown. (See Figure 4.3.4-1). Table
4.3.4-2 shows the items to be displayed. Figure 4.3.4-1 shows the case that HP-UX Hypervisor is not
registered.
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Figure 4.3.4-1 HP-UX Hypervisor Window (The status that HP-UX
Hypervisor is not registered with)
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Table 4.3.4-2 HP-UX Hypervisor display item
Initial status
Description
(value)
Link
By clicking this link, you can go to the
Change Password window.

#

Setup item

1.

Change Password

2.

Logout

Link

-

By clicking this link, log out and then
you can go to the Login window.

3.

Storage Arrays

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
Storage Arrays window.

4.

vCenter Servers

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
vCenter Server list window.

5.

HP-UX Hypervisors

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
list of HP-UX Hypervisor window.

6.

Register HP-UX Hypervisor

Link

-

7.

HP-UX Hypervisors IP

By clicking this link, you can go to the
HP-UX Hypervisor Registration window
(See “4.3.4 (1) HP-UX Hypervisor
registration”).
IP address of HP-UX Hypervisor which
has been registered is displayed.

8.

Action
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“Edit” link and “Unregister” link are
displayed.
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(2)HP-UX Hypervisor registration
HP-UX Hypervisor is registered in Hitachi Storage Controller. By clicking ” Register HP-UX Hypervisor”,
HP-UX Hypervisor registration window is displayed (See Figure 4.3.4-2). Table 4.3.4-3 shows the items in
the window.

Figure 4.3.4-2 HP-UX Hypervisor registration window
Table 4.3.4-3 HP-UX Hypervisor registration window
Initial status
Description
(value)
Link
By clicking this link, you can go to the
Change Password window.

#

Setup item

1.

Change Password

2.

Logout

Link

-

By clicking this link, log out and then you
can go to the Login window.

3.

Storage Arrays

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
Storage Arrays window.

4.

vCenter Servers

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
vCenter Server Window.

5.

HP-UX Hypervisor

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the list
of HP-UX Hypervisor window.

6.

HP-UX Hypervisor
IP

Text box

Active (Blank)

Enter the IP address of HP-UX Hypervisor.
You have to specify this item.
Minimum length : 1 character
Maximum length: 15 characters
Available character :Numeric characters
and a period
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#

Setup item

7.

User Name

8.

Password

9.

Register

10.

Cancel

Table 4.3.4-3 HP-UX Hypervisor registration window
Initial status
Description
(value)
Text box
Active (Blank)
Enter a user name which connects to
HP-UX Hypervisor. The OS root user name
should be specified as a user name to
connect.
You have to specify this item.
Minimum length : 1 character
Maximum length: 255 characters
Available character :
Alphanumeric character
0 to 9, A to Z , a to z
Symbol
, !#$%&-.@^_`{}~()/
Text box
Active (Blank)
Enter a user password which connects to
HP-UX Hypervisor.
You have to specify this item.
Minimum length : 1 character
Maximum length: 255 characters
Available character :
Alphanumeric character
0 to 9, A to Z , a to z
Symbol
"!#$%^&()*+-_.:;,\<>'/=?@[]`
{|}~
Button
Active
By clicking this button, HP-UX Hypervisor
is registered with Hitachi Storage
Controller.
Button

Active

By clicking this button, you can go to the
HP-UX Hypervisor window.

[Procedure]
(1)Enter an IP address of HP-UX Hypervisor into the ” HP-UX Hypervisor IP”.
(2)Enter a user name in the “User Name”.
(3)Enter a password in the ” Password”.
(4)Register HP-UX Hypervisor by clicking the “Register” button.
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(3)Unregister HP-UX Hypervisor
Unregister the registered HP-UX Hypervisor in Hitachi Storage Controller. (See Figure 4.3.4-3) . Table
4.3.4-4 shows a setup item. The deletion is executed on “Unregister” link on the HP-UX Hypervisor window.

Cancel

Figure 4.3.4-3 HP-UX Hypervisor unregistration window
Table 4.3.4-4 Unregistration setup item of HP-UX Hypervisor
Initial
status
(value)
-

#

Setup item

1.

Do you want to unregister the HP-UX
Hypervisor[IP:xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx]?

2.

OK

Button

Active

3.

Cancel

Button

Active

Description
A request message whether the operation
executes is displayed.
In IP xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx, the URL or host
name of HP-UX Hypervisor which is going
to be deleted is entered.
By clicking this button, delete HP-UX
Hypervisor and you can go to the Status
window.
By clicking this button, you can go to the
HP-UX Hypervisor window.

[Procedure]
(1)Click “Unregister” link of HP-UX Hypervisor window.
(2)Delete the registered HP-UX Hypervisor in Hitachi Storage Controller by Clicking “OK” button.
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(4)HP-UX Hypervisor registration data edit
Edit the information of HP-UX Hypervisor which is registered in Hitachi Storage Controller. (See Figure
4.3.4-4) Table 4.3.4-5 shows the setup item. The edit is executed on the “Edit” link on HP-UX Hypervisor
window.

Figure 4.3.4-4 the HP-UX Hypervisor edit window
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Table 4.3.4-5 HP-UX Hypervisor edit window
Initial status
Description
(value)
By clicking this link, you can go to the
Change Password window.

#

Setup item

1.

Change Password

Link

2.

Logout

Link

-

By clicking this link, log out and then you
can go to the Login window.

3.

Storage Arrays

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
Storage Arrays window.

4.

vCenter Servers

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the
vCenter Server window..

5.

HP-UX Hypervisor

Link

-

By clicking this link, you can go to the list
of HP-UX Hypervisor window.

6.

HP-UX Hypervisor
IP

Text box

-

7.

User Name

Text box

Active(User
name of selected
HP-UX
Hypervisor)

8.

Password

Text box

Active (Blank or
(Password of
selected HP-UX
Hypervisor)

9.

Submit

Button

Active

10.

Cancel

Button

Active

Contents of HP-UX Hypervisor IP which
was selected in the list of HP-UX
Hypervisor window is displayed.
Enter a user name which connects to
HP-UX Hypervisor. The OS root user name
should be specified as a user name to
connect.
You have to specify this item.
Minimum length : 1 character
Maximum length: 255 characters
Available character :
Alphanumeric character
0 to 9, A to Z , a to z
Symbol
, !#$%&-.@^_`{}~()/
Enter a user password which connects to
HP-UX Hypervisor.
You have to specify this item.
Minimum length : 1 character
Maximum length: 255 characters
Available character :
Alphanumeric character
0 to 9, A to Z , a to z
Symbol
"!#$%^&()*+-_.:;,\<>'/=?@[]`
{|}~
By clicking this button, HP-UX Hypervisor
is registered with Hitachi Storage
Controller.
By clicking this button, you can go to the
HP-UX Hypervisor window.
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4.4. Configuring Operational Environment (SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management)
You need to register this product using SAP Landscape Virtualization Management. For
information about how to use SAP Landscape Virtualization Management for other than this
product, refer to SAP Landscape Virtualization Management Operation Guide, help (Online
manual), and the following URLs.
http://help.sap.com/nwlvm

4.4.1. Selecting Storage Manager and Hitachi Storage
Controller
Perform the following procedure to select Storage Manager and Hitachi Storage Controller
using SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.

Storage
Manager tab

Infrastructure
icon

Add button

Figure 4.4.1-1 the Storage Manager Window
(1) Select the Infrastructure icon > the Storage Manager tab to display the Overview
window.
(2) Click Add to go to the window for selecting a storage manager. (Figure 4.4.1-2)
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Next button

Figure 4.4.1-2 Image of the Storage Manager Selection Window
Table 4.4.1-1 Adapters
#

Item

Description

Remarks

1.
2.

Vender
Product

-

3.
4.

Version
Required Storage
Library Version

"Hitachi" is displayed as a vendor.
"Hitachi Storage Adapter" is
displayed as a product.
The version of Adapter is displayed.
The version of Library that Adapter is
allowed to communicate with is
displayed.

-

(3) Select "Hitachi" from the Adapter list. Table 4.4.1-1 shows the items in the window.
(4) Click Next to go to the connection window for Hitachi Storage Controller. (Figure
4.4.1-3) Table 4.4.1-2 and Table 4.4.1-3 show the items in the window.
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Next button

Label input cell
Monitoring Interval input cell

Test Configuration button

Value input cell

Figure 4.4.1-3 Hitachi Storage Controller Connection Window

Table 4.4.1-2 Items in the Basic Properties
#

Item

Description

Remarks

1.

Label

-

2.

Monitoring Interval
(Seconds)

Enter the name you selected for Hitachi
Storage Controller
Enter the interval to acquire the storage
information automatically. (Unit: Second).
The recommendation value is 86400
(Seconds).

Displayed from
the version of
SAP Landscape
Virtualization
Management
2.1.

Table 4.4.1-3 Items in the Additional Properties
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#

Item

Description

Remarks

1.
2.
3.
4.

Name
Value
Type
Mandatory

"Controller URL" is displayed.
Enter the URL of the Controller.
"String" is displayed.
A check mark is displayed.

-
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#

Item

Description

Remarks

5.

Description

"Hitachi Storage Controller address"
is displayed.

-

(5) Enter the name you selected for Hitachi Storage Controller in the Label text box.
(6) Enter the IP address and port number of Hitachi Storage Controller in the Value input
cell.
(In this example, http://111.1.1.11:8080)
Note 1

Note 2

Note 1:
IP address of the Storage management server
Note 2:
Port number you entered when you installed Hitachi Storage Controller.
(7) Click Test Configuration to check the connection to Hitachi Storage Controller. Figure
4.4.1-4 shows the result of connection test. If an error is generated, take a corrective
action corresponding to the message ID.
(8) Click Next to go to the storage array information window. (Figure 4.4.1-4)

Normal case message

Figure 4.4.1-4 Test Configuration Result Window
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Storage Systems list

Figure 4.4.1-5 Storage Array Information Window
(9) In the Storage Arrays list, a list of the storage arrays registered to Hitachi Storage
Controller is displayed. Table 4.4.1-4 shows the items in the window.
(10) Click Next to go to the confirmation window. (Figure 4.4.1-6) Table 4.4.1-4 shows the
items in the window.

Table 4.4.1-4 Columns in the Storage Systems
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#

Item

Description

Remarks

1.

Name

-

2.
3.

Vendor Name
Product Name

4.

Firmware Version

5.

Size(GB)

Serial number of the storage array is
displayed.
"Hitachi" is displayed.
Brand name of the storage array is
displayed.
The microprogram revision of the
storage array is displayed.
"Not available" is displayed.

-
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(11) Click Save to save the settings. If you register a new storage array to Hitachi Storage
Controller after this setting, click Reload Storage Systems.

Save button

Figure 4.4.1-6 Confirmation Window
(12) If the version of SAP Landscape Virtualization Management 2.1 or later is used, after
this setting, select the registered "Hitachi Storage Controller" by Operations icon >
Storage tab and press the Monitoring Data to acquire the storage information. See
Section 5.5 for the operation method for Storage Tab.
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4.4.2 Registration of vCenter Server managing the
VMware ESXi host in the Virtualization Manager
vCenter Server which is registering ESXi host which installed a virtual machine to use for the scenario
execution is registered in the SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.
(1) The Overview is displayed by the order of the "Infrastructure" icon > "Virtualization
Managers" tab.
(2) Click “Add” button to register vCenter Server.
(3) Register by inputting the necessary information in the Virtualization Managers tab
Refer to SAP Landscape Virtualization Management operation guide for details.
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4.5. Updating Hitachi Storage Adapter Components
The following shows how to update Hitachi Storage Adapter Components. Regarding the
<version> of the installer’s file name, translate them with the version used. In this
description, the screen shots shows the update installation from version 01.1.0 to version
01.3.0. If you update installed components, only the changed files in new version are
replaced.
In order to use update installation, the version to be installed must be newer than the
currently installed version. Note that you should not start update installation when the
system is used for business operation.

4.5.1. Procedure for Update Installation of Hitachi Storage
Controller
The following shows the update installation procedure. This update installation procedure
must be performed on the Storage management server.

Table 4.5.1-1 Procedure for Update Installation of Hitachi Storage
Controller
#

Window

1.
hitachi-storage-controller-windows-setup(<versi
on>)-(x86).exe
2.

Description

Start the installer and start
installation.
Update installation wizard start
window
Click Next.

If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
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#
3.

Window

Description

EULA (End User License
Agreement) display screen.
Select “I accept the terms of
the license agreement” and
Click “Next” button.
When you select “I do not
accept the terms of the license
agreement”, the status is
returned before starting the
installation because you shall
not agree with the license
agreement.
When you click “Print”, the
license agreement is printed.
When you click “Cancel” , the
installation is aborted and the
status is returned before
starting the installation.
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#
4.

Window

Description

Confirmation window for
continuing with update
installation
This screen is displayed when
Hitachi Controller Tomcat is
running. In order to continue
with update installation, you
need to stop Hitachi Controller
Tomcat.
Select a radio button as follows
to continue with update
installation.
a) Stop
HitachiControllerTomcat
service and continue with
setup process:
Select this radio button and
click Next to stop Hitachi
Controller Tomcat and go
to the next window.
b) Abort the setup process:
Select this radio button and
click Next to abort update
installation and go to #8.
Note: By default, a) is selected in the
above.

5.

If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
If you click Back, you go back
to the previous screen.
TOMCAT Port Number setup
window
This window is displayed when
there is no definition file for
TOMCAT. For information about
what and how to input, see
Table 4.1.1-1 #5.

If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
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#
6.

Window

Description

Locked file check window
This window is displayed when
there are any locked files.
If you click Back, you go back to
the previous screen.
If you click Next, locked files
are checked again. If there are
still locked files, this window is
displayed again. If there are no
locked files, you go to the next
screen.

7.

If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
Update installation completion
window
(1) Start Hitachi Storage
Controller service:
If this item is selected, Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is started
when the installation is
completed.
(2) Click Finish to exit.
Note: By default, "Start Hitachi
Storage Controller service" is
selected.
As
for
this
adapter,
a
downloading fee and a rental
fee are free of charge, but, as
for the technical support, a
license is necessary.
See “A. HDS Licensing” for the
detailed
support
license
information.
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#
8.

Window

Description

Update installation aborted
window
(1) Click Finish to exit.
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4.5.2. Procedure for Update Installation of Hitachi Storage
Library
The following shows the update installation procedure. Regarding the <version> of the
installer’s file name, translate them with the version used.
In this description, the screen shots shows the update installation from version 01.0.0 to
version 01.0.1. This update installation procedure must be performed on a SAP managed
node.

(1) When the SAP managed node uses Windows
Table 4.5.2-1 shows the update installation procedure for Hitachi Storage Library.

Table 4.5.2-1 Procedure for Update Installation of Hitachi Storage
Library
#

Window

1.
hitachi-storage-library-windows-setup(<versio
n>)-(x64).exe
2.

Description

Start the installer and start
update installation.
Update installation wizard start
window
Click Next.
If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
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#
3.

Window

Description

Locked file check window
This window is displayed when
there are any locked files.
If you click Back, you go back to
the previous screen.
If you click Next, locked files are
checked again. If there are still
locked files, this window is
displayed again. If there are no
locked files, you go to the next
screen.

4.

If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
Update installation completion
window
Click Finish to end the
installation.
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(2) When the SAP managed node uses AIX
The following shows the update installation procedure for Hitachi Storage Library.

The files and execution directory necessary for installation
Table 4.5.2-2 shows the files necessary for executing the installation shell. Follow the
procedure below to create an execution directory and save files necessary for executing the
installation shell. The directory is shown in table 4.5.2-1. (In this chapter, suppose the
directory is "/tmp/Library".)
(1) cp -R "Library on the CD" /tmp
/tmp/Library
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.sh
|
|-- HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
| hitachi-storage-library-aix-<version>.aix.ppc.rpm

Figure 4.5.2-1 Execution Directory for Installation Shell
Table 4.5.2-2 Files Necessary for Installation
#

Files and directory

Description

1.

HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install
.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_unins
tall.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
hitachi-storage-library-aix-<versi
on>.aix.ppc.rpm

Installation shell (Update installation also
uses this script.)
Uninstallation shell (Update install also uses
this script.)
Directory for storing the package file
Package file

2.
3.
4.

Executing the installation shell
The following shows an example of executing the installation shell. Execute the script as a
root user.
cd /tmp/Library
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh <arguments>
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Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.5.2-3 shows the description for each
argument.
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh [-h] [-y]

Table 4.5.2-3 Arguments
#

Argument

Description

1.

-h

2.

-y

3.

When all
arguments
are omitted
Characters
other than
the above

An explanation for the arguments is displayed.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the
arguments is not displayed.
If this argument is specified, installation starts without
displaying an installation start confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, the following
installation start confirmation message is displayed, and you
need to click OK to continue update installation.
Installation is executed as specified below:
(1) An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2) An installation start confirmation message is displayed
An error message is displayed, an explanation for the
arguments is displayed, and then the installation shell exits.

4.

Update installation procedure
Table 4.5.2-4 shows the update installation procedure. In this description, the following
conditions are assumed.
(1) The installation path of SAP Host Agent is "/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe".
(2) This update installation is from version 02.0.0 to version 02.0.1.

HitachiStorageLibrary.conf which is the configuration file of Hitachi Storage Library is not used
on AIX from version 02.0.1. Therefore, when executing upgrade installation to version 02.0.1
or later, HitachiStorageLibrary.conf is deleted from the installation directory. If it may be
downgraded to version 02.0.0 or previous, create a backup of HitachiStorageLibrary.conf as
needed.
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Table 4.5.2-4 Procedure for Update Installation of Hitachi Storage Library
Screen and explanation

[Screen]
# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh
Installer will upgrade Hitachi Storage Library from version [02.0.0] to
version [02.0.1].
(2)
Do you want to upgrade Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to upgrade or
n/N to exit: y
hitachi-storage-library-aix
############################################
######
(3)
Upgrade process completed successfully.
#
[Explanation]
(1) Run the installation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that update installation will start. Type y
or Y. If you type n or N, the update installation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the update installation is complete.
(1)

Configuration files
When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already exists in the installation directory,
in case that a parameter has been added in this version, a parameter is added
to the last line of "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf". (When adding, the parameter
needing input displays a message to prompt a user to enter the value. )
When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already does not exist in the installation
directory, this file is a target of update installation and it displays the item
needed to input and prompts a user to enter the value.
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(3) When the SAP managed node used Linux, the procedure for update installation of Hitachi Storage
Library is shown.
The files and execution directory necessary for executing the installation. Table 4.5.2-6 shows the files
necessary for executing the installation. In this description, the screen shots shows the update
installation from version 01.2.0 to version 01.3.0.
Follow the procedure below to create an execution directory and save files necessary for executing the
installation. The directory is shown in table 4.5.2-1 (In this chapter, suppose the directory
is ”/tmp/Library”.)
(1)“Library on the CD” /tmp
/tmp/Library
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux install.sh
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_uninstall.sh
|
└─HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
| hitachi-storage-library-linux-<version>86_64.rpm
Figure 4.5.2-2 Execution Directory for Installation Shell
#
1.
2.
3.
4.

Table 4.5.2-6 Files Necessary for Installation
Files and directory
Description
HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh
Installation shell (Update installation also uses this
shell.)
HitachiStorageLibrary_uninstall.sh
Uninstallation shell (this shell is also a target of update
installation.)
HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
Directory for storing the package file.
hitachi-storage-library-linux-<version>86
_64.rpm

Package file.

Executing installation shell
The following shows an example of executing the installation shell. Execute the script as a root user.
cd /tmp/Library
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh <arguments>
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Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.5.2-3 shows the description for each
argument.
HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh [-h] [-y]

Table 4.5.2-7 Arguments
#
1.

Argument
-h

Description
An explanation for the arguments is displayed.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the arguments is not
displayed.

2.

-y

This indicates that installation starts without displaying an installation start
confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, the installation start confirmation
message is displayed, and you need to click OK to continue update
installation.

3.

When all
arguments are
omitted

Installation is executed as specified below.
(1)An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2)An installation start confirmation message is displayed.

4.

Characters other
than the above

An error message is displayed, an explanation for the arguments is displayed,
and then the installation shell exits.
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Table 4.5.2-8 Procedure for Update Installation of Hitachi Storage Library
Screen and explanation
[Screen]

#
1.
(1)
(2)

(3)

# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh
Installer will upgrade the installed version 01.2.0 to the version 01.3.0 of Hitachi Storage
Library.
In preparation.
########################################### [100%]
1:hitachi-storage-library#########################################
## [100%]
Upgrade process completed successfully.
#

[Explanation]
(1) Run the installation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that update installation will start. Type y or Y. If you type n or
N, the update installation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the update installation is complete.

Configuration files
When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already exists in the installation directory,
in case that a parameter has been added in this version, a parameter is added
to the last line of "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf". (When adding, the parameter
needing input displays a message to prompt a user to enter the value. )
When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already does not exist in the installation
directory, this file is a target of update installation and it displays the item
needed to input and prompts a user to enter the value.
(4) When the SAP managed node used HP-UX, the procedure for update installation
of Hitachi Storage Library is shown.

The files and execution directory necessary for installation
Table 4.5.2-9 shows the files necessary for executing the installation shell.
Follow the procedure below to create an execution directory and save files
necessary for executing the installation shell. In this description, the screen
shots shows the update installation from version 02.2.0 to version 02.3.0. The
directory is shown in figure 4.5.2-3. (In this chapter, suppose the directory is
"/tmp/Library".)
(1) cp -R “Library of CD” /tmp
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/tmp/Library
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh
|
|-- HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
| hitachi-storage-library-hpux-<version>86_64.rpm

Figure 4.5.2-3 Execution Directory for Installation Shell
Table 4.5.2-9 Files Necessary for Installation
#
1.

Files and directory
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh

2.

HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.
sh

Description
Installation shell (Update installation also uses this
shell.)
Uninstallation shell (This shell is also a target of
update installation.)

HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
Directory for storing the package file.
hitachi-storage-library-hpux-<version
Package file.
>86_64.rpm
* <version>: It indicates the release management version.
3.
4.

Executing the installation shell
The following shows an example of executing the installation shell. Execute the script as
a root user.
cd /tmp/Library
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh arguments
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Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.5.2-10 shows the description for
each argument
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh [-h] [-y]

Table 4.5.2-10 Arguments
#

Argument

Description

1.

-h

2.

-y

3.

When all
arguments are
omitted
Characters other
than the above

An explanation for the arguments is displayed. This argument can be omitted.
If omitted, an explanation of the arguments is not displayed.
If this argument is specified, installation starts without displaying an
installation start confirmation message. This argument can be omitted. If
omitted, the following installation start confirmation message is displayed,
and you need to click OK to continue update installation.
Installation is executed under the following conditions:
(1) An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2) An installation start confirmation message is displayed
After an error message is displayed, an explanation for the arguments is
shown, and then the installation shell exits

4.
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Table 4.5.2-11 Procedure for Update Installation of Hitachi Storage Library
Screen and explanation
(1)

[Screen]
# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh[462]: installed_version: not found
Installer will upgrade Hitachi Storage Library from version [02.2.0] to version [02.3.0].

(2)

Do you want to upgrade Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to upgrade or n/N to exit: y
======= Thu, Mar 5, 2015 12:30:33 PM JST BEGIN swinstall SESSION
(non-interactive) (jobid=hprxxxx-0041)
* Session started for user "root@hprxxxx".
* Beginning Selection
* Target connection succeeded for "hprxxxx:/".
* Source:
/HitachiStorageLibraryHPUX(02.3.0.002)/./HitachiStorageLibrary_depot/hitachi-storage-lib
rary-hpux-02.3.0.ia64.depot
* Targets:
hprxxxx:/
* Software selections:
HitachiStorageLibrary.HitachiStorageLibrary,r=02.3.0
* Selection succeeded.
* Beginning Analysis and Execution
* Session selections have been saved in the file
"/.sw/sessions/swinstall.last".
* The analysis phase succeeded for "hprxxxx:/".
* The execution phase succeeded for "hprxxxx:/".
* Analysis and Execution succeeded.
NOTE:

More information may be found in the agent logfile using the
command "swjob -a log hprx115-0041 @ hprxxx:/".

======= Thu, Mar 5, 2015 12:30:51 PM JST END swinstall SESSION
(non-interactive) (jobid=hprx115-0041)
(3)

Upgrade process completed successfully.

[Explanation]
(1) Run the installation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that update installation will start. Type y or Y. If you type n or
N, the update installation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the update installation is complete.

4.5.3. Procedure for Update Installation of Hitachi Storage
Adapter
When you want to update installation of Hitachi Storage Adapter, you need to uninstall the
existing one and install the new version of the adapter.
For details, see Subsection 4.7.3 Procedure for Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Adapter
and Subsection 4.1.3 Procedure for New Installation of Hitachi Storage Adapter.
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4.6. Repair Installation Procedure
The following shows the repair installation procedure. Regarding the <version> of the
installer’s file name, translate them with the version used.
In order to use repair installation, the version to be installed must be the same as the
currently installed version. Note that you should not start repair installation when the
system is used for business operation.

4.6.1. Procedure for Repair Installation of Hitachi Storage
Controller
The following shows the repair installation procedure. This repair installation procedure
must be performed on the Storage management server.

Table 4.6.1-1 Procedure for Repair Installation of Hitachi Storage
Controller
#

Window

Description

[Starting from Control Panel]
Select Control Panel >
Program and Features >
Hitachi Storage
Controller.

1.

On the right-click menu, select
Change. (Go to #3)

[Starting from the installer]
Start the installer. (Go to #2.)

hitachi-storage-controller-windows-setup(<vers
ion>)-(x86).
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#
2.

Window

Description

Repair installation selection
window
Select Repair and click Next to
go to the next window.
If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
Note: By default, Repair is selected
in the above.

3.

Confirmation window for
continuing with repair
installation
This screen is displayed when
Hitachi Controller Tomcat is
running. In order to continue
with repair installation, you
need to stop Hitachi Controller
Tomcat.
Select a radio button as follows
to continue with repair
installation.
a) Stop
HitachiControllerTomcat
service and continue with
setup process:
Select this radio button and
click Next to stop Hitachi
Controller Tomcat and go to
the next window.
b) Abort the setup process:
Select this radio button and
click Next to abort repair
installation and go to #7.
Note: By default, a) is selected in the
above.

If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
If you click Back, you go back to
the previous screen.
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#
4.

Window

Description

TOMCAT Port Number setup
window
This window is displayed when
there is no definition file for
TOMCAT or an illegal value is
displayed. For information
about what and how to input,
see Table 4.1.1-1 #5.

5.

Locked file check window
This window is displayed when
there are any locked files.
If you click Back, you go back to
the previous screen.
If you click Next, locked files
are checked again. If there are
still locked files, this window is
displayed again. If there are no
locked files, you go to the next
screen.

6.

If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
Repair installation completion
window
(1) Start Hitachi Storage
Controller server:
If this item is selected,
Hitachi Controller Tomcat is
started when the installation
is completed.
(2) Click Finish to exit.
Note: By default, "Start Hitachi
Storage Controller service" is
selected.
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#

Window

Description

Repair installation aborted
window

7.

(1) Click Finish to exit.

4.6.2. Procedure for Repair Installation of Hitachi Storage
Library
The following shows the repair installation procedure. Regarding the <version> of the
installer’s file name, translate them with the version used. This repair installation procedure
must be performed on a SAP managed node.
(1) When the SAP managed node uses Windows
Table 4.6.2-1 shows the repair installation procedure for Hitachi Storage Library.

Table 4.6.2-1 Procedure for Repair Installation of Hitachi Storage
Library
#

Window

Description

[Starting from Control Panel]
Select Control Panel >
Program and Features >
Hitachi Storage Library.

1.

On the right-click menu, select
Change. (Go to #3)

hitachi-storage-library-windows-setup(<versio
n>)-(x64).exe
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[Starting from the installer]
Start the installer. (Go to #2.)
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#
2.

Window

Description

Repair installation selection
window
Select Repair and click Next to
go to the next window.
If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
Note: By default, Repair is selected
in the above.

3.

Locked file check window
This window is displayed when
there are any locked files.
If you click Back, you go back to
the previous screen.
If you click Next, locked files
are checked again. If there are
still locked files, this window is
displayed again. If there are no
locked files, you go to the next
screen.

4.

If you click Cancel, the
installation is aborted.
Repair installation completion
window
Click Finish to end the
installation.
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(2) When the SAP managed node uses AIX
The following shows the repair installation procedure for Hitachi Storage Library.

The files and execution directory necessary for installation
Table 4.6.2-2 shows the files necessary for executing the installation shell. Follow the
procedure below to create an execution directory and save files necessary for executing the
installation shell. The directory is shown in table 4.6.2-1. (In this chapter, suppose the
directory is "/tmp/Library".)
(1) cp -R "Library on the CD" /tmp
/tmp/Library
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.sh
|
|-- HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
| hitachi-storage-library-aix-<version>.aix.ppc.rpm

Figure 4.6.2-1 Execution Directory for Installation Shell
Table 4.6.2-2 Files Necessary for Installation
#

Files and directory

Description

1.

HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install
.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_unins
tall.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
hitachi-storage-library-aix-<versi
on>.aix.ppc.rpm

Installation shell (Repair installation also
uses this script.)
Uninstallation shell

2.
3.
4.

Directory for storing the package file
Package file

Executing the installation shell
The following shows an example of executing the installation shell. Execute the script as a
root user.
cd /tmp/Library
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX__install.sh <arguments>

Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.6.2-3 shows the description for each
argument.
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh [-h] [-y]
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Table 4.6.2-3 Arguments
#

Argument

Description

1.

-h

2.

-y

3.

When all
arguments
are omitted
Characters
other than
the above

An explanation for the arguments is displayed.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the
arguments is not displayed.
Installation starts without displaying an installation start
confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, the following
installation start confirmation message is displayed, and you
need to click OK to continue repair installation.
Installation is executed as specified below:
(1) An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2) An installation start confirmation message is displayed
An error message is displayed, an explanation for the
arguments is displayed, and then the installation shell exits.

4.

Repair installation procedure
Table 4.6.2-4 shows the repair installation procedure. In this explanation, the installation
directory of SAP Host Agent is "/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe".

Table 4.6.2-4 Procedure for Repair Installation of Hitachi Storage Library
Screen and explanation

(1)
(2)

(3)

[Screen]
# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh
Installer will repair Hitachi Storage Library. Current install path is
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe.
Do you want to repair Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to repair or n/N
to exit:y
hitachi-storage-library-aix
##############################################
####
Repair process completed successfully.
#

[Explanation]
(1) Run the installation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that repair installation will start. Type y or
Y. If you type n or N, the repair installation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the repair installation is complete.

Configuration files
When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already exists in the installation directory, this file is not a
target of repair installation. When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already does not exist in the
installation directory, this file is a target of repair installation.
(3)When the SAP managed node used Linux, the procedure for repair installation of Hitachi Storage Library
is shown.
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The files and execution directory necessary for installation
Table 4.6.2-6 shows the files necessary for executing the installation shell.
Follow the procedure below to create an execution directory and save files necessary for executing the
installation shell. The directory is shown in table 4.6.2-1. (In this chapter, suppose the directory is
“/temp/Library”.)

(1) cp -R “Library on the CD” /tmp
/tmp/Library
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_install.sh
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_uninstall.sh
|
|-- HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm
| hitachi-storage-library-linux-<version>86_64.rpm

Figure 4.6.2-2 Execution Directory for install shell

2.

Table 4.6.2-6 Files required for installation
Files and directory
Description
HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh
Installation shell (Repair installation also uses this
script.)
HitachiStorageLibrary_uninstall.sh
Uninstallation shell

3.

HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm

Directory for storing the package file

4.

hitachi-storage-library-linux-<version>86
_64.rpm

Package file

#
1.

Execution method of installation shell
The following shows an example of executing the installation shell. Execute the script as a root user.
cd /tmp/Library
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_install.sh <arguments> arguments
cd /tmp/Library
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_install.sh <arguments>
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Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.6.2-3 shows the description for each argument:
HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_install.sh[-h] [-y]

#
1.

Argument
-h

2.

-y

3.

When all
arguments are
omitted

4.

Characters other
than the above

Table 4.6.2-7 Arguments
Description
An explanation for the arguments is displayed.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the arguments is
not displayed.
This indicates that installation starts without displaying an installation start
confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted, the following installation start confirmation
message is displayed, and you need to click OK to continue repair installation.
Installation is executed as specified below.
An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
An installation start confirmation message is displayed.

An error message is displayed, an explanation for the arguments is displayed,
and then the installation shell exits.
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Repair Installation Procedure
Table 4.6.2-8 shows the files necessary for repairing the installation.
The installation directory of SAP Host Agent is “ /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe”.

Table 4.6.2-8 Repair installation procedure of Hitachi Storage Library
Screen and explanation
[Screen]

#
1.
(1)
(2)

(3)

# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh
Installer will repair Hitachi Storage Library. Current install path is /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe.
Do you want to repair Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to repair or n/N to exit: Y
In preparation....
########################################### [100%]
1:hitachi-storage-library##########################################
# [100%]
Repair process completed successfully.
#

[Explanation]
(1) (1)Run the installation shell.
(2) (2)A message is displayed to indicate that repair installation will start. Type y or Y. If you type n or N,
the repair installation is aborted.
(3) (3)A message is displayed to indicate that the repair installation is complete.

Configuration files
When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already exists in the installation directory, this file is not a
target of repair installation. When "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" already does not exist in the
installation directory, this file is a target of repair installation.
(4) When the SAP managed node uses HP-UX
The following shows the repair installation procedure for Hitachi Storage Library.

The files and execution directory necessary for installation
Table 4.6.2-9 shows the files necessary for executing the installation shell. Follow the
procedure below to create an execution directory and save files necessary for executing the
installation shell. The directory is shown in table 4.6.2-3. (In this chapter, suppose the
directory is "/tmp/Library".)

(1) cp -R "Library on the CD" /tmp
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/tmp/Library
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh
|
|-- HitachiStorageLibrary_depot
| hitachistorage-library-hpux-<version>.ia64.depot

Figure 4.6.2-3 Execution Directory for Installation Shell
Table 4.6.2-9 Files Necessary for Installation
#
1.
2.
3.
4.

Files and directory

Description

HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_inst
all.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uni
nstall.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_depot
hitachistorage-library-hpux-<ver
sion>.ia64.depot

Installation shell (Repair installation also
uses this script.)
Uninstallation shell
Directory for storing the package file
Package file

* <version>: Indicates the release management version.

Executing the installation shell
The following shows an example of executing the installation shell. Execute the script as a
root user.
cd /tmp/Library
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh <arguments>
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Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.6.2-10 shows the description for each
argument.
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh [-h] [-y]

Table 4.6.2-10 Arguments
#
1.

Argument

Description

-h

2.

-y

3.

When all
arguments
are omitted
Characters
other than
the above

An explanation for the arguments is displayed.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the
arguments is not displayed.
Installation starts without displaying an installation start
confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, the following
installation start confirmation message is displayed, and you
need to click OK to continue repair installation.
Installation is executed as specified below:
(1) An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2) An installation start confirmation message is displayed
An error message is displayed, an explanation for the
arguments is displayed, and then the installation shell exits.

4.
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Repair installation procedure
Table 4.6.2-11 shows the repair installation procedure.

Table 4.6.2-11 Procedure for Repair Installation of Hitachi Storage Library
Screen and explanation
(1)
(2)

[Screen]
# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_install.sh
Installer will repair Hitachi Storage Library. Current install path is
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe.
Do you want to repair Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to repair or n/N to exit:y
======= Wed, Aug 27, 2014 10:03:27 AM JST BEGIN swinstall SESSION
(non-interactive) (jobid= hostxxx -0023)
* Session started for user "root@ hostxxx ".
* Beginning Selection
* Target connection succeeded for " hostxxx:/".
* Source:
/HitachiStorageLibraryHPUX(<version>)/./HitachiStorageLibrary_depot/hitachi-stor
age-library-hpux-<version>.ia64.depot
* Targets:
hostxxx:/
* Software selections:
HitachiStorageLibrary.HitachiStorageLibrary,r=<version>
* Selection succeeded.
* Beginning Analysis and Execution
* Session selections have been saved in the file
"/.sw/sessions/swinstall.last".
* The analysis phase succeeded for " hostxxx:/".
* The execution phase succeeded for " hostxxx:/".
* Analysis and Execution succeeded.
NOTE:

More information may be found in the agent logfile using the
command "swjob -a log hostxxx-0023 @ hostxxx:/".

======= Wed, Aug 27, 2014 10:04:12 AM JST END swinstall SESSION
(non-interactive) (jobid=hostxxx-0023)
(3)

Repair process completed successfully.#

[Explanation]
(1) Run the installation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that repair installation will start. Type y or
Y. If you type n or N, the repair installation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the repair installation is complete.
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4.6.3. Procedure for Repair Installation of Hitachi Storage
Adapter
The following shows the repair installation procedure. This repair installation procedure
must be performed on the SAP management server. Regarding the <version> of the
installer’s file name, translate them with the version used.
Note:
If you store the files or folders under the installation directory, after a repair installation,
those files and folders are deleted due to the specification of the SAP NetWeaver®
deploy command.
If any problems occur, follow the output message.

Table 4.6.3-1 Procedure for Repair Installation of Hitachi Storage
Adapter
#

Screen and explanation

1.

(1)
C:\>telnet localhost 50008
***********************************************
**********************************************
****###*******####*****#######**************
**##***##****##**##****##****##************
***##*******##****##***##****##**********
*****##*****########***######***********
******##****##****##***##*************
**##***##**##******##**##************
****###****##******##**##**********
**********************************
********************************
Telnet Administration
SAP Java EE Application Server v7.30
User name: j2ee_admin
(2)
Password:
Welcome to server node 2656450.

Enable telnet function before installation.
(1) Start Telnet Client and execute “telnet localhost 50008” command.
* “50008” indicates the port which used by SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.
** Execute this command on SAP management server without remote connection.
(2) Log in with User name and Password which is used on SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management.
* User name: j2ee_admin (ABAP+JAVA-Stack), Administrator (JAVA-Stack)
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#

Screen and explanation

2.
>deploy "c:\\hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear" version_rule=all (3)
Converting c:\hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear to sda
c:\hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear has been successfully converted to sda
Deploy settings:
life_cycle=bulk
on_deploy_error=stop
on_prerequisite_error=stop
version_rule=all
workflow=normal
If there is an offline deployment, Telnet connection to host may be lost, but the result can be seen
using [get_result] command
Processing deployment operation, wait...
===== PROGRESS START =====
Deploying [Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>) (sda)] ...
Deployment of [Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>) (sda)] finished.
===== PROGRESS END =====
===== DEPLOY RESULT =====
sdu id: [Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>)]
sdu file path:
[C:\usr\sap\L11\DVEBMGS00\j2ee\cluster\server0\temp\tc~bl~deploy_controller\
archives\154\848584827081400\SDA\hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>).ear]
version status: [SAME]
deployment status: [Success]
description: []
===== END DEPLOY RESULT =====
===== Summary - Deploy Result - Start =====
-----------------------Type | Status : Count
-----------------------> SCA(s)
> SDA(s)
- [Success] : [1]
----------------------------------------------Type | Status : Id
-----------------------> SCA(s)
> SDA(s)
- [Success] : Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>),
-----------------------===== Summary - Deploy Result - End =====

(3) Deploy Adapter using a command line, "deploy 'full path of the ear file'
version_rule=all". Note
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#

Screen and explanation

3.

>list_app | grep Hitachi (4)
Hitachi/hitachi-storage-adapter-windows(01.0.1)-(x64) STARTED

always 2656450

(4) Check the result (“STARTED”) of deployment using a command line, "list_app |
grep Hitachi".
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4.7. Uninstallation Procedure
The following shows the uninstallation procedure for this product. Regarding the <version>
of the installer’s file name, translate them with the version used.

4.7.1. Procedure for Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage
Controller
The following shows the uninstallation procedure for Hitachi Storage Controller.

Table 4.7.1-1 Procedure for Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage
Controller
#

Window

Description

[Stop Controller]
(1) Select Control Panel >
Administrative Tools >
Services to start the
Services window.
(2) Right-click the line for
Hitachi Controller Tomcat.
On the menu, click Stop.

1.

Note: If the Status is other than
"Started" or “Running”, this step is
not necessary.

[Starting from Control Panel]
Select Control Panel >
Program and Features >
Hitachi Storage
Controller.
On the right-click menu,
select Uninstall. (Go to #4)

2.

hitachi-storage-library-windows-setup(<versio
n>)-(x64).exe

[Starting from the installer]
Start the installer. (Go to
#3.)
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#
3.

Window

Description

Uninstallation selection
window
Select Remove and click
Next to go to the next
window.
If you click Cancel, the
uninstallation is aborted.
Note: By default, Repair is
selected in the above.

4.

Uninstallation window
(1) Delete all files for Hitachi
Storage Controller:
If selected, all configuration
files and log files are
deleted.
(2) Click Next.
If you click Cancel, the
uninstallation is aborted.
Note: By default, the Delete all
files for Hitachi Storage
Controller check box is not
selected.

5.

Confirmation window
Click Yes.
If you click No, the
uninstallation is aborted.

6.

Locked file check window
If you click Yes at step #5
while the folders and files to
be deleted are locked, the
Cannot remove
file(s)/folder(s) window is
displayed. Check which files
are locked and make sure
that they can be deleted.
(1) Click Next.
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#

Window

Description

Uninstallation completion
window

7.

Click Finish to end the
uninstallation.

4.7.2. Procedure for Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Library
The following shows the uninstallation procedure for Hitachi Storage Library.
Regarding the <version> of the installer’s file name, translate them with the version used.
(1) When the SAP managed node uses Windows
Table 4.7.2-1 shows the uninstallation procedure for Hitachi Storage Library.

Table 4.7.2-1 Procedure for Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage
Library
#

Window

Description

[Starting from Control Panel]
Select Control Panel >
Program and Features >
Hitachi Storage Library.
On the right-click menu, select
Uninstall. (Go to #3)

1.

hitachi-storage-library-windows-setup(<versio
n>)-(x64).exe

[Starting from the installer]
Start the installer. (Go to #2.)
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#
2.

Window

Description

Uninstallation selection
window
Select Remove and click Next
to go to the next window.
If you click Cancel, the
uninstallation is aborted.
Note: By default, Repair is selected
in the above.

3.

Uninstallation window
(1) Delete all files for Hitachi
Storage Library:
If selected, all configuration
files and log files are
deleted.
(2) Click Next.
If you click Cancel, the
uninstallation is aborted.
Note: By default, the "Delete all
files for Hitachi Storage Library"
check box is not selected.

4.

Confirmation window before
uninstallation
Click Yes.
If you click No, the
uninstallation is aborted.

5.

Locked file check window
If you click Yes at step #4
while the folders and files to be
deleted are locked, the
"Cannot remove
file(s)/folder(s)" window is
displayed. Check which files
are locked and make sure that
they can be deleted.
(1) Click Next.
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#

Window

Description

Uninstallation completion
window

6.

Click Finish to end the
uninstallation.

(2) When the SAP managed node uses AIX
The following shows the uninstallation procedure for Hitachi Storage Library.

The files and execution directory necessary for uninstallation
For the uninstallation process, use the uninstallation shell file created during the installation.
In this chapter, we assume that the installation directory was "/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe". Table
4.7.2-2 shows the files necessary for executing the uninstallation shell. Figure 4.7.2-1
shows the execution directory for uninstallation shell.
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe
|
| HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.sh
| sapacosprep_hit_version.txt
|
:
|

Figure 4.7.2-1 Necessary Files and Directory Configuration
Table 4.7.2-2 Files Necessary for Uninstallation
#

Files and directory

Description

1.

HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.s
h

Uninstallation shell

Executing the uninstallation shell
The following shows an example of executing the uninstallation shell. Execute the script as
a root user. If the uninstallation shell does not exist, copy it from the CD to the directory you
like and execute it at that directory.
cd /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX__uninstall.sh <arguments>

Arguments
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The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.7.2-3 shows the description for each
argument.
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.sh [-h] [-y]

Table 4.7.2-3 Arguments
#

Argument

Description

1.

-h

2.

-y

3.

--all_delete

4.

When all
arguments
are omitted

5.

Characters
other than
the above

An explanation for the arguments is displayed.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the
arguments is not displayed.
Installation starts without displaying an installation start
confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, the following
uninstallation start confirmation message is displayed, and you
need to click OK to continue uninstallation.
All files installed by "HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh"
including "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" will be deleted.
(However, a log file and an uninstallation shell are not deleted.)
Installation is executed as specified below:
(1) An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2) A start confirmation message is displayed
(3) "HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" is not deleted.
An error message is displayed, an explanation for the
arguments is displayed, and then the installation shell exits.

Uninstallation procedure
Table 4.7.2-4 shows the uninstallation procedure. In this explanation, the following items
are assumed.
(1) The configuration file (HitachiStorageLibrary.conf) is kept in the installation directory.
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Table 4.7.2-4 Procedure for Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage
Library
Screen and their explanation

(1)
(2)

(3)

[Screen]
# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.sh
Welcome to the uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Library.
Do you want to uninstall Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to uninstall or
n/N to exit:
y
HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninstall.sh will not be deleted. If required,
you can delete it manually.
Uninstallation completed successfully.
#

[Explanation]
(1) Run the uninstallation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that uninstallation will start. Type y or Y.
If you type n or N, the uninstallation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the uninstallation is complete.
(3) When the SAP managed node used Linux, the procedure for uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Library is
shown.
The files and execution directory necessary for uninstallation
For the uninstallation process, use the uninstallation shell file created during the installation. In this
chapter, we assume that the installation directory was “/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe”. Table 4.7.2-2 shows
the files necessary for executing the uninstallation shell. Figure 4.7.2-2 shows the execution directory
for uninstallation shell.

/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe
│
│ HitachiStorageLibrary_Linux_uninstall.sh
│ sapacosprep_hit_version.txt
│
:
│
Figure 4.7.2-2 Necessary files and Directory Configuration

#
1.

Table 4.7.2-5 Files Necessary for Uninstallation
Files and directory
Description
HitachiStorageLibrary_uninstall.sh
Uninstallation shell
Executing the uninstallation shell
The following shows an example of executing the uninstallation shell. Execute the script as a root user.
If the uninstallation shell does not exist, copy it from the CD to the directory you like and execute it at
that directory.
cd /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_uninstall.sh <parameter>
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Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.7.2-6 shows the description for each argument.
HitachiStorageLibrary_uninstall.sh [-h] [-y]
Table 4.7.2-6 Arguments
#
Argument
Description
1.
-h
An explanation for the arguments is displayed.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the arguments is not
displayed.
2.

-y

Installation starts without displaying an installation start confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, the following uninstallation start
confirmation message is displayed, and you need to click OK to continue
uninstallation.

3.

--all_delete

All files installed by "HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.sh" including
"HitachiStorageLibrary.conf" will be deleted. (However, a log file and an
uninstallation shell are not deleted.)

4.

When all
arguments are
omitted

Installation is executed as specified below.
(1) An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2) An installation start confirmation message is displayed.

5.

Characters other
than the above

An error message is displayed, an explanation for the arguments is displayed,
and then the installation shell exits.

Uninstallation procedure
Table 4.7.2-7 shows the uninstallation procedure. In this explanation, the following items are assumed.
(1) The configuration file (HitachiStorageLibrary.conf) is kept in the installation directory.
Table 4.7.2-7 Procedure for Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Library
#
Screen and explanation
1.
[Screen]
(1)
(2)
(3)

# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_uninstall.sh
Welcome to the uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Library.
Do you want to uninstall Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to uninstall or n/N to exit: y
HitachiStorageLibrary_uninstall.sh will not be deleted. If required, you can delete it manually.
Uninstallation completed successfully.
#

[Explanation]
(1) Run the uninstallation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that uninstallation will start. Type y or Y. If you type n or N,
the uninstallation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the uninstallation is complete.
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(4) When the SAP managed node uses HP-UX
The following shows the uninstallation procedure for Hitachi Storage Library.

The files and execution directory necessary for uninstallation
For the uninstallation process, use the uninstallation shell file deployed during the
installation. In this chapter, we assume that the installation directory is
"/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe". Table 4.7.2-8 shows the files necessary for executing the
uninstallation shell. Figure 4.7.2-3 shows the execution directory for uninstallation shell.
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe
│
│ HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh
│ sapacosprep_hit_version.txt
│
:
│

Figure 4.7.2-3 Necessary Files and Directory Configuration
Table 4.7.2-8 Files Necessary for Uninstallation
#
1.

Files and directory

Description

HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall
.sh

Uninstallation shell

Executing the uninstallation shell
The following shows an example of executing the uninstallation shell. Execute the script as
a root user. If the uninstallation shell does not exist, copy it from the CD to the directory you
like and execute it at that directory.
cd /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe
sh HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh <arguments>
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Arguments
The following shows the order of arguments. Table 4.7.2-9 shows the description for each
argument.
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh [-h] [-y]

Table 4.7.2-9 Arguments
#
1.

Argument

Description

-h

2.

-y

3.

When all
arguments
are omitted
Characters
other than
the above

An explanation for the arguments is displayed.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, an explanation of the
arguments is not displayed.
Installation starts without displaying an installation start
confirmation message.
This argument can be omitted. If omitted, the following
uninstallation start confirmation message is displayed, and you
need to click OK to continue uninstallation.
Installation is executed as specified below:
(1) An explanation for the arguments is not displayed.
(2) A start confirmation message is displayed
An error message is displayed, an explanation for the
arguments is displayed, and then the installation shell exits.

4.
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Uninstallation procedure
Table 4.7.2-10 shows the uninstallation procedure.

Table 4.7.2-10 Procedure for Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage
Library
Screen and explanation
[Screen]
# sh HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh
(1)
Welcome to the uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Library.
Do you want to uninstall Hitachi Storage Library? Press y/Y to uninstall or n/N to exit:y
(2)
======= Thu, Jul 17, 2014 03:05:10 PM JST BEGIN swremove SESSION
(non-interactive) (jobid=hostxxx-0013)
* Session started for user "root@hostxxx".
* Beginning Selection
* Target connection succeeded for "hostxxx:/".
* Software selections:
HitachiStorageLibrary.HitachiStorageLibrary,l=/,r=<version>
* Selection succeeded.
* Beginning Analysis
* Session selections have been saved in the file
"/.sw/sessions/swremove.last".
* The analysis phase succeeded for "hostxxx:/".
* Analysis succeeded.
* Beginning Execution
* The execution phase succeeded for "hostxxx:/".
* Execution succeeded.
NOTE:

More information may be found in the agent logfile using the
command "swjob -a log hostxxx-0013 @ hostxxx:/".

======= Thu, Jul 17, 2014 03:05:16 PM JST END swremove SESSION
(non-interactive) (jobid=hostxxx-0013)
HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstall.sh will not be deleted. If required, you can
delete it manually.
Uninstallation completed successfully.
(3)
#
[Explanation]
(1) Run the uninstallation shell.
(2) A message is displayed to indicate that uninstallation will start. Type y or Y. If you type n
or N, the uninstallation is aborted.
(3) A message is displayed to indicate that the uninstallation is complete.
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4.7.3. Procedure for Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Adapter
The following shows the uninstallation (Undeployment) procedure for Hitachi Storage
Adapter.
Note:
If you store your files or folders under the installation directory, after an uninstallation,
those files and folders are deleted due to the specification of the SAP NetWeaver®
deploy command. Regarding the <version> of the installer’s file name, translate them
with the version used.
If any problems occur, follow the output message.

Table 4.7.3-1 Uninstallation Procedure for Hitachi Storage Adapter
#

Screen and their explanation

1.

C:\>telnet localhost 50008 (1)
***********************************************
**********************************************
****###*******####*****#######**************
**##***##****##**##****##****##************
***##*******##****##***##****##**********
*****##*****########***######***********
******##****##****##***##*************
**##***##**##******##**##************
****###****##******##**##**********
**********************************
********************************
Telnet Administration
SAP Java EE Application Server v7.30
User name: j2ee_admin
(2)
Password:
Welcome to server node 2656450.

Enable telnet function before uninstallation.
(1) Start Telnet Client and execute “telnet localhost 50008” command.
* “50008” indicates the port which used by SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.
** Execute this command on SAP management server without remote connection.
(2) Log in with User name and Password which is used on SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management.
* User name: j2ee_admin (ABAP+JAVA-Stack), Administrator (JAVA-Stack)
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#

Screen and their explanation

2.
>list_app | grep Hitachi (3)
hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>) STARTED
always 2656450
>stop_app "hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>)"
(4)
>
>list_app | grep Hitachi
hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>)
STOPPED!
always 2656450
>
>undeploy name="hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>)" vendor=Hitachi (5)
Undeploy settings:
on_undeploy_error=stop
on_prerequisite_error=stop
workflow=normal
If there is an offline undeployment, Telnet connection to host may be lost, but the
result can be seen using [get_result] command
Processing undeployment operation, wait...
===== PROGRESS START =====
Undeploying [Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>) (sda)] ...
Undeployment of [Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>) (sda)] finished.
===== PROGRESS END =====
===== UNDEPLOY RESULT =====
type: [SDA], name: [hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>)], vendor: [Hitachi],
location: [Deployment Manager], version: [1], status: [Success], description: []
===== END UNDEPLOY RESULT =====
===== Summary - Undeploy Result - Start =====
-----------------------Type | Status : Count
-----------------------> SCA(s)
> SDA(s)
- [Success] : [1]
----------------------------------------------Type | Status : Id
-----------------------> SCA(s)
> SDA(s)
- [Success] : Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>),
-----------------------===== Summary - Undeploy Result - End =====

(3) Check the status is “STARTED” using a command line, "list_app | grep Hitachi".
(4) Stop Adapter using a command line, "stop_app "Hitachi/hitachi-storage-adapter
(<version>)"" and check the status is “STOPPED!”.
(5) Check the display “[Success] : Hitachi_hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>)” using a
command line, "undeploy name= "hitachi-storage-adapter(<version>)”
vendor=Hitachi".
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5
5. Operating Hitachi Storage
Adapter for SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management
The following describes the overview of the user operations for SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management that are related to this product. After scenario completion, confirm that an
error and warning have not been output on the SAP Landscape Virtualization Management
screen. For information about how to configure and use SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management for other than this product, refer to SAP Landscape Virtualization Management
Operation Guide, help (Online manual), and a URL, http://help.sap.com/nwlvm.

 5.1

User Operations for the Relocate Systems Scenario

 5.2

User Operations for the SAP System Cloning Scenario

 5.3

User Operations for the SAP System Copy Scenario

 5.4

User Operations for the SAP System Refresh Scenario

 5.5

User Operations for Storage Tab
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5.1. User Operations for the Relocate Systems
Scenario
Refer to SAP help regarding Relocate Systems Scenario.

5.2. User Operations for the SAP System Cloning
Scenario
The following shows user operations for the SAP System Cloning scenario.
(1) Select the Provisioning icon > the System and AS Provisioning tab to execute Clone
System and proceed to Storage step. Figure 5.2-1 shows the items in window.
If a failure occurs while transition to “Storage” Step, confirm the details with reference to
Table 6.5.2-1, #5.

Selected: ShadowImage
Cleared: Snapshot

Storage System selection
window
(The serial number of the copy
source storage by default)

Storage System selection
window (popup window).
See Table 5.2-2 for detail.

Figure 5.2-1 Window During SAP System Cloning Scenario
(2) Select Full Clone.
1) Selected: SAP System Cloning is executed using ShadowImage.
2) Cleared: SAP System Cloning is executed using Snapshot.
(If SAP System Cloning is executed by True Copy, these items are not used)
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(3) If SAP System Cloning is executed by True Copy, select the Storage System that you
want to create a copy (When the Storage System cell is selected, a popup window opens and
you can select the storage system). In the popup window, when all storage information
registered with Hitachi Storage Controller is not displayed or there are any blank item,
confirm the details with reference to Table 6.5.2-1, #5.
(4) Select the Storage Pool for the target server of the SAP System Cloning scenario. (When
you select the Storage Pool cell, a popup window is open and you can select the storage
pool.) All storage pools which can be used in the scenario are displayed. If a failure occurs
in the display of the popup window, confirm the details with reference to Table 6.5.2-1, #5.

Figure 5.2-2 shows the items in window.

Storage Pool selection
window

Storage pool selection
window (pop-up
window). See Table 5.2-3
for detail.

Figure 5.2-2 Window During SAP System Cloning Scenario
(5) Proceed to Summary and execute the SAP System Cloning scenario.
Table 5.2-1, 5.2-2, and 5.2-3 show the information displayed in the window.
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Table 5.2.-1 Items for Step 4 “Storage”
#

Item

Description

Remarks

1.
2.

Operation
Full Copy

-

3.

Storage
System

4.

Storage
Pool

Indicates Create New Volume.
This check box is used to select the copy type.
Checked: ShadowImage
Cleared: Snapshot
You can select a storage array in which the copy
destination is created from all the storage arrays
registered in Hitachi Storage Controller. If you
selected the storage array whose storage serial
number is different from the serial number of the
copy source volume, execute SAP System Cloning by
using the True Copy function.
HDP-xxx(yyy)
Indicates HDP pool.
COWPool-xxx(yyy) Indicates CoW pool.
TIPool-xxx(yyy)
Indicates Thin Image pool.
PG-x-x(yyy)
Indicates Parity Group.

-

-

x / xxx: Indicates Storage Pool number
yyy: Indicates the array serial number of the physical storage.
When the volume that a GAD pair is configured is used as the
copy source volume, it may be displayed by the form that two
Storage Pool were connected to with a slash. This Storage
Pool actually shows a storage pool on the left side of the slash.

Table 5.2.-2 Items for Storage Pool Selection Window
#

Item

Description

Remarks

1.

Storage
System

-

2.

Vender
Name
Product
Version
Firmware
Version

All storage arrays registered in Hitachi Storage
Controller are displayed. A storage array in the copy
destination can be selected. If the storage array to
which SAP managed node does not belong, is
selected, execute SAP System Cloning by using the
True Copy function.
"Hitachi" is displayed.
Storage type is displayed.

-

The micro program revision of the storage is
displayed.

-

3.
4.
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Table 5.2-3 Items for Storage Pool Selection window
#

Item

Description

Remark
s

1.

Storage
Pool

-

2.
3.

Pool Type
Total Size
(GB)
Free Size
(GB)

HDP-xxx(yyy)
Indicates HDP Pool number
COWPool-xxx(yyy)
Indicates CoW Pool number
TIPool-xxx(yyy)
Indicates Thin Image pool
PG-x-x(yyy)
Indicates Parity Group number
x / xxx: Indicates Storage Pool number
yyy: Indicates the array serial number of the physical
storage.
Pool information of all the storage arrays which can be
used in the scenario is displayed.
"Volume Pool" or “Snapshot Pool” is displayed.
The total capacity of the storage array (Storage Pool) is
displayed. Note 1, Note 2
The free capacity of the storage array (Storage Pool) is
displayed. Note 2

4.

-

Note 1:
Total Size (GB) includes rounding error due to calculation based on available size.
Note 2:
”Not Available” is displayed when available size is around 0%.
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5.3. User Operations for the SAP System Copy
Scenario
The following shows user operations for the SAP System Copy scenario.
(1)Select the Provisioning icon > the System and AS Provisioning tab to execute Copy
System and proceed to Storage step.
(2)Execute the step (2) to (5) in the 5.2 User Operations for the SAP System Cloning
Scenario to execute the SAP System Copy scenario.
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5.4. User Operations for the SAP System Refresh
Scenario
The following shows user operations for the SAP System Refresh scenario.
(1) Select the Provisioning icon > the System and AS Provisioning tab to execute
Refresh System and proceed to Storage step.
(2) Execute the step (2) to (5) in the 5.2 User Operations for the SAP System Cloning
Scenario.
(3) Proceed to Delete Storage Volumes. Figure 5.4-1 shows the information displayed in the
window.

Delete mode
selection

Delete volume check
box

Figure 5.4-1 Window During SAP System Refresh
(4) Select any radio button by necessity or not of the volume deletion after executing the
scenario.
1) Do not delete volumes: After executing the scenario, the volume is not deleted.
2) Delete volumes with confirmation: While executing the scenario, the volume
deletion is confirmed. The volume is deleted after user confirm the volume deletion.
3) Delete volumes without confirmation: After executing the scenario, the volume is
deleted.
Operating Hitachi Storage Adapter
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(5) Select the check box of the volume to delete.
(6) Proceed to "Summary" to execute System Refresh.
Table 5.4-1 shows the information displayed in the window.

Table 5.4-1 Items for Delete Storage Volumes
#

Item

Description

Remarks

1.

Delete

-

2.

Storage
System
Volumes

Select the volume to delete after executing the
scenario.
Serial number of the storage array is displayed.
Volume ID is displayed.

-

3.
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5.5. User Operations for Storage Tab
If the version of SAP Landscape Virtualization Management 2.1 or later is used, the following
information can be viewed by selecting the Operations icon > the Storage tab


All HitachiStorage Controllers registered in SAP Landscape Virtualization Management



All storages registered in HitachiStorage Controller



All parity groups/pools that are belonging to the storage



All volumes that are belonging to parity group/pool (the volumes (V-Vol) that are not
belonging to pool are not included)

When the volume that a GAD pair was configured is used as the copy source volume, it may
be displayed by the form that two parity group/pool were connected with a slash. This
parity/pool actually shows a parity group/pool on the left side of the slash.Figure 5.5-1
shows the window image of each piece of information and Table 5.5-1 shows the detailed
information displayed in the window.
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Hitachi
Storage
Controller

Storage

Parity Group pool

Volume

Figure 5.5-1 Storage Tab Window
Table 5.5-1 Items for the Storage Tab
#

Item

Description

Remarks

1.
2.
3.
4.
5
6

Name
Type
Vender
Version
Model Name
Total
Storage(GB)
Free
Storage(GB)

Name is displayed
Pool type and volume type are displayed
Vendor name is displayed
Version information is displayed
Storage type is displayed
Total capacity is displayed

-

7
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Free space is displayed
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6
6. Troubleshooting
When you execute the scenario from SAP Landscape Virtualization Management, the result
is displayed on SAP Landscape Virtualization Management. The installer-related error is
displayed as a popup message.

 6.1

Message IDs

 6.2

Log Files

 6.3

Failure during Installation

 6.4

When a Failure Occurs during Operation

 6.5

Failure Caused by the Environment of Storage Arrays and Hitachi Storage
Adapter for SAP Landscape Virtualization Management

 6.6

Collecting Information When a Failure Occurs

 6.7

Resuming the Status before Executing a Use Case

 6.8

Taking actions when the volume on the storage arrays is not deleted.

TroubleshootingTroubleshootingTroubleshooting
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6.1. Message IDs
Table 6.1-1 shows the Message ID system for output messages. Figure 6.1-1 shows how to
interpret error messages.

Table 6.1-1 Message ID System
#

Module

1.

Installer

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Program
Note

ID System

Hitachi
Storage
Controller

E501****

Hitachi
Storage
Library

E521****

Hitachi
Storage
Adapter
Hitachi
Storage
Controller

-

8.

I501****

W521****

E50*****
I50*****
W50*****

9.

Hitachi
Storage
Adapter

10
.

E51*****
I51*****

This is an error message.
****: Any code can be set.
This is an informational message.
****: Any code can be set.
This is an error message.
****: Any code can be set.
This is a warning message.
****: Any code can be set.
This log handling is up to SAP.
This is an error message.
*****: Any code can be set.
This is an informational message.
*****: Any code can be set.
This is a warning message.
*****: Any code can be set.
This is an error message.
*****: Any code can be set.
This is an informational message.
*****: Any code can be set.

Note:
The program (Hitachi Storage Library) uses SAP Host Agent to output messages, and
consequently, their message IDs follow the SAP system (0x****).
Messages are displayed on SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management.

Figure 6.1-1 Interpreting Error Messages

6.2. Log Files
The following explains the log files generated by this product.

6.2.1. Log type
Table 6.2-1 shows the log files each module of this product outputs.

Table 6.2-1 Log Files for Each Module
6-2
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#

Module

Output folder

Log File

Remarks

1.

Hitachi
Storage
Controll
erNote
1

<Hitachi Storage
Controller
install
folder>\logs

general.lo
g
web.log

This is a master log containing all
log flies.
This is a log generated by user
operation on the Web UI.
This is a log for storage operation.

2.
3.

transactio
n.log
appError_
YYYYMMD
D.log
Note 4

4.

< Hitachi Storage
Controller
install folder
>\logs\raidcom

5.

hiRaidcom
X.log
hiRaidcom
X.log.old

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

Hitachi
Storage
Library
Note 2

< Hitachi Storage
Controller
install folder
>\logs\capi\log
< Hitachi Storage
Controller
install
folder>\lib\log

hicapi.log
hicapi.log.
tmp Note
4
apilog
apilog.pre
Note 4
Svplog
svplog.pre
Note 4

< Hitachi Storage
Library
install folder>

sapacospr
ep.log
Note 4

This file is generated in the
following cases.
(1) When app.properties is
locked.
(2) The contents of
app.properties or log.xml are
illegal.
YYYYMMDD: Indicates the date of
when this file is generated.
This log file is generated by the
application (hiRaidComX.exe) that
calls the functions of Command
Control Interface.
When the size of hiRaidcomX.log
exceeds 1 MB, the file is renamed
to this name.
This log file is generated by hicapi.
This file is created and the log is
recorded in this file when
hicapi.log is locked.
This log file is generated by
Storage Navigator.
apilog.pre:
This file is created and the log is
recorded in this file when apilog
is locked.
svplog.pre:
This file is created and the log is
recorded in this file when svplog
is locked.
This module uses the log output
function of SAP Host Agent
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#

Module

Output folder

Log File

Remarks

13.

Hitachi
Storage
Adapter

app
<date>.lo
g

This log file is generated by Hitachi
Storage Adapter.

14.

Comma
nd
Control
Interfac
e Note
3

It is varied
depending on the
operating system
to be installed.
For Windows:
C:\usr\sap\trans\l
og
For other than
Windows:
/usr/sap/trans/log
/
<Command
Control Interface
install
folder>\log<instan
ce number>

horcc_<ho
st
name>_lo
g.txt

This log file is generated by
Command Control Interface.

Note 1:
Hitachi Storage Controller install folder is below.
C:\Program Files(x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi Storage Controller\
Note 2:
The Hitachi Storage Library installation folder varies depending on the operating system
of the SAP managed node.
(1) Windows case :C:\Program Files\SAP\hostctrl\work\
(2) AIX case: /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/
(3) Linux case: /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/
(4) HP-UX case: /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/
Note 3:
Command Control Interface install folder is
C:\HORCM\
Note 4:
If this file locked, the log is not recorded until the file is unlocked.
Note 1 to Note 4:
The path shown is a default path when you select a default installation directory at
installation.
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6.2.2. Log Format
The following shows the format of logs generated by this product.
The format of Hitachi Storage Controller log files (general.log, web.log, and transaction.log)
is as follows. Figure 6.2.2-1 shows the format, and Table 6.2.2-1 shows a list of message
levels.
Controller log (general.log, web.log,
and transaction.log)
[ Process ID:Thread ID ] [YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM:SS:FFF] [HSAPCONT] Message Level
[Message ID] {Class::Method}:Message

Figure 6.2.2-1 Hitachi Storage Controller Log File Format
Table 6.2.2-1 Message Levels
#

Message
level

Description

1.

INFO

2.

WARN

3.
4.

ERROR
DEBUG

This is an information output from internal processing. No
corrective actions are required.
Some definitions have minor errors but the values used in the
definitions are corrected based on reasonable assumptions. No
corrective actions are required.
Major errors have occurred and the operation cannot continue.
This is an information output from internal processing at the
program level. No corrective actions are required.

[ 1392:20 ] [2012/06/21 10:33:25:955] [HSAPCONT]

INFO [I500100B] {Login::onSubmit}:Request for login. User name: [admin]

[ 1392:20 ] [2012/06/21 10:33:25:955] [HSAPCONT]

ERROR [E500101D] {Login::onSubmit}:Login failed. Login ID or password is

wrong.User name: [admin]

Figure 6.2.2-2 Hitachi Storage Controller Log Output Example
The log format of hicapi is as follows. Figure 6.2.2-3 shows the format, and Table 6.2.2-2
shows a list of message levels.
hicapi log
[Process ID] [MM/DD/YY-HH:MM:SS][Source]
{Class::Method}:Message

Message

Level

[Message

ID]

Figure 6.2.2-3 hicapi Log File Format
Table 6.2.2-2 Message Levels
#

Message
level

Description

1.

INFO

2.

WARN

This is an information output from internal processing. No
corrective actions are required.
Some definitions have minor errors but the values used in the
definitions are corrected based on reasonable assumptions. No
corrective actions are required.
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#

Message
level

Description

3.
4.

ERROR
STAT

5.

DBGx

Major errors have occurred and the operation cannot continue.
This is status information of the processing. No corrective
actions are required.
This is an information output from internal processing at the
program level. No corrective actions are required. ('x" denotes
the debug level.)

[4292] [06/15/12-12:12:58] [HIAPI
[4292] [06/15/12-12:12:58] [HIAPI

]

INFO
]

[I1000009] {CHiManagementAPI::SetSnmEnvVariable}:

DBG1

[--------] {CHiManagementAPI::CreateHiConfigFile}:Calling

GetCurrentModulepath to get the module path.

Figure 6.2.2-4 hicapi Log Output Example
Note:
If "--------" is indicated as a message ID, the message is an information output from
internal processing. No corrective actions are required.

6.2.3. Managing Backup Log Files
(1) Hitachi Storage Controller log files
The following Hitachi Storage Controller log files use log file rotation. In the following
explanation, we assume that the values are not modified after installation:
(A) web.log
(B) transaction.log
(C) general.log

Managing the maximum backup index
The maximum backup index (the maximum number of backup log files) can be specified in
a configuration file. (For information about how to edit the configuration file, see Subsection
4.2.1.) If a log file is rotated more times than the specified maximum backup index, the
oldest backup log file is deleted. All log files share the same setting.
<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="30"/>

Rotation
Log files are rotated based on the date regardless of the current size of the log files. All log
files share the same setting.
<param name="DatePattern" value="'.'YYYYMMDD"/>

File name
The following shows the name of backup log files. When a log entry is recorded, the current
date and the date of last update of the current log file are compared. If they are different,
the date of last update is extracted and added to the name of the current log file. Then a new
current log file is created.
Current log file name Backup log file name

6-6
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(A) web.log

-> web.log. YYYYMMDD (Example: web.log.20120611)

(B) transaction.log

-> transaction.log. YYYYMMDD
(Example: transaction.log.20120611)

(C) general.log

-> general.log. YYYYMMDD
(Example:
general.log.20120611)

(2) Log file generated by hicapi
A log file generated by hicapi is stored in "C:\Program Files (x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi
Storage Controller\logs\capi" if the default installation folder is used when Hitachi
Storage Controller is installed. Table 6.2.3-1 shows an overview of the log file rotation.
A log file is rotated if the size is over 10 MB when a new log entry is about to be added.
The maximum number of backup log files is 30.

Troubleshooting
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Table 6.2.3-1 Overview of Log File Rotation for hicapi
#

Type

Generation

New
Old

Handling

1.

Log file

Latest

New

Latest log file

If log entries cannot be
recorded in hicapi.log,
they are recorded in a
temporary file.

hicapi.log

hicapi.log.tmp
2.

Backup
log file

First
generation

First generation
backup log file
hicapi.log.1

3.

Second
generation

-

Rename

Second generation
backup log file

If the file cannot be
renamed to hicapi.log.2,
the contents are output
to an overflow log file.

hicapi.log.2
Rename

4.

30th
generation

30th generation
backup log file
Old

hicapi.log.30

hicapi.log.2_YYYYMM
DD_HHMMSS.bak

-

Rename

Deleted
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6.3. Failure during Installation
When a failure occurs while an installer is executed, follow the flowchart below for a
corrective action.
Failure
occurred
Is a message
displayed in the
window?

Y
Check the list of popup messages
described in Chapter 7, and take an
action according to the message.

N

N

Has the cause been
identified/
Has a corrective action been
taken?

Y

See Chapters 2 and 3, and check
whether correct operations and settings
were performed.

Were operations and settings
wrong?

Y
Perform correct operations or
correct settings.

N

N

Has the cause been identified/
Has a corrective action been
taken?

Cause cannot be identified/Corrective action cannot be
taken.
Record the information described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.

Y

Execute the installer again.

End

Figure 6.3-1 Flowchart for the Case When a Failure Occurs While an
Installer Is Executed
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6.4. When a Failure Occurs during Operation
When a failure occurs while SAP Landscape Virtualization Management is used, error
information is displayed on the screen as well as recorded in log files. Follow the flowchart
below (Figure 6.4-5) for a corrective action. You can identify message IDs according to
Figures 6.4-1 to 6.4-3. In addition, the message display area shown in Figure 6.4-4 displays
messages from SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.
When a failure occurs in the step after “Prepare Clone volumes”, the created volume is not
deleted automatically. Therefore, execute the deletion volume with manual with reference
to the “6.8 Taking actions when you want to retry from the first after a failure occurs.
(1) Search the list in the Activities tab for
changed to orange. (See Figure 6.4-1.)
(2) Search the list in the Steps tab for
(See Figure 6.4-2.)

, and select it. If selected, the color is

, and click the link in the Operations column.

(3) Search the Details list for a row where the Severity column
Code column is "HIT". (See Figure 6.4-3.)

is and the Message

(4) See "7. Message List" and identify the message shown in the Message column of the
searched row in the Detailed list. Click Export, and save the contents of the Details list.

(1) Select it.

Figure 6.4-1 Illustration of Activities Tab
(2) Click this.

Figure 6.4-2 Illustration of Steps Tab
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You can save the contents of
the Details list as an xml file.
(4) Check the message list.
(See Chapter 7.)

(3) Search “HIT” and “Error”.

Figure6.4-3 Details List
Note:
For information about the errors that indicate "SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management " in the Message Code column, visit http://help.sap.com/nwlvm.
If the Message Code column shows "HIT-xxxx", the message is from Hitachi Storage Library.
The "xxxx" is the lower four digits of the message ID of the error message from Hitachi
Storage Library.

The message is displayed at the bottom of the window.

Figure 6.4-4 Message Display Area for SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management
A message from Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP Landscape Virtualization Management is
displayed in the format, "(Message Code) Message". Check the message list. (See Chapter
7.)
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Failure
occurred

N

Is the use case executed?

Y
Click the Retry button of SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.

Is a retry successful?

6

Y

N

Is an error message
displayed in the window?

Y

Does the Message
Code in the window
indicate
"HIT" or an error
message in Section
6.1?

N

Y

N

Visit the following URL and take an
action accordingly.
http://help.sap.com/nwlvm

Has the cause been
identified/
Has a corrective action
been taken?

See Chapter 7 and take an action
as described in the message.

N

Y
Has the cause been
identified/
Has a corrective action
been taken?

6

5

Y

N

See Chapter 3, and check whether the
prerequisites are satisfied.

If scenario is executed, click the Retry button of SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management.

1

2

Figure 6.4-5 Flowchart for the Case When a Failure Occurs During Operation
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1

2

Are there any environments
that do not satisfy
prerequisites?

Y
Make sure that all environments meet
the prerequisites.

N
Has the cause been
identified/
Has a corrective action
been taken?

Y

N
See Section 6.5 and check whether the
failure is caused by the operating
environment.

Is the failure caused
by the operating
environment?

Y
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Figure 6.4-5 Flowchart for the Case When a Failure Occurs During
Operation
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6.5. Failure Caused by the Environment of Storage
Arrays and Hitachi Storage Adapter for SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management
6.5.1. Failure Caused by the Environment of Storage Arrays
If a failure occurs while SAP Landscape Virtualization Management is running, the failure
may be caused by storage arrays. Check the following, and if you find any problems, fix
them. If the failure of this product persists after you recheck the environment of storage
arrays, go back to the troubleshooting flowchart.

Table 6.5.1-1 Check Items for Storage Array Environment
#

Item

Check item

1.

Recheck of
prerequisites

2.

Retry after wait

3.

Verify LAN cables

4.

Verify FC cables

5.

Verify status of
storage arrays

6.

Verify firewall
settings

7.

Verify the normal
port
Verify the host
group

See the list of prerequisites (Chapter 3) and the setup
procedure for the environment (Chapter 4), and recheck
the software and hardware configurations.
Regarding the prerequisites for priced options, refer to the
respective user manuals.
It is possible that storage arrays are not ready (Resource
lock is included in the case of VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00) . Wait for two to three minutes and then
retry two to three times.
Check that LAN cables are connected properly and the link
is up.
Also check that a ping can be sent to the target server.
Check that FC cables are connected properly and the link is
up.
Check the following using Storage Navigator .
(1) No storage arrays have failed.
(2) Pairing status is normal.
(3) Upper limit conditions for the storage arrays are not
violated.
Confirm that communication with storage arrays and
communication between servers are not blocked by a
firewall. If they are blocked, set up the firewall so that
communication is allowed.
Confirm that the normal port of the storage array is
enabled.
If the storage array is VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00,
before executing a scenario, make sure that the host
groups specified in "Table 3.5-1 #9,11" are created.

8.
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6.5.2. Failure Caused by the Environment of Hitachi Storage
Adapter for SAP Landscape Virtualization Management.
If a failure occurs while SAP Landscape Virtualization Management is running, the failure
may be caused by the operating environment of this product. Check the following, and if you
find any problems, fix them. If the failure of this product persists after you recheck the
operating environment of this product, go back to the troubleshooting flowchart.

Table 6.5.2-1 Check Items for the Environment of SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management
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#

Item

Check item

1.

Confirming Hitachi
Storage Controller
is running

(1) Confirm that Hitachi Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check, see Section 4.3.)
Resolve an issue (for example, general.log is
write-protected) based on the log file generated by
Hitachi Storage Controller.

2.

Confirming Hitachi
Storage Adapter is
running

3.

Connection check
for storage arrays

4.

Operating status of
each machine

Confirm that Adapter is running.
[How to check]
(1) Log in to SAP Java EE Application Server v7.3. (For
information about how to log in, see Table 4.1.3-1
#1.)
(2) Enter the following command.
list_app | grep Hitachi
(3) Check the output.
If "PackageName STARTED" is displayed, Adapter is
started.
If you want to restart Adapter, follow the procedure below.
[Stopping Adapter]
You can stop Adapter using the following command.
stop_app PackageName
[Starting Adapter]
You can start Adapter using the following command.
start_app PackageName
(1) Confirm that the HBA on the SAP managed node is
working properly and is connected to the storage array
without problems.
(2) When VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 is used,
confirm that the HBA on the Storage management
server is working properly and is connected to the
storage array without problems.
Confirm that the SAP management server, SAP managed
nodes, and Storage management server are running
properly and there are no issues such as memory
shortage, high CPU load, or access overload. If the issue
cannot be resolved, restart the OS.
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#

Item

Check item

5.

Confirming the
storage status on
SAP Landscape
Virtualization
Management

Display the Storage tab by Operations icon > Storage
tab in SAP Landscape Virtualization Management, confirm
that the latest information of the storage device which has
registered with Hitachi Storage Controller was acquired. If
it is not acquired, cancel the registration of this product
with SAP Landscape Virtualization Management and please
register it again
[How to cancel the registration]
(1) Display Overview by Infrastructure icon > Storage
Manager tab.
(2) Select the registered Hiatachi Storage Controller, press
Remove.

6.

7.

Checking SAP
Landscape
Virtualization
Management
Confirming
Command Control
Interface is
running.

[How to register]
See Subsection 4.4.1.
For information about the errors caused by SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management, visit http://help.sap.com/nwlvm.
If VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 is used confirm that
Command Control Interface is installed on the Storage
management server and that Command Control Interface
has been started. (For information about the configuration
file of Command Control Interface and how to start
Command Control Interface, see Subsection 4.2.4.)
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6.6. Collecting Information When a Failure Occurs
If you could not resolve the issue by applying the troubleshooting method so far, provide the
following log information to your support personnel.
Table 6.6-1 shows what information is collected in each log.

Table 6.6-1 Collected Information
#

Log type

Collected information

1.

Windows event
log

2.

Log files
generated by this
product

Follow the procedure below and collect the application log and system
log.
(1) Select the event log you want to save on the Event Viewer.
(2) Select Action(A) > Save Selected Events(V).
(3) Select Event Files or Text for Save as type. Specify the file name you
like, and save.
Collect all the log files listed below.
[For Hitachi Storage Controller Note 3]
(1) All files and folders in the directory, <Hitachi Storage Controller
install folder>\logs
(2) All files and folders in the directory, <Hitachi Storage Controller
install folder>\lib\logs
[For Hitachi Storage Library Note 4]
(1) <Hitachi Storage Library install folder>sapacosprep.log
[For Hitachi Storage Adapter]
Varies depending on the operating system in the installation destination.
Windows case:
(1) C:\usr\sap\trans\log\app.<date>.log
Other than Windows case:(1) /usr/sap/trans/log/ app.<date>.log

3.
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Screen Shot

For details about each file name, see Subsection 6.2.1.
When an error occurs in SAP Landscape Virtualization Management or in
the Web UI of Controller, record the screen shot by pressing Print Screen.
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#

Log type

Collected information

4.

Configuration file

5.

SAP Landscape
Virtualization
Management log
Installation log
for this product

Collect the following configuration files.
[For Hitachi Storage Controller Note 1]
(1)
<Hitachi Storage Adapter install
folder>\WEB-INF\classes\conf\app.properties
(2)
<Hitachi Storage Adapter install folder>\Version.txt
[For Hitachi Storage Library Note 2]
(1)
<Hitachi Storage Library install
folder>\HitachiStorageLibrary.conf
(2)
<Hitachi Storage Library install
folder>\sapacosprep_hit_version.txt
[For Hitachi Storage Controller Note 3]
(1)
<Hitachi Storage Controller install folder>\conf\app.properties
(2)
<Hitachi Storage Controller install folder>\conf\log.xml
(3)
<Hitachi Storage Controller install
folder>\logs\StorageArrayList.dump
(4)<Hitachi Storage Controller install
folder>\logs\StorageArrayList.dump.tmp(Only when the file
exists.)
(5)< Hitachi Storage Controller install folder>\logs\vCenterServerDataList.dump
(6)< Hitachi Storage Controller install folder>\logs\vCenterServerDataList.dump.tmp
(Only when the file exists.)
(7)< Hitachi Storage Controller install folder>\logs\HpUxHypervisorDataList.dump
(8)< Hitachi Storage Controller install
folder>\logs\HpUxHypervisorDataList.dump.tmp (Only when the
file exists.)
(9) <Hitachi Storage Controller install folder>\Version.txt
(10)<install folder>\lib\hiRaidcomX.config
[Command Control Interface Note 6]
(1)
<Command Control Interface install folder>\etc\horcm<instance
number>.conf
Click the Export to collect the contents in the Details list. (For details, see
Section 6.4.)

6.

7.

8.

9.

System
information of
Windows OS
SAP-related log

Command
Control Interface
log Note 5

Collect the following files.
[When the SAP managed node uses Windows]
(1) C:\temp\HitachiStorageControllerInstaller.log
(2) C:\temp\HitachiStorageLibraryInstaller.log
[When the SAP managed node uses AIX]
(1) /tmp/HitachiStorageLibraryInstaller.log
[When the SAP managed node uses Linux]
(1) /tmp/HitachiStorageLibraryInstaller.log
[When the SAP managed node uses HP-UX]
(1) /tmp/HitachiStorageLibraryInstaller.log
Execute the following command and record the output.
(1) systeminfo /S localhost
If the following directory exists in the target server, collect the directory.
<Drive on which SAP runs>:\usr\sap\<SAP SID>\DVEBMGS<SAP
instance number>\work
Collect the following log files.
(1) All files and folders in the directory, <Command Control Interface
install folder>\log<instance number>\

The file paths shown are default paths when you select default installation directories at
installation. If you select different installation directories, check with the installation folders.
Troubleshooting
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Note 1:
Hitachi Storage Adapter install folder is below.
[Example]
- Windows case
C:\usr\sap\< SID>\<InstType><SAP instance number>
\j2ee\cluster\apps\Hitachi\hitachi-storage-adapter
(<version>)\servlet_jsp\HitachiAdapterImpl\root
- AIX case
\usr\sap\<SID>\<InstType><SAP instance
number>\j2ee\cluster\apps\Hitachi\hitachi-storage-adapter
(<version>)\servlet_jsp\HitachiAdapterImpl\root
Note 2:
The Hitachi Storage Library installation folder varies depending on the operating system
of the SAP managed node.
- Windows case
:C:\Program Files\SAP\hostctrl\exe\
- AIX case
: /usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/
- Linux case
:/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/
- HP-UX case
:/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe/
Note 3:
Hitachi Storage Controller install folder is below.
C:\Program Files (x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi Storage Controller
Note 4:
The Hitachi Storage Library installation folder varies depending on the operating system
of the SAP managed node.

Windows case
:C:\Program Files\SAP\hostctrl\work\

AIX case
: /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/

Linux case
: /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/

HP-UX case
: /usr/sap/hostctrl/work/
Note 5:
Command Control Interface install folder is below.
C:\HORCM\
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6.7. Resuming the Status before Executing a Use Case
Table 6.7-1 shows how to resume the status before executing a use case, and Figures 6.7-1
to 6.7-4 show the procedure. The procedure is explained for the "Destroy System" method.
If you select "Destroy partially provisioned system" instead, replace "Destroy System" in
the explanation with "Destroy partially provisioned system". This procedure uses SAP
Landscape Virtualization Management, and therefore, applicable use cases are "SAP System
Cloning" and "SAP System Copy".

When you failed to "System Destroy", delete the remaining volume on the
storage array with reference to the “6.8 Taking actions when the volume on the storage
arrays is not deleted.”

Table 6.7-1 Resuming the Status before Executing a Use Case
#

Method

Description

1.

Destroy partially
provisioned system

This method is used when a use case is aborted with error.
[Usable scenarios]
(1)
SAP System Cloning
(2)
SAP System Copy
[Procedure]
(1)
Unmount the volume on the target server.
(2)
Delete the created volume from the host group of the
target server.
(3) Delete the host group. Note1
(4) Delete the created volume.

2.

Destroy System

This method is used when a use case is finished
successfully. Before executing this procedure,
execute "Mass Stop(including unprepare if
possible)" on SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management.
[Usable scenarios]
(1) SAP System Cloning
(2) SAP System Copy
[Procedure]
Mass Stop(including unprepare if possible)
(1) Stop the SAP instance and the instance of the
database on the target server.
(2) Unmount the volume on the target server.
(3) Delete the created volume from the host
group of the target server.
Destroy System
(1) Delete the created volume. Note1

Note1:
A volume configured with a pair cannot be deleted. Delete the pair before the scenario
execution.
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Figure 6.7-1 Starting Destroy
(1) Select the Provisioning icon > the System and AS Provisioning tab to display the
window for Destroy System.
(2) Click Destroy System to go to Step 1. (Figure 6.7-2)

Figure 6.7-2 Destroy Step 1
(3) Click Next to go to Step 2. (Figure 6.7-3).
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Figure 6.7-3 Destroy Step 2(4) Click Next to go to Step 3. (Figure
6.7-4).

Figure 6.7-4 Destroy Step 3
(5) Click Start System Destroy to resume the status before executing the use case.
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6.8. Taking actions when the volume on the storage
arrays is not deleted.
There is a case that the volume on the storage array remains when executing the scenario which this
module provides. In this case the following operation is executed, and execute the deletion volume by the
manual operation. In addition, when executing the following operation, it is necessary to the detailed log at
the scenario execution.
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6.8.1. Identifying the volume which is not deleted without
using manual operation or an operating function.
Use the SAP Landscape Virtualization Management in order to identify the volume which is
necessary to delete by the manual operation.
Log on to the SAP Landscape Virtualization Management and open the Monitoring screen.
“Activities” tub is selected as the default. After selecting the scenario which an error occurred with
click, open “Steps” tab in the left side with click. Each step of the scenario is displayed. (See Figure
6.8.1-1)
Click the text link part of ”Prepare clone volumes”. The detailed log opens. (See Figure 6.8.1-2)

Steps
Prepare clone volumes Text link

Figure 6.8.1-1 Steps Panel
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Figure 6.8.1-2 Detailed log
"HIT" enters to "Message Code" of the filter line to execute the narrowing down of the
log for the relevant place and then press the enter key.

Figure
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6.8.1-3 "HIT" enters to "Message Code"
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Search the following message ID with Selected/Cleared of Full clone in the storage at the
configuration of the use case. (5.4 User Operations for the SAP System Refresh Scenario
See Figure 5.4-1)

Selected I500306C
- Selected (Shadow Image): 1500306C
(Message: ShadowImage Pair created successfully. P-VOL: [%s], S-VOL: [%s].)
•Checked (TrueCopy): I5003112
(Message: TrueCopy Pair created successfully. P-VOL Virtual-Serial: [%s], P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID: [%s],
S-VOL Virtual-Serial: [%s], S-VOL Virtual-LDEVID: [%s].)

- Cleared (CoW Snapshot): I500306E
(Message: Snapshot Pair created successfully. Pool: [%s], P-VOL: [%s], S-VOL:
[%s].Waiting for the copy to complete.)

The detailed log is included the information about Primary volume (P-VOL) and secondary
volume (S-VOL). The identifier is separated with a colon, and pool ID, LUN (10 susumihyoki)
and a pool type (0 = PG, 1 = DP, 2 = CoW, 3 = Thin Image) are included.
For example, in the case of [0:117:2], LUN ID is defined in pool 2. This means a CoW pool.
In the case of VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00 storage arrays, it is necessary to convert
LUN into hexadecimal to match a displayed LUN and LDEV on VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00. Record all LUNs from the detailed log.
When the volume can be identified on the operating system, go ahead to the “5.5.3
Deallocated volume on the operating system. When the volume cannot be identified, go
ahead to the “6.8.3 Volume deletion on the storage arrays”.
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6.8.2. Deallocated volume on the operating system and
virtual environment
When the volume can be identified on the operating system, it is necessary to operate the followings on
the operating system before unmapping or deleting the volume on the storage arrays. In the example
stated in this procedure, a procedure for one volume is described. However, if there are multiple volumes,
execute the same procedure for all volumes.
This procedure depends on every operating system, refer to the description of the operating system and
the virtual environment as follows;
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Volume deallocation in AIX environment
Volume deallocation in Windows environment
Volume deallocation in Linux environment
Volume deallocation from VMware (Execute after the procedure b) or c).)
Volume deallocation in HP-UX environment
Volume deallocation from VMware (Execute after the procedure b) or c).)

a) Volume deallocation in AIX environment
In AIX environment, execute the volume deallocation as the following procedure.
Table 6.8.2-1 Volume deallocation in AIX environment

#

Screen

Description

1

Make sure of the unused volume
group which is a target with a svg
command.
In this example, the volume group
MNMoravg is a target.

2

Make sure of the physical volume
which is allocated to the volume
group with lsvg –p command for a
target of every volume.
In this example, one physical
volume hdisk12 is defined in
MNMoravg.
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#

Screen

Description

3

Make sure of the storage arrays
and Lun with lscfg –vp –l for
every physical volume.
In this example, hdisk12 will be
the confirmation target.
The serial number of hexadecimal
notation for the storage arrays is
shown in the serial number's
column. In this example, it is
0CF6D (53101 decimally).
In a Device Specific. (Z1) column,
LUN of hexadecimal notation is
displayed. In this example, the
physical volume hdisk12 uses
LDEV 00:06:F2 of the serial
number 53101 on VSP.

4

Make sure of the active file system
with lsvg –l command at first.
In this example, MNMoravg will be
the confirmation target.
Two file system, /oracle and
/oracle/MNM are still mounted.
unmount the file system
sequentially from the deep
hierarchy.

5

Be the volume group in non-active
with varyoffvg command.
In this example, MNMoravg will be
the confirmation target.
Make sure that the non-active
volume group is not displayed
with lsvg –o command after the
completion.
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#

Screen

Description

6

Delete the volume group related
information from the system with
exportvg command.
In this example, MNMoravg will be
the confirmation target.
After the completion, make sure
that the volume group is deleted
definitely with lsvg command.

7

Delete the physical volume with
rmdev –dR -l command.
In this example, hdisk12 will be
the confirmation target.
After the completion, make sure
that it is deleted definitely with
lsvg –p command.

After that, go to the “6.8.3 Volume deletion on the storage arrays”.
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b)

Volume deallocation in Windows environment
In Windows environment, execute the volume deallocation as the following procedure.

Table 6.8.2-2

#
1

Volume deallocation in Windows environment

Screen

Description
Start the management of the
computer from a Start-up, a
Control panel or a management
tool. Select the disk management,
and make sure of the unused disk.

2

Make sure of LUN which is used for
the unused disk.
Make sure of LUN recognized on
Windows from the property of the
disk.
In this example, it is LUN 0.
Refer to the host group of the
storage from the Storage Navigator
and make sure of LUN recognized
on the storage for LUN which was
identified.
Note:When multiple storage arrays
are connected to one server, LUN
recognized on Windows becomes
one and there is the case that could
not have identified the used
storage.
In that case, make sure of LUN with
#3.
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#
3

Screen

Description
Execute it when LUN was
identified with #2.
Install WMI Explorer to the server
for acquiring the details of LUN
from the operating system and
use it.
Click the unused disk after clicked
CIM_DiskDriv. (Disk 1 is mapped
in \\.\PYSICALDISKDRIVE1).
Scroll down to "SerialNumber" in
the Properties tab. Serial number
of the storage and hexadecimal
notation of LUN are displayed
here.
In this example, Disk1 is mapped
in LUN 65 of the serial number
storage 85010102. (65 in
decimally, 41 in hexadecimal)
Record all LUN and storage array.
In the management of the
computer, right-click the unused
disk and select "Off line",

4

In the case of the physical environment, go to the “6.8.3 Volume deletion on the storage arrays”.
In the case of the virtual environment of RDM on VMware, execute the procedure of d) Volume
deallocation from VMware.
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c) Volume deallocation in Linux environment
Execute the following procedure to release the non-allocation volume in the Linux
environment.

Table 6.8.2-3 Deallocation of the non-allocation volume in Linux
environment
#

Window

Description
Make sure of the non-allocation
volume group name in the SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management in advance. (See
Figure 5.4.1-2 Configuration
screen/system details)
Make sure that the non-allocated
volume group exists with vgs
command.

1.

In this example, the volume group
vgEXE, vgORA and vg_mnt01 are
targets.
For an example, execute the
following procedure for
deallocating the volume group
vgmnt_01.
Make sure of LV belonging the
non-allocation volume group with
lvs command.

2.

In this example, lv_mnt01 is
defined.
Make sure of the mount point
defined by the target volume
group with df command.

3.

A mount point belonging to
Filesystem of "volume group
name-LV name" is a target to
make sure.
In this example, /mnt01 is
defined.
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#

Window

Description
Unmount the mount point of the
target volume with unmount
command.

4.

In this example, /mnt01 will be
the target.
When plural mount point exist ,
unmount all of them. Make sure
that all mount points are not
displayed with df command after
completion.

Make the target volume group
inactive with vgchange –a n
command.

5.

In this example, vg_mnt01 will be
the target.
Delete the volume group
information from the system
with vgexport command.

6.

In this example, vg_mnt01 will be
the target.
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#

Window

Description
Make sure of the device name of
the target volume group. The
confirmation method depends on
the Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager
environment or non-Hitachi
Dynamic Link Manager
environment.
As for
It is mentioned about how to
check in each environment as
follows. In this example, how to
check of the Hitachi Dynamic Link
Manager environment is
executed.

7.

[Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager
environment]
Make sure of the Hitachi Dynamic
Link Manager device name of “PV”
column with pvs command.
In this example, it is sddlmae.
Execute
/opt/DynamicLinkManager/bin/dl
nkmgr view –lu command and
make sure of the device name of
“Device” column of Hitachi
Dynamic Link Manager device
which was identified.
In this example, they are sdd and
sda.
[non-Hitachi Dynamic Link
Manager environment]
Make sure of the device name of
“PV” column with pvs command.
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#

Window

Description
Delete the devise information with
echo 1 > /sys/block/<device
name>/
device/delete command.
<device name> is replaced the
devise name which identified in
#7.
In the Hitachi Dynamic Link
Manager environment, it is
necessary to execute all devise
that the volume group are
configured.

8.

After execution, Make sure that a
device is not displayed with pvs
command.
(in the case of the Hitachi
Dynamic Link Manager
environment, execute “9 to
generate the open failed.)
echo 1 > /sys/block/<devise
name>/
[Hitachi Dynamic Link Manager
environment]
Update the information with
dlmcfgmgr –r command.

9.

Make sure again that the open
failed does not generate with pvs
command.

In the case of the physical environment, go to the “6.8.3 Volume deletion on the storage arrays”. In
the case of the virtual environment on VMware, execute d) Volume deallocation from VMware and
deallocate the volume on VMware.

d) Volume deallocation from VMware
In the case of the virtual environment on VMware, execute the following procedure after removing the
volume from the operating system. The following procedure is the volume removal procedure by using the
VMware Web client.
If other applications are used, see a manual of the target application.
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#

Window

Description
Execute the migration procedure
in the case of the virtual
environment on VMware.

1.

Log in vCenter and select the
guest server to delete the volume
and select “Edit Screen” with
right-click.

Select a Hard disk and make sure
of the serial number and LUN of
the storage array from the value
of “Physical LUN and datastore
mapping file.”
In this example, the value is as
follows;
vml.020000000060060e80130001005020
000100001a204f50454e2d56

2.

A serial number of the storage
array is the29th - 34th from the
left of the numerical except vml,
the top character string. From
37th to 42th, it is LUN.
In this example, serial number :
200001
LUN: 00:1A:20
Select the non-allocation volume
(Hard disk) and press the "delete"
button.
After all volume of the
non-allocation were deleted, press
"OK" and close the property of the
virtual machine.
Go to the “6.8.3 Volume deletion on the storage arrays”.
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e) Volume deallocation in HP-UX environment
Execute the following procedure to release the non-allocation volume in the HP-UX
environment.

Table 6.8.2-4 Deallocation of the non-allocation volume in HP-UX
environment
#

Window

Description
Confirm that there is a volume
group using the vgdisplay –F
command.
In this example, the volume group
vgORA will be the target.

1.

If the target volume group does
not exist, check the list of disk
using the step #6 and #7 of this
procedure.

Confirm LV which is belonging to
the unallocated volume group
using the vgdisplay -v command.
In this example, vgORA will be the
confirmation target.

2.

As the logical volume, Ivora is
defined, and as the physical
volume, /dev/disk/disk5 is
defined.
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#

Window

Description
Confirm the mount point which
has been defined in the target
volume group using the df
command.

3.

Mount point which is belonging to
Filesystem of “dev/VG name/LV
name” is the confirmation target.
In this example, /oracle is defined.
Unmount the mount point of the
target volume with umount
command.

4.

In this example, /oracle will be the
unmount target.
When plural mount points exist,
unmount all of them. Make sure
that all mount points are not
displayed using df command after
completion.
Make the target volume group
inactive with vgchange - a n
command.

5.

In this example, /dev/vgORA will
be the target.
Confirm that there is the target
disk using the ioscan –NfunC disk
command

6.

In this example, /dev/disk/disk5
will be the target disk.
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#

Window

Description
Retrieve the detailed information
of the disk which was confirmed in
the step #6 using the scsimgr
inquiry –D <Target disk name>
0x83 command.
In this example, /dev/disk/disk5
will be the target disk.

7.

When "HITACHI",
"Device serial number"
(hexadecimal) and "LDEV ID"
is displayed in the description of
“Identifier:”, confirm that it is the
volume to be removed.
The display method of the device
serial number will be varied
depending on the storage system
in use.
Examples are shown below.
VSP
:R500D431 -> 54321
HUS VM :50200001 -> 00001
VSP G1000:5030C352 ->50002
In the above examples, HUS VM of
the LDEVID 00:01:48 and the
device serial number 200001 is
the target.
Remove the volume group
information from the system using
the vgexport command.

8.

In this example, /dev/vgORA will
be the removal target.
Then, remove the disk information
using the
rmsf -va command.
In this example, /dev/rdisk/disk5
will be the removal target.

In the case of the physical environment, go to the “6.8.3 Volume deletion on the storage arrays”. In
the case of the virtual environment on HP-UX Hypervisor, execute f) Volume deallocation in HP-UX
Hypervisor and deallocate the volume on HP-UX Hypervisor.
f)

Volume deallocation in HP-UX Hypervisor
In the case of the virtual environment on HP-UX Hypervisor, execute the following procedure after
removing the volume from the operating system
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#

Window

Description
Execute the command shown
below and confirm the auto scan
setting of the hardware.

1.

scsimgr get_attr -a
auto_scan_enable
In the case of current = true,
execute the command shown
below and disable the setting.
scsimgr set_attr -a
auto_scan_enable=false
If HP-UX is either vPars or
Integrity VM, login to HP-UX
Hypervisor to remove the volume
which has been mounted in the
virtual OS.
Firstly, confirm that which volume
has been mounted in the virtual
OS.
A confirmation procedure will be
varied depending on vpar or
Integrity VM.

2.

[For vPars]
vparstatus -p vpar name –v
[For Integrity VM]
hpvmstatus -P VM name -v
In the example shown on the left
side, the vPars name is vper116
and /dev/rdisk/disk41
/dev/rdisk/disk44 are assigned.
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#

Window

Description
Confirm the details of the volume
using the scsimgr inquiry –D
command.

3.

In this example,
/dev/rdisk/disk44 will be the
confirmation target.
For the details of the confirmation
method, see the step 7 of e)
Volume deallocation in HP-UX
environment.

When the volume to be removed
was specified, execute the
command shown below and
remove the disk.
Command will be varied
depending on vPar or Integrity
VM.

4.

[For vPars]
vparmodify -p vpar name -d disk
information
[For Integrity VM]
Remove the volume from the
virtual OS using the hpvmstatus
-P VM name –d disk information.
An example shown on the left side
shows the procedure for the vPars
case.
After completing the above
procedure, remove the disk
information using the rmsf –va
command.
In this example,
/dev/rdisk/disk44 will be the
removal target.
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#

Window

Description
Execute the procedure described
in the above step #2 and confirm
that the volume has been
removed.

5.

If the hardware automatic scanning setting has been disabled in the above step #1, enable the setting
by executing the below command.
scsimgr set_attr -a auto_scan_enable=true
Then, go to the “6.8.3 Volume deletion on the storage arrays”.
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6.8.3. Volume deletion on the storage arrays
Follows are executed with the Storage Navigator to delete the remaining volume on the storage
arrays.
(1) Delete the target pair volume
(2) Unmapping from the host group where the target volume belongs to
(3) Delete the target volume
See the User's Guide of the Storage Navigator for the operation.
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7. Message List
This chapter shows lists of messages from each module.

 7.1 Hitachi Storage Adapter Messages
 7.2 Hitachi Storage Library Messages
 7.3 Hitachi Storage Controller Messages
 7.4 Hitachi Storage Proxy Messages

MK-93SAP000-09

7.1. Hitachi Storage Adapter Messages
This section separately lists different message types for Hitachi Storage Adapter. If the
message code of the error is not listed in the following tables, skip the message, and take a
corrective action for the message code of the error in the following line.


Table 7.1-1 shows Deploy Messages.



Table 7.1-2 shows Error Messages.



Table 7.1-3 shows Information Messages.

Table 7.1-1 Hitachi Storage Adapter Messages (Deploy)
#

Message

Description

Solution

1.

[AlreadyDeployed] : <adapter
module name>

2.

File [<file path>] does not exist.
Check the given file path

The deploy command
failed. Adapter has been
already deployed.
The deploy command
failed. A file path, <file
path>, is invalid.

3.

[Not Deployed] : <adapter
module name>

The undeploy command
failed. Adapter has not
been deployed.

4.

[Success] : <adapter module
name>

The command executed
successfully.

Check the following items.
(1) Try undeploying Adapter
and then deploy it again.
Check whether the correct
path of the .ear file is
specified for the argument of
the deploy command, and
then run the deploy
command again.
Check the following items.
(1) Make sure that the
undeploy command is
executed on the
environment where
Adapter is deployed.
(2) Check whether the
correct value is specified
for the argument of the
undeploy command, and
then run the undeploy
command again.
No corrective action required.
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#
1.

Message
code
E5100001

2.

Table 7.1-2 Hitachi Storage Adapter Messages (Error)
Message
Description
Solution
Failed to connect
to Hitachi Storage
Controller. URL:
[%s], HTTP
Status Code:
[%d].

An error occurred
while connecting to
the Hitachi Storage
Controller with the
given URL.
%s: URL of the
Controller
%d: HTTP return
code

E5100002

Invalid Hitachi
Storage Library
Version Number:
[%s].

Error due to invalid
Hitachi Storage
Library version.
%s: Version
number

3.

E5100003

Cancel operation
is not supported.
Request ID:
[%s], Request
Type: [%s].

Error on cancel
operation request,
which is not
supported.
%s: Request ID
%s: Request type

4.

E5100004

Exception found.
Stack Trace:
[%s].

This is a stack trace
message.
%s: Detailed error
message

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the version of Library in
sapacosprep_hit_version.txt.
(For information about the
location of
sapacosprep_hit_version.txt, see
Section 6.6.)
(2) Install the version of Library
supported by Adapter. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
Take the following action.
(1) The use cases or the operation
in Subsection 6.7 might be
processing. After these processes
are finished, retry the operation.
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
Take the following actions.
(1) Restart Adapter. (See Table
6.5.2-1.)
(2) Restart SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management.
(3) Reinstall Adapter. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
(4) If the error persists after
reinstalling Adapter, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
3
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#

Message

Description

Solution

5.

Message
code
E5100005

Target Storage
System is not
input.

Target storage is
not set.

6.

E5101001

Encountered an
error while
processing the
HTTP request.

A request to
Controller is
invalid.

7.

E5101002

Encountered an
error while
processing the
request.
Message: [%s].

A request to
Controller is
invalid.
%s: Request
message

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the serial number of the
storage system array in the copy
destination.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) Check whether there are any
error message outputs in the
Controller log, and if there are,
take actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) Check whether there are any
error message outputs in the
Controller log, and if there are,
take actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
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#
8.

9.

Message
code
E5101003

E5101004

Message

Description

Solution

Encountered an
error while
accessing the
Controller for
[%s].

Access to Controller
failed.
%s: Description of
the request

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) Check whether there are any
error message outputs in the
Controller log, and if there are,
take actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)

Encountered an
error while
accessing the
Controller for
[%s]. Error:
[%s].

A request to
Controller is
invalid.
%s: Description of
the request
%s: Detailed error
message

Delete volume with manual with
reference to the “6.8 Taking
actions when volume is
remaining after this failure
occurs.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) Check whether there are any
error message outputs in the
Controller log, and if there are,
take actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
5
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#

Message

Description

Solution

10.

Message
code
E5101005

Encountered an
error while
accessing the
Controller for the
status of [%s].

A request to
Controller is
invalid.
%s: Status

11.

E5101006

Encountered an
error while
accessing the
Controller for the
status of [%s].
Trying again.

A request to
Controller is
invalid.
%s: Status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) Check whether there are any
error message outputs in the
Controller log, and if there are,
take actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) Check whether there are any
error message outputs in the
Controller log, and if there are,
take actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
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#

Message

Description

Solution

12.

Message
code
E5101007

Encountered an
error.

An error occurred.

13.

E5101008

Request Process
Handle not found.
Request ID:
[%s], Request
Type: [%s].

An internal error
occurred.
%s: Request ID
%s: Request type

14.

E5101009

Encountered an
error while
assigning the
result. Class:
[%s].

An error occurred
while updating the
result.
%s: Class name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Restart Adapter. (See Table
6.5.2-1.)
(2) Restart SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management.
(3) Reinstall Adapter. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
(4) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Restart Adapter. (See Table
6.5.2-1.)
(2) Restart SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management.
(3) Reinstall Adapter. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
(4) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Restart Adapter. (See Table
6.5.2-1.)
(2) Restart SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management.
(3) Reinstall Adapter. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
(4) If the error persists after
reinstalling Adapter, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
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#

Message

Description

Solution

15.

Message
code
E510100A

Encountered an
error while
waiting for the
result.

An error occurred
while waiting for
the completion of
the process.

16.

E510100B

Encountered an
error while
accessing the
Controller. URL:
[%s], HTTP
Status Code:
[%d].

Unable to access
the controller on
the given URL.
%s: URL of the
Controller
%d: HTTP status
code

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) Check whether there are any
error message outputs in the
Controller log, and if there are,
take actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) Check whether there are any
error message outputs in the
Controller log, and if there are,
take actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
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#

Message

Description

Solution

17.

Message
code
E510100C

Request
processing not
completed.
Timeout has
occurred perhaps.

Request processing
was unable to
complete.

18.

E510100D

Errors occurred
on the controller.

An error occurred
on the controller.

19.

E510100E

Operation timed
out. Cancelling
the request.
Request ID:
[%s].

Timeout occurred
while operating the
storage array.
%s: Request ID

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) An error occurred in Controller.
Check the Controller error
messages at the timing when this
error message is output, and take
actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) An error has occurred in
Controller. Check the Controller
error messages at the timing
when this error message is
output, and take actions
accordingly. (For information
about Controller messages, see
Section 7.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) An error occurred in Controller.
Check the Controller error
messages at the timing when this
error message is output, and take
actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
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#

Message

Description

Solution

20.

Message
code
E510100F

An error occurred
while waiting for
request
completion.

An error occurred
while waiting for
the completion of
the process.

21.

E5101010

Operation failed.
Operation Name:
[%s].

An error occurred in
completion of the
process.
%s: Operation
name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) An error occurred in Controller.
Check the Controller error
messages at the timing when this
error message is output, and take
actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the URL and port
number of Controller are
correctly specified in SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management.
(5) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
(6) An error occurred in Controller.
Check the Controller error
messages at the timing when this
error message is output, and take
actions accordingly. (For
information about Controller
messages, see Section 7.3.)
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#
22.

Message
code
E5101011

23.

E5101012

24.

E5101013

25.

E5101014

Message

Description

Solution

Source and target
MountData for the
Volume to be
Cloned are not
same. Source
Volume: [%s],
Target Volume:
[%s].
Source or Target
Mount data for
the Volume to be
cloned found
empty. Source
Volume: [%s],
Target Volume:
[%s].
Storage Volume
List found empty
in PreAttach
Volume request.

Source and target
MountData for the
Volume to be
Cloned are not
same.
%s: Source Volume
%s: Target Volume

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.

Source or Target
Mount data for the
Volume to be
cloned found
empty.
%s: Source Volume
%s: Target Volume

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.

A volume list of the
acquired disk in a
pre-Attach volume
request is empty.

Storage Volume
List found empty
in PostDetach
Volume request.

A volume list of the
acquired disk in a
post-Detach
volume request is
empty.

Take the following action.
(1) Make sure whether a server
used for a scenario in Hitachi
Storage Adapter for SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management is registered
normally. When there is
abnormality, repair it referring
to a manual of Hitachi Storage
Adapter for SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management.
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Make sure whether a server
used for a scenario in Hitachi
Storage Adapter for SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management is registered
normally. When there is
abnormality, repair it referring
to a manual of Hitachi Storage
Adapter for SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management.
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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#
26.

Message
code
E5101015

Message

Description

Solution

WWN List found
empty for the
physical host.

WWN List found
empty for the
physical host to
allocate LU from
Hitachi Storage
Adapter for SAP
Landscape
Virtualization
Management.

Take the following action.
(1) Make sure whether a server
used for a scenario in Hitachi
Storage Adapter for SAP
Landscape Virtualization
Management is registered
normally. When there is
abnormality, repair it referring
to a manual of Hitachi Storage
Adapter for SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management.
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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Table 7.1-3 Hitachi Storage Adapter Messages (Information)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

1.

I5100000

Debug: Message: [%s].

2.

I5100001

Begin.

Use for the debug message.
%s: Could be any string
Just started.

3.

I5100002

OpId: [%s], opType: [%s],
opContext: [%s].

4.

I5100003

Storage ID: [%s].

5.

I5100004

Begin. [%s].

6.

I5100005

Controller URL: [%s].

7.

I5100006

Cleaning the request cache.

8.

I5100007

9.

I5100008

Successfully tested the connection
to Hitachi Storage Controller. URL:
[%s].
Mount Option 1: [%s], Mount
Option 2: [%s].

10.

I5100009

Mount options do not match. The
number of key values found
different.

11.

I510000A

Mount options do not match. The
key values found different.

Indicates that Mount options did not
match.

12.

I510000B

Mount options match.

Indicates that mount options have
matched.

13.

I510000C

Export Path 1: [%s], Export Path
2: [%s].

14.

I510000D

Export paths match.

Details of export path.
%s: Arguments
%s: Arguments
Indicates that export paths have matched.

15.

I510000E

Export paths do not match.

Indicates that export paths did not match.

16.

I510000F

Hitachi Storage Library version
passed: [%d].[%d].[%d],
Required Version: [%s].

17.

I5100010

Hitachi Storage Library version
incompatible due to lower major
version.

Details of Storage library versions.
%d: Major number
%d: Minor number
%d: Build number
%s: Version
Details of Storage library major version.

Shows the details of operation.
%s: Could be any string
%s: Could be any string
%s: Could be any string
Storage Id details.
%s: Serial number
Just started.
%s: Could be any string
Controller URL .
%s: URL
Indicates that the requested cache is
cleaning.
Indicates that connection with Hitachi
Storage Controller is successfully tested.
%s: URL
Mount option details.
%s: Arguments
%s: Arguments
Indicates that Mount options did not
match.
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

18.

I5100011

Hitachi Storage Library version
incompatible due to lower minor
version.

Details of Storage library minor version.

19.

I5100012

Hitachi Storage Library version
incompatible due to lower patch
version.

Details of Storage library patch version.

20.

I5100013

Hitachi Storage Library version is
compatible.

Indicates that storage library version is
compatible.

21.

I5100014

Info: Volume: [%s], Pool:
[%s], Storage: [%s].

22.

I5100015

23.

I5100016

24.

I5100017

HTTP timeout in milliseconds:
[%d].
Dumping all Property keys and
values.
Property key: [%s], Property
Value: [%s].

Details of volume, pool, and serial number
of storage.
%s: LUN
%s: Pool
%s: Serial number
This is the value of HTTP timeout.
%d: in milliseconds

25.

I5100018

LVM UI synchronous operation
timeout. Timeout: [%d].

26.

I5101001

XML response received: [%s].

27.

I5101002

Messages received from
Controller: [%s].

28.

I5101003

29.

I5101004

Communicating Hitachi Storage
Controller for Attach operation.
Communicating Hitachi Storage
Controller for Detach operation.

Indicates property key and property value.
%s: Property key
%s: Property Value
LVM UI synchronous operation timeout
has occurred.
%d: Timeout
XML response info.
%s: Could be any string
Indicates the message received from
Controller.
%s: Could be any string
Adapter is communicating with Controller
for Attach operation.
Adapter is communicating with Controller
for Detach operation.
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7.2. Hitachi Storage Library Messages
This section shows lists of messages for Hitachi Storage Library. If the message code of the error is not listed
in the following tables, skip the message code, and take a corrective action for the message code of the
error in the following line.

7.2.1. When the SAP managed node uses Windows
The following tables show the Library messages when the SAP managed node uses
Windows.


Table 7.2.1-1 shows Popup Messages (Error).



Table 7.2.1-2 shows Popup Messages (Information).



Table 7.2.1-3 shows Error Messages.



Table 7.2.1-4 shows Information Messages.



Table 7.2.1-5 shows Warning Messages.



Table 7.2.1-6 shows Other Types of Messages.

Table 7.2.1-1 Hitachi Storage Library Popup Messages (Error)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

1.

E5210001

Unable to retrieve
the operating
system version
information from
the registry. The
setup will abort
now. For details,
see the installer
log file.

Installer cannot
retrieve destination
OS version from
registry.

2.

E5210002

The current
operating system
is not supported.
The setup will
abort now.

Target operating
system is not
supported.

After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
(2) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in
the Windows log (System) of
Event Viewer.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(4) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Check the following item.
(1) Check whether the OS
supports the installation of
Library (For information about
the supported OSs, see
Subsection 3.3.1.)
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

3.

E5210003

The previous
uninstall was
incomplete. The
setup will abort
now. Please delete
the files in the
installation folder
manually and then
try again.

Aborting installation
because previous
uninstallation is
incomplete.

4.

E5210004

SAP Host Agent is not
installed.

5.

E5210005

Unable to find the
SAP Host Agent
installation path in
the registry. For
details, see the
installer log file.
Unable to open the
file: [%s].

Delete the installation
information from the registry
and execute the installer again.
(1) Start regedit.
(2) Go to the folder below.
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOF
TWARE\Wow6432Node\Micro
soft\Windows\CurrentVersion
\
(3) Run the search under the
folder above using "Hitachi
Storage Library" as a key
word to find (Product GUID)
where Hitachi Storage Library
is registered.
(4) Delete { Product GUID } that
has been found.
If taking these steps cannot
resolve the issue, delete the
following files from the
installation folder of Library
(C:\Program
Files\SAP\hostctrl\exe\), and
then take the same operation
again.
(1) HitachiStorageLibrary.conf
(2) libsapacosprep_hit.dll
(3) sapacosprep_hit_version.txt
Take the following action.
(1) Check whether SAP Host
Agent is installed, and if not,
install Host Agent.

6.

E5210006

Unable to write
line in the file:
[%s].

Not able to write line
in file.
%s: File name

Not able to open a file.
%s: File name

After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with the name %s.
(2) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with the name %s.
(2) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

7.

E5210007

Aborting installation
because of error while
copying files.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.

8.

E5210008

Access Denied
error while
copying files. The
setup will abort
now. For details,
see the installer
log file. Try
installing again
after modifying
the security
permission to the
installation folder.
Invalid IP Address.
Please enter a
valid value.

User has entered
invalid IP address.

9.

E5210009

Invalid Port
Number. Please
enter a valid
value.

User has entered
invalid controller port
number.

10.

E521000A

User has entered
invalid Storage Proxy
port number.

11.

E521000B

The Hitachi
Storage Proxy Port
Number must be
an integer ranging
from 1 to 65535.
Please enter a
valid value.
Unable to get the
value from this
registry key [%s].

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check that the entered IP
address of Controller is
correct.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the Controller port
number. (A valid value is 80,
8080, or between 10000 and
20000.)
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the Proxy port number.
(A valid value is between 1
and 65535.)

Not able to find the
registry information in
the Windows registry.
%s: Registry key

After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
(2) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in
the Windows log (System) of
Event Viewer.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(4) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

12.

E521000C

Unable to retrieve
the Operating
System version
information from
the registry. The
setup will abort
now.

Installer cannot
retrieve OS version
from registry.

13.

E521000D

This file already
exists - [%s].

Some file already
exists while doing the
installation.
%s: File name

14.

E521000E

Installer not able to
create the log file.

15.

E521000F

Unable to create
the installer log
file. Please acquire
write permissions
on the C drive and
then try again.
Unable to access
the installer log
file. It could be
locked by another
application. Please
release the lock
and then try again.

After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
(2) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in
the Windows log (System) of
Event Viewer.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(4) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Delete the file in the
installation folder. (For
information about the
installation folder, see Section
6.6.)
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.

16.

E5210010

Unable to write in
the installer log
file. Please acquire
the write
permission of the
file and then try
again.

Installer was unable
to write in the log file.

17.

E5210011

You do not have
administrator
privileges. Setup
will abort now. Try
again after logging
on to Windows as
a user with
administrator
privileges.

Installation failed
because current user
does not have
administrator
privileges.

Installer was unable
to open the log file.

After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the installer log file. (For
information about the installer
log folder, see Section 6.6.)
(2) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the installer log file. (For
information about the installer
log folder, see Section 6.6.)
(2) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

18.

E5210012

Key not found in
registry. Key
[%s]. The setup
will abort now.

The setup is aborted
because the key does
not exist in the
registry.
%s: Registry key
name

19.

E5210013

Display Version
value entry not
found in registry.
The setup will
abort now.

The setup is aborted
because a version key
does not exist.

20.

E5210014

Installed version
of Hitachi Storage
Library is not
valid. The setup
will abort now.

The setup is aborted
because the format of
installed version is
invalid.

21.

E5210015

Installed
version %s of
Hitachi Storage
Library is not
valid. The setup
will abort now.

The setup is aborted
because installed
version does not
match any of past
releases.
%s: Installed version

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select Control Panel >
Uninstall a program, and
uninstall Library. (For
information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record
the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select Control Panel >
Uninstall a program, and
uninstall Library. (For
information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record
the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select Control Panel >
Uninstall a program, and
uninstall Library. (For
information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record
the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select Control Panel >
Uninstall a program, and
uninstall Library. (For
information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record
the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

22.

E5210016

File not found.
File: [%s]. For
details, see the
installer log file.

The setup is aborted
because the given file
is not found.
%s: File name

23.

E5210017

Error occurred
while updating the
file. File: [%s].

The setup is aborted
because an error
occurred while
updating the file.
%s: File name

24.

E5210018

Error occurred
while deleting the
file. File: [%s].

An error occurred
while deleting the file.
%s: File name

25.

E5210019

Unable to find
parameter [%s] in
the config file.

The parameter is not
set, which is required
in Hitachi Storage
Library configuration
file.
%s: Parameter

26.

E5210020

Invalid value [%s]
of proxy port
number found in
the config file.

Hitachi Storage Proxy
port number is wrong
in Hitachi Storage
Library configuration
file.
%s: Port number

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select Control Panel >
Uninstall a program, and
uninstall Library. (For
information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record
the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file.
(2) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record
the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with the name %s.
(2) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account
with administrator privileges.
After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Add required parameter to
HitachiStorageLibrary.conf
file to confirm Section 4.2.2.
(2) Reinstall Library. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7
and 4.1.)
After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Add correct port number to
configuration file.
(2) Reinstall Library. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7
and 4.1.)
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Table 7.2.1-2 Hitachi Storage Library Popup Messages
(Information)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

1.
2.

I5212001
I5212002

3.

I5212003

4.

I5212004

5.

I5212005

Installation of Hitachi Storage Library has been started.
Installation of Hitachi Storage Library has been
completed.
Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Library has been
started.
Uninstallation of Hitachi Storage Library has been
completed.
Indicates Operating System information.
%s: OS information

6.

I5212006

7.

I5212007

8.

I5212008

9.

I5212009

10.

I521200A

11.

I521200B

12.

I521200C

13.

I521200D

14.

I521200E

15.

I521200F

16.

I5212010

17.

I5212011

18.

I5212012

Installation Started.
Installation
Completed.
Uninstallation
Started.
Uninstallation
Completed.
Operating System
Installation Type [%s].
Operating System
Version - [%s].
Retrieved the SAP
location from the
registry - [%s].
This machine is a
virtual machine as this
key exists - [%s].
This machine is not a
virtual machine as this
key does not exist [%s].
Given SAP install path
not found. Finding it in
the registry.
The SAP install path
exists - [%s].
Upgrading from the
existing version [%s]
to the version [%s].
Upgrade process of
Hitachi Storage
Library is started.
Upgrade process of
Hitachi Storage
Library completed.
Maintenance of
Hitachi Storage
Library is started.
Maintenance of
Hitachi Storage
Library completed.
IP Address of Hitachi
Storage Controller
taken as input - [%s].
Port Number of
Apache Tomcat Web
server taken as input [%s].

Indicates Operating System information.
%s: OS version
Indicates SAP registry information.
%s: Registry information
Indicates virtual machine information.
%s: Key information
Indicates virtual machine information.
%s: Key information
Indicates SAP installation path information.
Indicates SAP installation path information.
%s: Installation path
Indicates upgrade information.
%s: Old version
%s: New version
Upgrade installation has started.
Upgrade installation has completed.
Repair installation has started.
Repair installation has completed.
Indicates the IP address information of Hitachi Storage
Controller.
%s: IP address
Indicates the port number of Apache Tomcat.
%s: Port number
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

19.

I5212013

IIS Port Number on
the Hitachi Storage
Proxy system taken as
input - [%s].

Indicates IIS port number.
%s: Port number
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Table 7.2.1-3 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Error)
#

Messa
ge
code

Message

Description

Solution

1.

0x0001

The call to the
function (%s)
failed. Error Code
= [0x%08X].

Windows API
function call failed.
%s: Function name
0x%08X: Windows
API error code

2.

0x0002

Function call failed.
%s: Arguments

3.

0x0003

4.

0x0004

The function
argument (%s)
found invalid passed as an
empty string.
The function
argument (%s)
found invalid passed as NULL.
Memory allocation
failed. Size =
(%ld).

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that Proxy can be
accessed from Library.
(3) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(4) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(5) Make sure that the Controller IP
address specified in the
configuration file is correct. (For
information about the
configuration file, see Subsection
4.2.2.)
(6) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
(7) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
(8) Visit the following URL for the
Windows API error code, and take
actions accordingly.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/windows/desktop/ms6813
81%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.

Function call failed.
%s: Arguments
Memory allocation
failed.
%ld: Memory size

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the memory usage
is appropriate.
(2) Terminate unnecessary
applications.
(3) Check whether there are any
memory-related errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer, and if there are, take
actions accordingly.
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#

Messa
ge
code

Message

Description

Solution

5.

0x0005

Object creation
failed for the class
(%s).

Object creation
failed.
%s: Class name

6.

0x0006

The fopen_s() call
failed. Path =
(%s). Error Code
= [0x%08X].

Error while opening a
file.
%s: File path
0x%08X: Windows
API error code

7.

0x0007

LUN ID (%s) not
found even after
the LUN-Present
operation (and
the HBA Buffer
Reset operation if enabled).

The volume is
assigned to the
storage array, but
the SAP product
application server
cannot use the
volume.
%s: Volume
information

8.

0x0008

Tag (%s) not
found in the input
data. Input Data
= (%s).

There is an error in
the configuration file.
%s: Item name
%s: Set value

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the memory usage
is appropriate.
(2) Stop unnecessary applications.
(3) Check whether there are any
memory-related errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer, and if there are, take
actions accordingly.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check which applications use the
file in the message, and stop those
applications.
(2) Check whether the file in the
message exists in the installation
folder. If not, perform repair
installation. (For information about
how to repair installation, see
Subsection 4.6.2)
(3) Visit the following URL for the
error code, and take actions
accordingly.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/windows/desktop/ms6813
81%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether there are any
disk-related errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer, and if there are, take
actions accordingly.
(2) Make sure that the volume of the
storage array can be used by the
SAP managed node.
(3) If the Multipath function of the
copy target server is not valid,
make it valid. When you make
it valid, restart the server. (for a
virtual environment, restart the
physical server.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, reinstall Library.
(For information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
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#

Messa
ge
code

Message

Description

Solution

9.

0x0009

Invalid Partner ID
passed. Partner
ID = (%s).

Invalid request has
been received.
%s: Partner ID

10.

0x000A

HTTP request type
(%d) found
invalid.

Invalid request has
been received.
%d: Request type

11.

0x000B

The token (%s) in
the HTTP
response found
invalid.

Invalid request has
been received.
%s: Token

12.

0x000C

Call to (%s)
failed. Path =
(%s). Error Code
= [0x%08X].

Function call failed.
%s: Function name
%s: Path
0x%08X: Windows
API error code

13.

0x000D

LUN ID (%s)
exists even after
the Remove Disk
operation.

Removing
Pass-through Disk
failed.
%s: Volume
information

14.

0x000E

No object was
found in the WMI
class. Class Name
= (%s).

No object found.
%s: Class name

15.

0x000F

The disk name
(%s) is invalid.

The given disk name
is invalid.
%s: Disk name

Take the following actions.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(3) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(4) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(5) If the above measures cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Visit the following URL for the
error code, and take actions
accordingly.
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/windows/desktop/ms6813
81%28v=vs.85%29.aspx
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the LU is deleted
from the storage array.
(2) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
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#

Messa
ge
code

Message

Description

Solution

16.

0x0010

HTTP request
failed due to
Access Denied
error. Request ID
= (%s). Status
Code = (%s).
Status Message =
(%s).

Request to Proxy or
Controller failed due
to error.
%s: Request ID
%s: Status code
%s: Detailed error
message

17.

0x0011

HTTP request
failed with
Internal error.
Request Id =
(%s). Status code
= (%s). Status
Message = (%s).

Request to Proxy or
Controller failed due
to error.
%s: Request ID
%s: Status code
%s: Detailed error
message

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the Controller IP
address specified in the
configuration file is correct. (For
information about the
configuration file, see Subsection
4.2.2.)
(5) Make sure that Hitachi Controller
Tomcat is running (For information
about how to check, see Section
4.3.)
(6) Make sure that IIS service has
been started on the server on
which Proxy runs.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
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#

Messa
ge
code

Message

Description

Solution

18.

0x0012

HTTP response
returned invalid
request ID.
Passed Request
ID = (%s).
Received Request
ID = (%s).

Request to Proxy or
Controller failed due
to error.
%s: Request ID
%s: Request ID

19.

0x0013

HTTP operation
failed. Request ID
= (%s). Status
Message = (%s).

Request to Proxy or
Controller failed due
to error.
%s: Request ID
%s: Detailed error
message

20.

0x0014

Invalid HTTP
response status.
Request ID =
(%s). Status
Code = (%s).

HTTP response error.
%s: Request ID
%s: Status code

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(3) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(4) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(5) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
(6) An error occurred in Proxy.
Reinstall Proxy. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the number of
created HG has reached the
maximum limit. If it has reached
the maximum limit, retry the
operation after deleting
unnecessary HG.
(2)Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(3) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(4) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(5) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
(6) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
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#

Messa
ge
code

Message

Description

Solution

21.

0x0015

LUN ID (%s) not
found even after
the Add Disk
operation.

After running Adding
LU to Pass-through
Disk failed.
%s: Volume
information

22.

0x0016

Uninitialized object
found.
%s: Object name

23.

0x0017

Uninitialized
object found.
Object Name =
(%s).
Disk Volume is
mounted on an
invalid path.
Correct Mount
Path = (%s).
Current Mount
Path = (%s).

24.

0x0018

LUN ID (%s)
exists even after
the
LUN-Unpresent
operation (and
the HBA Buffer
Reset operation if enabled).

LUN is still present on
the system even
after LUN-Unpresent
operation.
%s: Volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the disk is
recognized by Windows Disk
Management.
(5) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the disk is
recognized by Windows Disk
Management.
(5) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the disk is
recognized by Windows Disk
Management.
(5) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.

The given mount
point is invalid.
%s: Mount path
%s: Mount path
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25.

0x0019

Function (%s) is
not implemented.

Function call failed.
%s: Function name

26.

0x001A

WinHTTP SSL
error. Error =
(%s).

A communication
error occurred
between Library and
Proxy.
%s: Error code

27.

0x001B

Input FS Type
(%s) found
invalid.

Invalid request has
been received.
%s: FS type

28.

0x001C

Array Serial
Number not found
for the LUN =
(%s).

29.

0x001D

Proxy Port not
found in the
Hitachi Storage
Library config file.

Specified LU does not
exist in the storage
arrays registered in
Controller.
%s: LUN Number
Proxy port number is
not described in the
Hitachi Storage
Library configuration
file.

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the disk is
recognized by Windows Disk
Management.
(5) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the LU is not
deleted from the storage arrays.

30.

0x001E

The WMI Get()
call failed for
(%s)::(%s). Error
Code =
[0x%08X].

Calling WMI failed.
%s: Function name
%s: Function name
0x%08X: Windows
API error code

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the Proxy port
number specified when Library is
installed is correct. (For
information about how to check the
port number, see Subsection
4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
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31.

0x001F

Another LUN (%s)
is using the Mount
Point (%s).

Mount point is
already mounted.
%s: Volume
information
%s: Mount point

32.

0x0020

Controller IP not
found in the
Hitachi Storage
Library config file.

Controller IP address
is not described in
the Hitachi Storage
Library configuration
file.

33.

0x0021

Controller Port not
found in the
Hitachi Storage
Library config file.

Controller port
number is not
described in the
Hitachi Storage
Library configuration
file.

34.

0x0022

Controller
Request Wait
Time not found in
the Hitachi
Storage Library
config file.

Controller request
wait time is not
described in the
Hitachi Storage
Library configuration
file.

35.

0x0023

The CreateFile()
call failed. Path =
(%s). Error Code
= [0x%08X].

Create file operation
failed.
%s: File path
0x%08X: Windows
API error code

Check the operating environment.
(See Chapters 2 and 3 and Section
6.5.) After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that the network has
no problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(4) Make sure that the disk is
recognized by Windows Disk
Management.
(5) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the Controller IP
address specified when Library is
installed is correct. (For
information about how to check the
port number, see Subsection
4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the Controller port
number specified when Library is
installed is correct. (For
information about how to check the
port number, see Subsection
4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check which applications use the
file and stop them.
(2) Make sure that Proxy is running
with Administrator privileges.
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36.

0x0024

Invalid tag (%s)
found in the
Hitachi Storage
Library config file.

There is an invalid
tag in Hitachi
Storage Library
configuration file.
%s: Tag name

37.

0x0025

The volume for
Mount Point (%s)
is locked.

The path given as a
mount point is locked
due to some reasons.
%s: Mount point

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the file or the
folder is not opened by other
applications.
(2) It is possible that the drive to be
unmounted is specified as the
working directory for SAP Host
Agent.
Make sure that the settings for SAP
Host Agent are correct.
After updating the settings, restart
SAP Host Agent.

38.

0x0026

Volume unlock
failed for the
volume (%s).
Error Code =
[0x%08X].

39.

0x0027

Spanning Disks
are not using the
same Volume.

40.

0x0028

Spanning Disks
are using different
Mount points.
Mount Point1 =
(%s). Mount
Point2 = (%s).

41.

0x0029

No Dynamic Disk
Pack was found.

Unlocking the given
volume failed.
%s: Volume
information
0x%08X: Windows
API error code
Disks which are used
to create single
Spanned volume are
using different
Volumes.
Disks which are used
to create single
Spanned volume are
using different Mount
points.
%s: Mount point
%s: Mount point
Dynamic Disk was
detected.

42.

0x002A

The
HBABufferReset
property value in
the config file
found invalid.
Value = (%s).

Processing in Library
failed.
%s: Set value

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that there is only one
mount point for one volume.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that there is only one
mount point for one volume.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the Windows
log (System) of Event Viewer.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
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43.

0x002B

Controller IP address
in Hitachi Storage
Library configuration
file is not valid.
%s: Set value

44.

0x002C

45.

0x002D

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)

46.

0x002E

47.

0x002F

48.

0x0030

The value of the
ControllerIP
property in the
Hitachi Storage
Library
configuration file
found invalid:
Property value =
(%s).
The value of the
ControllerPort
property in the
Hitachi Storage
Library
configuration file
found invalid:
Property value =
(%s).
The value of the
StatusRequestWa
itTimeSecs
property in the
Hitachi Storage
Library
configuration file
found invalid:
Property value =
(%s).
The value of the
ProxyPort
property in the
Hitachi Storage
Library
configuration file
found invalid:
Property value =
(%s).
The value of the
WebRequestTime
out property in
the Hitachi
Storage Library
configuration file
found invalid:
Property value =
(%s).
Web Request
Timeout not found
in the Hitachi
Storage Library
config file.

Controller Port
number in Hitachi
Storage Library
configuration file is
not valid.
%s: Set value

Status Request wait
time in Hitachi
Storage Library
configuration file is
not valid.
%s: Set value

Proxy Port in Hitachi
Storage Library
configuration file is
not valid.
%s: Set value

Web Request
Timeout in Hitachi
Storage Library
configuration file is
not valid.
%s: Set value

Web Request
Timeout items are
not found.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
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49.

0x0031

The
LunPresentationM
ethod property
value in the config
file found invalid.
Value = (%s).

LUN Presentation
Method items in the
configuration file are
invalid.
%s: Set value

50.

0x0032

Lun Presentation
Method not found
in the Hitachi
Storage Library
config file.

LUN Presentation
Method items are not
found in the
configuration file.

51.

0x0034

LunPresentationM
ethod property
not needed on a
Physical system.
Found this
property in
HitachiStorageLib
rary.conf file with
value = (%s).

LunPresentationMeth
od property is found
in the configuration
file on a Physical
system.
%s: Setting value

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see
Sections 4.7 and 4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Delete LunPresentMethod
property in the configuration file. (For
information about the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see Sections
4.7 and 4.1.)

Table 7.2.1-4 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Information)
#

Messa
ge
code

Message

Description

1.

0x2001

Changing HTTP Request Wait Time
from (%s) to (%s).

2.

0x2002

Changing Web Request Timeout from
(%s) to (%s).

3.

0x2003

Mount Point (%s) does not exist.

4.

0x2004

HTTP Response = (%s).

5.

0x2005

Partner ID = (%s).

6.

0x2006

FS Type = (%s).

7.

0x2007

Mount Point = (%s).

8.

0x2008

LUN Info = (%s).

Indicates how the wait time for Controller
Web request has changed.
%s: Value before change
%s: Value after change
Indicates how timeout for Controller Web
request has changed.
%s: Value before change
%s: Value after change
Indicates Mount Point information.
%s: Mount point
Web request response string.
%s: Response string
Indicates Partner ID.
%s: Partner ID
Indicates FS Type.
%s: File System Type
Indicates Mount Point.
%s: Mount point
LUN information input to the Library API.
%s: LUN information
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9.

0x2009

Option Info = (%s).

Indicates option string.
%s: Option
Indicates Mount Point.
%s: Mount point
Indicates Mount Point.
%s: Mount point
Indicates Mount Point.
%s: Mount point
Indicates Mount Point.
%s: Mount point
Resetting the read-only flag of a Disk.
%s: Disk number
This mount point already exists on the
system.
%s: Mount point
Mount point created.
%s: Mount point
Mount point deleted.
%s: Mount point
LUN is already presented on the system.
%s: LUN
LUN is not presented on the system.
%s: LUN
Adding a Pass-through Disk.
%s: Serial number
%s: LUN
Removing a Pass-through Disk.
%s: Serial number
%s: LUN
Searching WWN on the system.
%s:WWN
Resetting the HBA buffer.
Disk is changed to online.
%s: LUN
The HBA buffer has not been reset.
NPIV is used as a LUN connection method.

10. 0x200A

15. 0x200F

LUN already mounted on the Mount
Point (%s).
LUN already unmounted from the
Mount Point (%s).
Volume mounted. Mount point =
(%s).
Volume unmounted. Mount point =
(%s).
Resetting the Read-only mode for the
Disk Number (%s).
Mount Point (%s) already exists.

16. 0x2010

Mount Point created. Path = (%s).

17. 0x2011

Mount Point deleted. Path = (%s).

18. 0x2012

LUN (%s) already presented to the
system.
LUN (%s) not presented to the
system.
Added the Pass-through disk. Array
Serial Number = (%s). LUN ID =
(%s).
Removed the Pass-through disk.
Array Serial Number = (%s). LUN ID
= (%s).
WWN Name = (%s).

11. 0x200B
12. 0x200C
13. 0x200D
14. 0x200E

19. 0x2013
20. 0x2014
21. 0x2015
22. 0x2016
23. 0x2017
24. 0x2018

Resetting the HBA buffer.
Disk Mode is changed to Online. LUN
ID = (%s).
Not resetting the HBA buffer.
NPIV method will be used to LUN
presentation.

25. 0x2019
26. 0x201A

Table 7.2.1-5 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Warning)
#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

Solution

1.

0x3001

Disk Volume
Status = Failed.
Disk Number =
(%s).

Getting Mount point
information for the
Volume failed.
%s: Disk number

2.

0x3002

Invalid disk
found. Disk
Number = (%s).

Getting Disk Extent
information for the
Volume failed.
%s: Disk number

No need to take an action for this
message. When you have to take an
action, an error message is displayed
along with this message. Take an
action for the error message.
No need to take an action for this
message. When you have to take an
action, an error message is displayed
along with this message. Take an
action for the error message.
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3.

0x3003

The adapter
(%s) is not
supported.

An unsupported HBA
has been detected.
%s: Adapter name

4.

0x3005

SAP Host Agent is not
installed.

5.

0x3006

Unable to find
the SAP Host
Agent path from
the registry.
Calling
AcGetProperty()
API to get the
path.
LUN ID (%s) not
found even after
the LUN-Present
operation.

No need to take an action for this
message itself. When you have to
take an action, an error message is
displayed along with this message.
Take an action for the error
message.
No need to take an action for this
message itself. When you have to
take an action, an error message is
displayed along with this message.
Take an action for the error
message.

#

Message

Description

Solution

1.

A user with administrator
rights installed this
application. You need to
have similar privileges to
modify or uninstall it.

A user without
administrator
privileges is trying to
uninstall this
application.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Use a user account with
administrator privileges to
uninstall this application.

The added volume
does not exist.
%s: LUN

No need to take an action for this
message itself. When you have to
take an action, an error message is
displayed along with this message.
Take an action for the error
message.

Table 7.2.1-6 Other Types of Messages

For information about the messages displayed in Windows during installation and
uninstallation, visit the following URL:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa372835(v=vs.85).aspx

7.2.2. When the SAP managed node uses AIX
The following tables show the Library messages when the SAP managed node uses AIX.


Table 7.2.2-1 shows RPM Messages (Error).



Table 7.2.2-2 shows RPM Messages (Information).



Table 7.2.2-3 shows Error Messages.



Table 7.2.2-4 shows Information Messages.



Table 7.2.2-5 shows Warning Messages.

Table 7.2.2-1 Hitachi Storage Library RPM Messages (Error)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution
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code
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1.

E5210101

The script
version %s did not
match with the
installed
version %s of
Hitachi Storage
Library.

2.

E5210102

Could not
determine the
install path of
Hitachi Storage
Library.

The uninstallation
shell of the
version unlike an
installed version
was executed.
%s: Script
version
%s: Installation
version
The install path of
Hitachi Storage
Library cannot be
detected.

3.

E5210103

There is an error
in an input
parameter.

4.

E5210104

Invalid
parameter(s).
Please enter valid
parameter(s).
You are not logged
on as the root user.
Please log on as the
root user.

5.

E5210105

Unable to create
the installer log file.
Please acquire
write permissions
on the /tmp
directory and then
try again.

Installer was
unable to write in
the log file.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
Check that the script of a version
indicated in "Version" is executed
by a command line, "rpm -qi
hitachi-storage-library-aix". If
there is a difference, use the
uninstallation shell of the same
installed version.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
Check that a package of
"hitachi-storage-library-aix-<versi
on>"is installed using a "rpm –qa"
command. Execute installation if
not installed. (For information
about how to install, see Subsection
4.1.2.)
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
Check that a parameter to specify
with help option.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check that you execute it as a
root user. If the different user, you
are logged on as a root user.
Check that you can use "whoami"
command. If you cannot use it,
install OS which "whoami"
command operates.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check that the write permission
is given on a /tmp directory. If it is
not given, give the write
permission.
(2) Check that the write permission
is given on a
/tmp/HitachiStorageLibraryInstalle
r.log file. If it is not given, give the
write permission.
(3) Check that an execution user is
a root user. If the user is not a root
user, change the root user.
(4) Check that a /tmp directory
exists. If it does not exist, create it.

A user is not a
root user.
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6.

E5210106

The current
operating system is
not supported.

Target operating
system is not
supported.

7.

E5210107

Unable to find the
SAP Host Agent
installation path.

8.

E5210108

This file already
exists - [%s].

SAP Host Agent
installation path
cannot be
detected.
A file to indicate
in %s has already
existed.
%s: File name

9.

E5210109

The previous
uninstall was
incomplete. Please
delete the files in
the installation
folder manually and
then try again.

The previous
uninstall was
incomplete.

10.

E521010C

Library is already
uninstalled.

11.

E521010D

Hitachi Storage
Library is already
uninstalled.
Could not
determine the
install version of
Hitachi Storage
Library.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the OS supports
the installation of Library (For
information about the supported
OSs, see Subsection 3.3.1.)
(2) Check that you can use "uname"
command. If you cannot use it,
install OS which "unamei"
command operates.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
Specify a path which SAP Host
Agent is installed.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) When you install Library,
uninstall Library.
(For information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7)
(2) When you use a repair
installation of Library, select the
repair installation of Library.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Execute "rpm -e package name"
command. The package name
shows "rpm –qa" command. If the
package name does not show,
delete the following file in the
installation directory.
- libsapacosprep_hit.o
- sapacosprep_hit_version.txt
- libcurl.a
- libcrypto.a
The default installation directory is
as follow,
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe
There is no action.

A version of
Library cannot be
found.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the package of
"hitachi-storage-library-aix-<versi
on>" is installed using a "rpm –qa"
command. Execute installation if
not installed. (For information
about how to install, see Subsection
4.1.2.)
Execute repair installation if
installed. (For information about
how to repair installation, see
Subsection 4.6.2.)
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12.

E521010E

Installation has
been aborted.

The installation is
aborted.

13.

E521010F

Uninstallation has
been aborted.

The uninstallation
is aborted.

14.

E5210120

Repair process has
been aborted.

The repair
installation is
aborted.

15.

E5210121

Hitachi Storage
Library is already
installed. Install
path is %s.

Library is already
installed.
%s: Installation
path

16.

E5210122

This file does not
exist - [%s].

A package file
does not exist.
%s: File Name

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions
for the output message before this
message.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
Carry out the corrective actions for
the output message before this
message.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1)Carry out the corrective actions
for the output message before this
message.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) When you install Library,
uninstall Library.(For information
about how to uninstall, see Section
4.7)
(2)When you use a repair
installation of Library, select the
repair installation of Library.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check that the following files
exist in the directory of the installer
(HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_install.
sh) which you executed. When they
are not existed, store them.
-HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm/hitachi
-storage-library-aix-<version>.aix.
ppc.rpm
-HitachiStorageLibrary_AIX_uninst
all.sh

17.

E5210123

Execution of
command [%s]
failed.

Execution of the
unix command
failed.
%s: unix
command

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check that the Read/Write
permission of the execution user
(The user account with
administrator privileges) is given
to a directory indicated in %s. If it is
not given, give the permission.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions
for the unix message indicated at
the same time.
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18.

E5210124

A higher version
of Hitachi Storage
Library has been
already installed.
%s:Version

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
When you install Library, uninstall
Library. (For information about how
to uninstall, see Section 4.7)

19.

E5210125

Installation cannot
proceed further as
higher version %s
of Hitachi Storage
Library is already
installed on the
system.
Upgrade process
has been aborted.

The upgrade
installation of
Hitachi Storage
Library failed.

20.

E5210126

Invalid current
version [%s].

The installation
version of Hitachi
Storage Library is
invalid.
%s:Version

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions
for the output message before this
message.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) When you install Library,
uninstall Library. (For information
about how to uninstall, see Section
4.7)

21.

E5210127

Invalid installed
version [%s].

The installation
version of Hitachi
Storage Library is
invalid.
%s:Version

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) When you install Library,
uninstall Library. (For information
about how to uninstall, see Section
4.7)

22.

E5210128

Invalid input
parameter value [%s]. Function
name - [%s].

There is an error
in an input
parameter.
%s:Input
parameter

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) When you install Library,
uninstall Library. (For information
about how to uninstall, see Section
4.7)

23.

E5210129

The [%s] Operating
system is not
supported by this
installer.

The operating
system that was
installed is not
supported.
%s: installation
execution
operating system.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the operating
system to execute Library
installation is AIX.
(2) Make sure that the installer is
corresponding to this OS.

24.

E521012A

Log path [%s] does
not exist.

Directory does
not exist.
%s:Directory
path

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Create a directory which is
indicated by %s.

Table 7.2.2-2 Hitachi Storage Library RPM Messages (Information)
#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

1.
2.

I5212101
I5212102

Installation has just started.
Installation has completed.

3.

I5212103

Installation Started.
Installation
Completed.
Uninstallation Started.

Uninstallation has just started.
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

4.

I5212104

Uninstallation has completed.

5.

I5212105

6.

I5212106

7.
8.

I5212107
I5212108

9.
10.

I521210B
I521210C

11.

I521210D

12.

I521210E

13.

I521210F

Uninstallation
Completed.
Operating System
information - [%s].
All the parameters are
valid.
Current user is root.
Installation path of
Hitachi Storage Library
- [%s].
Repair process started.
Repair process
completed.
Upgrade process
started.
Upgrade process
completed.
The old [%s] file is
replaced with [%s] file.

Indicates Operating System information.
%s: OS information
All the parameters are valid.
Current user is root.
Indicates installation path information.
%s: Installation path
Repair process started.
Repair process completed.
Upgrade installation started.
Upgrade installation completed.
The file is replaced at upgrade installation.
%s:the file before replaced
%s:the file after replaced
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Table 7.2.2-3 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Error)
#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

Solution

1.

0x0101

The call to the
function (%s)
failed. Error
Code =
[0x%08X].

AIX API function
call failed.
%s: Function
name
0x%08X: Error
code

2.

0x0102

Function call
failed.
%s: Arguments

3.

0x0103

4.

0x0104

The function
argument (%s)
found invalid passed as an
empty string.
The function
argument (%s)
found invalid passed as NULL.
Object creation
failed for the
class (%s).

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be accessed
from the SAP managed node.
(2) Make sure that the network has no
problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall settings
are valid.
(4) Make sure that the Controller IP
address specified in the configuration file
is correct. (For information about the
configuration file, see Subsection 4.2.2.)
(5) Make sure that Hitachi Controller
Tomcat is running (For information
about how to check, see Section 4.3.)
(6) Make sure that Command Control
Interface is running. If it does not run,
Start it. (For information about
configuration file for Command Control
Interface, see Section 4.2.3)
(7) Refer to Section 6.5 and make sure
that the environment is properly set up.
(8) Carry out the corrective actions for
the errors listed in the syslog.
(9) Visit the following URL for the AIX
error code, and take actions accordingly.
http://publib16.boulder.ibm.com/pserie
s/index.htm
Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

Function call
failed.
%s: Arguments
Object creation
failed.
%s: Class name

Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the memory usage is
appropriate.
(2) Stop unnecessary applications.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

Solution

5.

0x0105

The fopen_s()
call failed. Path
= (%s). Error
Code =
[0x%08X].

Error while
opening a file.
%s: File path
0x%08X: Error
code

6.

0x0107

Tag (%s) not
found in the
input data. Input
Data = (%s).

There is an error
in the
configuration file.
%s: Item name
%s: Set value

7.

0x0108

8.

0x010A

Invalid Partner
ID passed.
Partner ID =
(%s).
Call to (%s)
failed. Path =
(%s). Error Code
= [0x%08X].

9.

0x0111

Invalid request
has been
received.
%s: Partner ID
Function call
failed.
%s: Function
name
%s: Path
0x%08X:
Error code
Mount point is
already mounted.
%s: Volume
information
%s: Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check which applications use the file
in the message, and stop those
applications.
(2) Check whether the file in the
message exists in the installation folder.
If not, perform repair installation. (For
information about how to repair
installation, see Subsection 4.6.2)
(3) Visit the following URL for the error
code, and take actions accordingly.
http://publib16.boulder.ibm.com/pserie
s/index.htm
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information about
the configuration file, see Subsection
4.2.2.)
If the above measure cannot resolve the
issue, reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see Sections 4.7
and 4.1.)
Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following action, retry
the operation.
(1) Visit the following URL for the error
code, and take actions accordingly.
http://publib16.boulder.ibm.com/pserie
s/index.htm

Another LUN
(%s) is using the
Mount Point
(%s).

Check the operation environment (Refer
to Section 2, 3 and 6.5). After taking the
following actions, retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be accessed
from the SAP managed node.
(2) Make sure that the network has no
problem.
(3) Make sure that the firewall settings
are valid.
(4) Check that a disk is recognizable.
(5) Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
Unmount a mount point.
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

Solution

10.

0x0115

The fopen () call
failed. Path =
(%s). Error Code
= [0x%08X].

Error while
opening a file.
%s: File path
0x%08X: Error
code

11.

0x0116

Invalid tag (%s)
found in the
Hitachi Storage
Library config
file.

Invalid
description exists
in the
configuration file
of Library.
%s: Tag Name

12.

0x011D

No Disk found
for the Volume
group = (%s).

A disk does not
exist in a volume
group.
%s: Volume
group name

13.

0x011E

The error by a
return of CLI was
detected.

14.

0x011F

Error found in
the command
output. Msg =
(%s).
mkdir() call
failed. Path =
(%s). Error Code
= [0x%08X].

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check which applications use the file
in the message, and stop those
applications.
(2) Visit the following URL for the error
code, and take actions accordingly.
http://publib16.boulder.ibm.com/pserie
s/index.htm
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information about
the configuration file, see Subsection
4.2.2.)
Reinstall Library. (For information about
how to reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a "lsvg" command.
When the following check is not possible,
make the environment that a use case
can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a
"lsvg -l volume group name" command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a "lslv –l logical volume
name" command.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Visit the following URL for the error
code, and take actions accordingly.
http://publib16.boulder.ibm.com/pserie
s/index.htm

Creating
Directory failed.
%s: Argument
0x%08X: Error
code
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

Solution

15.

0x0120

rmdir() call
failed. Path =
(%s). Error Code
= [0x%08X].

Deleting the
directly failed.
%s:Argument
0x%08X:Error
code

16.

0x0121

Invalid metadata
was detected.
%s: Metadata

17.

0x0122

Invalid disk
metadata found.
Metadata =
(%s).
No Volume
group present
for the Mount
point: (%s).

18.

0x0123

No Volume
group present
for LUN ID:
(%s).

A volume group
related to a LUN
does not exist.
%s: LUN

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Visit the following URL for the error
code, and take actions accordingly.
http://publib16.boulder.ibm.com/pserie
s/index.htm
Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a "lsvg" command.
When the following check is not possible,
make the environment that a use case
can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a
"lsvg -l volume group name" command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a "lslv –l logical volume
name" command.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a "lsvg" command.
When the following check is not possible,
make the environment that a use case
can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a
"lsvg -l volume group name" command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a "lslv –l logical volume
name" command.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.

A volume group
related to a
mount point does
not exist.
%s: Mount point
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

Solution

19.

0x0124

Physical volume
not found for
Volume group
(%s). Volume Id
= (%s).

Physical volume
does not exist in
the volume
group.
%s: Volume
group name
%s: LUN

20.

0x0125

Other Logical
volume is using
the Mount point.
Logical volume
= (%s). Mount
point = (%s).

Other volume is
using the Mount
point.
%s: LUN
%s: Mount point

21.

0x0127

Storage library
install path not
found.

No Library install
path can be
detected.

22.

0x0128

Logical volume
not found on the
system. Name =
(%s).

Logical volume
does not exist.
%s: Logical
volume

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a "lsvg" command.
When the following check is not possible,
make the environment that a use case
can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a
"lsvg -l volume group name" command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a "lslv –l logical volume
name" command.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that LUN is assigned to a
volume group by a "lspv" command. If it
is not assigned, create a volume group.
(2) Check that a mount point is
configured by a "lsvg -l volume group
name" command by a volume group. If it
is not configured, Configure a mount
point.
Check that a mount point is a target LU .
If it is different, conform LU with the
mount points.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
Check that a package of
"hitachi-storage-library-aix-<version>"
is installed using a "rpm –qa" command.
Execute installation if not installed. (For
information about how to install, see
Subsection 4.1.2.)
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a "lsvg" command.
When the following check is not possible,
make the environment that a use case
can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a
"lsvg -l volume group name" command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a "lslv –l logical volume
name" command.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

Solution

23.

0x0129

Mount operation
failed for Mount
point (%s).

Error while
mounting a
volume.
%s: Mount point

24.

0x012A

The call to
importing failed.
Volume group =
(%s).

Error while
Importing a
volume.
%s:Volume group
name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a "lsvg" command.
When the following check is not possible,
make the environment that a use case
can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a
“lsvg -l volume group name” command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a “lslv –l logical volume
name” command.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether the same VG name is
not used in the target server. If it is
used, change an existing VG name, or
delete VG using a "varyoffvg",
"exportvg" command.
(2) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a "lsvg" command.
When the following check is not possible,
make the environment that a use case
can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a
"lsvg -l volume group name" command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a "lslv –l logical volume
name" command.
(3) When an error occurs during the SAP
System Refresh scenario execution,
check whether the unnecessary volume
is not remaining in the target server. If it
is, delete the remaining volume on the
storage array and re-execute the
scenario by SAP System Copy with
reference to the “6.8 Taking actions
when the volume on the storage arrays
is not deleted.”.
(4) Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
(5) Check whether there is sufficient OS
disk space. If there is insufficient OS disk
space, add disk space.
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

Solution

25.

0x012B

Unmount
operation failed
for Mount point
(%s).

Error while
unmounting.
%s: Mount point

26.

0x012C

The chmod
command failed.
Mount point
=(%s).

The chmod
command failed.
%s: Mount point

27.

0x012D

No WWN found
on the system.

No WWN can be
detected.

28.

0x012E

No FC Adapter
found on the
system.

No HBA can be
detected.

29.

0x012F

Invalid Storage
serial number
found. Serial
number = (%s).

30.

0x0130

Invalid LDev
found. LDev Id =
(%s).

Invalid serial
number of the
storage array is
detected.
%s: Serial
Number
Invalid LDEV
number was
detected.
%s:LDEV

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the file or the folder is
not opened by other applications.
(2) It is possible that the drive to be
unmounted is specified as the working
directory for SAP Host Agent.
Make sure that the settings for SAP Host
Agent are correct.
After updating the settings, restart SAP
Host Agent.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that the Read/Write
permission of the execution user (The
user account with administrator
privileges) is given to a directory
indicated in %s. If it is not given, give
the permission.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions for
the unix message indicated at the same
time.
(3) Visit the following URL, and take
actions accordingly.
http://publib16.boulder.ibm.com/pserie
s/index.htm
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that HBA is built-in a server. If
it is not included, include it.
Check that HBA driver for NPIV is
installed. When there is not it, please
install an HBA driver in HBA for NPIV
support.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that HBA is built-in a server. If
it is not included, include it.
Check that HBA driver for NPIV is
installed. When there is not it, please
install an HBA driver in HBA for NPIV
support.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
Make sure that the input does not have
an error when executing a scenario.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
Make sure that the input does not have
an error when executing a scenario.
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

Solution

31.

0x0131

LUN not found
on the system.
LUN Id = (%s),
Serial number =
(%s).

LUN not found on
the system in
attach operation.
%s: Volume
information
%s: Serial
Number

32.

0x0132

As the volume
group using the
input LUN is
active, LUN
cannot be
removed.

33.

0x0133

"fsck -y""
command failed.
%d:Command
return code
%s:Device name

34.

0x0134

Cannot remove
input LUNs from
the system, as
Volume Group
corresponding to
them is still
active.
Command fsck
-y failed. fsck
return code =
(%d). Device
name = (%s).
Please check the
man page of fsck
command for
return code
details.
Command fsck
-n failed. fsck
return code =
(%d). Device
name = (%s).
Please check the
man page of fsck
command for
return code
details.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the port security is
effective. If not, set it effectively.
(2) Make sure that the host group in the
target server is created in the storage
array. If it is not created, Create it. (For
information about host group, see Table
3-5-1#18)
(3) Make sure that the volume of the
storage array can be used by the SAP
managed node.
(4) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be accessed
from the SAP managed node.
(5)If the Multipath function of the copy
target server is not valid, make it valid.
When you make it valid, restart the
server. (for a virtual environment,
restart the physical server.)
(6) Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) De-activate VG using a "varyoffvg"
command.
(2) Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the manual of a "fsck""
command and take actions that supports
a command return code.

"fsck -n""
command failed.
%d:Command
return code
%s:Device name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the manual of a "fsck""
command and take actions that supports
a command return code.
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Table 7.2.2-4 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Information)
#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

1.

0x2103

2.

0x2105

Mount Point (%s) does not
exist.
Partner ID = (%s).

3.

0x2106

FS Type = (%s).

4.

0x2107

Mount Point = (%s).

5.

0x2108

LUN Info = (%s).

6.

0x2109

Option Info = (%s).

7.

0x210A

8.

0x210B

9.

0x210C

10.

0x210D

11.

0x210E

12.

0x210F

13.

0x2110

14.

0x2111

15.

0x2112

16.

0x2113

17.

0x2114

18.

0x2115

Logical volume already
unmounted from the Mount
Point (%s).
Mount Point (%s) already
exists.
Mount Point created. Path =
(%s).
Mount Point deleted. Path =
(%s).
LUN (%s) already presented to
the system.
LUN (%s) not presented to the
system.
Cannot de-activate Volume
group as some Logical volume
is in Open state. Volume group
= (%s).
Volume group already present
on the system. Name = (%s).
Logical volume (%s) already
mounted on the Mount Point
(%s).
Number of Network adapter
present on the system = (%d).
Network adapter name =
(%s).
WWN name = (%s).

Indicates Mount Point information.
%s: Mount point
Indicates Partner ID.
%s: Partner ID
Indicates FS Type.
%s: File System Type
Indicates Mount Point.
%s: Mount Point
LUN information input to the Library API.
%s: LUN information
Indication option string.
%s: Option
Indicates Mount Point.
%s: Mount point

19.

0x2117

20.

0x2118

21.

0x2119

22.

0x211A

23.

0x211B

24.

0x211C

Mounted Logical volume at
(%s).
Unmounted Logical volume
from (%s).
Final WWN list = (%s).
Volume group imported. Name
= (%s).
Removed disk definition. Disk
name = (%s).
Volume group exported. Name
= (%s).

This mount point already exists on the system.
%s: Mount point
Mount point was created.
%s: Mount point
Mount point was deleted.
%s: Mount point
LUN is already presented on the system.
%s:LUN
LUN is not presented on the system.
%s:LUN
Cannot de-activate Volume group as some
Logical volume is in Open state.
%s: Volume group
Indicates Volume group information.
%s: Volume group
Indicates Mount Point.
%s: Mount point
Indicates Network adapter information.
%d: Number of Network adapter
Indicates Network adapter information.
%s: Network adapter
Searching WWW on the system.
%s:WWN
Mounted volume.
%s: Mount point
Unmounted volume.
%s: Mount point
Indicates WWN list.
%s: WWN list name
Imported Volume group.
%s: Volume group name
Indicates removed disk information.
%s: Disk name
Exported Volume group.
%s: Volume group name
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

25.

0x211D

Command chfs was executed.
%s:Volume group name

26.

0x211E

27.

0x211F

Program will run chfs
command internally for new
log volume name (%s). User
does not have to run it
manually.
File system on the device (%s)
found consistent by fsck
command.
File system on the device (%s)
has been corrected by fsck
command.

The file system on the corrupted device was
found.
%s:Device name
The file system on the device was corrected by
FSCK command.
%s:Device name

Table 7.2.2-5 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Warning)

#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

1.

0x3101

The call to HBAAPI
library failed.
Function = (%s).
Error Code =
[0x%08X].

HBA API function
call failed.
%s: Function
name
%s: Error Code

2.

0x3103

Mount point (%s) not
empty. So mount
point cannot be
deleted.

Deletion of mount
point (%s) has
failed.
%s: Mount point

3.

0x3104

The "importvg"
command changed
the Logical volume
name from (%s) to
(%s).

4.

0x3105

fsck command will
not be executed. As,
fsck command option
(%s) in the Hitachi
Storage Library
config file is invalid.

As the logical
volume name
already exists,
the existing name
is renamed.
%s: Logical
volume name
%s: Logical
volume name
FSCK command is
not executed. The
set value of
Hitachi
StorageLibrary.co
nf is invalid.
%s:Set value

Take the following actions:
(1) Make sure that HBA is
operating.
(2) Check whether there are any
HBA-related errors listed in the
system log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the mount
point with the name %s does
not exist in the target server. If
it exists, delete it.
No need to take an action for this
message itself.

Take the following actions:
(1) Check whether a correct set
value is set in
fsckCommandOption of Hitachi
StorageLibrary.conf. (For
information about how to set,
see "Table 4.2.2-4 How to
Modify the Configuration File ".)

7.2.3. When the SAP managed node uses Linux
The following tables show the Library messages when the SAP managed node uses Linux.


Table 7.2.3-1 shows PRM Messages (Error).



Table 7.2.3-2 shows RPM Messages (Information).
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Table 7.2.3-3 shows Error Messages.



Table 7.2.3-4 shows Information Messages.



Table 7.2.3-5 shows Warning Messages.
Table7.2.3-1 Hitachi Storage Library RPM Message (Error)

1.

Message
code
E5210201

2.

E5210202

Could not
determine the
install path of
Hitachi Storage
Library.

Detecting the install
path of the Library
failed.

3.

E5210203

Invalid
parameter(s).
Please enter valid
parameter(s).

There is an error in
an input parameter.

4.

E5210204

You are not
logged on as the
root user. Please
log on as the root
user.

A user is not a root
user.

5.

E5210205

Unable to create
the installer log
file. Please
acquire write
permissions on
the /tmp directory
and then try
again.

Installer was unable
to write in the log file.

#

Message

Description

Solution

The script
version %s did
not match with
the installed
version %s of
Hitachi Storage
Library.

Execute the
uninstallation shell of
the version differ
from the installed
version.
%s:Script version
%s:Installation
version

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
Make sure of that the script of a version
displayed “Version” in “rpm -qi
hitachi-storage-library-aix” command
is executed.
In the case that is not same, use the
uninstall shell of the version same as
installation version.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Make sure that a package of
"hitachi-storage-library-aix-<version>
" is installed with rary-aix-???ons, retry
the operation.on)
When it is not installed, execute
installation. (See 4.1.2 for how to
install)
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Check that a parameter to specify
with help option.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that you execute it as a root
user. If the different user, you are
logged on as a root user.
(2)Check that you can use "whoami"
command. If you cannot use it, install
OS which "whoami" command
operates.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that the write permission is
given on a /tmp directory. If it is not
given, give the write permission.
(2) Check that the write permission is
given on a
/tmp/HitachiStorageLibraryInstaller.log
file. If it is not given, give the write
permission.
(3) Check that an execution user is a
root user. If the user is not a root user,
change the root user.
(4) Check that a /tmp directory exists.
If it does not exist, create it.
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Table7.2.3-1 Hitachi Storage Library RPM Message (Error)

6.

Message
code
E5210206

7.

E5210207

Unable to find the
SAP Host Agent
installation path.

SAP Host Agent
installation path
cannot be detected..

8.

E5210208

This file already
exists - [%s].

A file to indicate
in %s has already
existed.
%s: File name

9.

E5210209

The previous
uninstall was
incomplete.
Please delete the
files in the
installation folder
manually and
then try again.

The previous
uninstall was
incomplete.

10.

E521020A

Hitachi Storage
Library is already
uninstalled.

Library is already
uninstalled.

11.

E521020B

Could not
determine the
install version of
Hitachi Storage
Library.

A version of Library
cannot be found.

#

Message

Description

Solution

The current
operating system
is not supported.
Operating system
- [%s].

Target operating
system is not
supported.
%s:Operating
system name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether the OS supports the
installation of Library (For information
about the supported OSs, see
Subsection 3.3.1.)
(2) Check that you can use "uname"
command. If you cannot use it, install
OS which "unamei" command operates.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Specify a path which SAP Host Agent
is installed.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) When you install Library, uninstall
Library.
(For information about how to uninstall,
see Section 4.7)
(2) When you use a repair installation,
select the repair installation.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Execute "rpm -e package name"
command. The package name shows
"rpm –qa" command. If the package
name does not show, delete the
following file in the installation
directory.
- libsapacosprep_hit.o
- sapacosprep_hit_version.txt
- libcurl.a
- libcrypto.a
The default installation directory is as
follow,
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe
There is no action.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether the package of "
hitachi-storage-library-Linux-<version
>" is installed using a "rpm –qa"
command. Execute installation if not
installed. (For information about how to
install, see Subsection 4.1.2.)
Execute repair installation if installed.
(For information about how to repair
installation, see Subsection 4.6.2.)
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Table7.2.3-1 Hitachi Storage Library RPM Message (Error)

12.

Message
code
E521020C

13.

E521020D

Uninstallation has
been aborted.

The uninstallation is
aborted.

14.

E521010E

Repair process
has been aborted.

The repair
installation is
aborted.

15.

E521020F

Hitachi Storage
Library is already
installed. Install
path is %s.

Library is already
installed.
%s: Installation path

16.

E5210210

This file does not
exist - [%s].

A package file does
not exist.
%s: File Name

#

Message

Description

Solution

Installation has
been aborted.

The installation is
aborted.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions for
the output message before this
message.
After taking the following action, retry
the operation.
Carry out the corrective actions for the
output message before this message.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Carry out the corrective actions for
the output message before this
message.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) When you install Library, uninstall
Library.(For information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7)
(2)When you use a repair installation,
select the repair installation.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that the following files exist in
the directory of the installer
(HitachiStorageLibrary_install.sh)
which you executed. When they are not
existed, store them.
-HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm/hitachi-sto
rage-library-aix-<version>.aix.ppc.rp
m
-HitachiStorageLibrary_uninstall.sh
HitachiStorageLibrary_rpm/hitachi-st
orage-library-linux-<version>.x86_64.
rpm

17.

E5210211

Execution of
command [%s]
failed.

Execution of the unix
command failed.
%s: unix command

18.

E5210212

Upgrade process
has been aborted.

Failed to update
installation for
Hitachi Storage
Library

HitachiStorageLibrary_uninstall.sh<ver
sion>:Version
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that the Read/Write
permission of the execution user (The
user account with administrator
privileges) is given to a directory
indicated in %s. If it is not given, give
the permission.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions for
the unix message indicated at the same
time.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Follow the measures of a message
output before this message.
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Table7.2.3-1 Hitachi Storage Library RPM Message (Error)

19.

Message
code
E5210222

20.

E5210223

Invalid installed
version [%s].

The installation
version of Hitachi
Storage Library is
invalid.

Execute the installation again after
uninstalling the installed Hitachi
Storage Library.

21.

E5210224

Invalid input
parameter value [%s]. Function
name - [%s].

There is an error in
an input parameter.

Make sure of the procedure of the
installation that executed the
configured parameter. (See Section
4.1.1, 4.5.2 and 4.6.2)

22.

E5210216

The [%s]
Operating system
is not supported
by this installer+

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the operating
system to execute Library installation is
Linux.
(2) Make sure that the installer is
corresponding to this OS.

23.

E5210217

Upgrade process
has been aborted.

The operating
system that
executed
installation is
non-supported.
%s: The installation
execution operating
system
The upgrade
installation of Hitachi
Storage Library
failed.
After taking
the following action,
retry the operation.

24.

E5210218

E5210219

A higher version of
Hitachi Storage
Library has been
already installed.
%s:Version After
taking the following
action, retry the
operation.
Directory does not
exist.
%s:Directory path

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
When you install Library, uninstall
Library. (For information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7)

25.

Installation
cannot proceed
further as higher
version %s of
Hitachi Storage
Library is already
installed on the
system
Log path [%s]
does not exist.

#

Message

Description

Solution

Invalid current
version [%s].

The installation
version of Hitachi
Storage Library is
invalid.

Execute the installation after
copyingafile to install from a CD
again.
(Copy the original file after deletingit.)

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions for
the output message before this
message.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Create a directory which is indicated
by %s.
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Table 7.2.3-2 Hitachi LibraryRPM Message (Information)

#

Message
code

Message

Description

1.

I5212101

Installation Started.

Installation has started.

2.

I5212102

Installation Completed.

Installation has completed.

3.

I5212103

Uninstallation Started.

Uninstallation has started.

4.

I5212104

Uninstallation Completed.

Uninstallation has completed.

5.

I5212105

6.

I5212106

Indicates Operating System information.
%s: OS information
All the parameters are valid.

7.

I5212107

Operating System
information - [%s].
All the parameters are
valid.
Current user is root.

8.

I5212108

9.
10.

I5212109
I521210A

Installation path of Hitachi
Storage Library - [%s].
Repair process started.
Repair process completed.

ndicates installation path information.
%s: Installation path
Repair process started.
Repair process completed.

11.
12.

I521210B
I521210C

Upgrade process started.
Upgrade process
completed.

Upgrade installation started.
Upgrade installation completed.

Current user is root.
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)

1.

Messag
e code
0x0201

2.

0x0202

The function
argument
(%s) found
invalid passed as an
empty string.

Function call failed.
%s: Arguments

3.

0x0203

The function
argument
(%s) found
invalid passed as
NULL.

Function call failed.
%s: Arguments

Take the following action.
(1)Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

4.

0x0204

Object
creation failed
for the class
(%s).

Object creation failed.
%s: Class name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the memory usage is
appropriate.
(2) Stop unnecessary applications.
(3) Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.

#

Message

Description

Solution

The call to the
function (%s)
failed. Error
Code =
[0x%08X].

LinuxAPI function call failed.
%s: Function name
0x%08X: Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether accessible from SAP
managed node to the storage system
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has no
problem.
(3) Make sure the firewall setting.
(4) Make sure the IP address of
Controller which has been specified in
the configuration file (For the
configuration file, see Subsection 4.2.2).
(5) Make sure that Hitachi Controller
Tomcat is running (For the confirmation
method, see Section 4.3).
(6) Make sure that Command Control
Interface is running. If Command
Control Interface is not running, start it
(For the startup method, see Subsection
4.2.3).
(7) See section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(8) Follow the countermeasure of the
syslog error.
(9) See the following files according to
the error code and take appropriate
action.
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno-base.h
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno.h
Take the following action.
(1)Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)

5.

Messag
e code
0x0205

6.

0x0206

LUN ID (%s)
not found .
Array serial
number =
(%s).

The volume is assigned to
the storage array, but the
SAP product application
server cannot use the
volume.
%s: Volume information

7.

0x0207

Tag (%s) not
found in the
input data.
Input Data =
(%s).

There is an error in the
configuration file.
%s: Item name
%s: Set value

8.

0x0208

Invalid
Partner ID
passed.
Partner ID =
(%s).

Invalid request has been
received.
%s: Partner ID

#

Message

Description

Solution

The fopen_s()
call failed.
Path = (%s).
Error Code =
[0x%08X].

Error while opening a file.
%s: File path
0x%08X: Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check which applications use the file
in the message, and stop those
applications.
(2) Check whether the file in the
message exists in the installation folder.
If not, perform repair installation. (For
information about how to repair
installation, see Subsection 4.6.2)
(3) Refer to the following file for the
error code, and take actions accordingly.
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno-base.h
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno.h
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the port security is
effective. If not, set it effectively.
(2) Make sure that the volume of the
storage array can be used by the SAP
managed node.
(3) Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
(4) Execute echo "1" >
/sys/class/fc_host/host1/issue_lip.
(5) Restart the server.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Install the Library again. (See Section
4.7 and 4.1 for the reinstallation.)

Take the following action.
1) Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)

9.

Messag
e code
0x0209

10.

0x020A

Another LUN
(%s) is using
the Mount
Point (%s).

Mount point is already
mounted.
%s: Volume information
%s: Mount point

Check the operating environment. (See
Chapters 2 and 3 and Section 6.5.) After
taking the following actions, retry the
operation.
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be accessed
from the SAP managed node.
(2)Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions.
(3)Unmount a mount point.

11. 0x020B

The fopen()
call failed.
Path = (%s).
Error Code =
[0x%08X].

Error while opening a file.
%s: File path
0x%08X: Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check which applications use the file
in the message, and stop those
applications.
(2) efer to the following file for the error
code, and take actions accordingly.
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno-base.h
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno.h

#

Message

Description

Solution

Call to (%s)
failed. Path =
(%s). Error
Code =
[x%08X].

unction call failed.
%s: Function name
%s: Path
0x%08X:
Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Refer to the following file for the
error code, and take actions accordingly.
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno-base.h
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno.h
(2)Refer to Section 6.5 and make sure
that the environment is properly set up
(3)If the error persists after the above
action is taken, record the information
described in Section 6.6 and contacts
your support personnel.

(3)Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
12. 0x020C

Message

Description

Solution

No Disk found
for the
Volume group
= (%s).

A disk does not exist in a
volume group.
%s:Volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a " vgdisplay -C "
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a "
lvdisplay -C volume group name"
command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a " lvdisplay -C logical
volume name" command.
(2)Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.

13. 0x020D

Error found in
the command
output. Msg =
(%s).

The error by a return of CLI
was detected.

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

14. 0x020E

mkdir() call
failed. Path =
(%s). Error
Code =
[0x%08X].

Creating Directory failed.
%s: Argument
0x%08X: Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Refer to the following file for the
error code, and take actions accordingly.
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno-base.h
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno.h

15. 0x020F

rmdir() call
failed. Path =
(%s). Error
Code =
[0x%08X].

Deleting the directly failed.
%s:Argument
0x%08X:Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Make sure that the port security is
effective. If not, set it effectively.
(3) Make sure that the volume of the
storage array can be used by the SAP
managed node.
(4)Refer to the following file for the error
code, and take actions accordingly.
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno-base.h
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno.h
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
16. 0x0210

17. 0x0211

Message

Description

Solution

No Volume
group present
for
the Mount
point: (%s).

A volume group related to a
mount point does not exist.
%s: Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a " vgdisplay -C "
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a "
lvdisplay -C volume group name"
command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a " lvdisplay -C logical
volume name" command.
(2)Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.

Other Logical
volume is
using the
Mount point.
Logical
volume =
(%s).
Mount point =
(%s).

Other volume is using the
Mount point.
%s: LUN
%s: Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that LUN is assigned to a
volume group by a " pvdisplay "
command. If it is not assigned, create a
volume group.
(2) Check that a mount point is
configured by a " lvdisplay -c volume
group name" command by a volume
group. If it is not configured, Configure a
mount point.
Check that a mount point is a target LU .
If it is different, conform LU with the
mount points.
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
18. 0x0212

Message

Description

Solution

Logical
volume not
found on the
system.
Name =
(%s).

Logical volume does not
exist.
%s: Logical volume

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a " vgdisplay -C "
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a "
cat /proc/mounts |grep volume group
name" command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a " pvdisplay -C logical
volume name" command.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.

19. 0x0213

Mount
operation
failed for
Mount point
(%s).

Error while mounting a
volume.
%s: Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a " vgdisplay -C "
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a
“cat /proc/mounts |grep volume group
name” command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a “l pvdisplay -C logical
volume name” command.
(2)Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
(3) Check that the target file system is
not corrupted. If corrupted, repair a file
system.

20. 0x0214

The call to
importvg
failed.
Volume group
= (%s).

Error while Importing a
volume.
%s:Volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether the same VG name is
not used in the target server. If it is
used, change an existing VG name, or
delete VG using a "varyoffvg",
"exportvg" command.
(2) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by a "lsvg" command.
When the following check is not possible,
make the environment that a use case
can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using a
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

21. 0x0215

Unmount
operation
failed for
Mount point
(%s).

Error while unmounting.
%s: Mount point

22. 0x0216

The chmod
command
failed.
Mount point
=(%s).

The chmod command failed.
%s: Mount point

Solution
"lsvg -l volume group name" command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using a "lslv –l logical volume
name" command.
(3) When an error occurs during the
SAP System Refresh scenario
execution, check whether the
unnecessary volume is not remaining in
the target server. If it is, delete the
remaining volume on the storage array
and re-execute the scenario by SAP
System Copy with reference to the “6.8
Taking actions when the volume on the
storage arrays is not deleted.”.
(4) Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.
(5) Check whether there is sufficient OS
disk space. If there is insufficient OS disk
space, add disk space.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the file or the folder is
not opened by other applications.
(2) It is possible that the drive to be
unmounted is specified as the working
directory for SAP Host Agent.
Make sure that the settings for SAP Host
Agent are correct.
After updating the settings, restart SAP
Host Agent.
Check whether there are any errors
listed in System log (syslog), and if there
are, take actions accordingly.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that the Read/Write
permission of the execution user (The
user account with administrator
privileges) is given to a directory
indicated in %s. If it is not given, give
the permission.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions for
the unix message indicated at the same
time.
(3) Refer to the following file for the
error code, and take actions accordingly.
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno-base.h
/usr/include/asm-generic/errno.h
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
23. 0x0217

Message

Description

Solution

No WWN
found on the
system.

No WWN can be detected.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that HBA is built-in a server. If
it is not included, include it.
Check that HBA driver for NPIV is
installed. When there is not it, please
install an HBA driver in HBA for NPIV
support.

24. 0x0218

Invalid
Storage serial
number
found. Serial
number =
(%s).

Invalid serial number of the
storage array is detected.
%s: Serial Number

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Make sure that the input does not
have an error when executing a
scenario.

25. 0x0219

Invalid LDev
found. LDev
Id = (%s).

Invalid LDEV number was
detected.
%s:LDEV

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
Make sure that the input does not have
an error when executing a scenario.

26. 0x021A

Volume group
not found on
the system.
Name =
(%s).

Volume group cannot be
detected

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Make sure whether the target volume
group exists with “vgdisplay-C”
command.
(2) When the following check is not
possible, make the environment that a
use case can execute.
Make sure whether the mount point and
logical volume were configured with “cat
/proc/mounts |grep volume group
name” command.
Make sure that a physical disk is
configured using a " pvdisplay -C volume
name" command.

27. 0x021B

Volume group
is in exported
state. Name
= (%s).

Failed to mount a logical
volume because of
exporting of the volume
group.
%s : volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Import the volume group with
“vgmport volume group name ”
command.
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
28. 0x021C

Message

Description

Solution

Error in file
opening.
Name
= (%s).

Failed to open a file.
%s:file name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether a file indicating the
file name exists.
Install it again when it does not
exist,
(2) Make sure of the authority of a file
indicating a file name.
When there is an issue in authority, set
authority.

29. 0x021D

Property
value cannot
be
retrieved.
Property
name =
(%s).

Failed to recover the
proberty value
%s:Property name

Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

30. 0x021E

Disk without
volume
manager
support is
already
mounted on
different
path.
Disk name =
(%s), Mount
path = (%s).
LUN is already
part of
another
volume
group. LUN
id = (%s).
Volume group
=
(%s).

Disk without volume
manager support has been
already mounted on
different path.
%s:Disk name
%s:Mount path

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.

This LUN has been
registered with another
volume group.
%s:LUN ID
%s:Volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Delete the unnecessary volume
referring to Section 6.8.

LV is already
mounted on
different
path. LV
name =
(%s), Mount
path = (%s).

LV is already mounted on
different path.
%s:LV
%s:Mount path

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Unmount LV from mount point.

31. 0x021F

32. 0x0220

(1) Unmount the disk from the mount
point.
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
33. 0x0221

Message

Description

Solution

opendir() call
failed. Error
msg = (%s).
Directory full
path name =
(%s).
Other Disk is
using the
Mount point.
Disk name =
(%s). Mount
point = (%s).

Failed to call opendir().
%s:Error message
%s:Directory full path name

Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

This mount point is already
used for other disk.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Unmount this disk for this mount
point.

35. 0x0223

Disk not
found on the
system.
Name =
(%s).

This disk is not found in this
system.
%s:Disk name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure whether the network does
not have an issue.
(2) Restart the server.

36. 0x0224

No FC
Adapter found
on the
system.

HBA not found in this
system.

(1) Make sure that HBA is present in the
server.
(2) Make sure that correct driver is
installed.
(3) Restart the server.

37. 0x0225

Output of the
command is
empty.
Command =
(%s).

Output of the command is
empty.

Take the following action.
(1) Check that a failure does not occur in
the SAP managed node. If it occurs, click
the Retry button of SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management after
resolving an issue.

34. 0x0222

Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
38. 0x0226

Message

Description

Solution

Failed to
export
Volume
group.
Volume group
= (%s).

Failed to export Volume
group.
%s:Volume group

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that VG is active.
If this is not active, change this to active.

39. 0x0227

No SCSI
Adapter found
on
the system.

SCSI adapter not found.

(1) Make sure that SCSI adapter is
present in the server.
(2) Make sure that correct driver is
installed in the server.
(3) Restart the server.

40. 0x0228

Cannot delete
Disk device as
disk is
mounted.
Disk name
= (%s).
Mount point =
(%s).

Cannot delete Disk device as
disk is mounted.
%s: Disk name
%s: Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Unmount disk from mount point.

41. 0x0229

Cannot find
file system
type.
Command
output =
(%s).

Cannot find file system type.
%s: Disk information from
system

Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

42. 0x022A

Volume group
(%s) is a part
of different
LUN than the
input LUNs.
LUN id =
(%s), Array
serial number
= (%s).

Volume group (%s) is a part
of different LUN than the
input LUNs.

Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
43. 0x022B

Message

Description

Solution

Volume group
is absent in
the input
LUN. LUN id =
(%s), Array
serial number
= (%s).

Volume group is absent in
the input LUN.%s: LUN id
%s: Array serial number

Take the following action.
Record the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

44. 0x022C

Logical
volume (%s)
of Volume
group (%s)
found in
suspended
state.

The status of LV which is
mounted, is suspend.
%s: LV

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Recover the LV from suspend status.

45. 0x022D

Invalid tag
(%s) found in
the Hitachi
Storage
Library config
file.

There is an invalid tag in
Hitachi Storage Library
configuration file.
%s: Tag name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see Sections 4.7
and 4.1.)

46. 0x022E

Storage
library install
path not
found.
Command
output =
(%s)."

The install path of Hitachi
Storage Library cannot be
detected.

After taking the following action, retry
the operation.
Check that a package of
"hitachi-storage-library-linux-<version
>"is installed using a "rpm –qa"
command. Execute installation if not
installed. (For information about how to
install, see Subsection 4.1.2.)
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Table 7.2.3-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
47. 0x022F

48. 0x0230

Message

Description

Solution

Command
fsck -y failed.
fsck return
code = (%d).
Device name
= (%s).
Please check
the man page
of fsck
command for
return code
details.

"fsck -y"" command failed.
%d:Command return code
%s:Device name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the manual of a "fsck""
command and take actions that supports
a command return code.

Command
fsck -n failed.
fsck return
code = (%d).
Device name
= (%s).
Please check
the man page
of fsck
command for
return code
details.

"fsck -n"" command failed.
%d:Command return code
%s:Device name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the manual of a "fsck""
command and take actions that supports
a command return code.
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Table 7.2.3-4 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Information)
#

Message

Description

Solution

1.

0x2201

Mount Point (%s) does not exist.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

0x2202
0x2203
0x2204
0x2205
0x2206
0x2207

Partner ID = (%s).
FS Type = (%s).
Mount Point = (%s).
LUN Info = (%s).
Option Info = (%s).
Logical volume already unmounted from
the Mount Point (%s).

8.

0x2208

Mount Point (%s) already exists.

9.

0x2209

Mount Point created. Path = (%s).

10.

0x220A

Mount Point deleted. Path = (%s).

11.

0x220B

LUN (%s) already presented to the system.

12.

0x220C

LUN (%s) not presented to the system.

13.

0x220D

Cannot de-activate Volume group as some
Logical volume is in Open state. Volume
group = (%s).

14.

0x220E

Volume group already present on the
system. Name = (%s).

15.

0x220F

Logical volume (%s) already mounted on
the Mount Point (%s).

16.
17.

0x2210
0x2211

WWN name = (%s).
Mounted Logical volume at (%s).

18.

0x2212

Unmounted Logical volume from (%s).

19.
20.

0x2213
0x2214

Final WWN list = (%s).
Volume group imported. Name = (%s).

21.

0x2215

22.

0x2216

Removed disk definition. Disk name =
(%s).
Volume group exported. Name = (%s).

23.

0x2217

24.

0x2218

25.

0x2219

Mount Point (%s) does not
exist.
Partner ID = (%s).
FS Type = (%s).
Mount Point = (%s).
LUN Info = (%s).
Option Info = (%s).
Logical volume already
unmounted from the Mount
Point (%s).
Mount Point (%s) already
exists.
Mount Point created. Path =
(%s).
Mount Point deleted. Path =
(%s).
LUN (%s) already presented
to the system.
LUN (%s) not presented to
the system.
Cannot de-activate Volume
group as some Logical
volume is in Open state.
Volume group = (%s).
Volume group already
present on the system. Name
= (%s).
Logical volume (%s) already
mounted on the Mount Point
(%s).
WWN name = (%s).
Mounted Logical volume at
(%s).
Unmounted Logical volume
from (%s).
Final WWN list = (%s).
Volume group imported.
Name = (%s).
Removed disk definition. Disk
name = (%s).
Volume group exported.
Name = (%s).
The Volume group is already
exported from the
system. Name = (%s).
Disk not managed by Volume
Manager (%s) is
already mounted on the
Mount Point (%s). LUN
id = (%s). Array serial
number = (%s).
Mounted Disk not managed
by Volume Manager
at (%s).

The Volume group is already exported from
the
system. Name = (%s).
Disk not managed by Volume Manager
(%s) is
already mounted on the Mount Point (%s).
LUN
id = (%s). Array serial number = (%s).
Mounted Disk not managed by Volume
Manager
at (%s).
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#

Message

Description

Solution

26.

0x221A

Unmounted Disk not managed by Volume
Manager from (%s).

27.

0x221B

Cannot delete Disk device as Volume group
is in
imported state. Disk name = (%s). Volume
group = (%s).

28.

0x221C

File system on the device (%s) found
consistent by fsck command.

29.

0x221D

File system on the device (%s) has been
corrected by fsck command.

Unmounted Disk not
managed by Volume
Manager from (%s).
Cannot delete Disk device as
Volume group is in
imported state. Disk name =
(%s). Volume
group = (%s).
The file system on the
corrupted device was found.
%s:Device name
The file system on the device
was corrected by FSCK
command.
%s:Device name

Table 7.2.3-5 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Warning)

#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

1.

0x3201

Mount point (%s) not
empty. So mount
point cannot be
deleted.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the mount
point with the name %s does
not exist in the target server. If
it exists, delete it.

2.

0x3202

fsck command will
not be executed. As,
fsck command option
(%s) in the Hitachi
Storage Library
config file is invalid.

Deletion of mount
point (%s) has
failed.
%s: Mount point
After taking the
following action,
retry the
operation.
FSCK command is
not executed. The
set value of
Hitachi
StorageLibrary.co
nf is invalid.
%s:Set value

Take the following actions:
(1) Check whether a correct set
value is set in
fsckCommandOption of Hitachi
StorageLibrary.conf. (For
information about how to set,
see "Table 4.2.2-4 How to
Modify the Configuration File ".)
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7.2.4. when the SAP managed node uses HP-UX
The following tables show the Library messages when the SAP managed node uses HP-UX.
• Table 7.2.4-1 shows Installer Messages (Error).
• Table 7.2.4-2 shows Installer Messages (Information).
• Table 7.2.4-3 shows Error Messages.
• Table 7.2.4-4 shows Information Messages.
• Table 7.2.4-5 shows Warning Messages.

Table7.2.4-1 Hitachi Storage Library Installer Message (Error)
1.

Message
code
E5210301

2.

E5210302

Could not
determine the
install path of
Hitachi Storage
Library.

Detecting the install
path of the Library
failed.

3.

E5210303

Invalid
parameter(s).
Please enter valid
parameter(s).

There is an error in
an input parameter.

4.

E5210304

You are not
logged on as the
root user. Please
log on as the root
user.

A user is not a root
user.

5.

E5210305

Unable to create
the installer log
file. Please
acquire write
permissions on
the /tmp directory
and then try

Installer was unable
to write in the log file.

#

Message

Description

Solution

The script
version %s did
not match with
the installed
version %s of
Hitachi Storage
Library.

Executed the
uninstallation shell of
the version different
from the installed
version.
%s:Script version
%s:Installation
version

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Make sure that the script of a version
displayed by “swlist |grep
HitachiStorageLibrary” command is
executed.
In the case that it is not same, use the
uninstall shell of the version same as
installation version.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Make sure that the package of
HitachStorageLibrary is installed using
“swlist” command. When it is not
installed, execute installation. (See
4.1.2 for how to install)
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Check a parameter to specify with
help option.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that you execute it as a root
user. If the different user, login as a
root user.
(2)Check that you can use "whoami"
command. If you cannot use it, install
OS which "whoami" command
operates.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that the write permission is
given on a /tmp directory. If it is not
given, give the write permission.
(2) Check that the write permission is
given on a
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Table7.2.4-1 Hitachi Storage Library Installer Message (Error)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

again.

6.

E5210306

The current
operating system
is not supported.
Operating system
- [%s].

Target operating
system is not
supported.
%s:Operating
system name

7.

E5210307

Unable to find the
SAP Host Agent
installation path.

SAP Host Agent
installation path
cannot be detected..

8.

E5210308

This file already
exists - [%s].

A file indicated in %s
has already existed.
%s:File name

9.

E5210309

The previous
uninstall was
incomplete.
Please delete the
files in the
installation folder
manually and
then try again.

The previous
uninstall was
incomplete.

10.

E521030A

Hitachi Storage
Library is already
uninstalled.

Library is already
uninstalled.

11.

E521030B

Could not
determine the
install version of
Hitachi Storage
Library.

A version of Library
cannot be found.

Solution
/tmp/HitachiStorageLibraryInstaller.log
file. If it is not given, give the write
permission.
(3) Check that an execution user is a
root user. If the user is not a root user,
change the root user.
(4) Check that a /tmp directory exists.
If it does not exist, create it.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that the version of HP-UX
which is used for installing Library is the
same version as the one listed in
subsection 3.3.1.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Specify a path which SAP Host Agent
is installed.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) When you install Library, uninstall
Library.
(For information about how to uninstall,
see Section 4.7)
(2) When you use a repair installation of
Library, select the repair installation of
Library
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Execute "swlist |grep
HitachiStorageLibrary" command. If the
package name does not show, delete
the following file in the installation
directory.
- libsapacosprep_hit.o
- sapacosprep_hit_version.txt
- libcurl.a
- libcrypto.a
The default installation directory is as
follow,
/usr/sap/hostctrl/exe
There is no action.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether the package of
Hitachi Storage Library is installed
using a "swlist" command. Execute
installation if not installed. (For
information about how to install, see
Subsection 4.1.2.)
Execute repair installation if installed.
(For information about how to repair
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Table7.2.4-1 Hitachi Storage Library Installer Message (Error)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution
installation, see Subsection 4.6.2.)

12.

E521030C

Installation has
been aborted.

13.

E521030D

Uninstallation has
been aborted.

14.

E521030E

Repair process
has been aborted.

15.

E521030F

Hitachi Storage
Library is already
installed. Install
path is %s.

16.

E5210310

This file does not
exist - [%s].

17.

E5210311

Execution of
command [%s]
failed.

18.

E5210312

Upgrade process
has been aborted.

19.

E5210313

Invalid current
version [%s].

The installation is
aborted.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions for
the output message before this
message.
The uninstallation is
After taking the following action, retry
aborted.
the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions for
the output message before this
message.
The repair
After taking the following actions, retry
installation is
the operation.
aborted.
(1)Carry out the corrective actions for
the output message before this
message.
Hitachi Storage
After taking the following actions, retry
Library is already
the operation.
installed.
(1) When you install Library, uninstall
%s:Installation path Library.(For information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7)
(2)When you use a repair installation,
select the repair installation.
A package file does
After taking the following actions, retry
not exist.
the operation.
%s:File Name
(1) Check that the following files exist in
the directory of the installer which you
executed. When they are not existed,
store them.
-HitachiStorageLibrary_depot
-hitachi-storage-library-hpux-<versio
n>.ia64.depot
-HitachiStorageLibrary_HPUX_uninstal
l.sh
Execution of the Unix After taking the following actions, retry
command failed.
the operation.
%s:unix command
(1) Check that the Read/Write
permission of the execution user (a user
account with administrator privileges)
is given to a directory indicated in %s. If
it is not given, give the permission.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions for
the message indicated at the same
time.
Failed to update
After taking the following actions, retry
installation for
the operation.
Hitachi Storage
(1)Follow the measures of the message
Library
output before this message.
The installation
After taking the following actions, retry
version of Hitachi
the operation.
Storage Library is
(1) When installing Library, uninstall
invalid.
Library (For the uninstallation method,
%s:Version
see Section 4.7).
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Table7.2.4-1 Hitachi Storage Library Installer Message (Error)
20.

Message
code
E5210314

21.

E5210315

Invalid input
parameter value [%s]. Function
name - [%s].

22.

E5210316

The [%s]
Operating system
is not supported
by this installer.

23.

E5210317

Upgrade process
has been aborted.

24.

E5210318

25.

E5210319

Installation
cannot proceed
further as higher
version %s of
Hitachi Storage
Library is already
installed on the
system
Log path [%s]
does not exist.

#

Message

Description

Solution

Invalid installed
version [%s].

The installation
version of Hitachi
Storage Library is
invalid.
%s:Version
There is an error in
an input parameter.
%s:input parameter

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) When installing Library, uninstall
Library (For the uninstallation method,
see Section 4.7).
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) When installing Library, uninstall
Library (For the uninstallation method,
see Section 4.7).

The operating
system that
executed
installation is not
supported.
%s:The installation
execution operating
system
The update
installation of Hitachi
Storage Library
failed.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the operating
system to execute Library installation is
HP-UX.
(2) Make sure that the installer is
corresponding to this OS.

A higher version of
Hitachi Storage
Library has been
already installed.
%s:Version

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions for
the output message before this
message.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)When you install Library, uninstall
Library. (For information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7)

Directory does not
exist.
%s:Directory path

After taking the following action, retry
the operation.
(1) Create a directory indicated in %s.
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Table 7.2.4-2 Hitachi Storage Library Installer Message
(Information)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

1.

I5212301

Installation Started.

Installation has started.

2.

I5212302

Installation Completed.

Installation has completed.

3.

I5212303

Uninstallation Started.

Uninstallation has started.

4.

I5212304

Uninstallation Completed.

Uninstallation has completed.

5.

I5212305

Operating System information
- [%s].

6.
7.

I5212306
I5212307

All the parameters are valid.
Current user is root.

Indicates Operating System
information.
%s:OS information
All the parameters are valid.
Current user is root.

8.

I5212308

9.
10.

I5212309
I521230A

Installation path of Hitachi
Storage Library - [%s].
Repair process started.
Repair process completed.

Indicates installation path information.
%s:Installation path
Repair process has started.
Repair process has completed.

11.
12.

I521230B
I521230C

Upgrade process started.
Upgrade process completed.

Update installation has started.
Update installation has completed.
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
1.

Messag
e code
0x0301

2.

0x0302

The function
argument
(%s) found
invalid passed as an
empty string.

Function call failed.
%s:Arguments

3.

0x0303

The function
argument
(%s) found
invalid passed as
NULL.

Function call failed.
%s: Arguments

Take the following action.
(1) Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

4.

0x0304

Object
creation failed
for the class
(%s).

Object creation failed.
%s:Class name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the memory usage is
appropriate.
(2) Stop unnecessary applications.
(3) Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions accordingly.

#

Message

Description

Solution

The call to the
function (%s)
failed. Error
Code =
[0x%08X].

API function call failed.
%s:Function name
0x%08X: Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether accessible from SAP
managed node to the storage system
management server.
(2) Make sure that the network has no
problem.
(3) Make sure the firewall setting.
(4) Make sure the IP address of
Controller which has been specified in
the configuration file (For the
configuration file, see Subsection 4.2.2).
(5) Make sure that Hitachi Controller
Tomcat is running (For the confirmation
method, see Section 4.3).
(6) Make sure that Command Control
Interface is running. If Command
Control Interface is not running, start it
(For the startup method, see Subsection
4.2.3).
(7) See section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(8) Follow the countermeasure of the
syslog error.
Take the following action.
(1) Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
5.

Messag
e code
0x0305

6.

0x0306

LUN ID (%s)
not found .
Array serial
number =
(%s).

The volume has been
assigned to the storage
array, but the SAP managed
node cannot use the
volume.
%s:Volume information

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the port security in
use is effective. If not, set it effectively.
(2) Make sure that the volume of the
storage array can be used by the SAP
managed node.
(3) Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions accordingly.
(4) Execute “ioscan” command.
(5) Restart the server.

7.

0x0307

Tag (%s) not
found in the
input data.
Input Data =
(%s).

Input value is invalid.
%s:Item name
%s:Setting value

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Install the Library again. (See
Section 4.7 and 4.1 for the
reinstallation.)

8.

0x0308

Invalid request has been
received.
%s:Partner ID

Take the following action.
(1) Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

9.

0x0309

Invalid
Partner ID
passed.
Partner ID =
(%s).
Call to (%s)
failed. Path =
(%s). Error
Code =
[x%08X].

Function call failed.
%s:Function name
%s:Path
0x%08X (8 digits
hexadecimal)
:Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make sure
that the environment is properly set up.
If the error persists after the above
action is taken, acquire the information
described in Section 6.6 and contacts
your support personnel.

10.

0x030A

Another LUN
(%s) is using
the Mount
Point (%s).

Mount point is already
mounted.
%s:Volume information
%s:Mount point

Check the operating environment. (See
Chapters 2 and 3 and Section 6.5.) After
taking the following actions, retry the
operation.
(1) Check that the disk has been
recognized.
(2)Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions.
(3)Unmount a mount point.

#

Message

Description

Solution

The fopen_s()
call failed.
Path = (%s).
Error Code =
[0x%08X].

Error while opening a file.
%s:File path
0x%08X:Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check which applications use the file
output in the message, and stop those
applications.
(2) Check whether the file in the
message exists in the installation folder.
If not, perform repair installation. (For
information about how to repair
installation, see Subsection 4.6.2)
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
11. 0x030B

Message

Description

Solution

The fopen()
call failed.
Path = (%s).
Error Code =
[0x%08X].

Error while opening a file.
%s:File path
0x%08X Error code

12. 0x030C

No Disk found
for the
Volume group
= (%s).

A disk does not exist in a
volume group.
%s:Volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check which applications use the file
output in the message, and stop those
applications.
(2)Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions accordingly. If
the problem has not been solved with
the above actions, acquire the
information listed in Section 6.6 and
contact your support personnel.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by "vgdisplay"
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using " lvdisplay"
command.
(2)Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions accordingly.

13. 0x030D

Error found in
the command
output. Msg =
(%s).

The error by a return of CLI
was detected.

Take the following action.
(1) Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

14. 0x030E

mkdir() call
failed. Path =
(%s). Error
Code =
[0x%08X].
rmdir() call
failed. Path =
(%s). Error
Code =
[0x%08X].

Creating the directory failed.
%s:Argument
0x%08X:Error code

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Make sure that the port security in
use is effective. If not, set it effectively.
(3) Make sure that the volume of the
storage array can be used by the SAP
managed node.

15. 0x030F

Deleting the directly failed.
%s:Argument
0x%08X:Error code
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
16. 0x0310

Message

Description

Solution

No Volume
group present
for
the Mount
point: (%s).

A volume group related to a
mount point does not exist.
%s:Mount point

17. 0x0311

Other Logical
volume is
using the
Mount point.
Logical
volume =
(%s).
Mount point =
(%s).

Other volume is using the
Mount point.
%s:LUN
%s:Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by "vgdisplay"
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using "lvdisplay" command.
(2)Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions accordingly.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that LUN is assigned to a
volume group by "pvdisplay" command.
If it is not assigned, create a volume
group.
(2) Check that a mount point is
configured by "lvdisplay" command to a
volume group. If it is not configured,
configure a mount point.
(3) Check that a mount point is a target
LU. If it is different, conform LU with the
mount points.

18. 0x0312

Logical
volume not
found on the
system.
Name =
(%s).

Logical volume does not
exist.
%s:Logical volume

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by "vgdisplay"
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using "pvdisplay" command.
(2) Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions accordingly.
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
19. 0x0313

20. 0x0314

Message

Description

Solution

Mount
operation
failed for
Mount point
(%s).

Error while mounting a
volume.
%s:Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by "vgdisplay"
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using “pvdisplay” command.
(2)Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions accordingly.
(3) Check that the target file system is
not corrupted. If corrupted, repair a file
system.

The call to
importvg
failed.
Volume group
= (%s).

Error while importing a
volume.
%s:Volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether the same VG name is
not used in the target server. If it is
used, change an existing VG name, or
delete VG using "vgchange -an" or
"vgexport" command.
(2) Check the following about a volume
group indicated by "vgdisplay"
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured using
"vgdisplay" command.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using "lavdisplay" command.
(3) When an error occurs during the
SAP System Refresh scenario execution,
check whether the unnecessary volume
is not remaining in the target server. If it
remains, delete the remaining volume
on the storage array and re-execute the
scenario by SAP System Copy with
reference to the “6.8 Taking actions
when the volume on the storage arrays
is not deleted.”.
(4) Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions accordingly.
(5) Check whether there is sufficient OS
disk space. If there is insufficient OS disk
space, add disk space.
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
21. 0x0315

Message

Description

Solution

Unmount
operation
failed for
Mount point
(%s).

Error while unmounting.
%s:Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the file or the folder is
not opened by other applications.
(2) It is possible that the drive to be
unmounted is specified as the working
directory for SAP Host Agent.
Make sure that the settings for SAP Host
Agent are correct.
After updating the settings, restart SAP
Host Agent.
(3)Check whether there are any errors
listed in the system log (syslog), and if
there are, take actions accordingly.

22. 0x0316

The chmod
command
failed.
Mount point
=(%s).

The chmod command failed.
%s:Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that the Read/Write
permission of the execution user (a user
account with administrator privileges) is
given to a directory indicated in %s. If it
is not given, give the permission.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions for
the message indicated at the same time.

23. 0x0317

No WWN
found on the
system.

No WWN can be detected.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check that HBA is built-in a server. If
it is not installed, installed it.
(2) Check that HBA driver is installed.

24. 0x0318

Invalid
Storage serial
number
found. Serial
number =
(%s).

Invalid serial number of the
storage array is detected.
%s:Serial Number

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Make sure that the input does not
have an error when executing a
scenario.

25. 0x0319

Invalid LDev
found. LDev
Id = (%s).

Invalid LDEV number was
detected.
%s:LDEV

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the input does not
have an error when executing a
scenario.

26. 0x031A

Volume group
not found on
the system.
Name =
(%s).

Volume group cannot be
detected
%s:Volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Make sure whether the target volume
group exists using “vgdisplay”
command. When the following check is
not possible, make the environment that
a use case can execute.
- Check that a mount point and the
logical volume are configured.
- Check that a physical disk is
configured using "pvdisplay" command.
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
27. 0x031B

Message

Description

Solution

Volume group
is in exported
state. Name
= (%s).

Failed to mount a logical
volume because of
exporting of the volume
group.
%s:volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Import the volume group using
“vgimport” command.

28. 0x031C

Error in file
opening.
Name
= (%s).

Failed to open a file.
%s:file name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check whether a file indicated by the
file name exists. Install it again, when it
does not exist.
(2) Make sure of the authority of a file
indicated by a file name.
When there is an issue in authority, set
authority.

29. 0x031D

Property
value cannot
be
retrieved.
Property
name =
(%s).

Failed to recover the
property value
%s:Property name

Take the following action.
Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

30. 0x031E

Disk without
volume
manager
support is
already
mounted on
different
path.
Disk name =
(%s), Mount
path = (%s).
LUN is already
part of
another
volume
group. LUN
id = (%s).
Volume group
=
(%s).

A disk which has not been
manage by the volume
manager has already been
mounted on another path.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.

This LUN has been
registered with another
volume group.
%s:LUN ID
%s:Volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1)Delete the unnecessary volume
referring to Section 6.8.

LV is already
mounted on
different
path. LV
name =
(%s), Mount
path = (%s).

This logical volume is
already mounted on
different path.
%s:LV
%s:Mount path

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Unmount the logical volume from
mount point.

31. 0x031F

32. 0x0320

(1) Unmount the disk from the mount
point.

%s:Disk name
%s:Mount path
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
33. 0x0321

Message

Description

Solution

opendir() call
failed. Error
msg = (%s).
Directory full
path name =
(%s).
Other Disk is
using the
Mount point.
Disk name =
(%s). Mount
point = (%s).

Failed to call opendir().
%s:Error message
%s:Directory full path name

Take the following action.
Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

This mount point is already
used for other disk.

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Unmount the disk which has been
mounted on the mount point.

35. 0x0323

Disk not
found on the
system.
Name =
(%s).

This disk is not found in this
system.
%s:Disk name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure whether the network does
not have an issue.
(2) Restart the server.

36. 0x0324

No FC
Adapter found
on the
system.

HBA not found in this
system.

37. 0x0325

Output of the
command is
empty.
Command =
(%s).

Output of the command is
empty.

(1) Make sure that HBA is present in the
server.
(2) Make sure that correct driver is
installed.
(3) Restart the server.
Take the following action.
(1) Check that a failure does not occur in
the SAP managed node. If it occurs, click
the Retry button of SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management after
resolving the issue.

34. 0x0322

38. 0x0326

39. 0x0327

40. 0x0328

Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that VG is active.
If this is not active, change this to active.

Failed to
export
Volume
group.
Volume group
= (%s).
No SCSI
Adapter found
on
the system.

Failed to export Volume
group.
%s:Volume group

SCSI adapter not found.

(1) Make sure that SCSI adapter is
present in the server.
(2) Make sure that correct driver is
installed in the server.
(3) Restart the server.

Cannot delete
Disk device as
disk is
mounted.
Disk name
= (%s).
Mount point =
(%s).

Cannot delete disk device as
disk is mounted.
%s: Disk name
%s: Mount point

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Unmount disk from a mount point.
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
41. 0x0329

42. 0x032A

43. 0x032B

44. 0x032C

45. 0x032D

46. 0x032E

Message

Description

Solution

Cannot find
file system
type.
Command
output =
(%s).
Volume group
(%s) is a part
of different
LUN than the
input LUNs.
LUN id =
(%s), Array
serial number
= (%s).
Volume group
is absent in
the input
LUN. LUN id =
(%s), Array
serial number
= (%s).
Logical
volume (%s)
of Volume
group (%s)
found in
suspended
state.
Invalid tag
(%s) found in
the Hitachi
Storage
Library config
file.

Cannot find the file system.
%s: Disk information from
system

Take the following action.
Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

LUN which has been added
to VG is not the specified
LUN.

Take the following action.
Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

LUN cannot be added to the
volume group.

Take the following action.
Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

Storage
library install
path not
found.
Command
output =
(%s)."

%s:LUN id
%s:Array serial number

The status of LV which is
mounted, is suspended.
%s:LV

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Recover the LV from suspended
status.

There is an invalid tag in
Hitachi Storage Library
configuration file.
%s:Tag name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file. (For information
about the configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.2.)
(2) Reinstall Library. (For information
about how to reinstall, see Sections 4.7
and 4.1.)

The installation path of
Hitachi Storage Library
cannot be detected.

After taking the following action, retry
the operation.
(1)Check that a package of Hitachi
Storage Library is installed using a
"swlist" command. Execute installation,
if not installed. (For information about
how to install, see Subsection 4.1.2.)
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Table 7.2.4-3 Hitachi Storage Library Message (Error)
Messag
#
e code
47. 0x032F

Message

Description

Solution

Command
fsck -y failed.
fsck return
code = (%d).
Device name
= (%s).
Please check
the man page
of fsck
command for
return code
details.

"fsck -y" command failed.
%d:Command return code
%s:Device name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the manual for the “fsck”
command and take corresponding
actions to the command return value.

48. 0x0330

Command
fsck -n failed.
fsck return
code = (%d).
Device name
= (%s).
Please check
the man page
of fsck
command for
return code
details.

"fsck -n" command failed.
%d:Command return code
%s:Device name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Check the manual for the “fsck”
command and take corresponding
actions to the command return value.

49. 0x0331

Volume group
is in
deactivated
state. Name
= (%s).",

Volume group is inactive.
%s:Volume group name

After taking the following actions, retry
the operation.
(1) Change the status of the volume
group which was indicated by %S to the
active status.

50. 0x0332

Cannot
remove Disk
device from
the system.
Disk name =
(%s)."

Disk cannot be removed
from the system.
%s:Disk name

Take the following action.
Acquire the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
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Table 7.2.4-4 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Information)
#

Message

Description

Solution

1.

0x2301

Mount Point (%s) does not exist.

2.

0x2302

Partner ID = (%s).

3.

0x2303

FS Type = (%s).

4.

0x2304

Mount Point = (%s).

5.

0x2305

LUN Info = (%s).

6.

0x2306

Option Info = (%s).

7.

0x2307

Logical volume already unmounted
from the Mount Point (%s).

8.

0x2308

Mount Point (%s) already exists.

9.

0x2309

Mount Point created. Path = (%s).

10.

0x230A

Mount Point deleted. Path = (%s).

11.

0x230B

LUN (%s) already presented to the
system.

12.

0x230C

LUN (%s) not presented to the
system.

13.

0x230D

Cannot de-activate Volume group as
some Logical volume is in Open state.
Volume group = (%s).

14.

0x230E

Volume group already present on the
system. Name = (%s).

15.

0x230F

Logical volume (%s) already
mounted on the Mount Point (%s).

16.

0x2310

WWN name = (%s).

17.

0x2311

Mounted Logical volume at (%s).

18.

0x2312

19.

0x2313

Unmounted Logical volume from
(%s).
Final WWN list = (%s).

20.

0x2314

21.

0x2315

22.

0x2316

This mount point does not exist on the
system.
%s: Mount point
Indicates the partner ID.
%s:Partner ID
Indicates the file system type.
%s: File system type.
Indicates the mount point.
%s: Mount point
Indicates the LUN information.
%s: LUN information
Indicates the option character string.
%s: Option
Logical volume already unmounted
from the this mount point.
%s: Mount point
This mount point exists on the system.
%s: Mount point
Mount point was created.
%s: Mount point
Mount point was deleted.
%s: Mount point
LUN has already been added to the
system.
%s:LUN
LUN has not been added to the
system.
%s:LUN
Volume group cannot be deactivated
as a couple of logical volumes in use
exist in the volume group.
%s: Volume group
Volume group has already been added
to the system.
%s: Volume group
Logical volume has already been
mounted on the mount point.
%s: Logical volume
%s: Mount point
Indicates WWN on the system.
%s:WWN
Logical volume was mounted.
%s: Mount point
Logical volume was unmounted.
%s: Mount point
Indicates the list of WWN to be used.
%s:WWN list
Volume group has been imported.
%s: Volume group name
Indicates the device removal
information.
%s: Device name
Volume group has been exported.
%s: Volume group name

Volume group imported. Name =
(%s).
Removed disk definition. Disk name =
(%s).
Volume group exported. Name =
(%s).
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#

Message

Description

Solution

23.

0x2317

24.

0x2318

The Volume group is already exported
from the
system. Name = (%s).
Disk not managed by Volume
Manager (%s) is
already mounted on the Mount Point
(%s). LUN
id = (%s). Array serial number =
(%s).

25.

0x2319

26.

0x231A

27.

0x231B

Volume group has already been
exported from the system.
%s: Volume group name
Disk which has not been managed by
the volume manager has already been
mounted.
%s:Volume manager
%s:Mount point
%s:LUN number
%s:Array serial number
Disk which has been mounted is not
managed by the volume manager.
%s: Volume Manager
Disk which has been unmounted is not
managed by the volume manager.
%s: Volume manager
Disk cannot be deleted as the volume
group has not been imported.
%s: Disk name
%s: Volume group name

28.

0x231C

29.

0x231D

#
1.

Mounted Disk not managed by
Volume Manager
at (%s).
Unmounted Disk not managed by
Volume
Manager from (%s).
Cannot delete Disk device as Volume
group is in
imported state. Disk name = (%s).
Volume
group = (%s).
File system on the device (%s) found
consistent by fsck command.
File system on the device (%s) has
been corrected by fsck command.

Corrupted file system on the device
has found.
%s: Device name
File system on the device has been
repaired by the “fsck” command.
%s: Device name

Table 7.2.4-5 Hitachi Storage Library Messages (Warning)
Message
Message
Description
Solution
code
0x3301
Mount point (%s) not Deletion of mount After taking the following actions,
empty. So mount
point has failed.
retry the operation.
point cannot be
%s: Mount point
(1) Make sure that the mount
deleted.
point indicated in %s does not
exist in the target server. If it
exists, delete it.
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7.3. Hitachi Storage Controller Messages
This section shows messages for Hitachi Storage Controller. If the message code of the error
is not shown in the following tables, skip the message, and take a corrective action for the
message code of the error in the following line.


Table 7.3-1 shows Popup Messages (Error).



Table 7.3-2 shows Popup Messages (Information).



Table 7.3-3 shows Popup Messages (Warning).



Table 7.3-4 shows Error Messages.



Table 7.3-5 shows Information Messages.



Table 7.3-6 shows Warning Messages.



Table 7.3-7 shows Other Types of Messages.

Table 7.3-1 Hitachi Storage Controller Popup Messages (Error)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

1.

E5010001

Unable to retrieve the
operating system
version information.
For details, see the
installer log file.

Installer
cannot retrieve
OS version
from registry.

2.

E5010002

Operating system is
not supported. The
setup will abort now.

Target
operating
system is not
supported.

3.

E5010003

Unable to retrieve the
operating system
installation type
information. For
details, see the
installer log file.

Installer was
not able to
retrieve OS
information
from registry.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(4) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
Check the following item.
(1) Check whether the OS supports
the installation of Controller (For
information about the supported
OSs, see Subsection 3.3.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(4) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

4.

E5010004

Invalid Port Number.
Please enter a valid
Port Number value.

User has
entered invalid
port address.

5.

E5010005

This Port Number is
not available. Please
enter another value.

User has
entered invalid
port address.

6.

E5010006

7.

E5010007

Deploy directory not
found. For details,
see the installer log
file.
File not found. File:
[%s]. For details, see
the installer log file.

Installer was
not able to find
the installation
folder.
Installer was
not able to find
the file.
%s: File name

8.

E5010008

Unable to set the
path environment
variable. For details,
see the installer log
file.

Installer was
not able to set
the
environment
variable.

9.

E5010009

SendMessageTimeou
t() failed in Refresh
Environment. Please
try installing again.

Timeout
occurred.

10.

E501000A

Unable to create the
installer log file.
Please acquire write
permissions on the C
drive and then try
installing again.

Installer failed
to create the
log file.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the Controller port number.
(A valid value is 80, 8080, or
between 10000 and 20000.)
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the specified port
number is not already taken.
(Specify an unused port number
that is either 80, 8080, or between
10000 and 20000.)
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the file with the
name %s exists.
(2) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(3) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer.
(2) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(3) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following actions.
(1) Stop all applications that use the
installer log file. (For information
about the installer log folder, see
Section 6.6.)
(2) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

11.

E501000B

Unable to access the
installer log file. It
could be locked by
another application.
Please release the
lock and then try
again.

Installer failed
to open the log
file.

12.

E501000C

Controller
failed to start.

13.

E501000D

14.

E501000E

Unable to launch
Tomcat as the
HitachiControllerTom
cat service. Please
reboot the system
and then try installing
again.
Unable to set the
recovery parameters
for the
HitachiControllerTom
cat service. For
details, see the
installer log file.
The removal of the
HitachiControllerTom
cat service failed
during the
uninstallation. For
details, see the
installer log file.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use the
installer log file. (For information
about the installer log folder, see
Section 6.6.)
(2) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
Take the following actions.
(1) Start Controller. (For information
about how to start, see Section
4.3.)
(2) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.

Installation has
failed.

Installer was
not able to
remove the
service during
uninstallation.

Take the following actions.
(1) Check whether
unservice-tomcat.bat exists in the
bin folder under the installation
folder. (For information about the
installation folder, see Section
6.6.)
(2) Stop all applications that use
unservice-tomcat.bat in the bin
folder under the installation folder.
(For information about the
installation folder, see Section
6.6.)
(3) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
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15.

E501000F

Previous uninstall
was incomplete.
Please delete the files
in the installation
folder manually and
then try again.

Aborting
installation
because
previous
uninstallation
was
incomplete.

16.

E5010010

Controller
failed to start.

17.

E5010011

The
HitachiControllerTom
cat service could not
be started during the
installation. For
details, see the
installer log file. Try
starting this service
manually from the
Services Panel.
Unable to remove
Microsoft Visual C++
2008 Redistributable
Package. For details,
see the installer log
file. Try removing it
later manually from
Control Panel.

Delete the installation information
from the registry and execute the
installer again.
(1) Start regedit.
(2) Delete the following folder.
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWA
RE\Wow6432Node\Microsoft\Win
dows\CurrentVersion\Uninstall\{0
3CB47C1-AE65-458C-A7F3-B11F
814D4AAD}
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Stop Hitachi Controller Tomcat.
(For information about how to
stop, see Subsection 4.7.1.)
(2) Delete Hitachi Controller Tomcat
in the Services Window.
(3) Delete the installation folder of
Controller. (Default location:
C:\Program Files
(x86)\Hitachi\Hitachi Storage
Controller).
Take the following actions.
(1) Try to start
HitachiControllerTomcat service
manually. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.
(2) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.

18.

E5010012

Port Number is
empty. Please enter a
valid value.

Port number
has not been
entered.

Installer failed
to remove
VC++ 2008
Redistributable
Package.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that no applications
are using VC++ 2008
Redistributable Package.
(2) Try to remove VC++ 2008
Redistributable Package using
Windows Add or Remove
Programs.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(4) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the Controller port number.
(A valid value is 80, 8080, or
between 10000 and 20000.)
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19.

E5010013

Unable to create the
list. For details, see
the installer log file.

Installation has
failed.

20.

E5010014

Installation has
failed.

21.

E5010015

Unable to install
Microsoft Visual C++
2008 Redistributable
Package. The setup
will abort now. For
details, see the
installer log file.
Unable to install
Apache Tomcat as a
service. The setup
will abort now. For
details, see the
installer log file.

22.

E5010016

Error while reading
the service file
'service-tomcat.bat'.
The setup will abort
now. For details, see
the installer log file.

Installation has
failed.

23.

E5010017

Port Number [%s] is
invalid. Please enter
a valid value.

User has
entered
unusable port
address.
%s: Port
number

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(4) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(2) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) See Chapter 2.
(2) See Chapter 3.
(3) See Section 6.5.
(4) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether
service-tomcat.bat exists in the
bin folder under the installation
folder. (For information about the
installation folder, see Section
6.6.)
(2) Stop all applications that use
service-tomcat.bat in the bin
folder under the installation folder.
(For information about the
installation folder, see Section
6.6.)
(3) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the Controller port number.
(A valid value is 80, 8080, or
between 10000 and 20000.)

Installation has
failed.
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24.

E5010018

Port Number [%s] is
not available.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the Controller port number.
(A valid value is 80, 8080, or
between 10000 and 20000.)

25.

E5010019

26.

E501001A

Uninstallation
failed because
current user
does not have
administrator
privileges.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.

27.

E501001B

You do not have
administrator
privileges. The setup
will abort now. Try
again after logging on
to Windows as a user
with administrator
privileges.
You do not have
administrator
privileges.
Uninstallation will
abort now. Try again
after logging on to
Windows as a user
with administrator
privileges.
Key not found in
registry. Key [%s].
The setup will abort
now.

User has
entered
unusable port
address.
%s: Port
number
Installation
failed because
current user
does not have
administrator
privileges.

The setup is
aborted
because the
given key is
not found in
the registry.
%s: Registry
key name

28.

E501001C

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select Control Panel > Uninstall a
program, and uninstall Controller.
(For information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Select Control Panel > Uninstall a
program, and uninstall Controller.
(For information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.

Display Version key
not found in registry.
The setup will abort
now.

The setup is
aborted
because the
given key is
not found in
the registry.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
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29.

E501001D

Error occurred while
updating Hitachi
Storage Controller.
Error: [%s].

Update
installation to a
new version
failed.
%s: Error code

30.

E501001E

User is trying
to install an
earlier version
than the
currently
installed
version.
%s: Installer
version
%s: Currently
installed
version

31.

E5010025

The setup cannot
downgrade to version
(%s) from the
existing higher
version (%s) of
Hitachi Storage
Controller. To install
the lower version,
first uninstall the
currently installed
version and then try
again. The setup will
abort now.
The
HitachiControllerTom
cat service is
running. Try
upgrading after
stopping the service.
The setup will abort
now.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that update
installation is executed on a user
account with administrator
privileges.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(4) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the currently installed
version and the installer version.
(2) Uninstall Controller (For
information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
(3) Then install the version you
want. (For information about how
to uninstall, see Section 4.1.)

32.

E5010026

Error occurred while
getting the status of
HitachiControllerTom
cat service. The setup
will abort now.

The setup is
aborted
because it was
impossible to
get the status
of
HitachiControll
erTomcat
service.

The setup is
aborted
because
HitachiControll
erTomcat is
running.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop Hitachi Controller Tomcat.
(For information about how to
stop, see Subsection 4.7.1.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop Hitachi Controller Tomcat.
(For information about how to
stop, see Subsection 4.7.1.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
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33.

E5010027

Error occurred while
stopping the
HitachiControllerTom
cat service. The setup
will abort now.

The setup is
aborted
because
HitachiControll
erTomcat
cannot be
stopped.

34.

E5010028

Error occurred while
updating the file.
File: [%s].

Unable to
update the file.
%s: File name

35.

E501002A

Error occurred while
renaming the file.
File: [%s]. The
setup will abort now.

36.

E501002B

Error occurred while
changing the file
format. File: [%s].
The setup will abort
now.

37.

E501002C

Tomcat service with
the name [%s] is
already present.
Please remove the
tomcat service and
try installation again.

The setup is
aborted
because the
file was not
able to be
renamed.
%s: File name
The setup is
aborted
because the
file format was
not able to be
updated.
%s: File name
Hitachi
Controller
Tomcat service
already exists.
%s: Service
name

38.

E501002D

Environment variable
entry with the name
[%s] is already
present and having
wrong value. Please
remove the
environment variable
and try installation
again.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop Hitachi Controller Tomcat.
(For information about how to
stop, see Subsection 4.7.1.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the file with the
name %s is not used by other
applications. If any applications
are using the file, stop those
applications.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the file with the
name %s is not used by other
applications. If any applications
are using the file, stop those
applications.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the file with the
name %s is not used by other
applications. If any applications
are using the file, stop those
applications.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Delete Hitachi Controller Tomcat
with the name %s in the Services
Window.
(2) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) If you use this Adapter, delete
the environment variable with the
name %s.

Environment
variable entry
with the name
already exists.
%s:
Environment
variable name
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39.

E501002E

Installed version %s
of Hitachi Storage
Controller is not
valid. The setup will
abort now.

The setup is
aborted
because
installed
version is
invalid.
%s: Installed
version

40.

E501002F

Installed version of
Hitachi Storage
Controller is not
valid. The setup will
abort now.

The setup is
aborted
because
installed
version is
invalid.

41.

E5010030

Error while creating
the file. File: [%s].
Setup will abort.

An error
occurred while
creating the
file.
%s: File name

42.

E5010031

Directory does not
have read/write
permission.
Directory: [%s].
Setup will abort now.

An error
occurred while
accessing to a
folder.
%s: Folder
name

43.

E5010032

File does not have
read/write
permission. File:
[%s]. Setup will
abort now.

An error
occurred while
accessing to a
file.
%s: File name

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select Control Panel > Uninstall a
program, and uninstall Controller.
(For information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select Control Panel > Uninstall a
program, and uninstall Controller.
(For information about how to
uninstall, see Section 4.7.)
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record the
information described in Section
6.6 and contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the installer is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Carry out the corrective actions
for the errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer.
(3) The OS may not be working
properly. Restart the OS.
(4) Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that this operation is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Make sure that read/write
permission for the user (with
administrator privileges) is given to
the folder (directory) with the
name %s.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that this operation is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Make sure that read/write
permission for the user (with
administrator privileges) is given to
the folder (directory) with the
name %s.
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44.

E5010033

The Specified
Directory path is not
valid. Installation
directory path cannot
contains following
characters: #%^&;'
\n\nPlease select
valid Installation
Directory path.

The installation
failed because
the path
specified for
the installation
folder
contains :#%
^&;'.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
Specify the path which does not
contain :#%^&;' in the installation
folder of Hitachi Storage Controller.

Table 7.3-2 Hitachi Storage Controller Popup Messages
(Information)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

1.

I5011001

Operating System version is:
[%s].

2.

I5011002

3.

I5011003

4.

I5011004

5.

I5011005

Operating System installation
type is: [%s].
Installing in the directory:
[%s].
Tomcat installed on Port
Number: [%s].
File is renamed. File: [%s].

6.

I5011006

7.
8.
9.
10.

I5011007
I5011008
I5011009
I501100A

11.

I501100D

Indicates the version of the operating
system.
%s: OS version
Indicates installation type.
%s: OS type
Indicates installation directory.
%s: Installation directory.
Indicates the port number for Tomcat.
%s: Port number
Indicates file name change.
%s: File name
Indicates an available port number.
%s: Port number
Uninstallation has been aborted.
Installation has been aborted.
Indicates that the port number is available.
Indicates the STONAVM_HOME path.
%s: File path
Indicates the recovery information.

12.

I501100E

13.

I501100F

14.

I5011010

15.

I5011011

16.
17.
18.

I5011012
I5011013
I5011014

19.

I5011015

Port Number is available. Port
Number: [%s].
Uninstallation Aborted.
Installation Aborted.
Port Number is available.
Setting the STONAVM_HOME
path: [%s].
Set the recovery parameters
for HitachiControllerTomcat
service.
Successfully removed the
HitachiControllerTomcat
service.
Started
HitachiControllerTomcat
service.
Installation of VC++
2008Redistributable Package
completed.
Successfully installed Tomcat
as a service.
Deleted vcredist_x86.exe file.
Change the file format.
Deleted the
ConvertFileFormat.exe file.
Updating Environment
variables setting.

Installer has successfully removed the
HitachiControllerTomcat service.
HitachiControllerTomcat service has started.
Installation of VC++ 2008 Redistributable
Package has completed.
Installation of Tomcat has completed.
The file, vcredist_x86.exe, has been deleted.
Format has been changed.
The file, ConvertFileFormat.exe, has been
deleted.
Environment variables are being updated.
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20.

I5011016

Indicates version update information.
%s: Version
%s: Version

21.
22.

I5011017
I5011018

The InstallShield is updating
[%s] version of Hitachi Storage
Controller to [%s] version of
Hitachi Storage Controller.
Setup Aborted.
File created. File: [%s].

23.

I501102A

24.

I501103A

End User License Agreement
has accepted.
The InstallShield Wizard will
install Hitachi Storage
Controller version [%s].

Installation has been aborted.
A file with the name has been created.
%s: File name
A user approved an article of the EULA.
Indicates installation version information.
%s:Version

Table 7.3-3 Hitachi Storage Controller Popup message (Warning)
1.

Message
code
W5012001

2.

W5012002

Server.xml file not found during
the Maintenance operation.
Installer will create the file.

3.

W5012003

Server.xml file not found during
the Upgrade operation. Installer
will create the file.

#

Message

Description

Solution

Environment variable [%s] value
[%s] is not correct. Installer will
update the value.

Environment
variable value
entered already is
not correct. Install
will update the
value.
%s: Environment
variable
%s: Value.

No need to take an action for
this message itself. When
you have to take an action,
an error message is
displayed along with this
message. Take an action for
the error message.

Installer will
create the file
because there is
no file for TOMCAT
during the
Maintenance
operation.
Installer will
create the file
because there is
no file for TOMCAT
during the
Upgrade
operation

No need to take an action for
this message itself. When
you have to take an action,
an error message is
displayed along with this
message. Take an action for
the error message.
No need to take an action for
this message itself. When
you have to take an action,
an error message is
displayed along with this
message. Take an action for
the error message.
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Table 7.3-4 Hitachi Storage Controller Messages (Error)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

1.

E5000001

Failed to load the
Storage Array data
as the data file not
found (no file name).

The path for the
storage array
registration file
cannot be found.

2.

E5000002

Failed to load the
Storage Array data
as the data file not
found. Data File
Name: [%s].

Storage array
registration file
cannot be found.
%s: File name

3.

E5000003

Failed to load the
Storage Array data
as the data is invalid.
Data File Name:
[%s].

Storage array
registration file
cannot be
loaded.
%s: File name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array
using Web UI.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Register the storage array
using Web UI.
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(2) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(4) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Create a backup of
StorageArrayList.xml with a
different name.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array
again using Web UI.
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
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4.

E5000004

Storage Array data
not found in the file
[%s].

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Register the storage array
using Web UI.

5.

E5000005

Failed to save the
Storage Array data in
the file [%s].

No storage
arrays displayed
in the
StorageArrayLis
t.xml file cannot
be found.
%s: File name
Failed to save
the Storage
array
registration data
to the file.
%s: File name

6.

E5000006

Encountered an error
while encrypting the
user password.

Encrypting the
user password
failed.

7.

E5000007

Encountered an error
while encrypting the
user credential file.

Encrypting the
user data file
failed.

8.

E5000008

Encountered an error
while decrypting the
user credential file.

Decrypting the
user data failed.

9.

E5000009

Invalid user data file.

User data
registration file
is invalid.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with the name %s.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
Take the following actions.
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following actions.
(1) Close the applications
currently using user.data.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Change the password using
Web UI.
Take the following actions.
(1) Close the applications
currently using user.data.
(2) Restart Controller. (For
information about how to stop,
see Subsection 4.7.1. For
information about how to start,
see Section 4.3.)
(3) Change the password using
Web UI.
Take the following actions.
(1) Create a backup of user.data
with a different name.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Change the password using
Web UI.
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10.

E500000A

Invalid parameter.

A new password
is entered as an
invalid
parameter.

11.

E500000B

Encountered an error
while creating the
default user account.

Registering user
data failed.

12.

E500000C

CAPI library is not
loaded. Shutting
down the Web
server.

Capi.dll cannot
be loaded.
Tomcat will
stop.

13.

E500000D

Invalid application
configuration
property. Empty
property: [%s].
Shutting down the
Web server.

The indicated
property in
app.properties
is empty.
%s: Property
name

14.

E500000E

Invalid application
configuration
property. File not
found for the
property: [%s] =
[%s]. Shutting down
the Web server.

The contents of
the
app.properties
file are
corrupted.
%s: Property
name
%s: Set value

Take the following actions.
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following actions.
(1) Close the applications
currently using user.data.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Change the password using
Web UI.
Take the following actions.
(1) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file for Controller.
(For information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file for Controller.
(For information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
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15.

E500000F

Invalid application
configuration
property. Folder not
found or unable to
create it for the
property: [%s] =
[%s]. Shutting down
the Web server.

Creating the
indicated folder
failed.
%s: Property
name
%s: Set value

16.

E5000010

Invalid application
configuration
property. Error while
creating the folder for
the property: [%s]
= [%s]. Shutting
down the Web
server.

Creating the
indicated folder
failed.
%s: Property
name
%s: Set value

17.

E5000011

Invalid application
configuration
property. The
property is not set to
a folder. Property:
[%s] = [%s].
Shutting down the
Web server.

Property value is
not specifying
the folder
location.
%s: Property
name
%s: Set value

18.

E5000012

Invalid application
configuration
property. Invalid
integer value.
Property: [%s] =
[%s]. Shutting down
the Web server.

The property
value is invalid.
%s: Property
name
%s: Set value

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the folder that
contains the folder to be
created is read-only. If the
folder is read-only, make it
writable.
(2) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the folder that
contains the folder to be
created is read-only. If the
folder is read-only, make it
writable.
(2) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file for Controller.
(For information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file for Controller.
(For information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
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19.

E5000013

Invalid application
configuration
property. The
property is not set to
a file. Property:
[%s] = [%s].
Shutting down the
Web server.

The property
value is invalid
or has not been
set.
%s: Property
name
%s: Set value

20.

E5000014

Invalid Storage Array
data found while
reading from the file.
Controller 0 IP
Address: [%s],
Controller 1 IP
Address: [%s],
Serial Number:
[%s].

Invalid
assignment is
present in
storageArrayList
.xml or some
values are
invalid.
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
%s: Serial
number of
storage array

21.

E5000015

Exception found.
Stack Trace: [%s].

22.

E5000020

Exception found
while initializing the
log configuration.
Stack Trace: [%s].

Exception is
generated.
%s: Error
detailed
message
The contents of
the
configuration
files are
corrupted.
%s: Error
detailed
message

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
configuration file for Controller.
(For information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Register the storage array
again using Web UI.
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Check the contents of the
log.xml file. (For information
about the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.1.)
(3) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
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23.

E5000021

Errors while
initializing the log.
Please verify whether
conf/app.properties
and conf/log.xml files
are present and
valid. Shutting down
the Web server.

Initialization of
the log output
processing
failed.

24.

E5000022

Invalid log
configuration. Log
entries not found for
the category [%s].

The contents of
the
configuration
files are
corrupted.
%s: Set value

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Check the contents of the
log.xml file. (For information
about the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.1.)
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(4) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
(5) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Check the contents of the
log.xml file. (For information
about the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.1.)
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(4) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
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25.

E5000023

Invalid log
configuration. Log
file path found invalid
for the category
[%s].

The contents of
the
configuration
files are
corrupted.
%s: Set value

26.

E5000024

Exception found
while setting the log
file. Error: [%s].

The contents of
the
configuration
files are
corrupted.
%s: Set value

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Check the contents of the
log.xml file. (For information
about the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.1.)
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(4) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Check the contents of the
log.xml file. (For information
about the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.1.)
(3) Restart Controller. (For
information about how to stop,
see Subsection 4.7.1. For
information about how to start,
see Section 4.3.)
(4) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
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27.

E5000025

Invalid application
configuration
property. Invalid
value property:
[%s] = [%s].
Shutting down the
Web server.

The contents of
the
configuration
files are
corrupted.
%s: Property
name
%s: Set value

28.

E5000026

Failed to load the
Storage Array data
as data is invalid.
Data File Name:
[%s]. Shutting down
the Web server.

Reading the
data file failed.
%s: File name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Check the contents of the
log.xml file. (For information
about the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.1.)
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(4) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with name %s.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array
using Web UI.
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
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29.

E5000027

Invalid application
configuration
property. Empty
property: [%s].

The contents of
the
configuration
files are
corrupted.
%s: Property
name

30.

E5000028

Encountered an error
while accessing the
Storage Array data
file. Shutting down
the Web server.

Reading the
data file failed.

31.

E5000029

Error while reading
the file content. File
Name: [%s].

Reading the file
failed.
%s: File name

32.

E500002A

Error while saving
the file content into
the file: [%s].

Saving the file
failed.
%s: File name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Check the contents of the
log.xml file. (For information
about the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.1.)
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(4) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Close the applications
currently using
StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with name %s.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with name %s.
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33.

E5000032

Error while deleting
the Storage Array
content from the file.
File Name: [%s],
Serial Number:
[%s].

Deleting the
storage array
information
from
StorageArrayLis
t.xml failed.
%s: File name
%s: Serial
number

34.

E5000034

Error while saving
the encrypted
content in the file.
File Name: [%s].
Shutting down the
web server.

An error
occurred while
saving the
encrypted
storage
information.
%s: File name

35.

E5000035

Error while
encrypting file
content. File Name:
[%s]. Shutting down
the web server.

An error
occurred during
encryption.
%s: File name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether
StorageArrayList.xml is not
used by other applications. If
any applications are using the
file, stop those applications.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with name %s.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with name %s.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
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36.

E5000036

Unable to connect to
the Storage Array.
Storage Array will
unregister. Serial
Number: [%s],
Controller 0: [%s],
Controller 1: [%s],
Model: [%s].

Take the following action.
(1) Before you use the storage
array defined by the
information indicated by %s,
register the storage array
using Controller Web UI.

37.

E5000037

Invalid XML element
in Storage Array list
file. Ignoring the
element.

The storage
array
information
indicated by %s
is invalid and is
deleted from the
storage
management
data.
%s: Serial
number
%s: Controller 0
IP address
%s: Controller 1
IP address
%s: Model
An invalid entry
exists in the
storage array
registration file.

38.

E5000038

Error while
encrypting the
Storage Array
account password.

An error
occurred while
encrypting the
password of the
storage array.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contacts your support
personnel.
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39.

E5000039

Unable to connect to
the Storage Array.
Storage Array will
unregister. Serial
Number: [%s], User
Name: [%s], Model:
[%s].

Connection to
the storage
array has failed.
%s: Serial
Number
%s: User Name
%s: Model

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that entered serial
number is used for the storage
array to be used using Hitachi
Storage Navigator.
(2) Make sure that entered user
name and password are
registered with the storage array
to be used using Hitachi Storage
Navigator.
(3) Make sure that Storage
Privileges (View and Modify) has
been assigned to the entered
user name. If it is not, assign it.
(4) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contacts your support
personnel.
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40.

E500003A

Unable to create the
folder. Path: [%s]

Starting Hitachi
Controller
Tomcat failed
because
creating a log
folder failed.

41.

E500003B

42.

E500003C

43.

E500003D

The path for the
vCenter Server
registration file
cannot be found.
Failed to load the
vCenter Server data
as the data file not
found. Data File
Name: [%s].
Failed to load the
vCenter Server data
as data is invalid.
Data File Name:
[%s]. Shutting down
the Web server.

The path for the
vCenter Server
registration file
cannot be found.
The path for the
vCenter Server
registration file
is not found.
%s: file name
Failed to read
because the
registration data
of vCenter
Server is invalid.
%s: File name

Take the following actions.
(1) Make sure that the creation is
executed on a user account with
administrator privileges.
(2) Check that the Read/Write
permission of the execution user
(The user account with
administrator privileges) is given
to a folder indicated in %s.
Make sure of the path of the
app.properties file.

44.

E500003E

vCenter Server data
not found in the file
[%s].

vCenter Server
registered with a
vCenter Server
registration file
cannot be
detected.
%s: File name

45.

E500003F

Failed to save the
vCenter Server data
in the file [%s].

Failed to save
vCenter Server
registration data
to the file.
%s: File name

Make sure that Center Server has
registered. If it is not registered,
see 4.3.3, register vCenter
Server and register
vCenterServer.
The vCenterServerDataList.xml
file failed to read.
Delete
vCenterServerDataList.xml file
and execute the operation again
after rebooting
HitachiTomcatService.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Delete
vCenterServerDataList.xml file.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with the name %s.
(2) When the file which is shown
by %s:file name is prohibited
from writing (Read only), be a
writable.
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
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46.

E5000040

Error while saving
the encrypted
content in the file.
File Name: [%s].
Shutting down the
web server.

An error was
generated while
encrypted
vCenter Server
information was
saved.
%s:File Name

47.

E5000041

Error while deleting
the vCenter Server
content from the file.
File Name: [%s].

An error was
generated while
encrypted
vCenter Server
information was
deleted.

48.

E5000042

Error while
encrypting the
vCenter Server
account password.

An error was
generated while
encrypting the
pass word of
vCenter Server.

49.

E5000043

Operation type is not
same for each
volume in clone
operation.

Volume type of
the volume
targeted for
scenario
execution
varies.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with the name %s.
(2) When the file which is shown
by %s:file name is prohibited
from writing (Read only), be a
writable.
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications that use
the file with the name %s.
(2) When the file which is shown
by %s:file name is prohibited
from writing (Read only), be a
writable.
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
Record the information described
in Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Do not use
ShadowImage/Copy-on-write
Snapshot/Thin image/True Copy
together in the volume targeted
for scenario execution.
(2) Modify the application
property file and set not to create
CTG at scenario execution. (For
information about how to set, see
Table 4.2.1-2 ""How to Modify the
Application Property File"".)"
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50.

E5000045

Failed to get the
Consistency Group
ID. All the
Consistency Group
ID are in use or there
is a resource lock.
Storage Serial: [%s].

All CTG is used.
Alternatively,
resource lock
has occurred.
%s:Storage
Serial Number

51.

E5000046

Invalid Consistency
group Id found for
Shadow Image Pair
creation. Consistency
Group ID: [%s].

Invalid
Consistency
Group ID was
found when
creating a
Shadow Image
pair.
%s:Consistency
Group ID

52.

E5000047

Invalid application
configuration
property. Invalid
boolean value.
Property: [%s] =
[%s]. Shutting down
the Web server.

The set value
of .use.ctg.for.p
air of the
app.properties
file is invalid.
%s:Property
name

53.

E5000048

Pool type is not same
to run Copy
operation. User has
to select either COW
pool or HTI pool.

Volume type of
the volume
targeted for
scenario
execution
varies.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the maximum number
of CTG is not created.
(2) Check that resource lock has
occurred. If resource lock has
occurred, pause for a moment.
(3) Modify the application
property file and set not to create
CTG at scenario execution.(For
information about how to set, see
Table 4.2.1-2 ""How to Modify the
Application Property File"".)
(4) Make sure that Hitachi
Controller Tomcat is running (For
information about how to check,
see Section 4.3.)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check CTG#0-127 has
sufficient space.
(2) Check the maximum number
of CTG is not created.
(3) Modify the application
property file and set not to create
CTG at scenario execution.(For
information about how to set, see
Table 4.2.1-2 ""How to Modify the
Application Property File"".)
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the configuration file of
Controller and confirm that the
set value of use.ctg.for.pair is
correct. (For information about
configuration files, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Reinstall Controller.(See
Section 4.7 and 4.1 for the
reinstallation.)"
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Do not use
ShadowImage/Copy-on-write
Snapshot/Thin image together in
the volume targeted for scenario
execution.
(2) Modify the application
property file and set not to create
CTG at scenario execution. (For
information about how to set, see
Table 4.2.1-2 ""How to Modify the
Application Property File"".)"
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54.

E5000049

Invalid Target Pool.
Target Pool UUID:
[%s], Target Pool
Type: [%s].

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.

55.

E500004A

Selected Target Pool
[%s] not present in
the Target Storage
[%s].

56.

E500004B

For the volume, the
Target Pool should be
selected as the same
Physical Storage as
Source. P-VOL UUID:
[%s].

57.

E500004C

Unable to process
with the storage
combination. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL
Physical-Serial:
[%s], S-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
S-VOL
Physical-Serial:
[%s].

58.

E500004D

59.

E500004E

Unable to process
with the storage,
pool, and FullCopy
combination.
FullCopy should be
checked for
TrueCopy. P-VOL
UUID: [%s], Target
Pool UUID: [%s],
Target Pool Type:
[%s].
The Target Pool should be
selected in the same
Physical Storage as the
other Target Pools.
P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL Virtual-Serial:
[%s], S-VOL
Physical-Serial: [%s],
Target Pool UUID: [%s].

UUID of the
target pool is
invalid.
%s:Target Pool
UUID
Specified target
pool does not
exist in the
specified
storage.
%s: Target pool
ID
%s: Serial
number
Storage pool
that is different
from the
physical serial
number in the
copy source is
selected.
%s: P-Vol UUID
Storage
combination is
not supported.
%s: P-VOL
virtual storage
serial
%s: P-VOL
physical storage
serial
%s: S-VOL
virtual storage
serial
%s: S-VOL
physical storage
serial
Combination of
FullCopy check
and the storage
or pool is not
supported.

The copy
destination storage
is different from the
copy destination
storage of the target
volume for another
scenario execution.

(1) Select the storage which is the same
as the copy destination storage of the
target volume for another scenario
execution.
(2) Modify the application property file
and set not to create CTG at scenario
execution. (For information about how
to set, see Table 4.2.1-2 "How to Modify
the Application Property File".)

Take the following action.
(1) Check that the combination of
the specified target pool and the
storage is correct.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1.For information about how
to restart it, see Section 4.3.)
Take the following action.
(1) Select the pool with the
physical serial number that is the
same as the one in the copy
source.

Take the following action.
(1) Check that the combination of
the volumes in the copy source
and the copy destination is
supported by the storage.

Take the following action.
(1) Check that the combination of
the volumes in the copy source
and the copy destination is
supported by the storage.
(2) Check that the setting of the
FullCopy option is correct.
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60.

E5001001

Serial number of
the storage
array is invalid.

61.

E5001002

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.

62.

E5001003

Unable to process the
Storage Array edit
request. The Storage
Array serial number
not found.
Unable to process the
Storage Array
unregister request.
The Storage Array
serial number not
found.
Unable to process the
Storage Array
unregister request.
Data not found for
the Storage Array
serial number:
[%s].

63.

E5001004

Unregistering the
Storage Array failed.
Storage Array Serial
Number: [%s].

Writing to the
storage array
DB
(StorageArrayLi
st.xml) failed.
(Other
applications are
using the file.)
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

Serial number of
the storage
array is invalid.

Unregistering
the registration
data for the
storage array
failed because it
has already
been
unregistered.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Close the applications
currently using
StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Close the applications
currently using
StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
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64.

E5001005

New Password values
you entered do not
match.

Take the following action.
(1) Enter the same value for New
Password and Retype
Password.

65.

E5001006

Failed to update the
Storage Array data.
Please try again
later. For details, see
the Hitachi Storage
Controller logs.

The two
password values
you entered for
password
change request
are not the
same.
Writing to the
storage array
DB
(StorageArrayLi
st.xml) failed.
(Other
applications are
using the file.)

66.

E5001007

Failed to register the
Storage Array. For
details, see the
Hitachi Storage
Controller logs.

Writing to the
storage array
DB
(StorageArrayLi
st.xml) failed.
(Other
applications are
using the file.)

67.

E500100B

Login failed due to
invalid Login ID or
password. Please try
again with correct
credentials.

Login failed.
Entered user
name or
password is not
correct.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Close the applications
currently using
StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Close the applications
currently using
StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used by using Web UI.
Take the following action.
(1) Enter the correct user name
and password.
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68.

E500100C

The Change
Password action
failed. User not
found. Please login
and then try again.

Changing the
password failed.
User cannot be
found.

69.

E500100D

The Password is
not correct.

70.

E500100E

Invalid Current
Password. Please
enter the correct
current password.
Failed to update the
password. For
details, see the
Hitachi Storage
Controller logs.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Close the applications
currently using user.data.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Enter the password before
change.

71.

E500100F

Invalid User Name.
The allowed User
Name string length
can range from [%d]
to [%d] characters.

72.

E5001010

Invalid User Name.
The characters
allowed in the User
Name string are:
[%s].

73.

E5001011

Invalid Password.
The allowed
Password string
length can range
from [%d] to [%d]
characters.

The length of the
user name is out
of range.
%d: Minimum
number of
acceptable input
characters
%d: Maximum
number of
acceptable input
characters
Invalid
characters are
used in the user
name.
%s: List of
acceptable
characters for a
user name
The length of the
password is out
of range.
%d: Minimum
length of the
password
%d: Maximum
length of the
password

Updating the
password
information in
the user.dat file
failed.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Close the applications
currently using user.data.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
Take the following action.
(1) Enter the correct user name
for account authentication.

Take the following action.
(1) Enter the user name for
account authentication.

Take the following action.
(1) Enter the password for
account authentication.
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74.

E5001012

Invalid Password.
The characters
allowed in the
Password string are:
[%s].

Take the following action.
(1) Enter the password for
account authentication.

75.

E5001013

Invalid Controller 0
IP Address. Please
enter a valid value.

Invalid
characters are
used in the
password.
%s: List of
acceptable
characters for a
password
Controller 0 IP
address is not
valid.

76.

E5001014

Invalid Controller 1
IP Address. Please
enter a valid value.

Controller 1 IP
address is not
correct.

77.

E5001015

Controller 0 and
Controller 1 IP
addresses must be
different.

The same IP
address was
entered for
Controller 0 and
Controller 1.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check that the entered
Controller 0 IP address is
correct. You can check the IP
address of the storage array
using Storage Navigator.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check that the entered
Controller 1 IP address is
correct. You can check the IP
address of the storage array
using Storage Navigator .
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter different IP addresses
for Controller 0 and Controller
1.
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78.

E5001017

Unable to connect to
the Storage Array.
For details, see the
Hitachi Storage
Controller logs.

Connecting to
the storage
array failed.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Check that the entered IP
address is correct. You can check
the IP address of the storage
array using Storage Navigator .
(2) Check the network and make
sure that communication with the
storage array is available. If the
above measures cannot resolve
the issue, the error is caused by a
control command for the storage
array. For details, see Section
6.5.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running and
contents of the setup file is
correct. (For information about
how to start and how to setup,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) If there is unused storage
command device in the
Command Control Interface
configuration definition file,
delete it.
(6) Confirm that the entered user
name and password meet the
following conditions:
Being registered with the
storage array to use.
The number of letters and
letters must meet an
available condition of the
Command Control
Interface.(Confirm it with
reference to "Command
Control Interface Reference
Guide")
Operation privileges of
resource groups must being
assigned.
The thing which is the same
as VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000
registered in Hitachi Storage
Controller.
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79.

E5001018

The number of
registered Storage
Arrays has already
reached the
maximum limit [%d].
No further
registrations are
possible.

80.

E5001019

No active session
found. Please click on
Continue to Login.

Description

The number of
registered
storage arrays
has already
reached the
maximum limit.
%d: Maximum
number of
registered
storage arrays
No active
session can be
found.

Solution
(7) Make sure that entered serial
number is used for the storage
array to be used. When you use
VSP G1000, make sure that the
number is the six digits which has
"3" to the head of serial number.
(8) Confirm that the entered
serial number is a serial number
of the storage device to use
Storage Navigator.
(9)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Delete registration data for
unnecessary storage arrays.

Take the following action.
(1) Try to log in again. .
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81.

E500101A

Storage Array serial
number did not
match. For details,
see the Hitachi
Storage Controller
logs.

The serial
number data in
the storage
array DB
(StorageArrayLi
st.xml) and the
same data in the
memory of
Controller have
different values.

82.

E500101C

Storage Array serial
number did not
match. Current
Value: [%s], Actual
Value: [%s].

83.

E500101D

84.

E500101E

Login failed. Login ID
or password
incorrect. User
Name: [%s].
Invalid Controller 0
IP Address.
Controller 0: [%s].

Data mismatch
occurs while
storage
information is
edited.
%s: Current
input value
%s: Actual
value
User login
information is
invalid.
%s: User name
Controller 0 IP
address is not
valid.
%s: IP address

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the IP address
you entered is the correct IP
address of the storage array
you want to edit.
(2) Use Storage Navigator and
check the IP address of the
storage array you want to edit.
Enter the IP address as exactly
shown in Storage Navigator .
If the above measures cannot
resolve the issue, the error is
caused by a control command
for the storage array. Refer to
Section 6.5.
If the error persists after the
above actions are taken, retry the
operation after taking the
following actions.
(1) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
Take the following action.
(1) The error is caused by a
control command for the storage
array. Refer to Section 6.5.

85.

E500101F

Invalid Controller 1
IP Address.
Controller 1: [%s].

Controller 1 IP
address is not
valid.
%s: IP address

Take the following action.
(1) Enter the correct user name
and password.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check that the entered
Controller 0 IP address is correct.
You can check the IP address of
the storage array using Storage
Navigator .
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check that the entered
Controller 1 IP address is correct.
You can check the IP address of
the storage array using Storage
Navigator .
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86.

E5001020

IP addresses must be
different. Controller
0: [%s], Controller
1: [%s].

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter different IP addresses
for Controller 0 and Controller 1.

87.

E5001022

Controller 0 IP
Address cannot be
empty. Please enter
a valid value.

The same IP
address was
entered for
Controller 0 and
Controller 1.
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
Controller 0 IP
address setting
is empty.

88.

E5001023

Controller 1 IP
Address cannot be
empty. Please enter
a valid value.

Controller 1 IP
address setting
is empty.

89.

E5001024

New password should
not be same as the
current password.

The current and
new passwords
are the same.

90.

E5001025

Failed to read the
version information
from the Version.txt
file.

The version file
cannot be read.

91.

E5001026

The User Name
box is empty.

92.

E5001027

User Name cannot be
empty. Please enter
a valid value.
Invalid Storage
Serial. Storage Serial
must be a length
of %d.

93.

E5001028

The Password
box is empty.

94.

E5001029

Password cannot be
empty. Please enter
a valid value.
Storage Serial cannot
be empty. Please
enter a valid value.

The digit
number of an
input serial
number of the
storage array is
invalid.
%d:digit
number

The Serial
number box is
empty.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the Controller 0 IP
address. You can check the IP
address of the storage array
using Storage Navigator.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the Controller 1 IP
address. You can check the IP
address of the storage array
using Storage Navigator.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter a different password for
the new password than the
current password.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether version.txt
exists. If not, reinstall Controller.
(For information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the user name.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[VSP]
(1) Input a serial number with
five digits.
[HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) Input a serial number with
six digits.
Make sure of the serial number of
the storage array to use with
Storage Navigator.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter a password.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter a serial number.
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95.

E500102A

Unable to process the
Storage Array edit
request. Data not
found for the Storage
Array serial number:
[%s].

The User Name
box is empty.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.

Invalid Storage Serial
Number. The allowed
Storage Serial
Number length can
range from %d
to %d.

The digit
number of an
input serial
number is
invalid.
%d:Valid digit
number(minimu
m length)
%d:Valid digit
number
(maximum
length)

96.

E500102B

[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Close the applications
currently using
StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Register a storage array
having a serial number with %s.
(3)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the environment
is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[VSP]
(1) Input a serial number with
five digits.
[HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1) Input a serial number with six
digits.
Check the serial number of the
storage array to use using
Storage Navigator.
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97.

E500102C

URL of vCenter
Server is invalid.

Make sure that the input format
of URL and the input URL are
valid.

98.

E500102D

URL of vCenter
Server cannot
be detected.

Execute the operation again after
restart of Hitachi Tomcat Service.
HitachiTomcatService.

99.

E500102E

URL of vCenter
Server cannot
be detected.

Execute the operation again after
restart of Hitachi Tomcat Service.

100.

E500102F

Invalid vCenter
Server URL.
Please Enter a valid
URL.
Unable to process the
vCenter
Server edit request.
The vCenter
Server URL not
found.
Unable to process the
vCenter
Server unregister
request. The
vCenter Server URL
not found.
Unable to process the
vCenter
Server unregister
request. Data
not found for the
vCenter Server
URL: [%s].

URL of vCenter
Server is invalid.

Failed to unregistration
vCenterServer.
Make sure whether
vCenterServerDataList.xm file is
not locked. When it is locked,
execute the operation again after
unlocked.

101.

E5001030

Unregistering the
vCenter Server
failed. vCenter
Server URL: [%s].

URL of vCenter
Server is invalid.

Failed to unregistration
vCenterServer.
Make sure whether
vCenterServerDataList.xm file is
not locked. When it is locked,
execute the operation again after
unlocked.

102.

E5001031

Unable to process the
vCenter Server edit
request. Data not
found for the vCenter
Server URL: [%s].

Make sure whether
vCenterServerDataList.xm file is
not locked. When it is locked,
execute the operation again after
unlocked.

103.

E5001032

Failed to update the
vCenter Server data.
Please try again
later. For details, see
the Hitachi Storage
Controller logs.

URL of vCenter
Server is invalid.
vCenterServerD
ataList.xml file
cannot be
updated.
URL of vCenter
Server is invalid.
vCenterServerD
ataList.xml file
cannot be
updated.

104.

E5001033

URL of vCenter
Server is empty.

Execute the operation again after
restart of Hitachi Tomcat Service.

105.

E5001034

vCenter Server URL
should not be empty.
Enter valid value.
Unable to connect
the vCenter Server.
vCenter Server Url:
[%s].

Cannot connect
to vCenter
Server.
%s:vCenter
Server
URL

Make sure that input URL is
correct

Make sure whether
vCenterServerDataList.xm file is
not locked. When it is locked,
execute the operation again after
unlocked.
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106.

E5001035

The number of
registered vCenter
Server has already
reached the
maximum limit [%d].
No further
registrations are
possible.

The maximum number of vCenter
Server is registered
Unregister the unnecessary
vCenter Server and execute the
operation again.

107.

E5001036

Invalid port number.
The port number
must be in range
[%d] to [%d].

Could not
register it in
order that the
number of
vCenter server
to register
exceeded the
maximum.
%d:Maximum
registration
value
Invalid port
number.
%d:Minimum
value
%d:Maximum
value

108.

E5001037

Invalid User Name or
Password. Please
enter valid value.

Failed to
connection with
vCenterServe

UserName or Password is invalid.
Input UserName or Password
definitely.

109.

E5001038

Invalid vCenter
Server URL. vCenter
Server URl: [%s].

URL of vCenter Server is invalid.
Make sure that the input URL is
valid.

110.

E5001039

111.

E500103A

Failed to register the
vCenter Server data.
Please try again
later. For details, see
the Hitachi Storage
Controller logs.
Failed to register the
vCenter Server data.
vCenter Server Url:
[%s].

Failed to
connection of
vCenterServer
in the input URL
%s:vCenter
Server
Failed to
registration data
of
vCenterServer

Make sure whether
vCenterServerDataList.xm file is
not locked. When it is locked,
execute the operation again after
unlocked.

112.

E500103B

Failed to update the
vCenter Server data.
vCenter Server Url:
[%s].

113.

E500103C

Unable to connect
vCenter Server.
Please enter valid
vCenter Server Url.

Failed to
registration data
of
vCenterServer
%s:vCenter
Server URL
Failed to update
data of
vCenterServer.
%s:vCenter
Server URL
Failed to
connection with
vCenterServer
%s:vCenter
Server URL

The available port is 65535 from
1.
Specify a port in this range.

Make sure whether
vCenterServerDataList.xm file is
not locked. When it is locked,
execute the operation again after
unlocked.

Make sure whether
vCenterServerDataList.xm file is
not locked. When it is locked,
execute the operation again after
unlocked.
URL of vCenter Server is invalid.
Make sure that the input URL is
valid.
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114.

E500103D

Unable to connect
vCenter Server.
Please enter valid
vCenter Server Url.
vCenter Server Url:
[%s].

URL of vCenter Server is invalid.
Make sure that the input URL is
valid.

115.

E500103E

116.

E500103F

Unable to connect
vCenter Server.
Invalid vCenter
Server or credentials.
Invalid host name
length. Host name
length should be in
between [%d] to
[%d].

Failed to
connection with
vCenterServer.
Specify the valid
URL.
%s:vCenter
Server URL
Unable to
connect
vCenterServer.
The length of the
host name is
invalid.
%d: Minimum
number of
acceptable input
characters
%d: Maximum
number of
acceptable input
characters

Type the host name in the range
from 1 to 255 characters.

117.

E5001040

Invalid label length of
host name. Label
length should be in
between [%d] to
[%d].

Type the label of the host name in
the range from 1 to 63
characters.

118.

E5001042

Invalid vCenter
Server Url. The
allowed max length
for URL is: [%d]

119.

E5001043

Unable to edit
Storage Array. There
is already SAP
operation is running
with this Storage
Serial.
Serial: [%s].

The label length
of the host name
is invalid.
%d: Minimum
number of
acceptable input
characters
%d: Maximum
number of
acceptable input
characters
The URL length
of vCenter
Server is invalid.
%d:Maximum
number of
acceptable input
characters
Storage array
information
cannot be edited
because the
storage has
been used in the
scenario of
Hitachi Storage
Adapter.
%s:Storage
serial

URL of vCenter Server is invalid.
Make sure that the input URL is
valid.

Type the URL of vCenter Server in
the range from 1 to 255
characters.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Wait for the completion of the
scenario of Hitachi Storage
Adapter in the storage of the
serial number indicated in %s.
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120.

E5001044

Unable to register
Storage Array. There
is already SAP
operation is running
with this Storage
Serial. Serial: [%s].

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Wait for the completion of the
scenario of Hitachi Storage
Adapter in the storage of the
serial number indicated in %s.

121.

E5002001

Invalid request
(Request ID not
found).

Storage array
information
cannot be
registered
because the
storage has
been used in the
scenario of
Hitachi Storage
Adapter.
%s:Storage
serial.
Invalid request
has been
received.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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122.

E5002002

Authentication failed
as App Key: [%s]
did not match.
Request ID: [%s].

Invalid request
has been
received.
%s: Application
key
%s: Request ID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable
(2)Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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123.

E5002003

Invalid number of
response data items
passed: [%d].

Invalid request
has been
received.
%d: Received
value

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Controller. (For
information about how to stop,
see Subsection 4.7.1. For
information about how to start,
see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2)Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3).
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.).
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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124.

E5002004

Invalid request.
Request ID: [%s],
Action: [%s].

Invalid request
has been
received.
%s: Request ID
%s: Action

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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125.

E5002005

Insufficient data. One
or more parameters
are missing.

Invalid request
has been
received.

126.

E5002006

Storage Array not
found for Serial
Number [%s].

Storage array is
not available for
the given serial
ID.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3)Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure whether vCenter
server managing SAP managed
node in SAP Landscape
Virtualization Management is
registered normally. (For the
procedure of registration, see
Subsection 4.4.2.)
(5) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(6) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(7) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Register the storage array
again using Web UI.
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127.

E5002007

No data found for the
request: [%s].

Invalid request
has been
received.
%s: Request
name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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128.

E5002008

Process has never
been started.
Request ID: [%s].

Invalid request
has been
received.
%s: Request ID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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129.

E5002009

Encountered an error
while processing the
request. Request ID:
[%s], Action: [%s].

Invalid request
has been
received.
%s: Request ID
%s: Action

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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130.

E500200A

Invalid request
(Request ID or App
Key not found).

Invalid request
has been
received.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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131.

E500200B

Encountered an error
while processing the
request. Request ID:
[%s].

Invalid request
has been
received.
%s: Request ID

132.

E500200C

No Storage Array
found.

No storage
arrays can be
found.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Register the storage array
using Web UI.
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133.

E500200D

Insufficient data. No
export path received.

Invalid request
has been
received.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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134.

E500200E

Insufficient data. No
volume data
received.

Invalid request
has been
received.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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135.

E500200F

Error while sending
the error status in
XML. Request ID:
[%s], Action: [%s].

Invalid request
has been
received.
%s: Request ID
%s: Action

136.

E5003001

Failed to load the
CAPI library: [%s].

An error
occurred during
while loading
capi library.
%s: Library
name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following actions.
(1) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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137.

E5003002

CAPI library is not
loaded.

An error
occurred during
while loading
capi library.

138.

E5003003

Invalid or NULL
access information.

Invalid request
has been
received.

139.

E5003004

No active session
found.

Enabled active
session cannot
be found.

Take the following actions.
(1) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Try to log in again.
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140.

E5003005

Storage Array model
not supported. Serial
Number [%s],
Model: [%s].

The storage
array is not
supported.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
%s: Model of the
storage array

Take the following action.
(1) You must register a supported
storage array. (For information
about supported storage
arrays, see Section 3.4.)
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141.

E5003006

Failed to connect to
the Storage Array.
Serial Number:
[%s], Model: [%s].

Connecting to
the storage
array failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
%s: Model of the
storage array

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP managed
node.
(2) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(3) Make sure that the Storage
array can be accessed from the
SAP management server.
(4) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(5) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(6) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in
the Windows log (System) of
Event Viewer.
(7) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
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(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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142.

E5003007

Encountered an error
while connecting to
the Storage Array.
Serial Number:
[%s], Model: [%s].

Connecting to
the storage
array failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
%s: Model of the
storage array

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
managed node.
(2) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(3) Make sure that the Storage
array can be accessed from the
SAP management server.
(4) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(5) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(6) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in
the Windows log (System) of
Event Viewer.
(7) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
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E5003008

Message

Invalid or empty Host
Group UUID is
returned.

Description

An operation on
the host group
failed.

Solution
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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144.

E5003009

Failed to retrieve the
LUN UUID. LUN ID:
[%s].

Detecting the
LUN failed.
%s: Volume
information

145.

E500300A

Failed to get the
Visible Port List for
WWN/iSCSI Name
[%s].

An error
occurred while
getting enabled
port
information.
%s: WWN or
iSCSI name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that the LU is not
deleted from the storage
arrays.
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in
the Windows log (System) of
Event Viewer.
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146.

E500300C

Failed to add Target
End Point [%s] on
Port [%s].

An error
occurred while
adding the
target end point
to the port.
%s: WWN
%s: Port
number

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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147.

E500300D

Encountered an error
while presenting the
LUN to Target End
Point [%s].

An error
occurred while
adding the
target end point
to the port.
%s: WWN

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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148.

E500300E

Failed to create Host
Group for Target End
Point [%s] on Port
[%s].

Creating a host
group failed.
%s: Target end
point name
%s: Port
number

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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149.

E500300F

Encountered an error
while presenting
Target End Point
[%s] on Port [%s].

An error
occurred while
mapping the
target end point.
%s: Target end
point name
%s: Port
number

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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150.

E5003010

Encountered an error
while removing
Target End Point
[%s].

An error
occurred while
deleting the
target end point.
%s: Target end
point name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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151.

E5003011

Encountered an error
while removing the
Target End Point
[%s] on port [%s].

An error
occurred while
deleting the
target end point.
%s: Target end
point name
%s: Port
number

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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152.

E5003012

Encountered an error
while processing the
task: [%s].
Message: [%s].

An error
occurred while
processing the
task.
%s: Task name
%s: Detailed
error message

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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153.

E5003013

Host Group Name or
Port UUID is empty.

An operation on
the host group
failed.

After take the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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154.

E5003014

Host Group UUID or
Target End Point is
empty.

An operation on
the host group
failed.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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155.

E5003015

Host Group UUID or
Volume UUID is
empty.

An operation on
the host group
failed.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Controller. (For
information about how to stop,
see Subsection 4.7.1. For
information about how to start,
see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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156.

E5003017

Host Group UUID or
Target End Point is
empty.

An operation on
the host group
failed.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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157.

E5003018

Host Group UUID or
Port UUID is empty.

An operation on
the host group
failed.

158.

E5003019

Rollback is not
allowed on this
process.

Processing a
rollback request
failed.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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159.

E500301A

Rollback Request ID
not found.

Rollback request
ID cannot be
found.

160.

E500301B

Rollback has already
been attempted.

161.

E500301C

There are [%d]
rollback failures.

An error
occurred
because rollback
has already
been attempted.
Processing a
rollback failed.
%d: Rollback ID

162.

E500301D

Failed to save the
rollback failures.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.

The rollback
failures were not
saved.
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163.

E500301E

Invalid task. Task
Name: [%s].

An error
occurred while
processing the
task.
%s: Task name

164.

E500301F

Invalid parameters.

Invalid
parameters
have been
received.

165.

E5003020

Encountered an
error. Message:
[%s].

An error
occurred in
Controller.
%s: Detailed
error message

Take the following actions.
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following actions.
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Solve according to displayed message
details. Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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166.

E5003021

Timeout occurred.
Number of Timeouts:
[%s].

Timeout
occurred.
%s: Timeout

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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167.

E5003022

Failed to open the
session with Storage
Array through CAPI.
Controller 0: [%s],
Controller 1: [%s],
Retrieval: [%#x].

An error
occurred while
the session is
being opened.
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
%#x: Return
code

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
managed node.
(2) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(3) Make sure that the Storage
array can be accessed from the
SAP management server.
(4) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(5) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(6) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer.
(7)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
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168.

Message
code

E5003023

Message

Failed to add Host
Target End Point
(WWN). Request ID:
[%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], WWN: [%s].
Initiating the rollback
operations - if
required.

Description

The target end
point has not
been assigned.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume
information
%s: WWN name

Solution
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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169.

E5003024

Failed to add Host
Target End Point
(iSCSI Initiator
Name). Request ID:
[%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], iSCSI Initiator
Name: [%s].
Initiating the rollback
operations - if
required.

An operation on
the host group
failed.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume
information
%s: iSCSI
initiator name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(2)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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170.

E5003025

No valid port found
for Target End Point
[%s]. Request ID:
[%s].

An operation on
the host group
failed.
%s: WWN
%s: Request ID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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171.

E5003026

Rollback operation is
not supported for the
task: [%s].

An error
occurred while
processing a
rollback.
%s: Task name

172.

E5003027

Task not supported.
Task name: [%s].

173.

E5003028

Invalid or NULL
process task.

An error
occurred while
the task is being
processed.
%s: Task name
An error
occurred while
the task is being
processed.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following actions.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following actions.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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174.

E5003029

Failed to load the
transaction log. Log
file is invalid. File
Path: [%s].

An operation on
the host group
failed.
%s: File path

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Check the contents of the
log.xml file. (For information
about the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(3)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
(4) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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175.

E500302B

Failed to remove
Host Target End Point
(WWN). Request ID:
[%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], WWN: [%s].
Initiating the rollback
operations - if
required.

An operation on
the host group
failed.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume
information
%s: WWN name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
(7) (Solution only for Relocate
execution)
Make sure that a pair does not
exist in the copy source server.
If a pair already exists, map the
volume of the copy source server
onto any host group temporarily.
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176.

E500302C

Failed to remove
Host Target End Point
(iSCSI Initiator
Name). Request ID:
[%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], iSCSI Initiator
Name: [%s].
Initiating the rollback
operations - if
required.

An operation on
the host group
failed.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume
information
%s: iSCSI
initiator name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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177.

E500302D

Insufficient data. No
Host Group found.

An operation on
the host group
failed.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file. If the above
measure cannot solve this issue,
record the information described
in Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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178.

E500302E

Insufficient data.
Host Group Name or
Port UUID is missing.

An operation on
the host group
failed.

179.

E500302F

Storage Array serial
numbers did not
match. Requested
Array Serial Number:
[%s], Transaction
Array Serial Number:
[%s].

The storage
array has not
been registered.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

180.

E5003030

Encountered an error
while closing the
Storage Array
session.

Closing the
connection to
the storage
array failed.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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181.

E5003031

The storage
array has not
been registered.

182.

E5003032

No Storage Array
serial numbers
specified. Skipping
the operation.
Storage Array details
are not available with
the controller. Array
Serial Number [%s].

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Register the storage array
using Web UI.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Register the storage array
using Web UI.

The storage
array with the
requested serial
number cannot
be found.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
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183.

E5003033

Failed to update the
local Storage Array
info for the Array
Serial Number [%s].

Updating the
storage array
information
failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

184.

E5003034

Neither Storage ID
nor Storage Pool IDs
specified. Skipping
the operation.

Storage Ids or
storage pool Ids
are not
provided.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Close the applications
currently using
StorageArrayList.xml.
(2) Delete StorageArrayList.xml.
(3) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
(4) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(5) Register the storage array to
be used using Web UI.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Register the storage array
using Web UI.
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185.

E5003035

Encountered an error
while retrieving
Storage Pools for the
Storage Array Serial
Number [%s].

Getting the
storage pool
information
failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

186.

E5003036

Invalid Pool ID
format. Storage
Array serial
number(s) missing in
it. Pool ID Received:
[%s].

An error
occurred at the
interface with
Adapter.
%s: Pool
information

After taking the following action,
retry the operation..
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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187.

E5003037

Encountered an error
while retrieving
Storage Pool for the
Storage Array Serial
Number [%s] and
Pool ID [%s].

Getting the
storage pool
information
failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
%s: Pool
information

188.

E5003038

An error
occurred at the
interface with
Adapter.

189.

E5003039

Storage ID, Storage
Pool ID, and Volume
IDs not specified.
Skipping the
operation.
Invalid Volume ID
format. Storage
Array serial number
missing in it. Volume
ID Received: [%s].

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.

190.

E500303A

The pool does not
belong to the given
storage. Pool ID:
[%s], Storage Array
Serial Number:
[%s].

An error
occurred at the
interface with
Adapter.
%s: Volume
information
Getting the Pool
ID failed.
%s: Pool
information
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

Take the following action.
(1) The error is caused by a
control command for the
storage array. Refer to Section
6.5.
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191.

E500303B

Encountered an error
while retrieving the
storage volume for
the Storage Array
Serial Number [%s].

Getting the
storage volume
failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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192.

E500303C

Encountered an error
while validating the
Storage Array
connection data.
Message: [%s].

An error
occurred while
validating
storage array
connection.
%s: Detailed
error message

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
managed node.
(2) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(3) Make sure that the Storage
array can be accessed from the
SAP management server.
(4) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(5) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(6) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in
the Windows log (System) of
Event Viewer.
(7) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(8)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set
up..
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP
G1000/VSP Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33)
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(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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193.

E500303D

Failed to add Host
Target End Points
(WWN). Request ID:
[%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], WWN List:
[%s]. Initiating the
rollback operations if required.

An error
occurred while
the WWN is
being added.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume
information
%s: WWN name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that the host
group in the target server is
created in the storage array. If
it is not created, Create it. (For
information about host group,
see Table 3-5-1#18)
(5) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(6) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(7) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file. If the above
measure cannot solve this
issue, record the information
described in Section6.6, and
contacts your support
personnel
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194.

E500303E

Failed to add Host
Target End Points
(iSCSI). Request ID:
[%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], iSCSI Name
List: [%s].
Initiating the rollback
operations - if
required.

An operation on
the host group
failed.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume
information
%s: iSCSI name

195.

E500303F

No export paths
specified.

An error
occurred in the
connection with
Adapter or
Library.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4)Make sure that RAID Manager
Command Control Interface is
running. If it is not, start RAID
ManagerCommand Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of RAID
ManagerCommand Control
Interface. (For the contents of the
configuration file, see Subsection
4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check whether the mount
point has been configured. If
not, configure the mount point
using the Retrieve button.
If the error persists after the
above action is taken, record
the information described in
Section 6.6 and contacts your
support personnel.
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196.

E5003040

Storage Pool not
found. Pool UUID:
[%s], LUN UUID:
[%s].

After taking the following action,
execute the same use case again.
(1) Make sure that the storage
pool is not deleted from the
storage arrays.

197.

E5003041

No volumes
specified.

Getting the
storage pool
failed.
%s: Pool
information
%s: Volume
information
An error
occurred at the
interface with
Adapter.

198.

E5003042

Encountered an error
while retrieving the
Snapshots for the
Storage Serial
Number [%s] and
LUN UUID: [%s].

Retrieving the
Snapshot failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
%s: Volume
information

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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199.

E5003043

Failed to get the
Snapshots for the
Storage Array with
Serial Number [%s].

Retrieving the
Snapshot failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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200.

E5003044

Failed to get the
Volume List for the
Storage Array with
Serial Number [%s].

Retrieving the
volume list
failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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201.

E5003045

Source Volume not
specified.

The volume
information
cannot be
retrieved.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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202.

E5003046

Target Storage not
specified.

The target
storage is not
specified.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
managed node.
(2) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(3) Make sure that the Storage
array can be accessed from the
SAP management server.
(4) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(5) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(6) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(7) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
(8) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in
the Windows log (System) of
Event Viewer.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
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Message
code

E5003047

Message

Source Storage Array
Serial Number [%s]
does not match with
Source Volume
Storage Array Serial
Number: [%s].

Description

An error
occurred at the
interface with
Adapter.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

Solution
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.4.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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204.

E5003048

Failed to retrieve the
list of LUNs from
Storage Array with
Serial Number [%s].

Retrieving the
LUN list failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

205.

E5003049

Encountered an error
while processing the
request.

An error
occurred while
processing at
Controller.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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206.

E500304A

LUN data not found
for Storage Array
Serial Number [%s].
LUN UUID: [%s].

LUN information
cannot be found.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
%s: Volume
information

207.

E500304B

Invalid Pool ID
format. Storage
Array serial
number(s) missing in
it. Pool ID Received:
[%s].

208.

E500304C

No data for the Clone
operation.

An error
occurred during
the
communication
with
Adapter. %s:
Pool information
An error
occurred during
the
communication
with Adapter.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that a volume
has not been deleted from a
storage array.
(2)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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209.

E500304D

Source Volume
(Storage Serial
Number [%s]) is
different from Target
Volume (Storage
Serial Number [%s]),
which is not
supported.

The Source
Volume ID and
the Target
Volume ID are
not the same.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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210.

E500304E

Failed to create
ShadowImage.
Source Volume ID:
[%s], Target Volume
ID: [%s].

An error
occurred when
creating
ShadowImage.
%s: Volume
information
%s: Volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure whether the
number of the created
ShadowImage pair has not
reached the maximum limit. If
it reached the maximum limit,
delete unnecessary pairs.
(2)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that the host group
with a name of “HITACHI_HG”
is created in the storage array.
If it is not created, Create it.
(For information about host
group, see Table 3-5-1#18)
(4) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(5)Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(6) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(7)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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211.

E500304F

Failed to initiate the
Split ShadowImage
Pair task. Source
Volume ID: [%s],
Target Volume ID:
[%s].

An error
occurred when
splitting
ShadowImage.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

212.

E5003050

Source Volume
(UUID: [%s]) and
Target Volume
(UUID: [%s]) must
be different.

The Source
Volume ID and
the Target
Volume ID are
not the same.
%s: Volume
information
%s: Volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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213.

E5003051

Source Volume with
UUID [%s] not
found.

The volume
cannot be found.
%s: Volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that a volume
has not been deleted from a
storage array.
(2)Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the
environment is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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214.

E5003053

Failed to create the
volume for the Copy
operation. Source
Volume UUID:
[%s].

An error
occurred while
creating an LU in
clone
processing.
%s: Volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
(2)Make sure that the number of
LU has not reached the
maximum limit. If it reaches
the maximum limit, delete
unnecessary LUs.
(3) Check the free space size of
the storage pool. If there is
insufficient free space in the
storage pool, select another
storage pool.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Ensure sufficient free space
(continuous free space) to
create LU in the specified pool
or select the pool which have
sufficient free space.
(5) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(6) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(7)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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215.

E5003055

Failed to create the
Snapshot. Target
Storage Pool UUID:
[%s], Source Volume
UUID: [%s].

An error
occurred while
creating the
Snapshot.
%s: Pool
information
%s: Volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Check whether the number of
created pair for the volume of
copy source server has reached
the maximum limit. If it has
reached the maximum limit,
delete unnecessary pairs.
(2)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that the host group
with a name of “HITACHI_HG” is
created in the storage array. If it
is not created, Create it. (For
information about host group,
see Table 3-5-1#18)
(4) Make sure that the pool which
have pair in the source server. If
this is not specified, specify the
pool which have pair or delete all
pair of source server.
(5)Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(6) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information
about how to start, see
Subsection 4.2.3)
(7) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(8) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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216.

E5003057

LUN data not found
for the newly created
LUN for
ShadowImage. LUN
UUID: [%s].

Getting the
information of
the LU newly
created for
ShadowImage
failed.
%s: Volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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217.

E5003058

LUN data not found
for the newly created
LUN through
Snapshot. LUN UUID:
[%s].

Getting the
information of
the LU newly
created through
Snapshot failed.
%s: Volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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218.

E5003059

Target Storage Pool
ID not specified.

Getting the Pool
ID failed.

219.

E500305A

Storage Pool does
not exist. Pool UUID:
[%s].

220.

E500305B

Storage Pool (UUID:
[%s]) does not have
enough space for
Storage Volume
(UUID: [%s]).
Storage Pool Free
Space: [%d],
Storage Volume
Size: [%d].

The storage pool
does not exist
for the storage
array.
%s: Pool
information
There is no
sufficient free
space in the
storage pool.
%s: Pool
information
%s: Volume
information
%d: Pool free
space size
%d: Volume size

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the storage
pool is not deleted from the
storage arrays.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the free space size of
the storage pool. If there is
insufficient free space in the
storage pool, select another
storage pool.
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221.

E500305C

No ShadowImage
Pair found. Session:
[%s], P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

No
ShadowImage
pair can be
found.
%s: Session
name
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Target
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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222.

E500305D

No ShadowImage
Pair found. P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL
UUID: [%s].

No
ShadowImage
pair can be
found.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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223.

E500305E

Invalid
ShadowImage Pair
status. P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s], Status: [%s].

The status of the
ShadowImage
pair is invalid.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
(7) Check free space in the
storage. If there is insufficient
free space in the storage pool,
select another storage pool.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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224.

E500305F

No Snapshot Pair
found. Session:
[%s], P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

No Snapshot
pair can be
found.
%s: Session
name
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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225.

E5003060

No Snapshot Pair
found. P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

No Snapshot
pair can be
found.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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226.

E5003061

Failed to initiate the
Split Snapshot Pair
task. Source Volume
ID: [%s], Target
Volume ID: [%s].

An error
occurred when
splitting the
Snapshot pair.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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227.

E5003062

Invalid Snapshot Pair
status. P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s], Status: [%s].

The status of the
Snapshot pair is
invalid.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pair status

228.

E5003063

Either Pool UUID or
Volume Size is
empty.

An error
occurred in
Controller.

229.

E5003064

Invalid or empty
Volume UUID is
returned.

An error
occurred in
Controller.

230.

E5003065

Either Pool UUID or
P-VOL UUID is
empty.

An error
occurred in
Controller.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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231.

E5003066

Either P-VOL UUID or
S-VOL UUID is
empty.

An error
occurred in
Controller.

232.

E5003067

Storage Array serial
number not found for
the task rollback.

An error
occurred in
Controller.

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Check the contents of the
app.properties file. (For
information about the
configuration file, see
Subsection 4.2.1.)
(2) Reinstall Controller. (For
information about how to
reinstall, see Sections 4.7 and
4.1.)
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233.

E5003068

Failed to connect to
Storage Array Serial
Number [%s].

An error
occurred in
Controller.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
managed node.
(2) Make sure that the Storage
management server can be
accessed from the SAP
management server.
(3) Make sure that the Storage
array can be accessed from the
SAP management server.
(4) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(5) Make sure that the firewall
settings are valid.
(6) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about
how to start, see Section 4.3.)
(7) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
(8) Carry out the corrective
actions for the errors listed in the
Windows log (System) of Event
Viewer.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
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#

234.

Message
code

E5003069

Message

Either P-VOL UUID
[%s] or S-VOL UUID
[%s] is empty.

Description

An error
occurred in
Controller.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

Solution
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface, (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file. If the above
measure cannot solve this issue,
record the information described
in Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support
personnel.
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235.

E500306A

Invalid Pair Status:
[%s]. Delete action
skipped.

The pair status
is invalid.
%s: Pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and
storage array are connected
using FC cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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236.

E500306B

Failed to delete the
ShadowImage Pair
with P-VOL UUID
[%s] and S-VOL
UUID [%s].

Deleting the
ShadowImage
pair failed.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4)Delete a secondary volume of
the ShadowImage pair using
Storage Navigator.
(5)Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(6) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(7)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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237.

E500306C

Failed to delete the
Snapshot Pair with
P-VOL UUID [%s]
and S-VOL UUID
[%s].

Deleting the
Snapshot pair
failed.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4)Delete a secondary volume of
the Snapshot pair using
Storage Navigator.
(5)Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
d6) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(7)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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238.

E500306D

Invalid Pair Status:
[%s]. Resync action
skipped.

The pair status
is invalid.
Resync action is
skipped.
%s: Pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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239.

E500306E

Failed to resync the
ShadowImage Pair
with P-VOL UUID
[%s] and S-VOL
UUID [%s].

Resyncing the
ShadowImage
pair failed.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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240.

E500306F

Failed to resync the
Snapshot Pair with
P-VOL UUID [%s]
and S-VOL UUID
[%s].

Resyncing the
Snapshot pair
failed.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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241.

E5003071

ShadowImage Pair
status is invalid for
the resync action.
P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL UUID: [%s],
Status: [%s].

The
ShadowImage
pair status is
invalid for the
resync action.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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242.

E5003072

Failed to resync the
ShadowImage Pair
with P-VOL UUID
[%s] and S-VOL
UUID [%s], Status:
[%s].

Resyncing the
ShadowImage
pair failed.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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243.

E5003073

ShadowImage Pair
status is invalid for
the split action.
P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL UUID: [%s],
Status: [%s].

The
ShadowImage
pair status is
invalid for the
split action.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
(7) Resume the execution
environment status before
executing a use case. (For
information about how to
resume, see Subsection 6.7 )
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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244.

E5003074

Snapshot Pair status
is invalid for the split
action. P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s], Status: [%s].

The Snapshot
pair status is
invalid for the
split action.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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245.

E5003075

Failed to split the
ShadowImage Pair
with P-VOL UUID
[%s] and S-VOL
UUID [%s].

An error
occurred while
splitting the
Snapshot pair.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

246.

E5003076

Failed to retrieve the
volume list from
Storage Array Serial
Number [%s].

Getting the LU
information of
the storage
array failed.
%s: Serial
number of the
storage array

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
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247.

E5003077

Failed to delete the
ShadowImage Pair
with P-VOL UUID
[%s] and S-VOL
UUID [%s].

Deleting the
ShadowImage
pair failed.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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248.

E5003078

Failed to delete the
Snapshot Pair with
P-VOL UUID [%s]
and S-VOL UUID
[%s].

Deleting the
Snapshot pair
failed.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

249.

E5003079

Insufficient capacity
in Target Storage
Pool. Target Pool
UUID: [%s], Source
Volume UUID list:
[%s], Pool Capacity
(MB): [%d], Capacity
Needed (MB): [%d].

250.

E500307A

Failed to access
Storage Array.
Reason: Account
authentication
disabled on Storage
Array.

There is no
sufficient free
space in the
storage pool.
%s: Pool
information
%s: Volume
information
%d: Pool
capacity
%d: Required
capacity
Account
authentication
function is
disabled for the
storage array.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
execute the same use case again.
(1) Check the free space size of
the storage pool. If there is
sufficient free space in the
storage pool, select another
storage pool.

Take the following action.
(1) Make sure you specify only a
storage array with account
authentication enabled.
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251.

E500307B

LUN not found. LUN
ID: [%s].

252.

E500307C

Process handler not
found for the
request: [%s].
Ignoring the
message. Message
code: [%#x],
Message: [%s].

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.

253.

E5003080

Volume IDs not
specified.

254.

E5003081

Failed to delete the
volume. Volume ID:
[%s]. Please delete it
manually.

Detecting the
LUN failed.
%s: Volume
information
An error
occurred in
Controller.
%s: Request
name
%#x: Return
code
%s: Detailed
error message
An error
occurred at the
interface with
Adapter.
Deleting the LU
failed.
%s: Volume
information

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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255.

E5003082

CAPI error. Error
Code: [%#x], Error
Message: [%s].

An error
occurred in
hicapi.
%#x: Return
code
%s: Detailed
error message

256.

E5003083

Invalid Target Pool not Snapshot Pool.
P-VOL UUID: [%s],
Target Pool UUID:
[%s], Target Pool
Type: [%s].

Invalid pool type
is selected.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pool type

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that entered serial
number is used for the storage
array to be used using Storage
Navigator.
(2) Make sure that entered user
name and password are
registered with the storage array
to be used using Storage
Navigator.
(3) Make sure that operation
privileges of the target resource
group has been assigned to the
entered user name. If it is not,
assign it.
(4)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select a pool that supports
Snapshot.
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257.

E5003084

Invalid Target Pool Snapshot Pool not
allowed. P-VOL
UUID: [%s], Target
Pool UUID: [%s],
Target Pool Type:
[%s].

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select a pool that supports
ShadowImage.

258.

E5003085

259.

E5003086

260.

E5003087

Invalid Target Pool not DP Pool which is
essential for
Snapshots in the HUS
series storage. P-VOL
UUID: [%s], Target
Pool UUID: [%s],
Target Pool Type:
[%s].
Rollback operation
failed. For details,
refer to rollback
failures for request
ID: [%s] in Hitachi
Storage Controller
logs.
Error while waiting
for volume format
completion. Volume
UUID: [%s].

Invalid pool type
is selected.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pool type
Invalid pool type
is selected.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pool type
Rollback failed.
%s: Request ID

An error
occurred during
volume format.
%s: Volume
information

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Select a pool that supports
Snapshot.

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contacts your support personnel.
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261.

E5003088

ShadowImage pair
not found for P-VOL
UUID: [%s] and
S-VOL UUID: [%s].
Skipped the delete
pair operation.

No
ShadowImage
pair exist.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
(7) check whether the
unnecessary volume is not
remaining in the target server. If
it is, delete the remaining volume
on the storage array and
re-execute the scenario with
reference to the “6.8 Taking
actions when the volume on the
storage arrays is not deleted.”.
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262.

E5003089

ShadowImage pair
status not valid for
P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL UUID: [%s],
Current Status:
[%s]. Skipped the
delete pair operation.

ShadowImage
pair status is not
valid.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: Pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1)Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1)Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the
storage management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If
it is not, start Command
Control Interface. (For
information about how to start,
see Subsection 4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration
file, see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6)Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log of the
configuration file.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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263.

E500308A

Failed to open the
session with Storage
Array through CAPI.
Storage Serial: [%s],
User Name: [%s],
Retrieval: [%#x].

Registration of
the storage
array has failed.
%s: Serial
number
%s: User name
%s: Error code

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that entered serial
number is used for the storage
array to be used using Storage
Navigator.
(2) Make sure that entered user
name and password are
registered with the storage array
to be used using Storage
Navigator.
(3) Make sure that operation
privileges of the target resource
group has been assigned to the
entered user name. If it is not,
assign it.
(4) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.33)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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264.

E500308B

Encountered an error
while removing the
LUN to the Target
End Point. LUN UUId:
[%s], Port: [%s],
WWN: [%s].

Unmapping LU
from the host
group has failed.
%s: Volume
information
%s: Port
%s: WWN

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Make sure that entered serial
number is used for the storage
array to be used using Storage
Navigator.
(2) Make sure that entered user
name and password are
registered with the storage array
to be used using Storage
Navigator.
(3) Make sure that operation
privileges of the target resource
group has been assigned to the
entered user name. If it is not,
assign it.
(4) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
(7) (Solution only for Relocate
execution)
Make sure that a pair does not
exist in the copy source server.
If a pair already exists, map the
volume of the copy source server
onto any host group temporarily.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
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265.

E500308C

Failed to get the
resource lock for the
storage array.

Retrieving the
resource lock
has failed.

266.

E500308D

Process handler not
found for the
request: [%s].
Ignoring the
message. Message
code: [%s],
Message: [%s].

Retrieving the
process handler
has failed.
%s: Request ID
%s: Error code
%s: Message

267.

E500308E

Status of newly
created LDev found
invalid. Ldev Id:
[%s]. Please look at
the controller logs.

Status of
created LDEV
was detected
invalid.

268.

E500308F

Rollback operations
are skipped due to
timeout occurred on
previous operations.
Request ID: [%s].

The operation
was skipped
because rollback
operations are
timeout.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up. If the above
measure cannot resolve the
issue, record the information
described in Section 6.6, and
contacts your support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up. If the above
measure cannot resolve the
issue, record the information
described in Section 6.6, and
contacts your support personnel.
After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up. If the above
measure cannot resolve the
issue, record the information
described in Section 6.6, and
contacts your support personnel.
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269.

E5003090

Failed to remove Host
Target End Points
(WWN). Request ID:
[%s], LUN UUID: [%s],
WWN List: [%s].
Initiating the rollback
operations - if required.

Failed to
unmapping.
%s：Request ID
%s：Volume
information
%s：WWN

270.

E5003100

Either P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s] is empty.

An error
occurred in
Controller.
%s: Primary
volume serial
%s: Primary
volume
information

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
【VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00】
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2)Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4)Make sure that RAID Manager
Command Control Interface is
running. If it is not, start RAID
ManagerCommand Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of RAID
ManagerCommand Control
Interface. (For the contents of the
configuration file, see Subsection
4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
(7) (Solution only for Relocate
execution)
Make sure that a pair does not
exist in the copy source server.
If a pair already exists, map the
volume of the copy source server
onto any host group temporarily.
If the above measure cannot
solve this issue, record the
information described in
Section6.6, and contacts your
support personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contact your support personnel.
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271.

E5003101

No TrueCopy Pair
found. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s].

True Copy pair is
not found.
%s: Primary
volume serial
%s: Primary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
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272.

E5003102

Failed to delete the
TrueCopy Pair with
P-VOL Virtual-Serial:
[%s], P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s], S-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
S-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s].

Deleting the Try
Copy pair failed.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s:Secondary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
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273.

E5003103

Failed to create
TrueCopy. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s], S-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
S-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s].

An error
occurred when
creating the
True Copy pairs
%s: Primary
volume serial
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s:Secondary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Check the maximum number
of the ShadowImage pairs is not
created. If the maximum number
is created, delete unnecessary
pairs.
(2) Refer to Section 6.5 and
make sure that the environment
is properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether
resource lock occurs. If it
occurs, please take a pause for
a while.
(3) Make sure that the host group
with a name of “HITACHI_HG” is
created in the storage array. If it
is not created, create it. (For
information about host group,
see Table 3-5-1#17)
(4) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(5) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(6) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(7) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
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274.

E5003104

No TrueCopy Pair
found. P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

True Copy pair is
not found.
%s: Primary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
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275.

E5003105

Invalid TrueCopy Pair
status. P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s], Status: [%s].

The status of the
True Copy pair is
invalid.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
(7) Check the free space size of
the storage. If there is insufficient
free space in the storage pool,
select another storage pool.
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276.

E5003106

No TrueCopy Pair
found. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s], S-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
S-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s].

True Copy pair is
not found.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.

%s: Primary
volume serial
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s:Secondary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information
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277.

E5003107

TrueCopy Pair status
is invalid for the split
action. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s], Status: [%s].

True Copy pair
status is invalid
for the split
action.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information
%s: pair status

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
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278.

E5003108

Failed to initiate the
Split TrueCopy Pair
task. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s].

An error
occurred when
splitting True
Copy.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
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279.

E5003109

Failed to resync the
TrueCopy Pair with
P-VOL P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s].

Resynchronizati
on of the True
Copy pair failed.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.

280.

E500310A

Either P-VOL
Virtual-Serial, P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID,
S-VOL Virtual-Serial,
S-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID is
empty.

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contact your support personnel.

281.

E500310B

P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s] is empty.

An error
occurred in
Controller.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s:Secondary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information
An error
occurred in
Controller.
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s:Secondary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information

Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contact your support personnel.
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282.

E500310C

TrueCopy pair not
found for P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s], S-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
S-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s]. Skipped the
delete pair operation.

True Copy pair
status is invalid.
%s: Primary
volume serial
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s:Secondary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
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283.

E500310D

TrueCopy pair status
not valid for P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s], S-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s],
S-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s]. Skipped the
delete pair operation.

True Copy pair
status is invalid
%s: Primary
volume serial
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s:Secondary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information

284.

E500310E

P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s] is empty.

An error
occurred in
Controller.
%s: Primary
volume serial
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s:Secondary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contact your support personnel.
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285.

E500310F

No TrueCopy Pair found.
P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s].

True Copy pair is
not found.
%s: Primary
volume serial
%s: Primary
volume
information
%s:Secondary
volume serial
%s: Secondary
volume
information

286.

E5003110

Target Storage Serial
ID not specified.

Serial ID of the
target storage is
not specified.

287.

E5004001

Failed to connect to
the vCenter Server.
vCenter Server Url:
[%s], UserName:
[%s].

Cannot
connected with
vCenter Server.
%s: vCenter
Server Url

288.

E5004002

Exception found.
Stack trace:
[%s].

Exception is
generated while
operation.
%s:

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
[Common to all storage arrays]
(1) Refer to Section 6.5 and make
sure that the environment is
properly set up.
[VSP/HUS VM/VSP G1000/VSP
Gx00]
(1) Make sure that the Storage
management server and storage
array are connected using an FC
cable.
(2) Make sure whether resource
lock occurs. If it occurs, please
take a pause for a while.
(3) Make sure that a command
device is mapped on the storage
management server.
(4) Make sure that Command
Control Interface is running. If it
is not, start Command Control
Interface. (For information about
how to start, see Subsection
4.2.3)
(5) Check the contents of the
configuration file of Command
Control Interface. (For the
contents of the configuration file,
see Subsection 4.2.3.)
(6) Close the application using
hiRaidcomX.log.
If the above measure cannot
resolve the issue, record the
information described in Section
6.6, and contact your support
personnel.
Take the following action.
(1)Specify the serial ID of the
target storage.
(2) Record the information
described in Section 6.6 and
contact your support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Check URL of vCenter Server
again.
(2) Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server has no problem.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat. (For information about
how to stop, see Subsection
4.7.1. For information about how
to start, see Section 4.3.)
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#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

289.

E5004003

Virtual Machine does
not exist.
Virtual Machine:
[%s].

Failed to acquire
the information
of the virtual
machine.
%s: Viertual
machine ID

290.

E5004004

Failed to retrieve
configuration
information of Virtual
Machine.
Virtual Machine:
[%s].

291.

E5004005

Failed to get
information about
the Host. Host Id:
[%s].

Failed to acquire
the
configuration
information of
the virtual
machine.
%s: Virtual ID
Failed to acquire
the information
of the virtual
host.
%s:Virtual
hostID

292.

E5004006

Failed to retrieve
information of
SCSI Volume.
Volume UUID:
[%s], Host Id: [%s].

Failed to acquire
the information
of the volume.
%s:Volume
UUID
%s:Virtual
hostID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure whether a
displayed virtual machine exists.
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure whether a
displayed virtual machine exists.
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure whether the virtual
machine of displayed host name
exists
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure whether the virtual
machine of displayed host name
exists
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.

293.

E5004007

Failed to retrieve
Virtual Disk
configuration
information.
Volume UUID: [%s].

Failed to acquire
the information
of the virtual
disk.
%s:Volume
UUID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure whether the virtual
machine of displayed host name
exists
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.

294.

E5004008

Error occurred while
mapping raw
disk to the virtual
machine.
Virtual Machine:
[%s], Volume
UUID: [%s], Error
Message:
[%s].

Failed to allocate
the volume to
the virtual
machine.
%s: Virtual ID
%s:Volume
UUID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that a disk can be
recognized from a server.
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.
(3) Refer to Section 6.8 and
delete unnecessary volume.
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295.

E5004009

Failed to disconnect
to the
vCenter Server
session. vCenter
Server URL: [%s],
User Name:
[%s].

Failed to
disconnect
session to
vCenter.
%s: vCenter
Server Url
%s: User name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.

296.

E500400A

Disk not found after
add raw disk
to the virtual
machine operation.
Trying to cancel the
add raw disk
operation. Virtual
Machine: [%s],
Volume UUID: [%s].

The virtual
machine cannot
be detected the
additional disk.
The additional
disk is deleted.
%s: Virtual
machineID
%s:Volume
UUID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that a disk can be
recognized from a server.
(2)Refer to Section 6.8 and
delete unnecessary volume.

297.

E500400B

Failed to delete
the disk.
%s: Virtual
machine ID
%s:Volume
UUID
%s:Error
message

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that a disk can be
recognized from a server.
(2)Refer to Section 6.8 and
delete unnecessary volume.

298.

E500400C

Error occurred while
removing
raw disk from the
virtual machine.
Virtual Machine:
[%s], Volume
UUID: [%s], Error
Message:
[%s].
Disk found after
remove raw disk
operation on virtual
machine.
Trying to cancel the
remove raw
disk operation.
Virtual Machine:
[%s], Volume UUID:
[%s].

The virtual
machine found
the deleted disk.
The deletion of
the disk is
canceled.
%s: Virtual
machine ID
%s:Volume
UUID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that a disk can be
recognized from a server.
(2)Refer to Section 6.8 and
delete unnecessary volume.

299.

E500400D

Failed to retrieve
configuration
information for the
Host. Host Id: [%s].

Failed to search
of the
configuration
information of
the virtual host.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure whether the virtual
machine of displayed host name
exists.
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.
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300.

E500400E

Volume found is not
of
HostScsiDisk. Host
Id: [%s],
Volume
UUID: [%s].

The virtual host
cannot find the
volume.
%s:virtual
hostID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that a disk can be
recognized from a server.
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.
(3)Refer to Section 6.8 and
delete unnecessary volume.

301.

E500400F

Host Id does not
match. Host Id:
[%s].

The virtual host
ID is not match.
%s: Virtual ID

302.

E5004010

More than one virtual
machine
with same IpAddress
and Host
name found. Virtual
Machine:
[%s], Host: [%s].

303.

E5004011

Insufficient data
received for add
rdm task.

Plural virtual
machine with
the same IP
address and
host name exist.
%s: Virtual
machine ID
%s:Virtual host
ID
Invalid data
were received
by the addition
of the virtual
disk.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure whether virtual
host name which configured in
the SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management is valid. If it is
invalid, configure the valid host
name.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure whether virtual
host name which configured in
the SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management is valid. If it is
invalid, configure the valid host
name.

304.

E5004012

Insufficient data
received for
remove rdm task.

Invalid data
were received
by the addition
of the virtual
disk.

305.

E5004013

Host reference is
null. Failed to
rescan HBA’s of the
host.

Failed to rescan
of HBA host.
The host could
not acquire the
information.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that a disk can be
recognized from a server.
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does
not have an issue.
(3)Refer to Section 6.8 and
delete unnecessary volume.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that a disk can be
recognized from a server.
Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does
not have an issue.
(3)Refer to Section 6.8 and
delete unnecessary volume.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure whether virtual
host name which configured in
the SAP Landscape Virtualization
Management is valid. If it is
invalid, configure the valid host
name
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306.

E5004014

Failed to get the
session with the
vCenter server.
vCenter Server
Url: [%s], User
Name: [%s].

Error generated
during the
certification in
vCenter server.
%s: vCenter
Server Url
%s:User name

After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.

307.

E5004015

Failed to get the
session with the
vCenter server.
vCenter Server
Url: [%s], User
Name: [%s].

Error generated
during the
certification in
vCenter server.
%s: vCenter
Server Url
%s:User name

308.

E5004016

Insufficient data
received for get
wwn List task.

309.

E5004017

Failed to retrieve
WWN's for the
given host. vCenter
Server Url:
[%s], Host Id: [%s].

Invalid
parameter was
received by a
search of
necessary
WWN.
Failed to search
of WWN of the
virtual host.
%s: vCenter
Server Url
%s: Virtual host
ID

After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does
not have an issue.
(2)Confirm that a URL of
vCenterServer registered with
SAP management server or
Storage management server is
right. In addition, confirm that
the description of both URLs
accords.
(3)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does not
have an issue.
After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the network
of vCenter Server and ESXi does
not have an issue.
After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does
not have an issue.
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310.

E5004018

Add raw disk task
failed. Virtual
Machine: [%s],
Volume UUID:
[%s].

Failed to
allocate the
disk to the
virtual machine
with the virtual
host.
%s:Virtual
machine ID

After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that a disk can be
recognized from a server.
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does
not have an issue.
(3) When an error occurs during
the SAP System Refresh
scenario execution, check
whether unnecessary volume
exists in the replication target
server. When it exists, unmap
the volume and re-execute the
scenario. For information about
the unmapping of the volume,
see Subsection 6.8.3.
(4) Make sure that FC and
FCSwitch have no problem.
(5)Refer to Section 6.8 and
delete unnecessary volume.

311.

E5004019

Remove raw disk
task failed.
Virtual Machine:
[%s], Volume
UUID: [%s].

Failed to
remove the
disk to the
virtual machine
with the virtual
host.
%s:Virtual
machine ID

After taking the following
actions, retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that a disk can be
recognized from a server.
(2)Make sure that the network of
vCenter Server and ESXi does
not have an issue.
(3)Refer to Section 6.8 and
delete unnecessary volume.

312.

E5005001

Invalid IP Address
format. Please retry
with valid IP Address
format.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1)Make sure that the input
format of entered IP address is
valid.

E5005002

Unable to process the
HP-UX Hypervisor
edit request. The
HP-UX Hypervisor IP
not found.

Input format of
HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address is
invalid.
Registration of
HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address has
failed.
HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address is not
found. Update of
HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address has
failed.

313.

24
6

Description

Solution

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Restart
HitachiTomcatService.
(2) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
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314.

E5005003

Unable to process the
HP-UX Hypervisor
unregister request.
The HP-UX
Hypervisor IP not
found.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) After restarting
HitachiTomcatService., retry the
operation.

E5005004

Failed to load the
HP-UX Hypervisor
data as the data file
not found (no file
name).

HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address is not
found.
Unregistration
of HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address has
failed.
HP-UX
Hypervisor
registration file
is not found.

E5005005

Failed to load the
HP-UX Hypervisor
data as the data file
not found. Data File
Name: [%s].

Load of the
HP-UX
Hypervisor data
file has failed.
%s:File name

E5005006

Failed to load the
HP-UX Hypervisor
data as data is
invalid. Data File
Name: [%s].
Shutting down the
Web server.
Failed to save the
HP-UX Hypervisor
data in the file [%s].

Data file of
HP-UX
Hypervisor is
invalid.
%s:File name

Error while
encrypting the HP-UX
Hypervisor account
password.

An error
occurred during
encryption of
the HP-UX
Hypervisor
password.

315.

316.

317.

318.

319.

E5005007

E5005008

Registration
data of HP-UX
Hypervisor
cannot be saved
in a file.
%s:File name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the path of the
HP-UX Hypervisor data file
(HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml).
(2) Make sure that HP-UX
Hypervisor has been registered.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the path of the
HP-UX Hypervisor data file
(HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml).
(2) Make sure that HP-UX
Hypervisor has been registered.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Remove the HP-UX
Hypervisor data file
(HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml)
and restart
HitachiTomcatService.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications which
use the file indicated with %s:file
name.
(2) If the file indicated with %s:
file name is read-only, change to
writable.
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat (For the stopping
method, see Subsection 4.7.1.
For the starting method, see
Section 4.3).
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat (For the stopping
method, see Subsection 4.7.1.
For the starting method, see
Section 4.3).
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
retrieve the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
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E5005009

Failed to update the
HP-UX Hypervisor
data. HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s].

HP-UX
Hypervisor IP is
invalid.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications which
use the file indicated with %s:file
name.
(2) If the file indicated with %s:
file name is read-only, change to
writable.
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat (For the stopping
method, see Subsection 4.7.1.
For the starting method, see
Section 4.3).

The HP-UX
Hypervisor
registration data
file cannot be
updated.
%s:File name

E5005010

Unable to process the
HP-UX Hypervisor
unregister request.
Data not found for
the HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s].

Unregistration
of the data has
failed as the
unregistration
data of HP-UX
Hypervisor has
already been
executed.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor

322.

E5005011

Unregistering the
HP-UX Hypervisor
failed. HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s].

HP-UX
Hypervisor IP is
invalid.
Unregistration
has failed.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor

323.

E5005012

Unable to process the
HP-UX Hypervisor
edit request. Data
not found for the
HP-UX Hypervisor IP:
[%s].

HP-UX
Hypervisor URL
is invalid.
The
HpUxHypervisor
DataList.xml file
cannot be
updated.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor

321.

24
8

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Close the application which opens
the HP-UX Hypervisor data file
(HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml).
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller Tomcat
(For the stopping method, see
Subsection 4.7.1. For the starting
method, see Section 4.3).
If the problem has not been solved by
the above actions, execute the same
operations after taking the following
actions.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop the all applications which use
the HP-UX Hypervisor data file
(HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml).
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller Tomcat
(For the stopping method, see
Subsection 4.7.1. For the starting
method, see Section 4.3).
If the problem has not been solved by
the above actions, retrieve the
information listed in Section 6.6 and
contact your support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation..
(1) Stop all applications which use the
HP-UX Hypervisor data file
(HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml).
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller Tomcat
(For the stopping method, see
Subsection 4.7.1.For the starting
method, see Section 4.3).
If the problem has not been solved by
the above actions, retrieve the
information listed in Section 6.6 and
contact your support personnel.
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325.

326.
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E5005013

The number of
registered HP-UX
Hypervisor has
already reached the
maximum limit [%d].
No further
registrations are
possible.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Unregister the unnecessary
HP-UX Hypervisor.

E5005014

HP-UX Hypervisor IP
should not be empty.
Please Enter valid
value.
Failed to register the
HP-UX Hypervisor
data. HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s].

The HP-UX
Hypervisor
registration has
failed, as the
number of
HP-UX
Hypervisor to
register
exceeded the
maximum value.
%d:Maximam
value to register
Entry of HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address is
empty.
Data
registration of
HP-UX
Hypervisor has
failed.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor

E5005015

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the HP-UX Hypervisor IP
address.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications which use the
HP-UX Hypervisor data file
(HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml).
(2) Restart Hitachi Controller Tomcat
(For the stopping method, see
Subsection 4.7.1. For the starting
method, see Section 4.3).
If the problem has not been solved by
the above actions, retrieve the
information listed in Section 6.6 and
contact your support personnel.

327.

328.

329.

E5005019

E5005020

E5005021

No active HP-UX
Hypervisor session.
HP-UX Hypervisor IP:
[%s], User Name:
[%s].

Exception found.
Stack trace: [%s].

Unable to connect
HP-UX Hypervisor
session. Please enter
valid details.

A session of
HP-UX
Hypervisor and
a user which is
going to be
registered has
not been
activated.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor
%s:User name
of HP-UX
Hypervisor
An exception
has occurred.
%s:Error
detailed
message
Unable to
connect to
HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address.

After taking the following action, retry
the operation.
(1) Make sure that the HP-UX
Hypervisor IP address and the user
name which are going to be
registered are correct.
(2) Activate the session of

HP-UX

Hypervisor which is going to be
registered.

Take the following action.
(1) Acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your support
personnel.

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the entered IP
address is correct.
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E5005022

Failed to connect to
the HP-UX
Hypervisor. HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s],
UserName: [%s].

After taking the following action,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that entered IP
address format is correct.
(2) Make sure that entered IP
address is correct.
(3) Make sure that entered user
name is correct.

E5005023

Failed to connect to
Virtual Machine. VM
is offline. VM Name:
[%s].

E5005024

Failed to execute
command [%s]. Root
cause: [%s].

E5005025

Failed to add LUN to
Virtual Machine. LUN
ID: [%s], VM Name:
[%s].

Unable to
connect to
HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor
%s:User name
of HP-UX
Hypervisor
Connection to
the virtual
machine has
failed. The
virtual machine
is offline.
%s:Virtual
machine of
HP-UX
Hypervisor
Execution of the
command has
failed.
%s:Execution
command
%s:Virtual
machine of
HP-UX
Hypervisor
Addition of LU to
the virtual
machine has
failed,
%s:LUN ID
%s:Virtual
machine of
HP-UX
Hypervisor

E5005026

Insufficient data
received to get WWN
List from HP-UX
Hypervisor.

Retrieved WWN
list is invalid.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Go online the virtual machine
to be connected.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(2) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(2) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
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E5005027

Failed to remove LUN
from Virtual Machine.
LUN ID: [%s], VM
Name: [%s].

Removal of LUN
from the virtual
machine has
failed.
%s:LUN ID
%s:Virtual
machine of
HP-UX
Hypervisor

E5005028

Invalid Hypervisor
Serial Number [%s].

Serial number of
HP-UX
Hypervisor is
invalid.
%s:Serial
number of
HP-UX
Hypervisor

E5005031

Failed to register
HP-UX
Hypervisor[%s].
Please ensure
Hypervisor IP,
Username and
Password are correct.

E5005032

Error while deleting
the HP-UX
Hypervisor content
from the file. File
Name: [%s].

Data
registration of
HP-UX
Hypervisor has
failed.
Make sure that
HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address, user
name and
password are
correct.
Removal of the
HP-UX
Hypervisor
information has
failed.
%s:File name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(2) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation..
(1) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(2) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(2) Make sure that user name and
password of HP-UX Hypervisor to
be being registered are correct.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications which
use the file indicated with %s:file
name.
(2) If the file indicated with %s:
file name is read-only, change to
writable.
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat (For the stopping
method, see Subsection 4.7.1.
For the starting method, see
Section 4.3).
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E5005033

Error while saving
the encrypted
content in the file.
File Name: [%s].
Shutting down the
web server.

An error has
occurred while
saving the
encrypted
HP-UX
Hypervisor
information.
%s:File name

E5005034

Failed to remove LUN
from Virtual Machine.
LUN not unmounted
from VM. LUN ID:
[%s], VM Name:
[%s].

Removal of LU
from the virtual
machine has
failed. LU is not
unmounted.
%s:LUN ID
%s:Virtual
machine of
HP-UX
Hypervisor

E5005035

HP-UX Hypervisor
data not found in file
[%s].

Data file of
HP-UX
Hypervisor is not
found.
%s:File name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Stop all applications which
use the file indicated with %s:file
name.
(2) If the file indicated with %s:
file name is read-only, change to
writable.
(3) Restart Hitachi Controller
Tomcat (For the stopping
method, see Subsection 4.7.1.
For the starting method, see
Section 4.3).
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(2) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the path of the
HP-UX Hypervisor data file
(HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml).
(2) Make sure that HP-UX
Hypervisor has been registered.

E5005036

Failed to update
HP-UX Hypervisor
[%s]. Please ensure
Hypervisor
Username, and
Password are correct.

E5005038

HP-UX Hypervisor
not found. HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s].

Data update of
HP-UX
Hypervisor has
failed.
User and
password of
HP-UX
Hypervisor are
incorrect.
HP-UX
Hypervisor IP
address is not
found.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the network has no
problem.
(2) Make sure that user name and
password of HP-UX Hypervisor which
are going to be registered are correct.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that HP-UX
Hypervisor has been registered.
(2) Make sure that registered
HP-UX Hypervisor IP address is
correct.
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E5005039

Failed to retrieve
WWN's for the given
host. HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s].

Retrieval of
WWN of HP-UX
Hypervisor has
failed.

E5005040

Failed to disconnect
the HP-UX
Hypervisor. HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s],
UserName: [%s].

Disconnection
from HP-UX
Hypervisor has
failed.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor
%s:User name
of HP-UX
Hypervisor

E5005041

Insufficient data
received for ADD
RDM on Hypervisor.

Data for RDM of
HP-UX
Hypervisor is
insufficient.

E5005042

Add raw disk task
failed. VM Name:
[%s], LUN ID: [%s].

Disk assignment
to the virtual
machine has
failed.
%s:Virtual
machine of
HP-UX
Hypervisor
%s:LUN

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(2) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(3) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(2) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(3) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(2) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(3) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that disk is
recognizable from the server.
(2) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(3) See Section 6.8 to remove
unnecessary volume.
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#
348.

349.

350.

351.

25
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Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

E5005043

Insufficient data
received for REMOVE
RDM on Hypervisor.

Due to the
insufficient data,
release of the
disk assignment
from the virtual
machine has
failed.

E5005044

Remove raw disk
task failed. VM
Name: [%s], LUN ID:
[%s].

E5005045

Failed to perform
RDM. LUN not
present on
Hypervisor. LUN ID:
[%s].

Release of the
disk assignment
from the virtual
machine has
failed.
%s:Virtual
machine of
HP-UX
Hypervisor
%s:LUN
Assignment of
the disk to the
virtual machine
has failed as
LUN ID is not
found.
%s:LUN

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that disk is
recognizable from the server.
(2) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(3) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that disk is
recognizable from the server.
(2) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(3) See Section 6.8 to remove
unnecessary volume.

E5005046

Failed to remove LUN
from Hypervisor. LUN
ID: [%s].

Removal of LUN
has failed.
%s:LUN ID

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that disk is
recognizable from the server.
(2) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(3) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(4) See Section 6.8 to remove the
unnecessary volume. If the
problem has not been solved by
the above actions, acquire the
information listed in Section 6.6
and contact your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that disk is
recognizable from the server.
(2) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(3) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(4) See Section 6.8 to remove the
unnecessary volume. If the
problem has not been solved by
the above actions, acquire the
information listed in Section 6.6
and contact your support
personnel.
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352.

E5005047

Unable to find Device
Name for LUN. Lun
with LUN ID not
present on
Hypervisor. Hex LUN
ID: [%s]. Invalid OS.
Not HP-UX.

Device of LUN is
not found.
%s:LUN ID

353.

E5005048

Failed to register
HP-UX Hypervisor
[%s]. Please ensure
Hypervisor OS must
be HP-UX.

E5005049

Error while
encrypting file
content. File Name:
[%s]. Shutting down
the web server.

It is the invalid
OS.
%s:Virtual
machine of
HP-UX
Hypervisor
Encryption of
the data file of
HP-UX
Hypervisor has
failed.
%s:File name

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that disk is
recognizable from the server.
(2) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(3) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(4) See Section 6.8 to remove the
unnecessary volume. If the
problem has not been solved by
the above actions, retrieve the
information listed in Section 6.6
and contact your support
personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Register HP-UX Hypervisor.

E5005050

Failed to validate
Hypervisor. IP: [%s].

Validation of
HP-UX
Hypervisor has
failed.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor

E5005051

Failed to connect to
Virtual Machine. VM
is not present on
Hypervisor. VM
Name: [%s].

E5005052

Invalid IP. Not a
HP-UX Hypervisor.
IP: [%s].

Connection to
the virtual
machine has
failed.
Virtual machine
does not exist.
%s:Virtual
machine of
HP-UX
Hypervisor
IP address of
HP-UX
Hypervisor is
invalid.
%s:IP address
of HP-UX
Hypervisor

354.

355.

356.

357.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure the path of the
HP-UX Hypervisor data file
(HpUxHypervisorDataList.xml).
(2) Make sure that HP-UX
Hypervisor has been registered.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
(2) OS may have not been
operating normally. Restart OS.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
retrieve the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(2) Make sure that the registered
HP-UX Hypervisor is correct.
(3) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Register HP-UX Hypervisor.
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#
358.

359.

Message

Description

Solution

E5005053

Failed to register
HP-UX
Hypervisor[%s].
Please ensure that
HP-UX Hypervisor OS
version is
supported..
Error while
converting decimal to
hexadecimal. Lun Id:
[%s].

Version of
HP-UX
Hypervisor is not
supported.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that OS is
supported by the version of
HP-UX Hypervisor
(For the supported OS, see Table
3.3.1-1 List of Supported OSes).
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
If the problem has not been
solved by the above actions,
acquire the information listed in
Section 6.6 and contact your
support personnel.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the user name with the
characters indicated by %s.

E5005054

360.

E5005055

Invalid User Name.
The characters
allowed in the User
Name string are:
[%s].

361.

E5005056

Invalid Password.
The allowed
Password string
length can range
from [%d] to [%d]
characters.

E5005057

Invalid Password.
The characters
allowed in the
Password string are:
[%s].

E5005058

Invalid User Name.
The allowed User
Name string length
can range from [%d]
to [%d] characters.

362.

363.

25
6

Message
code

Conversion of
LUN has failed.
%s:LUN ID

Characters used
for the user
name are
invalid.
%s:The
characters
allowed for the
user name
The number of
password
characters is out
of the range.
%d:Minimum
number of
password
characters
%d:Maximum
number of
password
characters
Characters used
for the password
are invalid.
%s:The
characters
allowed for the
password.
The number of
username
characters is out
of the range.
%d:Minimum
number of
password
characters.
%d:Maximum
number of
password
characters

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the password with the
number of characters indicated
by %d.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the password with the
number of characters indicated
by %s.
After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Enter the username with the
number of characters indicated
by %d.
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364.

E5005059

Data
registration of
HP-UX
Hypervisor has
failed. Register
the root user.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make the registration user of
HP-UX Hypervisor to “root” user.

365.

E5005060

Data update of
HP-UX
Hypervisor has
failed. Register
the root user.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make the registration user of
HP-UX Hypervisor to “root” user.

366.

E5005061

Failed to register
HP-UX
Hypervisor[%s].
Please use "root"
user account and
retry.
Failed to update the
HP-UX
Failed to update
HP-UX
Hypervisor[%s].
Please use "root"
user account and
retry.
Failed to remove Lun
Info from Hypervisor.

Removal of LUN
information has
failed from
HP-UX
Hypervisor.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Make sure that the network
has no problem.
(2) See Section 6.5 to check the
environment.
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Table 7.3-5 Hitachi Storage Controller Messages (Information)
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#

Messag
e code

Message

Description

1.

I5000000

Debug Message: [%s].

2.

I5000001

Storage Array data saved
successfully in the file: [%s].

3.

I5000002

4.
5.
6.

I5000003
I5000004
I5000005

7.

I5000006

Initializing. Validating the
application property file.
Loading CAPI library.
Initialization completed.
Empty Storage Array data file:
[%s].
Empty vCenter Server data file:
[%s].

Debug message.
%s: Message
Storage Array information has been saved in
the file.
%s: File path
The property file has been initialized.

8.

I5000007

vCenter Server Data saved
successfully in the
file: [%s].

9.

I5000008

vCenterSrever registered successfully.

10.

I5000009

vCenter Server Data registered
successfully.
vCenter Server Data removed
successfully.

11.

I500001A

vCenter Server Data updated
successfully.

The registration vCenter Server updated
successfully.

12.

I5001001

Requested Storage Array edit.
Serial Number: [%s].

13.

I5001002

14.
15.

I5001003
I5001007

Storage Array unregistered
successfully. Serial Number:
[%s].
Password updated successfully.
Storage Array register request.
Model: [%s], Controller 0 IP:
[%s], Controller 1 IP: [%s],
User Name: [%s].

16.

I5001008

Storage Array registered. Serial
Number: [%s].

17.

I5001009

Storage Array edit request.
Serial: [%s], Controller 0 IP:
[%s], Controller 1 IP: [%s],
User Name: [%s].

18.

I500100A

Storage Array updated. Serial
Number: [%s].

19.

I500100B

20.

I500100C

Login request. User Name:
[%s].
Login successful. User Name:
[%s].

The edit data for the storage array is
requested.
%s: Serial number of the storage array
The registration data for the storage array
has been unregistered successfully.
%s: Serial number of the storage array
The password has been updated successfully.
Indicates storage array registration data
%s: Model type
%s: Input IP address
%s: Input IP address
%s: Input user name
A new storage array specified by the "Serial
number of the storage array" is registered.
%s: Serial number of the storage array
Indicates storage array edit data.
%s: Serial number of the storage array
%s: Input IP address
%s: Input IP address
%s: Input user name
Indicates the information about the updated
storage array.
%s: Serial number of the storage array
Indicates login information.
%s: User name
A user has successfully logged in.
%s: User name

The hicapi library is being loaded.
Initialization is complete.
The storage array DB is empty.
%s: File path
vCenter Server is not registered with a
registration file.
%s:vCenter Server registration file.
The writing data of vCenter Server was
successful.
%s:vCenter Server registration file

The registration vCenter Server removed
successfully.
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21.

I500100D

22.

I500100E

A user has successfully logged out.
%s: User name
Changing a password is canceled.

23.

I5001010

24.

I5001011

25.

I5001012

Logout successful. User Name:
[%s].
Cancel the Change Password
request.
Cancel the Register Storage
Array request.
Cancel the Edit Storage Array
request.
Application Version: [%s].

26.

I5001013

27.

I5001014

28.

I5001015

Storage Array unregister
request. Serial: [%s],
Controller 0 IP: [%s],
Controller 1 IP: [%s], Model:
[%s].

29.

I5001016

Storage Array unregistered.
Serial: [%s], Controller 0 IP:
[%s], Controller 1 IP: [%s],
Model: [%s].

30.

I5001017

31.

I5001019

Invalid request. No input found
for Storage Array edit operation.
Storage Array unregister
request. Serial: [%s], Model:
[%s], User Name: [%s].

32.

I500101A

Storage Array unregistered.
Serial: [%s], Model: [%s], User
Name: [%s].

33.

I500101B

Storage Array Registered. Serial
Number: [%s], Model: [%s],
User Name: [%s].

34.

I500101C

vCenter Server unregistered
successfully.
vCenter Server URL: [%s].

No active session found at the
time of logout.
Storage Array registered. Serial
Number: [%s], Controller 0 IP:
[%s], Controller 1 IP: [%s],
Model: [%s].

Registering a storage array is canceled.
Editing a storage array is canceled.
Indicates the version information of the
application.
%s: File version
A user is logged out due to session timeout.
Indicates the information about the storage
array that has just been registered.
%s: Serial number
%s: Controller 0 IP address
%s: Controller 1 IP address
%s: Model
Indicates the information about the storage
array to be unregistered.
%s: Serial number
%s: Controller 0 IP address
%s: Controller 1 IP address
%s: Model
Indicates the information about the storage
array that has just been unregistered.
%s: Serial number
%s: Controller 0 IP address
%s: Controller 1 IP address
%s: Model
The storage array is deleted and cannot be
edited.
Indicates the information of the storage
arrays unregistered.
%s: Serial number
%s: Model
%s: User name
Indicates the information of the storage
arrays unregistered.
%s: Serial number
%s: Model
%s: User name
Indicates the information of the storage
arrays registered.
%s: Serial number
%s: Model
%s: User name
The following UrL of the registration
vCenterServer has unregistered.
%s: Url of vCenterServer
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e code
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35.

I500101D

vCenter Server unregistered.
vCenter Server
URL: [%s], User Name: [%s].

The following Url and user name of
vCenterServer has unregistered.
%s:Url of vCenterServer
%s: User name of vCenterServer

36.

I500101E

vCenter Server updated. vCenter
Server URL:
[%s].

The following of Url of vCenterServer
updated successfully.
%s: Url of vCenterServer

37.

I500101F

vCenter Server registered
successfully. vCenter
Server URL: [%s].

The following Url of vCenterServer registered
successfully.
%s: Url of vCenterServer Url

38.

I5002001

Request for presenting LUN.
Request ID: [%s] Storage
Array serial: [%s], LUN ID List:
[%s], WWN List: [%s], iSCSI
Target List: [%s].

39.

I5002002

Request received. Request ID:
[%s], Host: [%s], Action:
[%s].

40.

I5002003

41.

I5002004

Request for status received.
Status Request ID: [%s].
Request for unpresenting LUN.
Request ID: [%s] Storage
Array Serial: [%s], LUN ID List:
[%s], WWN List: [%s], iSCSI
Target List: [%s].

42.

I5002005

43.

I5002006

44.

I5002007

Get Storage Arrays. Request ID:
[%s], Storage IDs: [%s].

45.

I5002008

Get Storage Pools. Request ID:
[%s], Storage ID: [%s], Pool
IDs: [%s].

46.

I5002009

Get Storage Volumes. Request
ID: [%s], Storage ID: [%s],
Pool ID: [%s], Volume IDs:
[%s].

Present LUN is about to be executed.
%s: Request ID
%s: Serial number of the storage array
%s: LUN ID list
%s: WWN list
%s: iSCSI target list
Indicates action request information.
%s: Request ID
%s: Host name
%s: Action
Indicates status request information.
%s: Request ID
Un-Present LUN is about to be executed.
%s: Request ID
%s: Serial number of the storage array
%s: LUN ID list
%s: WWN list
%s: iSCSI target list
Rollback is starting.
%s: Request ID
%s: Serial number of the storage array
%s: Rollback request ID
The requested action is starting.
%s: Request ID
%s: Action
The storage arrays are requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: Serial number of the storage array
The storage pools are requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: Serial number of the storage array
%s: Pool information
The storage volumes are requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: Serial number of the storage array
%s: Pool ID
%s: Volume number

Rollback request. Request ID:
[%s] Storage Array Serial:
[%s], Rollback Request ID:
[%s].
Request received. Request ID:
[%s], Action: [%s].
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47.

I500200A

Get available storage pools.
Request ID: [%s], Source
Storage ID: [%s], Source
Storage Pool ID: [%s], Source
Volume ID: [%s], Target
Storage ID: [%s].

48.

I500200B

Get available storage pools.
Request ID: [%s], Source
Storage ID: [%s], Source
Storage Pool ID: [%s], Source
Volume ID: [%s], Target
Storage ID: [%s], Target
Storage Pool ID: [%s].

49.

I500200C

Export Path: [%s], Index:
[%d].

50.

I500200D

Delete Volumes. Request ID:
[%s], Volume IDs: [%s].

51.

I500200E

Get Snapshots request. Request
ID: [%s], Volume IDs: [%s].

52.

I500200F

Prepare Clone request: Source
Volume ID: [%s], Target
Volume ID: [%s], Target Pool
UUID: [%s] Sync Type: [%s],
Is Source Snapshot: [%b]. ,
Locality: [%s].

53.

I5002010

Clone Volume request: Source
Volume ID: [%s], Target
Volume ID: [%s], Sync Type:
[%s]. , Locality: [%s].

54.

I5002011

Validate Clone request: Source
Volume ID: [%s], Target
Volume ID: [%s], Target Pool
UUID: [%s] Sync Type: [%s],
Is Source Snapshot: [%b]. ,
Locality: [%s].

55.

I5002012

Finalize Clone Volume request:
Source Volume ID: [%s],
Target Volume ID: [%s], Sync
Type: [%s]. , Locality: [%s].

The available (status: Normal) storage pools
are requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: Storage ID
%s: Pool ID
%s: Volume ID
%s: Storage ID
The available (status: Normal) storage pools
are requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: Storage ID
%s: Pool ID
%s: Volume ID
%s: Storage ID
%s: Pool ID
Indicates the detailed information about the
export path.
%s: Path of the storage array
%d: Detailed ID
Deleting the volumes is requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume number
Taking Snapshots is requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume number
Starting prepare clone is requested.
%s: Clone source volume ID
%s: Clone target volume ID
%s: Pool ID
%s: Clone
%b: Snapshot/ShadowImage
%s: Locality
Starting clone volume is requested.
%s: Clone source volume ID
%s: Clone target volume ID
%s: Clone
%s: Locality
Starting validate clone is requested.
%s: Clone source volume ID
%s: Clone target volume ID
%s: Clone target pool ID
%s: Clone
%b: Snapshot/ShadowImage
%s: Locality
The Finalize Clone Volume operation is
started.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
%s: Copy type
%s: Locality
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56.

I5002013

presenting LUN is started.
%s:Request ID
%s:LUN ID list
%s:WWN list
%s:iSCSI target list
%s:vCenter IP address list
%s:Host ID list
%s:VM IP address list
%s:VM ID list
%s:HPUX Hypervisor IP address list
%s:HPUX VM Name list
%s:HPUX Host Serial list

57.

I5002014

58.

I5003002

59.

I5003003

Request for presenting LUN.
Request ID: [%s], LUN ID List:
[%s], WWN List: [%s], iSCSI
Target List: [%s], vCenter IP
List: [%s], Host ID List: [%s],
VM IP List: [%s], VM ID List:
[%s], HPUX Hypervisor IP List:
[%s], HPUX VM Name List: [%s],
HPUX Host Serial List: [%s].
Indicates that Lun
Present has been initiated.
Request for unpresenting LUN.
Request ID: [%s], LUN ID List:
[%s], WWN List: [%s], iSCSI
Target List: [%s], vCenter IP
List: [%s], Host ID List: [%s],
VM IP List: [%s], VM ID List:
[%s], HPUX Hypervisor IP List:
[%s], HPUX VM Name List: [%s],
HPUX Host Serial List: [%s].
Indicates that Lun
UnPresent has been initiated.
No Host Group found on the port
[%s].
No Host Group has Target End
Point [%s] on the port [%s].

60.

I5003004

61.

I5003005

62.

I5003006

63.

I5003007

64.

I5003008

65.

I5003009

66.

I500300A

67.

I500300B

No rollback tasks found. Request
ID: [%s].
Successfully loaded the CAPI
library: [%s].
Begin Open Session to the
Storage Array. Controller 0:
[%s], Controller 1: [%s].
Successfully opened the session
to the Storage Array. Controller
0: [%s], Controller 1: [%s],
Session: [%s].
Begin Close Session to the
Storage Array. Controller 0:
[%s], Controller 1: [%s].
Closed the session to the Storage
Array. Controller 0: [%s],
Controller 1: [%s]. Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning the Get Volume List
task. Session: [%s].
Completed the Get Volume List
task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].

unpresenting LUN is started.
%s:Request ID
%s:LUN ID list
%s:WWN list
%s:iSCSI target list
%s:vCenter IP address list
%s:Host ID list
%s:VM IP address list
%s:VM ID list
%s:HPUX Hypervisor IP address list
%s:HPUX VM Name list
%s:HPUX Host Serial list
No host group can be detected.
%s: Port number
No host group can be detected.
%s: WWN
%s: Port information
No rollback target can be detected.
%s: Request ID
The capi library has been successfully loaded.
%s: Library path
The session is starting to be opened.
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
The session has just been opened.
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
%s: Session number
The session is starting to be closed.
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
The session has just been closed.
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
%#x: Return code
The volume list is starting to be retrieved.
%s: Session number
The volume list has just been retrieved.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
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68.

I500300C

69.

I500300D

70.

I500300E

71.

I500300F

72.

I5003010

73.

I5003011

74.

I5003012

75.

I5003013

76.

I5003014

77.

I5003015

78.

I5003016

79.

I5003017

80.

I5003018

81.

I5003019

The volume path is starting to be added.
%s: Session number
%s: Host group information
%s: LUN information
The volume path has just been added.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The volume path is to be deleted.
%s: Session number
%s: Host group information
%s: LUN information
The volume path has just been deleted.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The host group is starting to be added.
%s: Session number
%s: Host group information
%s: Port information
The host group has just been added.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
Indicates the details of the new host group.
%s: Session number
%s: Host group name
%s: Host group information
The host group is starting to be deleted.
%s: Session number
%s: Host group information
The host group has just been deleted.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The host is starting to be added.
%s: Session number
%s: Host group information
%s: WWN
The host has just been added.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The host is starting to be deleted.
%s: Session number
%s: Host group information
%s: WWN
The host has just been deleted.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The port list is starting to be retrieved.
%s: Session number
%s: WWN

82.

I500301A

83.

I500301B

Beginning the Add Volume Path
task. Session: [%s], Host
Group UUID: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s].
Completed the Add Volume Path
task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning the Remove Volume
Path task. Session: [%s], Host
Group UUID: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s].
Completed the Remove Volume
List task. Session: [%s],
Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Add Host Group
task. Session: [%s], Host
Group Name: [%s], Port UUID:
[%s].
Completed the Add Host Group
task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
New Host Group Details:
Session: [%s], Host Group
Name: [%s], Host Group
UUID: [%s].
Beginning the Remove Host
Group task. Session: [%s],
Host Group UUID: [%s].
Completed the Remove Host
Group task. Session: [%s],
Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Add Host (Target
End Point) task. Session: [%s],
Host Group UUID: [%s], Target
End Point: [%s].
Completed the Add Host task.
Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning the Remove Host
(Target End Point) task. Session:
[%s], Host Group UUID: [%s],
Target End Point: [%s].
Completed the Remove Host
task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning the Get visible
(Accessible) Port List task.
Session: [%s], Target End
Point: [%s].
Completed the Get visible Port
List task. Session: [%s],
Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Get Host Group
List from Port task. Session:
[%s], port UUID: [%s].

The port list has just been retrieved.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The host group list is starting to be retrieved.
%s: Session number
%s: Port information
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84.

I500301C

85.

I500301D

86.

I500301E

87.

I500301F

Completed Get Host Group List
from Port task. Session: [%s],
Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Get LUN List task
(to find the LUN UUID). Session:
[%s], LUN ID: [%s].
Completed the Get LUN list task.
Session: [%s], LUN Count:
[%d].
LUN Details: Session: [%s],
LUN ID: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s].

88.

I5003020

Add Host (Target End Point).
Request ID: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], WWN: [%s].

89.

I5003021

Add Host (Target End Point).
Request ID: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], iSCSI Initiator Name:
[%s].

90.

I5003023

91.

I5003024

No Host Group found on the Port:
[%s].
Found Host Group with UUID:
[%s] for Target End Point:
[%s] on Port: [%s].

92.

I5003025

Found LUN with UUID: [%s] in
Host Group with UUID: [%s].

93.

I5003026

94.

I5003027

Found Host Group with UUID:
[%s] for Target End Point:
[%s] on Port: [%s] through
other Target End Points.
Remove Host (Target End Point).
Request ID: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], WWN: [%s].

95.

I5003028

Remove Host (Target End Point).
Request ID: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s], iSCSI Initiator Name:
[%s].

96.

I5003029

97.

I500302A

Host Group UUID changed from
the old UUID: [%s] to the
current UUID: [%s].
No LUNs present in Host Group.
Removing the Target End Point:
[%s] from the Port: [%s].

The host group list has just been retrieved.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The volume list is starting to be retrieved.
%s: Session number
%s: LUN number
The volume list has just been retrieved.
%s: Session number
%d: Count
Indicates detailed information about the
volume.
%s: Session number
%s: LUN number
%s: LUN information
Adding the Host Target End Point is
requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: LUN information
%s:WWN
Adding the Host Target End Point is
requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: LUN information
%s: iSCSI initiator name
No host group can be detected on the port.
%s: Port number
The host group is detected.
%s: Host group information
%s: WWN
%s: Port information
The LUN is detected.
%s: LUN information
%s: Host group information
The host group is detected.
%s: Host group information
%s: WWN
%s: Port number
Deleting the Host Target End Point is
requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: LUN information
%s:WWN ID
Deleting the Host Target End Point is
requested.
%s: Request ID
%s: LUN information
%s: iSCSI initiator name
The host group UUID has changed.
%s: UUID
%s: UUID
No LUNs exist in the host group. The Host
Target End Point is starting to be deleted.
%s: WWN
%s: Port information
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98.

I500302B

No Target End Points present in
Host Group. Removing the Host
Group with Name: [%s] from
the Port: [%s].
Cleaning request cache.
Beginning the Get pool List task.
Session: [%s].
Completed the Get pool List task.
Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Getting Volume Data. Storage
Serial Number [%s], Pool UUID:
[%s], Volume UUID: [%s].

No LUNs exist in the host group. The Host
Target End Point is starting to be deleted.
%s: Host group name
%s: Port information
Deleting cache is starting.
The pool list is starting to be retrieved.
%s: Session number
The pool list has just been retrieved.
%s: Session name
%#x: Return code
The volume information is retrieved.
%s: Serial number of the storage array
%s: Pool information
%s: Volume information
The Get Session task has finished
successfully.
%#x: Return code
Refreshing the host group is requested.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
Indicates detailed information.
%s: Detailed information
The Snapshot list is starting to be retrieved.
%s: Session number
The Snapshot list has just been retrieved.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
%d: Snapshot number
The Snapshot has started to be retrieved.
%s: Serial number of the Snapshot
%s: LUN information
A ShadowImage session is starting to be
created.
%s: Session number
A ShadowImage session has just been
created.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The ShadowImage is starting to be split.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The ShadowImage has just been split.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
A volume is starting to be created.
%s: Session number
%s: Pool information
%s: Size
%s: Physical Serial
A volume has just been created.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The volume has been already cloned.
%s: Volume name

99. I500302C
100. I500302D
101. I500302E
102. I500302F

103. I5003030

Completed the Get Session task.
Retval: [%#x].

104. I5003031

Refresh Host Group call.
Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Result: [%s].

105. I5003033
106. I5003034
107. I5003035

108. I5003036
109. I5003037
110. I5003038

111. I5003039

112. I500303A
113. I500303B

114. I500303C
115. I500303D

Beginning the Get Snapshot List
task. Session: [%s].
Completed the Get Snapshot List
task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x], Snapshot Count: [%d].
Getting Snapshots for the Serial
number: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s].
Beginning the Create
ShadowImage task. Session:
[%s].
Completed the Create
ShadowImage task. Session:
[%s], Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Split
ShadowImage task. Session:
[%s], P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL UUID: [%s].
Completed the Split
ShadowImage task. Session:
[%s], Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Create Volume
task. Session: [%s], Pool
UUID: [%s]. Size: [%s],
Physical Serial: [%s].
Completed the Create Volume
task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Volume [%s] is already cloned.
Skipping.
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116. I500303E
117. I500303F
118. I5003040
119. I5003041
120. I5003042

121. I5003043
122. I5003044
123. I5003045
124. I5003046
125. I5003047
126. I5003048
127. I5003049
128. I500304A
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Message

Description

Processing Clone Volume:
[%s].
New Volume Name: [%s].

The volume is being cloned.
%s: Storage information
Indicates volume name information.
%s: Volume name
Clone (full copy) is requested.
%s: LUN information
%d: Source Volume information
Creating a Snapshot is requested.
%s: LUN information
The Snapshot is starting to be created.
%s: Session number
%s: Pool information
%s: Source volume information
The Snapshot has just been created.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The volume is starting to be refreshed.

Clone (full copy) request. Source
LUN UUID: [%s]. Source
Volume Size: [%d]
Snapshot request. Source LUN
UUID: [%s].
Beginning the Create Snapshot
task. Session: [%s], Target
Storage Pool UUID: [%s],
P-VOL UUID: [%s].
Completed the Create Snapshot
task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning the Storage Volume
Refresh task.
Completed the Storage Volume
Refresh task. Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Snapshot Refresh
task.
Completed the Snapshot Refresh
task. Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the ShadowImage
Refresh task.
Completed the ShadowImage
Refresh task. Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Get ShadowImage
Pair List task. Session: [%s],
P-VOL UUID: [%s], S-VOL
UUID: [%s].

129. I500304B

Completed the Get
ShadowImage Pair List task.
Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x], Pair Count: [%d].

130. I500304C

Found ShadowImage Pair.
Session: [%s], P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID: [%s].

131. I500304D

ShadowImage Pair status. P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s], Status: [%s].

132. I500304E

ShadowImage Pair: P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

133. I5003050

Beginning the Get Snapshot Pair
List task. Session: [%s], P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

The volume has just been refreshed.
%#x: Return code
The Snapshot is starting to be refreshed.
The Snapshot has just been refreshed.
%#x: Return code
The ShadowImage is starting to be
refreshed.
The ShadowImage has just been refreshed.
%#x: Return code
The ShadowImage pair information is
starting to be retrieved.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The pair information of ShadowImage has
just been retrieved.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
%d: Pair count
Indicates the search result for the
ShadowImage pair information.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
Indicates the status information about the
ShadowImage pair.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
%s: SIS_PAIR_PAIR
Indicates the detailed information about the
ShadowImage pair.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The Snapshot pair is starting to be retrieved.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
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134. I5003051
135. I5003052
136. I5003053

Message

Description

Beginning the Snapshot Refresh
task.
Completed the Snapshot Refresh
task. Retval: [%#x].
Completed the Get Snapshot Pair
List task. Session: [%s],
Retval: [%#x], Pair Count:
[%d].

The Snapshot is starting to be refreshed.

137. I5003054

Snapshot Pair: P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID: [%s].

138. I5003055

Found Snapshot Pair. Session:
[%s], P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL UUID: [%s].

139. I5003056

Snapshot Pair status. P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s], Status: [%s].

140. I5003058

Beginning the Split Snapshot
task. Session: [%s], P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].
Completed the Split Snapshot
task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning the Delete Volume
task. Session: [%s], Volume
UUID: [%s].
Completed the Delete Volume
task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Processing the Delete
ShadowImage Pair task. P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].
Processing the Delete Snapshot
Pair task. P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL UUID: [%s].
Beginning the Delete
ShadowImage Pair task.
Session: [%s], P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID: [%s].

141. I5003059
142. I500305A
143. I500305B
144. I500305C

145. I500305D
146. I500305E

147. I500305F

148. I5003060

Completed the Delete
ShadowImage Pair task.
Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning the Delete Snapshot
Pair task. Session: [%s], P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

The Snapshot has just been refreshed.
%#x: Return code
The Snapshot pair list has just been
retrieved.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
%d: Pair count
The details of the Snapshot pair information
are being retrieved.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The Snapshot pair is detected.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The status of the Snapshot pair is being
retrieved.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
%s: SPS_PAIR
The Snapshot is starting to be split.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The Snapshot has just been split.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The volume is starting to be deleted.
%s: Session number
%s: Volume information
The volume has just been deleted.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The ShadowImage pair is being deleted.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The Snapshot pair is being deleted.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The ShadowImage pair is starting to be
deleted.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The ShadowImage pair has just been
deleted.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The ShadowImage pair session is starting to
be deleted.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
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149. I5003061

Completed the Delete Snapshot
Pair task. Session: [%s],
Retval: [%#x].

150. I5003062

Processing the Resync
ShadowImage Pair task. P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].
Processing the Resync Snapshot
Pair task. P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL UUID: [%s].
Beginning the Resync Snapshot
Pair task. Session: [%s], P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

The ShadowImage pair session has just been
deleted.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The ShadowImage pair is being
resynchronized.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The Snapshot pair is being resynchronized.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The Snapshot pair is starting to be
resynchronized.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The Snapshot pair has just been
resynchronized.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The ShadowImage pair is starting to be
resynchronized.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The ShadowImage pair has just been
resynchronized.
%s: Session number
%#x: Return code
The clone volume operation is being
processed.
%s: Volume information
A new volume is being created.
%s: Pool information
%s: Volume information
A volume has just been created.
%s: Pool information
%s: Volume information
%s: New volume information
The ShadowImage pair is being created.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The ShadowImage pair has just been
created.
%s: Primary volume value
%s: Secondary volume value
A Snapshot pair is being created.
%s: Pool information
%s: Primary volume value
The Snapshot pair has just been created.
%s: Pool information
%s: Primary volume value
%s: Secondary volume value
Rollback operations are being processed.

151. I5003063
152. I5003064

153. I5003065

Completed the Resync Snapshot
Pair task. Session: [%s],
Retval: [%#x].

154. I5003066

Beginning the Resync
ShadowImage Pair task.
Session: [%s], P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID: [%s].

155. I5003067

Completed the Resync
ShadowImage Pair task.
Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Processing the Clone Volume (1)
operation for Volume: [%s].

156. I5003068
157. I5003069
158. I500306A

159. I500306B
160. I500306C

ShadowImage Pair created
successfully. P-VOL: [%s],
S-VOL: [%s].

161. I500306D

Creating Snapshot Pair. Pool:
[%s], P-VOL: [%s].

162. I500306E

Snapshot Pair created
successfully. Pool: [%s],
P-VOL: [%s], S-VOL: [%s].
Waiting for the copy to complete.
Processing rollback of
operations.

163. I500306F
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Creating the new volume. Target
Pool: [%s], Source Volume:
[%s].
New Volume created
successfully. Target Pool:
[%s], Source Volume: [%s],
New Volume: [%s].
Creating ShadowImage Pair.
P-VOL: [%s], S-VOL: [%s].
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164. I5003070
165. I5003071

Message

Description

Processing Rollback task:
[%s].
Processing the Clone Volume (2)
operation. P-VOL: [%s],
S-VOL: [%s].

Rollback is being processed.
%s: Task information
The clone volume operation is being
processed.
%s: Primary volume value
%s: Secondary volume value
The split ShadowImage pair operation is
being performed.
%s: Primary volume value
%s: Secondary volume value
The ShadowImage pair operation is
complete.
%s: Primary volume value
%s: Secondary volume value

166. I5003072

Performing the Split
ShadowImage Pair operation.
P-VOL: [%s], S-VOL: [%s].

167. I5003073

The ShadowImage Pair Split
operation completed
successfully. P-VOL: [%s],
S-VOL: [%s]. Waiting for the
status update.
Performing the Split Snapshot
Pair operation. P-VOL: [%s],
S-VOL: [%s].
The Snapshot Pair Split
operation completed
successfully. P-VOL: [%s],
S-VOL: [%s]. Waiting for the
status update.
Processing the Split
ShadowImage Pair operation.
P-VOL UUID: [%s], S-VOL
UUID: [%s].
Skipping the rollback operation
for the ShadowImage pair as
both resync and split pair tasks
completed. P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL UUID: [%s].
Host Group Info. Host Group
UUID: [%s].
WWN found in Host Group:
Host Group UUID: [%s], WWN:
[%s].
iSCSI found in Host Group:
Host Group UUID: [%s],
ISCSI: [%s].
Host Group Volume Info: Host
Group UUID: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s].
LUN not found: Host Group
UUID: [%s], LUN UUID:
[%s].
Initiated the ShadowImage Pair
Resync task. P-VOL ID: [%s],
S-VOL ID: [%s].

168. I5003074
169. I5003075

170. I5003076

171. I5003077

172. I5003079
173. I500307A
174. I500307B
175. I500307C
176. I500307D
177. I500307E

178. I500307F

Has enough capacity in Target
Storage Pool. Target Pool UUID:
[%s], Source Volume UUID List:
[%s], Pool Capacity (MB): [%d],
Capacity needed (MB): [%d].

The Snapshot pair operation is ongoing.
%s: Primary volume value
%s: Secondary volume value
The Snapshot pair split operation is
complete.
%s: Primary volume value
%s: Secondary volume value
The split ShadowImage pair operation is
ongoing.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The rollback operation for the ShadowImage
pair is skipped.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
Indicates host group information.
%s: Host group name
Indicates the searched Host group.
%s: Host group name
%s: WWN
Indicates the searched Host group.
%s: Host group name
%s:ISCSI
Indicates host group information.
%s: Host group name
%s: LUN information
No LUNs exist in the host group.
%s: Host group name
%s: LUN information
The ShadowImage pair is starting to be
resynchronized.
%s: Primary volume ID
%s: LUN information
The storage pool has sufficient free capacity.
%s: Target pool information
%s: Volume information list
%d: Pool capacity limit
%d: Required capacity
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179. I5003080

180. I5003081
181. I5003082
182. I5003083

183. I5003084

184. I5003085
185. I5003086
186. I5003087
187. I5003088
188. I5003089

Description

Preparing to take Snapshots.
Request ID: [%s], Snapshot
Name: [%s], Volume IDs:
[%s].
Successfully deleted the volume.
Volume ID: [%s].
Volume with UUID: [%s] does
not exist. Skipping the delete
operation.
Found ShadowImage Pair with
P-VOL UUID: [%s] and S-VOL
UUID: [%s]. Deleting the pair.

Preparation for taking Snapshots is ongoing.
%s: Request ID
%s: Snapshot name
%s: Volume number
The volume has just been deleted.
%s: Volume number
The delete operation is skipped because the
volume does not exist.
%s: Volume information
The ShadowImage pair is starting to be
deleted.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The ShadowImage pair has just been
deleted.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The Snapshot pair is starting to be deleted.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The Snapshot pair has just been deleted.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
No ShadowImage pair exists.
%s: Volume information
No Snapshot pair exists.
%s: Volume information
Indicates the volume information output.
%s: Volume type
%s: LU number
Indicates the Controller information output.
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
%s: Controller IP
%s: User name
A ShadowImage pair is starting to be
created.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
No ports can be found for the WWN/iSCSI.
%s: WWN name
The Snapshot pair does not require an action.
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
The execution process for Clone Volume (4)
is aborted.
%s: Primary volume value
%s: Secondary volume value
The volume has been already processed.
%s: Volume information
Processing a rollback was successful.
%s: Request ID

Successfully deleted
ShadowImage Pair with P-VOL
UUID: [%s] and S-VOL UUID:
[%s].
Found Snapshot Pair with P-VOL
UUID: [%s] and S-VOL UUID:
[%s]. Deleting the pair.
Successfully deleted Snapshot
Pair with P-VOL UUID: [%s]
and S-VOL UUID: [%s].
No ShadowImage Pair found for
Volume UUID: [%s].
No Snapshot Pair found for
Volume UUID: [%s].
Volume Type: [%s], Volume
ID: [%s].

189. I500308A

Controller Access Info. Controller
0: [%s], Controller 1: [%s],
Controller IPs: [%s], UserID:
[%s].

190. I5003090

Processing the Create
ShadowImage Pair task. P-VOL
UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].
No ports visible to the
WWN/iSCSI name [%s].
No action required for Snapshot
Pair with P-VOL UUID: [%s]
and S-VOL UUID: [%s].
Processing the Finalize Clone
Volume (4) operation. P-VOL:
[%s], S-VOL: [%s].

191. I5003091
192. I5003093
193. I5003094

194. I5003095
195. I5003096
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Message

Volume [%s] is already
processed. Skipping.
Rollback operation successful.
For details, refer to rollback logs
for request ID: [%s] on Hitachi
Storage Controller.
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196. I5003097

Volume [%s] format completion:
[%d].

197. I5003098

Volume [%s] format is
completed.
Host Group is the default one. So
no checks are performing to see
whether it is empty for
removing. Host group name:
[%s] from the Port: [%s].
Begin Open Session to the
Storage Array. Storage Serial:
[%s], User Name: [%s].
Successfully opened the session
to the Storage Array. Storage
Serial: [%s], User Name: [%s],
Session: [%s].
Controller Access Info. Controller
IPs: [%s], UserID: [%s].

The volume is being formatted.
%s: Volume information
%d: Processing status
The volume has just been formatted.
%s: Volume information
The Host group was not deleted because it is
a default Host group.
%s: Host group name
%s: Port number

198. I5003099

199. I500309A
200. I500309B

201. I500309C

202. I500309D
203. I500309E

204. I500309F
205. I50030A0
206. I50030A1

207. I50030A2
208. I50030A4

209. I50030A5

210. I50030A6

Begin Close Session to the
Storage Array. Storage Serial:
[%s], User Name: [%s].
Closed the session to the Storage
Array. Storage Serial: [%s],
User Name: [%s]. Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning the Host Group
Refresh task
Completed the Host Group
Refresh task. Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the get pool volume
list task. Session: [%s], Pool
UUID: [%s].
Completed the get pool volume
list task. Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning to Get
ShadowImage Pair
Status task. Session:
[%s], P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].
Completed Get
ShadowImage Pair
Status task. Session:
[%s], P-VOL UUID:
[%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].
Beginning to Get Snapshot Pair
Status task. Session: [%s],
P-VOL UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

The session is starting to be opened.
%s: Serial number
%s: User name
The session has just been opened.
%s: Serial number
%s: User name
%s: Session number
Indicates the information of the storage
arrays.
%s: IP address
%s: User name
The session is starting to be closed.
%s: Serial number
%s: User name
The session has just been closed.
%s: Serial number
%s: User name
%#x: Return code
The Host Group is starting to be refreshed.
The Host Group has just been refreshed.
%#x: Return code
The pool information is starting to be
retrieved.
%s: Session
%s: Pool ID
The pool information has just been retrieved.
%s: Session
%s: Return code
Indicates the beginning of get shadowImage
pair status task.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
Indicates the completion of get
shadowImage pair status task.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
Indicates the beginning of get snapshot pair
status task.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
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211. I50030A7

Completed Get Snapshot Pair
Status task. Session: [%s],
P-VOL UUID: [%s], S-VOL UUID:
[%s].

212. I50030A8

Add Host (Target End Point) is
Successful. Request ID: [%s],
LUN UUID: [%s], WWN: [%s].

213. I50030A9

Remove Host (Target End Point)
is Successful. Request ID: [%s],
LUN UUID: [%s], WWN: [%s].

214. I50030AA

Found Consistency Group Id :
[%d] for Storage serial : [%s].

215. I5003100

Beginning the Create TrueCopy
task. PVOL-Session: [%s],
SVOL-Session: [%s],
PVOL[%d:%d], SVOL[%d:%d].

216. I5003101

Completed the Create TrueCopy
task. PVOL-Session: [%s],
SVOL-Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].

217. I5003102

Beginning the Delete TrueCopy
Pair task. PVOL-Session: [%s],
SVOL-Session: [%s],
PVOL[%d:%d], SVOL[%d:%d].

218. I5003103

Completed the Delete TrueCopy
Pair task. PVOL-Session: [%s],
SVOL-Session: [%s], Retval:
[%#x].
Beginning to Get TrueCopy Pair
Status task. PVOL-Session:
[%s], PVOL[%d:%d].
Completed Get TrueCopy Pair
Status task. PVOL-Session:
[%s], PVOL[%d:%d].

Indicates the completion of get snapshot pair
status task.
%s: Session number
%s: Primary volume information
%s: Secondary volume information
Indicates the completion of Add host task
successfully.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume information
%s: WWN name
Indicates the completion of Remove Host
successfully.
%s: Request ID
%s: Volume information
%s: WWN name
Consistency Group ID was found.
%d: Consistency Group ID
%s: Storage serial
A TrueCopy session is starting.
%s: P-Vol session number
%s: S-Vol session number
%d:%d: Array serial number: PVOL ID
%d:%d: Array serial number: SVOL ID
A creation of the TrueCopy session has
completed.
%s: P-Vol session number
%s: S-Vol session number
%#x: Return code
TrueCopy is starting to be deleted..
%s: P-Vol session number
%s: S-Vol session number
%d:%d: Array serial number: PVOL ID
%d:%d: Array serial number: SVOL ID
Deletion of TrueCopy will be complete.
%s: P-Vol session number
%s: S-Vol session number
%#x: Return code
Retrieve a TrueCopy pair status.
%s: P-Vol session number
%d:%d: Array serial number: PVOL ID
Retrieval of the TrueCopy pair status is
complete.
%s: P-Vol session number
%d:%d: Array serial number: PVOL ID
True Copy is starting to be refreshed.

219. I5003104
220. I5003105

221. I5003106
222. I5003107
223. I5003108

224. I5003109

27
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Beginning the TrueCopy Refresh
task.
Completed the TrueCopy Refresh
task. Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Get TrueCopy Pair
List task. P-VOL UUID: [%s],
S-VOL UUID: [%s].
Completed the Get TrueCopy
Pair List task. Retval: [%#x],
Pair Count: [%d].

Refresh of True Copy is complete.
%#x: Return code
True Copy pair information is starting to be
retrieved.
%s: P-Vol session number
%s: S-Vol session number
Retrieval of the TrueCopy pair information is
complete.
%s: P-Vol session number
%s: S-Vol session number
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Messag
e code

225. I500310A
226. I500310B
227. I500310C
228. I500310D
229. I5003110

230. I5003111

231. I5003112

232. I5003113

233. I5003114

234. I5003115

235. I5003116

236. I5003117

237. I5003118

Message

Description

Beginning the Resync TrueCopy
Pair task. PVOL-Session: [%s],
PVOL[%d:%d].
Completed the Resync TrueCopy
Pair task. PVOL-Session: [%s].
Retval: [%#x].
Beginning the Split TrueCopy
task. PVOL-Session: [%s],
PVOL[%d:%d].
Completed the Split TrueCopy
task. PVOL-Session: [%s],
Retval: [%#x].
Processing the Delete TrueCopy
Pair task. P-VOL Virtual-Serial:
[%s], P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s], S-VOL Virtual-Serial:
[%s], S-VOL Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s].
TrueCopy Pair status. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s], P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID: [%s], Status:
[%s].
TrueCopy Pair created
successfully. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s], P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID: [%s], S-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s], S-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID: [%s].
Clone (True Copy) request.
P-VOL Virtual-Serial: [%s],
P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID: [%s],
S-VOL Virtual-Serial: [%s],
S-VOL Virtual-LDEVID: [%s].

Resynchronization of True Copy was started.
%s: P-Vol session number
%d:%d: Array serial number: PVOL ID
Resynchronization of True Copy is complete.
%s: P-Vol session number
%#x: Return code
Split of True Copy was started.
%s: P-Vol session number
%d:%d: Array serial number: PVOL ID
Split of True Copy is complete.
%s: P-Vol session number
%#x: Return code
The True Copy pair is being deleted.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
%s: S-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: S-VOL Virtual-LDEVID

Creating TrueCopy Pair. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s], P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID: [%s], S-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s], S-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID: [%s].
TrueCopy Pair status. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s], P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID: [%s], Status:
[%s].
Performing the Split TrueCopy
Pair operation. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s], P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID: [%s].
The TrueCopy Pair Split
operation completed
successfully. P-VOL
Virtual-Serial: [%s], P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID: [%s]. Waiting
for the status update.
Processing the Resync TrueCopy
Pair task. P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID:
[%s]

It is the status of True Copy pair.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
%s: Status
Creation of the True Copy Pair is successful.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
%s: S-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: S-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
Execution of the True Copy scenario was
requested.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
%s: S-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: S-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
True Copy pair is being created.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
%s: S-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: S-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
Retrieve the True Copy pair status.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
Split the True Copy pair.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
Split instruction of the True Copy pair is
successful. Waiting for the status update.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-Serial
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
True Copy pair is being resynchronized.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
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238. I5003119
239. I500311A
240. I500311B
241. I5004005

242. I5004006

243. I5004007

244. I5004008

245. I5004009

246. I500400A
247. I500400B
248. I500400C
249. I500400F

250. I5004010
251. I5004011
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Message

Description

Found TrueCopy Pair with P-VOL
UUID: [%s] and S-VOL UUID:
[%s]. Deleting the pair.
Successfully deleted TrueCopy
Pair with P-VOL UUID: [%s] and
S-VOL UUID: [%s].
TrueCopy Pair status. P-VOL
Virtual-LDEVID: [%s], Status:
[%s].
Successfully get the
configuration information of the
virtual machine. Virtual Machine:
[%s].
Begin to add the disk to the
virtual machine. Host Id: [%s],
Virtual Machine Ip: [%s], Virtual
Machine Id: [%s], Host Name:
[%s], Volume UUID: [%s].

True Copy pair is found. Delete the pair.
%s: P-VOL UUID:
%s: S-VOL UUID:
True Copy pair removed successfully.
%s: P-VOL UUID
%s: S-VOL UUID
A status is True Copy pair.
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
%s: P-VOL Virtual-LDEVID
The configuration information of the virtual
machine was able to be acquired normally.
%s: IP address of the virtual machine.

Successfully added the disk to
the virtual machine. Virtual
Machine: [%s], Volume UUID:
[%s].
Begin to remove the raw disk
from the virtual machine. Host
Id: [%s], Virtual Machine Ip:
[%s], Virtual Machine Id: [%s],
Host Name: [%s], Volume UUID:
[%s].
Successfully removed the raw
disk from the virtual machine.
Virtual Machine: [%s], Volume
UUID: [%s].
Disk found after add raw disk
operation. Volume UUID: [%s].
Begin to get the Host
information. Host IP: [%s].
Begin to retrieve Virtual Machine
information. Virtual Machine:
[%s].
Volume not found on Virtual
Machine. Skipping
remove raw disk operation.
Virtual Machine:
[%s], Volume UUID: [%s].
Successfully disconnected the
session with the
vCenter Server.
Begin to refresh the Storage
Information of the
Virtual Machine.

A process to add the volume to a virtual
machine was started.
%s: ID of the virtual host
%s: IP address of the virtual machine.
%s: ID of the virtual machine
%s: Host name
%s: UUID of the volume
Addition of the volume to a virtual machine
was successful.
%s: ID of the virtual machine
%s: UUID of the volume
A process to delete the volume was started
by a virtual machine.
%s: ID of the virtual host
%s: IP address of the virtual machine.
%s: ID of the virtual machine
%s: Host name
%s: UUID of the volume
Deletion of the volume of the virtual machine
was successful.
%s: IP address of the virtual machine.
%s: UUID of the volume.
A disk of the added volume was found.
%s: UUID of the volume
The acquisition of the information of the host
was started.
%s: IP address of the host.
The acquisition of the information of the
virtual machine was started.
%s: IP address of the virtual machine.
The volume was not added to a virtual
machine.
Skip by the deletion process of the disk.
%s: IP address of the virtual machine.
%s: UUID of the volume
A session with vCenter server was
disconnected.
%s: UUID of the volume
The storage information of the virtual
machine was updated.
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252. I5004012

Begin to get the Ldev
information of the host.
Host Id: [%s], Ldev Id: [%s].

253. I5004013

Rescanning HBA's of the Host
Storage System
for the Host. Host: [%s], Host
Storage System: [%s].
vCenter server information is
empty. Skipping add raw disk
operation.
Volume is already added to the
virtual machine. Skipping add
raw disk operation. Virtual
Machine: [%s], Volume UUID:
[%s].
Empty HP-UX Hypervisor data
file: [%s].
HP-UX Hypervisor Data saved
successfully in the file: [%s].

Update of the LDEV information of the host
was started.
%s: ID of the host
%s: LDEV No.
HBA of the storage system of the host is
scanned again.
%s: ID of the host
%s: LDEV No.
Information of vCenter server was not able to
be acquired.
Skip by the additional process of the disk.
The volume is already added to a virtual
machine.
Skip by the additional process of the disk.
%s: IP address of the virtual machine.
%s: UUID of the volume
Information in the data file does not exist.
%s:Data file
Information of HP-UX Hypervisor has been
saved in the data file.
%s:Data file
Data update of HP-UX Hypervisor has
succeeded.
Unregistration of HP-UX Hypervisor has
succeeded.
%s:HP-UX Hypervisor IP address
Unregistration of HP-UX Hypervisor has
succeeded.
%s:HP-UX Hypervisor IP address
%s:Username
Data registration of HP-UX Hypervisor has
succeeded.
%s:HP-UX Hypervisor IP address
Data registration of HP-UX Hypervisor has
succeeded.
%s:HP-UX Hypervisor IP address
Information of HP-UX Hypervisor has been
removed from data file.
LU has been added to the virtual host.
%s:LUN ID
%s:Virtual host name
LU has been removed from the virtual host.
%s:LUN ID
%s:Virtual host name
Validation of HP-UX Hypervisor has
succeeded.
%s:HP-UX Hypervisor IP address
HP-UX Hypervisor session has successfully
connected.
%s:HP-UX Hypervisor IP address
%s:User name
HP-UX Hypervisor session has successfully
disconnected.
%s:HP-UX Hypervisor IP address
%s:User name

254. I5004014
255. I5004015

256. I5005001
257. I5005002
258. I5005004
259. I5005005
260. I5005006

261. I5005007
262. I5005008
263. I5005009
264. I5005010
265. I5005011
266. I5005012
267. I5005013

268. I5005014

HP-UX Hypervisor Data updated
successfully.
HP-UX Hypervisor unregistered
successfully. HP-UX Hypervisor
IP: [%s].
HP-UX Hypervisor unregistered.
HP-UX Hypervisor IP: [%s], User
Name: [%s]
HP-UX Hypervisor registered
successfully. HP-UX Hypervisor
IP: [%s].
HP-UX Hypervisor updated.
HP-UX Hypervisor IP: [%s].
HP-UX Hypervisor Data removed
successfully.
Added LUN to Virtual Machine
successfully. Lun ID: [%s], VM
Name: [%s].
Removed LUN from Virtual
Machine successfully. Lun ID:
[%s], VM Name: [%s].
HP-UX Hypervisor Connection
successfully validated. HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s].
HP-UX Hypervisor Session
successfully connected. HP-UX
Hypervisor IP: [%s], User Name:
[%s].
HP-UX Hypervisor Session
successfully disconnected.
HP-UX Hypervisor IP: [%s], User
Name: [%s].
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269. I5005015

Successfully added the disk to
the virtual machine. VM Name:
[%s], LUN ID: [%s].

270. I5005016

Successfully removed the disk
from the virtual machine. VM
Name: [%s], LUN ID: [%s].

271. I5005017

Successfully removed the disk
from Hypervisor. LUN ID: [%s].

272. I5005018

Successfully removed lun Info
from Hypervisor.

LU has successfully been added to the virtual
machine.
%s:VM Name
%s:LUN ID
LU has successfully been removed from the
virtual machine.
%s:VM Name
%s:LUN ID
LU has successfully been removed from the
virtual machine.
%s:LUN ID
LU information has been removed from
HP-UX Hypervisor.
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Table 7.3-6 Hitachi Storage Controller Messages (Warning)
#

Message
code

Message

Description

Solution

1.

W5000002

Invalid Storage Array entry
found. Serial Number:
[%s], Controller 0: [%s],
Controller 1: [%s],
Model: [%s]. Updated the
entries.

2.

W5000003

License Validation failed for
the Storage Array. Storage
Array will unregister.
Serial: [%s], Controller 0
IP: [%s], Controller 1 IP:
[%s], Model: [%s].

No need to take an action
for this message itself.
When you have to take an
action, an error message
is displayed along with
this message. Take an
action for the error
message.
Register the storage array
using Controller Web UI.

3.

W5000004

Updating Storage Array
serial. Old Serial Number:
[%s], New Serial Number:
[%s].

Invalid entries in
StorageArrayList.x
ml have been
corrected.
%s: Serial number
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
%s: Model
Authentication for
the storage array
failed, and the
storage array is
deleted.
%s: Serial number
%s: IP address
%s: IP address
%s: Model
The storage array
information is
updated.
%s: Serial number
%s: Serial number

4.

W5000005

Failed to save the Storage
Array data in
storageArrayList.dump file.

An error occurred
while
storageArrayList.du
mp is saved.

5.

W5000006

License Validation failed for
the Storage Array. Storage
Array will unregister.
Serial: [%s], User Name:
[%s], Model: [%s].

6.

W5000009

Failed to save the vCenter
Server data in
vCenterServerDataList.du
mp file.

Authentication for
the
storage array
failed, and
the storage array is
deleted.
%s: Serial number
%s: User name
%s: Model
Failed to writing to
a
vCenterServerData
List.dump file.

No need to take an action
for this message itself.
When you have to take an
action, an error message
is displayed along with
this message. Take an
action for the error
message.
No need to take an action
for this message itself.
When you have to take an
action, an error message
is displayed along with
this message. Take an
action for the error
message.
Register the storage array
using Controller Web UI.

Make sure whether other
software does not use a
vCenterServerDataList.du
mp file.
When it is not used, make
sure whether it is not
prohibited from writing.
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7.

W500000A

Unable to process request.
vCenter Server with
the given URL is already
registered. URL: [%s].

The request was not able
to be executed.
vCenter Server of
specified URL is already
registered. %s:URL

8.

W500000B

vCenter Server Validation
failed. vCenter Server will
unregister. vCenter Server
Url: [%s], User Name:
[%s].

Unable to process
request. vCenter
Server with
the given URL is
already registered.
URL: [%s].
vCenter Server
Validation failed.
vCenter Server will
unregister. vCenter
Server Url: [%s],
User Name: [%s].

9.

W5001001

Page has expired. This page
is no longer available.

failed to transition a page

10.

W5001002

Unable to process request.
vCenter
Server with the given URL
is already
registered.

Page has expired.
This page is no
longer available.
Unable to process
request. vCenter
Server with the
given URL is
already
registered.

11.

W5001005

Failed to save the HP-UX
Hypervisor data in
HpUxHypervisorDataList.d
ump file.

Failed to write in

Check that the dump file

the dump file.

has not been used by

Failed to validate vCenter
Server.
Registration of vCenter
Server is canceled.
%s:URL
%s:User name

The request could not be
executed.
vCenter Server of
specified URL is already
registered

another software.
If the dump file has not
been used by anther
software, check that the

12.

W5001006

HP-UX Hypervisor
Validation failed. HP-UX
Hypervisor will unregister.
HP-UX Hypervisor IP: [%s],
User Name: [%s].

Hypervisor

dump file is not read-only.
(1) Make sure that HP-UX
Hypervisor of specified IP
address and user name
has started.
(2) Make sure that there

information has

is no problem with the

failed.

communication between

%s:HP-UX

HP-UX Hypervisor and

Hypervisor IP

Controller.

This message is
displayed when
validation of HP-UX

address
%s:User name
13.

W5001007

LUN not present on VM.
LUN ID: [%s], VM Name:
[%s].

does not exist.

(1) Make sure that HP-UX
Hypervisor of specified IP
address and user name
has started.
(2) Make sure that there

%s:LUN ID

is no problem with the

%s:Virtual host

communication between

name

HP-UX Hypervisor and

LU is being
removed from the
virtual host which

Controller.
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14.

W5001008

Lun already added on VM.
Skipping this request.

LU has been added

No need to take an action

to the virtual host.

for this message. When
you have to take an
action, an error message
is displayed along with
this message. Take an
action for the error

15.

W5003003

Unable to delete the S-VOL.
Delete it manually. S-VOL
UUID: [%s].

An error occurred
while removing
S-VOL.
%s: Volume

16.

W5004001

Failed to retrieve
information of SCSI
Volume. Rescanning host
storage information.
Volume UUID: [%s], Host
Id: [%s].

1st retrieval of the
SCSI volume failed.
Rescan the host
storage
information.
%s: UUID of the
volume
%s: Host ID

message.
Check that the volume
which is indicated with %s
is deleted from the
storage array using
Storage Navigator. If not
deleted, delete the
remaining volume on the
storage array with
reference to the “6.8
Taking actions when the
volume on the storage
arrays is not deleted.”
No particular action is
required for this warning
message because the
rescan is performed.
If a warning message or
an error message is still
appeared, follow the
corresponding solution.
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Table 7.3-7 Other Types of Messages

#

Message

Description

Solution

1.

A user with administrator
rights installed this
application. You need to
have similar privileges to
modify or uninstall it.

A user without
administrator
privileges is trying to
uninstall this
application.

After taking the following actions,
retry the operation.
(1) Use a user account with
administrator privileges to uninstall
this application.

For information about the messages output by Windows during installation and
uninstallation, visit the following URL:
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/aa372835(v=vs.85).aspx
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